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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.

THE rapid growth of the Electricity Supply industry

during the last fifteen years has brought into action

enormous numbers of Electricity Meters of many
types, depending for their action on various principles.

Considering the important part these relatively small

pieces of apparatus play in the industry, it is surprising

how little is to, be found in Electrical literature devoted

to them and to their construction and management.

Descriptions of new meters have certainly from time to

time appeared in the technical press, but apart from

these very little has been written on the subject.

No attempt has been made in the following pages to

even refer to many meters which have appeared, but

which have from various causes not found favour. A
description, however brief, of all the meters which have

been tried would fill a volume of considerable size, much

of which would be out of date. From a historical point

of view this matter would no doubt be interesting, but

from a practical one it is not so important. Only those

meters have, therefore, been described which aie in use

at the present day or those which have recently been

introduced.

After a short introductory Chapter, those following are

devoted to Alternating-current Meters, Continuous-

current Meters, Meters suitable for both Alternating

E.M.G. A



iv. Preface.

and Continuous Current, Prepayment Meters, Double

Tariff Meters and Maximum Demand Indicators, and

Tram Car Meters. In each of these Chapters the Meters

referred to are arranged in alphabetical order

The latter portion of the book is devoted to Testing

arrangements and apparatus, meter testing, fixing, read-

ing, cleaning and repairing, and meter book-keeping,

and it is hoped that this portion may prove of service to

those engaged in meter work generally, and especially

to those about to enter this branch of the work con-

nected with electricity supply. Many of the large elec-

trical undertakings are provided with properly equipped

test rooms, but in many instances it seems that, whilst

no expense is spared in station equipment, the outlay cm

first-class testing instruments and convenient testing

switchboards and tables is begrudged. Considering that

the revenue of such an undertaking depends so enor-

mously on the proper initial calibration and subsequent

efficiency of the meters employed, this seems all the more

remarkable.

In conclusion, I wish to express my sincere thanks to

those firms who have kindly lent blocks for illustrating

their "meters ; to my colleague, Mr. W. G. Shee, who has

devoted much of his time and skill in producing the photo-

graphs from which many of the original blocks have been

made ; and to Messrs. Kelvin and James White for per-

mission to u-^e the tables of doubled square roots.

C. H. W. G,

London, March, 1906.



PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION.

SINCE the publication of the First Edition there have

been man 3' additions to the hst of Meters and other

apparatus for the measurement of Electricity, and

as it has been attempted to bring the book up to date,

descriptions of the latest types, both American and Euro-

pean, will be fDUnd in its pages. As, however, great

numbers of the older types of meter are still in use, although

their manufacture may have ceased, it has been considered

advisable to include descriptions of these. Most supply

Undertakings employ several types of meter, consec]uently

a knowledge of the various types likely to be met is essential,

not only to those whose duty it is tc repair and recalibrate

them, but also to those responsible for their installation.

The present edition includes a new Chapter devoted to

Polyphase Meters and the Measurement of Polyphase

Power, which has been found necessary owing to the great

extension made in polyphase work. The Testing of Poly-

phase Meters is also dealt with in Chapter XII.

My thanks are again extended to the firms who have lent

blocks for the purpose of illustrating their Meters.

C. H. W. G.

London, Oclober, 191 7.
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PART r,

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTORY.

When electric lighting developed out of the experimental

stage, to become a practical method of illumination, the energy

being supplied by means of mains to numerous consumers by
one supplier, or undertaking, the necessity for metering the

amount of energy taken by each individual consumer became

the mother of several inventions, in the shape of meters of

more or less practical form. Many of these have become

extinct, and only a few of the earlier types have remained in

Use up to the present day. Previously a certain sum was

charged per lamp per annum, or per quarter, but the unfairness

—both to consumer and to supplier—of this method of

charging would have done much to check the growth of the

electric hghting industry.

The work imposed on an electricity meter is perhaps the

hardest that is put upon any electrical machine. It is erected,

probably in a cellar, and kept there for four or five years or

longer without receiving any attention, except an examination

of the reading once a quarter by the meter reader. It is,

further, expected to be accurate on all speeds, from zero to the

speed corresponding to its full load, and, should it become

inaccurate to an extent of 5 or 6 per cent., it is liable to be

looked upon as a terrible offender (particularly by the con-

sumer, if the inaccuracy be against him).

It is sometimes ])Ut forward that the accuracy of a clock or

watch remains good for many years, and therefore why should
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not a meter be made to have the same accuracy ? 1 he work

of a clock, however, is very different. It works at a uniform

speed with a strorg power to drive it, whereas in a meter the

power for driving is kept down as low as possible and is

generally very small.

The function of an electricity meter is to measure the

amount of electric energy consumed in certain translating

devices, such as lamps, motors, heaters, cooking apparatus and

the like.

When a continuous-current of electricity passes in a circuit,

work is done in that circuit, and the practical unit by which

the amount of work done is expressed is the joide. The
joule, being the work done in one second when a current of

one ampere flows under a potential difference of one volt, or

one watt for one second, is a small unit from an electrical

engineering point of view, and, therefore, the Board of Trade

Unit (B.T.U.) has been taken as the commeicial unit bj'

which ell ctric energy is bought and sold in the United King-

dom, and is equal to 1,000 watt-hours, or one ki'owatt hour.

The Board of Trade unit is, therefore, 3,600,000 times as large

as the joule.

In continuous-current circuits the energy consumed in a

circuit expressed in watt-hours (or thousundths of a B.T.U.)

is always the product of current in amperes, pressure in volts,

and time for which the current flows in hours.

In an alternating-current circuit the current and pressure

at each moment are varying, and their variaiions may be

represented by sine curves. Their effective, or virtual values,

are equal to the square root of the mean of the squares of all

the instantaneous values. If the two curves indicating the

instantaneous values of the current and pressure vary together

—that is to say, if they are both j^ositive, or both negative,

during the same intervals of time—then the product of their

virtual values and the time is equal to the ener-gy supplied to

the circuit, which would be the case in a non-ioducfive circuit.

The energy measured in this way would be the oqirivalent of

that if a continuous current were flowing. Should the circuit

be inductive or possess capacity', the current curve will lag

behind or lead the pressure curve by an amount depending on
the inductiveness or amount of capacity in the circuit. The
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lag or lead is usually expressed as an angle, the who'e period
representing 360 deg.
' In such circuits the product of the effective or virtual values
of amperes and volts does not give the mean rate of working,
or true watts, as the current for some part of the time in each
complete period is of opposite sigo to the pressure ; hence their

product is negative during these intervals, which means that

power is being returned from the circuit. The true power is

in such a case given by the expression

W= A„ X V„ X CCS a,

where a is the angle of lag.

Thus the energy supplied to the circuit in Board of Trade
units is

U = 1000 (A„ X V„ X cos a X H),

where H is the number of hours during which a current A„
amperes flows at a pressure V„ volts through a circuit the power-
factor of which is cos a.

Electrical meters, or more correctly, electrical integrating

meters, may be divided into two classes. They are (1) Watt-
hour meters, and (2) Ampere-hour meters. Those of the first

class register, or should register, the true energy supplied through

them. Mathematically, they find the value of
j QYdt where

C and V are the various values of the current and pressure

between the times to and t,. In the case of alternating-current

meters, C and V are the virtual amperes and volts respectively,

and the expression under the integral must be multiplied by

the " power-factor " of the circuit. For the second class the

mtegral becomes / dt, the pressure being assumed constant

at the " declared pressure." If this declared pressure is not

kept, then with an ampere-hour meter the number of Board of

Trade units for which the consumer would be charged would

be too high or too low, according as to whether the suviply

had been at lower or higher pressure than the " declared."

Ampere-hour meters possess the advantage of simplicity of

connections, as they are inserted in one main only, whereas

watt hour meters either require both mains to be taken into

the meter, or one only, and a tapping from the other to supply

the current for the shunt winding.

b2
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In the case of alternating-current circuits, ampere-hour

meters should only be used when the circuits are practically

non-inductive, such as those containing incandescent lamps, as

it is in such circuits only that the consumption of energy can

be arrived at with any accuracy by means of an alternating-cur-

rent ampere-hour meter. Frequently the dials of ampere-hour

meters are stated to read Board of Trade units at a constant

pressure, but although the pressure may be constant, their read-

ings would alwajs be too high when used on inductive circuits,

owing to the fact that they cannot take any account of the lag

of the current behind the volts. Their inaccuracy on inductive

circuits becomes greater and greater as the lag increases.

If employed on such circuits, their readings would indicate

the "apparent" units instead of the "true" units consumed.

To obtain the true units it would be necessary to multiply the

consumption as shown by the meter by a constant, this constant

being the cosine of the angle of lag (or power factor). This

would only be possible where the power factor was unvariable,

Wntt-hour meters are much more suitable for alternatins-

current circuits, and are always used now, even on non-
inductive circuits, and alternating-current ampere-hour meters
have become extinct.

As will be seen later on, however, some alternating watt-

hour meters are quite as unsuitable as ampere-hour meters for

the metering of energy supplied to inductive circuits, unless
properly designed for such work.

Ampere-hour meters are only suitable for one kind oi

current, but several watt-hour meters have been put on the
market which are equally suitable for alternating and con-

tinuous-current circuits without any mechanical alteration, and
in some cases without special calibration. This—althougli not
an important feature to suppliers of current who generate only
one kind, and do not propose to change th;eir supply in future
to another kind—is a distinct advantage in more ways than
one to those who supply both alternating and continuous
current, or to those who intend to change the supply from
alternating to continuous, or vice versa, Meters form a large
item in capital outlay, and the wholesale " scrapping "

of a
certain make owing to its unsuitability for working on the new
supply would mean a great expense.
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Another point, although by no means so important, is the

number of meters in stock, which would be consequently

increased. Many sizes of meters have to be stocked, and it is

very desirable to keep down the stock—which is idle capital

—as much as possible. In order to avoid delay in supplying

meters from the test room for erection, it is always necessary

to have a supply in all sizes tested. There must of necessity

also be several which are untested, and, after the undertaking

has been running some time, a further stock, composed of

defective meters brought in from time to time from circuit,

which cannot always be repaired at a moment's notice, will

further swell the store. In a large electric lighting under-

taking, with some thousands of meters, there must necessarily

be a number constantly being returned from the above cause,

as also on account of consumers increasing their lamp connection.

It is worth while to overhaul, or at any rate to inspect carefully,

al) meters that have been returned to the testing department

after having been out on circuit for some time.

Meters may aho be classified according to the principle

upon which they work, thus : Clock meters, electrolytic meters,

motor meters. Clock meters form the smallest class, there

being practically only one example in commercial use at the

present day. They depend either upon the difference of the

rates of two separate clocks (such difference being caused by

the energy passed through them), as in the Aron meter, or on

the rate of oscillation of the escapement wheel (cauaed by the

current), as in the Mordey-Fricker meter.

Electrolytic meters, as their name implies, depend for their

action on electrolysis. Water is decomposed into its gases, or

copper is transferred from one copper plate to another, both

being in a solution of copper ; or mercury is precipitated out

of a solution of a mercurous salt. This class is confined to

continuous-current circuits up to the present, although attempts

have been made to produce electrolytic meters for alternating

working, but so far without success.

Motor meters form by far the largest class. In these a

small but definite fraction of the total energy which they are

to measure is used to work a motor, to which is attached a

train of wheels for recording the number of revolutions of the

motor. The speed being made proportional to the energy
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passed, the indices on the train may be made to indicate

directly the kilowatt-hours taken by the consumer.

Probably the most advantageous classification for the pur-

pose of description, however, is to divide meters up according

to the work for which they are suitable, thus :

—

(1) Meters suitable for alternating-current supply,

(2) Meters suitable for continuous-current supply,

(3) Meters equally suitable for both alternating and con-

tinuous-current supply,

(4) Meters for special purposes, i.e., Prepayment meters,

Double-Tariff meters. Maximum Demand meter?,.

Tramcar meters,

and in this way it is proposed to describe them in the follow-

ing chapters.



CHAPTER 11.

SINGLE-PHASE ALTERNATING-CUEKINT METERS.

Meters suitable, for use on alternating-current circuits only

mostly depend for their working on motion being produced

by alternating magnetic fields acting on a disc or cylinder of

metal. They comprise the following four principal parts :

—

(1) A registering train, (2) the moving portion, or rotor,

(3) a driving combination, composed of an iron core with

series and shunt coils, (4) a Foncault brake.

The registering train gears with a worm or pinion on the

main spindle, and thus records the number of turns made by
the moving part ; a definite ratio is fixed between the first

dial and the main spindle, so that the readings of the dials

may be made equivalent to the number of Board of Trade

units transmitted. The moving portion consists of a flat disc

or bell of copper or aluminium, forming the rotor, sup-

ported by a vertical spindle through its centre, which rests

upon a jewelled footstep bearing, and is held in position by a

small bearing at its upper end. In this type of meter the

mechanical friction may be kept low owing to the lightness

of the moving portion, and to the absence of the necessity for

commutation. This, coupled with the ease with which the

acceleration can be prevented above the desired amount by

means of the eddy-current brake, avoids the necessity of any

mechanical contact with the moving part, with the exception

of its top and bottom bearings and the point where the motion

is transmitted to the registering train. The action of all meters

of this class is the same, the differences between the various

types being those of design, construction and workmanship,
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The motor is in reality a two-phase asynchronous motor

capable of being worked on a single-phase two-wiie circuit, ,i

torque being produced by a magnetic field which varies in

intensity and alters in position continually, acting on the

fields set up by eddy currents which are generated in the

rotor by the impressed field.

The shifting, or rotating, field is really the resultant of two

fields, one of which is due to the main coil or coils through

which the current consumed by the lamps or other apparatus

passes, and the other to the shunt current. The main coils are

of low resistance and few turns, and are as non-inductive as

it is possible to make them ; consequently the current is practi-

cally in phase with the pressure if the load be incandescent

lamps or other non-inductive load. The shunt circuit is made
as inductive as possible, so that the current through it lags

nearly 90 deg. behind the impressed voltage, and consequently

by almost the same amount behind the main current.

In order that an induction watt-hour meter may be a true

energy meter on loads of varying power factor, and especially

on very inductive loads, it is necessary for the fluxes due to

the main and pressure coils to be in exact quadrature. As the

main current is bound to have a slight lag, passing as it does

through a coil, and as also the shunt current cannot be

made to lag 90 deg. behind the impressed volts (for the

shunt coil must have some resistance), the meter, although

capable of being made to register non-inductive loads accurately,

would register too little if used on circuits of power factor less

I han unifcv if made without any finmppnsfit'inc' dovice. If.s

rotor would cease to move at all on a load the power
factor of which was equal to the cosine of the angle of lag

between the maiu and shunt currents, and it would rotate

backwards, giving a negative value for the consumption on
highly-inductive circuits in which the power factor was less

than the above value. It is not, however, essential that the
currents in the shunt and main coils be displaced in phase by
90 deg. so long as the magnetic fluxes are so displaced. Certain
devices are, therefore, introduced in order to attain this end
so that the final result is that a resultant flux is produced
which is in quadrature with the one not acted upon by the
compensating device. Under such conditions the torque
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ixerted upon the disc is proportional to the cosine of the angle
of the lag of tlie main, current, and is also proportional to the
product of shunt and series tluxes, which, in their turn, are

proportional to the currents causing them ; consequently, the

torque varies directly as the true power transmitted, or as

•C X V X cos <^, C and V being the virtual current and voltage.

In order that the shunt current may be proportional to the

impressed voltage, it is necessary that the iron be not too

highly magnetised.

The two fluxes at 90 deg. displacement may be imagined to

combine into one resultant flux, which acts on the disc or

-armature, and the way in which this flux alters in position

may be followed by analysing the conditions which exist at

Jifferent times during one period. Thus, if the two curves

Fio. 1.

JVT and S represent the two fluxes (Fig. 1), due to the main

and shunt currents respectively, and if diagrams" be drawn of

the stationary portion of the motor indicating the polarity of

the iron circuit at certain instants, it is easy to see how the

resultant flux shifts, and how, together with the fluxes due to

the eddy currents generated by it in the disc, the necessary

torque is obtained.

The two curves are represented at a phase displacement of

DO deg., corresponding to the condition of non-inductive load.

The flux above ao; is considered positive, and below ax negative.

Starting at a time, a, when the series flux fs zero, the shunt

flux is at a negative maximum and the iron circuit (Fig. 2) is

magnetised as a ring, the left-hand pole being a north and the

right-hand one a south ; the lower vertical limb is not mag-

netised at this moment, so that the flux passes across the
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vertical air-gap, as indicated by the dotted lines, and there is

only a slight leakage across the horizontal air-gap. At the

time h (Fig. 3) the shunt flux is still negative, but the main

flux is rising in a positive sense ; thus the polarities of the

upper po!es are still the same, but the vertical limb now has »

flux in it, the upper end being a north pole. Therefore at this

Fig. 2.

instant there is a flux in the horizontal air-gap between the

riglithanJ pole and the pole of the vertical limb, as well as

across the vertical air-gap. By the time c is reached (Fig. 4)

the shunt flux has decreased to zero and the main flux is

spread across the horizontal air-gap, the two uppar poles being

south and the lower one north, and there is only a slight

e

n n

r

I

Fio. 3.

leakage across the vertical air-gap. At time d (Fi^. 5) the
shunt flux has risen, so that the left-hand pole is south and the
right-hand one north, the flux in the vertical limb still remnin-
ing, although diminished in strength ; so that the flux in the
horizontal air-gap has now shifted to the left, and is between
the left-hand and lower poles, and also between the two top
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poles. Coming to e (Fig. 6), which is the time of one alter-

nation, or half a period, the main flux has become zero, the

shunt flux being a positive maximum ; consequently tl e flux

passes through the vertical air-gap as at time a, but in the

opposite direction, the left-hand pole now being south and the

right north.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

I2L

sUMdN

Fig. 6.

I-

For the other half period the same changes take place, the

only difference being that the polarities are the reverse at the

corresponding intervals of time, the flux still passing from

right to left. These same changes take place during each
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period, so that the effect is that the flux in the horizontal air-

"ap gradually changes from zero to maximum, starting on the

right and finishing at zero on the left, alternation by alternation.

Fig. 7 shows the stationary portion of the motor in plan

with the disc in position. The arrangement is that adopted

by the Westinghouse Company in their older type inte^ating

wa'-.tmeter. The varying resultant field generates eddy cur-

rents in that pjrtion of the disc lying in and near the hori-

zontal air-gap, and the action between the fields created by

the eddy currents and the field which induces them produces

the torque which causes the disc to rotate.

Reference has been made to compensating devices for

creating the 90deg. phase difference between the main and shunt

fluxes when the load is non-inductive. The compensation may

FiQ. 7.

be eff'ected by (1) causing a resultant shunt flux which lags

slightly behind that produced by the shunt winding, or (2) by

producing a second main flux by means of a coil wound oppo-

sitely to the first and possessing more self-induction than it.

Suppose in Fig. 8 the flux due to the main coil be

represented by MF and that due to the shunt coil by SFj,

lagging by an angle, a, behind MF (a in practice is usually

between 70 and SOdeg.). If a second shunt winding is placed

on the shunt core, having in series with it a non-inductive

resistance in order that its self-induction may be small com-

pared with that of the first one, it can be so adjusted as to

produce a flux SFj, so that SFj and SFj produce a resultant

EF, which lags 90 deg. behind the flux MF due to the main coils.

As in practice it would not be desirable to have two shunt

windings, on account of the extra cost and the increased shunt
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loss, the same efEect is usually produced by winding closed

secondary coils on the shunt core, these being insulated wire
or simply copper rings, and vanes in the air-gap, in which
secondary currents are generated. These coils or rings some-
times have resistance in their circuit, and final adjustment is

made by varying this resistance. The disc itself also produces

some eSect.

In the second case compensation is obtained by a second
main coil, usually in parallel with the first but wound oppositely.

If in diagram 9 MFj and SF represent the main and shunt

fluxes produced without compensation, and if MFj be the flux

produced by the added coil, which is wound in the reverse

Fig. 8. Fig. 9.

Vbctob DiagbamS of Fluxes iLLtrSTKATiUG Compensation of

Indttction Motok Meters fob Inductive Loads.

direction, the resultant main flux MR is created, which will be

90deg. ahead of SF when the two main circuits are correctly

adjusted. From the diagram it is apparent that the circuit

which produces MFj must have greater self-induction than

that which produces MFj, for if their self-inductions were

equal, MFg, and consequently the resultant MR, would all

be in the line ab with MFj, and no difierence would be pro-

duced in the angle a. The circuit producing MFj usually

includes an adjustable resistance, by which the final regulation

is effected I

Owing to the simplicity with which the compensation can be

obtained by operating on the shunt fluv, it has become aliaost
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univereal practice to obtain it in this manner. Figs. 10, 11 and

12 illustrate the simplicity of the one method as compared with

the other. Fig. 10 is a diagram of the motor of a modem meter

and shows the lagging ring on the extended centre core of the

shunt electromagnet. The ring is capable of being clamped in

any position on the extended pole ; the higher up the more the

flux is caused to lag. Rings of various resistances are required

for various periodicities and the simplicity of the arrangement

is apparent.

Figs. 11 and 12 illustrate the motor of an older type meter

which was made in two types, (1) uncompensated (Fig. 11)

Shunt

^Copper Sand
Section of Pole

at A.

Q UTerminals

Fio. 10.—^DKiVEfO Element with Shunt Flux " Laqgino."

and (2) compensated by acting on the main flux (Fig. 12). It

will be at once apparent from an inspection of these figures how
much more costly and inconvenient the latter method is. A
further disadvantage is that this method of com.pensation

materially reduces the torque. A meter of the type of Fig. 11

without compensation registered 50 per cent, slow on a load of

power factor=0'8. Uncompensated meters used to be sold

for use on lamp loads, but it is to be hoped vha: very few were
ever employed.

In practice induction motor meters are rarely quite accu-

rately compensated, and, indeed, this is not absolutely neces-
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sary, for they are seldom called, upjn to work on circiiibs of

lower power factor than 0-5. They may be foimd to be either

Fig. 11.

—

^Driving Element. No Compensation.

Fig. 12.—Deiving Element with Main Flictx Compensation.

-under compensated or over compensated. If a meter which

is found to be correct on a non-inductive load be tested on an
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inductive one, and is found to under-register, it is an indication,

that the angle between the fluxes has not been altered sufli-

ciently. If, on the other hand, the meter is found to over-

register on the inductive load, the compensation has been

overdone, and to correct this it would be necessary to reduce

the efEect of the compensating flux.

The Foucault or eddy-current brake is now so well known
that it hardly needs description. It is a most important factor

in motor meters, being made use of in the majority of meters

of this class.

A disc of metal rotates in the field of a permanent magnet,

and in consequence of the movement eddy currents are gene-

rated in the disc. The torque thus created is proportional to

the speed, and therefore prevents acceleration after the disc

has obtained a definite speed.

This form of brake is so simple, yet so perfect, that no

better can be wished for, and the only point against it is the

uncertainty of the strength of the magnets remaining constant.

To ensure uniformity in the strength, it is important that the

magnets be made of a very hard steel and tungsten alloy
;

that their length and section should be great compared with

the length and area respectively of the air-gap, so that a
strong flux may be maintained ; that they be properly aged
artificially, so that after the ageing processes they are left at

just the right strength which the quality of the alloy is

capable of retaining permanently ; and, finally, that the air-gap

does not alter by the magnet tending to warp, and so opening

out or closing up the air-gap by a slight amount. A very small

alteration in length of the air-gap makes a great difference in

the brake torque and, consequently, in the speed of the meter.

The Aron Induction Watt-Hour Meter.—This meter,

which is known as the " Aron Motor Meter," to distinguish it

from the clock meters invented by Dr. Aron, is shown in its

older form in Fig. 13 with its cover removed. The moving
portion consists of a vertical steel spindle, the base of which is

hardened and polished, and rotates on a jewelled footstep

bearing. Near the lower end of this spindle an aluminium disc

is fixed which forms the rotor and brake disc, being driven by
the stationary portion of the motor seea on the left of the figure.
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and retarded by the field of the horseshoe magnei, which is
clamped to a lug standing out from the back of the meter. In
this instance the whole of the magnet is above the disc, with a
yoke—which is adjustable—fixed underneath.

The motive part, as will be seen from the diagram Fig. 14
consists of a horseshoe electromagnet built of la^minated" iron
stampings carrying the two shunt bobbins. Belo'^v the shunt
coils, the laminations, L, by nearly touching the veirt -al limbs
of the horseshoe, form a nearly-closed magnetic circuit through
the shunt coils, causing the current in them to lag considerably
behind the impressed volts. Further lag in the'fliix is in this

Fio. 13.

—

Aeojt Ijtduction Motor Meter, old type
(Cover Removed.)

instance caused by the short-circuited coils AA, which in

re.ality are formed out of sheec meial with square holes to

enable them to be passed on to the .shunt poles. These form

the compensating device to enable the meter to be used on in-

ductive loads. The permanence of the value of the constant

for loads of varying power factoi, of course, depends on how
accurately the compensation has been made in indiviiual

meters. The main coil is situated betwejn the two shunt -poles,

and the resultant .shi-'tiag flux, which produces the driving

E.M.O C
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torque, can be investigaiied, as in the previous example. A
worm at the upper end of the main i pindle transmits its

motion to a train of wheels, which terminates in the counting

train, which indicates the consumption in B.T. units in plain

figures. These figures are seen through circular holes in the

front plate of the train, and only one figure is visible through

each opening at a time, making the readings extremely simple.

Fig. 15 is a view of the counting train. A is. the opening

corresponding to the units per division dial, whilst the xoths

dial is replaced by the opening B. Behind the. top plate, in

Shunt

Fig. 14.

—

Diagram op Motok op Aron Meter.

which are these holes, the circular discs, with the digits to 9
equally spaced on them, are mounted one on each spindle.

The disc behind B, when driven by the main spindle, turns
with a continuous motion, and gradually winds up a hair
spring (C), until, when zero is just coming into position, a
pin releases a catch, allowing the hair spring to unwind, thus
turning a two-toothed cog, consisting of a circular disc, having
two teeth, as seen at W. The teeth, engaging with the wheel
with which they gear, turn the disc on this spindle one division.
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thus bringing tlie next nimibei' into view instantaneously.

The (l.isc locks the wheel, except wlien the teeth are turning

it. Each spindle has a similar double-toothed, disc, which

engages at the proper time with the toothed wheel (such as'

the one shown at AV in Fig. 15) on the next higher spindle.

The advantages of this type of train are the simplicity with

which the reading is taken and t)ie impossibility of having

internied,iate positions, as in the ordinary cyclometer trains ;

the numbers springing into position instantaneously enable a

definite reading to be always visible. The one drawback of

this type of counting train is that the wcjrk put on the main

moving part is variable, according to the extent to which the

2»1{ .

fiQ, 15.

—

Counting Tk.^in, Aron Motor Meter.

spring is wound. It is necessary that the spring be sufficiently

powerful, with a large factor of safety, to turn all the wheels

of the train simultaneously when it is released. At low loads

the speed of the motor is affected according to the extent to

which the spring is wound. Tests on a sample, with the

spring nearly fully wound, and with it unwound, showed a.

difference of 4 per cent, at ith load, but the amoimt seems to

be variable.

The Aron meter possesses a rather low torque, its full load

value being about 1 gr.-cm. The speed is somewhat higher

than is usual in this class of meter—viz., two revolutions per

second at full load. The weight of the rotor and spindle

a medium figure for meters..

C 2

together is 24 grammes, which is
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of tlie indue Uon-niolor vyp'. Adiustment fur liigh loads is

m:ide by raising or lowering the yoke of the psrmanent mag-

net, and so increasing or decreasing the brake torque. For

low-load adjustment the yoke of the motor may be tw.sted

slinhth' about the axis of its fixing screw. A forward starting

torque is ob;;ained by turning this yoke very slightly m a

counter-clockwise direction (looking down from above). If

turned in the opposite direction from the p )int of neutrality a

ha';-kward starting torque is obtained.

Fig. U).—Arok A.C. Motor Meter. (CDver Removed.)

The latest type of this meter, a vie.ir of v/hich is seen in

Fig. 16, differs from the one just de^ci'ibe 1 [)rincipally in the

arrangement of the various parts, and the shajse of the brake

magnet, v.'hich dispenses with the yoke. The magnet is novs'

placed in the front, where it is easily accessible. The speed

has been reduced considerably to 40 revs. ])er min., and tlie

;,orque increased to about 2 i<r.-cm., which both tend to in-

crease the life of the accuracy.
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The di'iving element is practical!}' the same form as the older

pattern meter just described, ar_d shown in the diagram

(Fig, li), the same inductive load, adjustment being used, but

the hjw load adjustment now taking the form of a sliding

copper strip, or vane, fixed between the yoke and the disc,

and, clamped in position by means of two screws which pass

through slotted holes in the vane, and are easily got at from

the front. To make the meter faster on low load this vane

has to be moved against the direction of rotation of the d,isc.

To prevent the meter creeping, a small piece of iron is fixed to

the spind.le, which on coming round is attracted slightly by

the shunt pole. This type of sti.pping device has the advan-

tage that it becomes more powerful with a rise in the voltage,

which would also increase the starting torque, whereas where

the iron wire is acted on by the permanent magnet no such

automatic comp3nsa.tion exists.

The "Bat" Meter.—Fig. 17 shows a view of the older

type ' Bat '' meter, which is also shown diagrammatically in

Fig. 18, wrjh the dial, train

and top bearing removed.

This meter was provided with

a neat clamping gear. The

screw L (Fig. 18) when un-

screwed allows the collar P
to rise ar.d lilt the spindle

oil the jewel. Referring to

Figs. 17 and 18. the brake

magnet is seen on the left,

and the stationar}' portion of

the motor on the right ; the

disc F (which is of C(.pper)

being just under the register-

ing train. The adjustment

of the meter at high load is

rendered very easy, and is

done by screwing or un-

screwing the milled-headed

iron screw V. alter having

riM7.-"BAT-M.TEK,0LoTYrE. lo^^e^ed the clamping screw

(Covers Eemov.d.) » The screwing up of V m-
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creases the leakage or reduces tlie magnetic field of tlie brake

ma<^net passing through -the disc by making a second path

forlt through Vand the. back plate (which is of iron) to the

. I-

Fig. 18.—"Bat " Metee, Old Type (Dial Train and Top Bearing removed.)
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top pole of uhe magnet. In this way a very delicate adjust-

ment can be made to the brake field- Should the curve

require raising or lowering at low load, this is easily done
by moving the iron screw E^ (Fig. 18) forward or backward as

required by means of the hiob Ej. If E^ is brought forward

the speed will be increased.

The motive part is seen in Eig. 19. The two shunt coils are

Wound on a U-sliap:ed iron cove, the upper ends of which are

split to form two p.des. A laminated yoke is placed above
the shunt coils, there being small air-gaps between this yoke
and the core. Uj)an the four horns of the core are wound the

series coils in reversed directions (Fig. 19), thus causing a time

Pio/ 19,

—

Stat£ox.\ry Portion of JIotor of " B.vt " Metf.r.

lag in the fluxes through the two homs of each pole. The

resultant shifting field in this meter passes twice through the

disc, once at each pjle. It starts from the first and third

homs and shifts to the second and fourth, when it again starts

at the first and third, and so on, passing up through the disc
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along the iron bar E (Fig. 18) and down at the other pole.

The meter possesses a fair torque for this class of meter, it

being about 2-3 gr.-cm. at full load. The moving part is

relatively heavy, viz., 85 grammes, the weight being due to the

rather large copper disc used. The curve of the meter on non-

inductive load is a fairly straight line, drooping about 1 per

cent, at full load. On inductive load of power factor 0-44 a

difference of 2-6 per cent, has been found, the meter under-

registering, as would be expected. The starting current is low.

The shunt current of 100-volt meters is 0-06 ampere, and,

assuming the lag of this current to be 80 deg., the true watt

loss in the shunt circuit would be 1-0 4 watts.

The " Bat " Type " " Meter (Fig. 20), which now replaces the

above meter, has a motive element somewhat similar to the

one just described, but one main coil is now used embracing

the two inner horns, which are brought much closer together,

and form the small air-gap in the shunt magnetic circuit, thus

dispensing with the yoke. The driving clement is now above
the disc, and is fixed to the baseplate of the meter. A pair of

brake magnets, provided with a screw adjustment to bring

them into a stronger or weaker position, are supported by a
plate which also holds the jewel post and the yoke of the

electromagnet. The design is a great improvement on the

older one. A power factor adjusting piece is provided in the

shape of a closed coil, formed by punching holes in a piece of

sheet copper or aluminium. This adjusting piece is raised or
lowered, and embraces the projecting horns of the electro-

magnet, and is clamped by two screws to the base when its

correct position is found. These pieces are made in metal of

different thicknesses, a suitable one being selected to suit the
frequency upon which the meter is to work. The lower down
the horns the power factor piece is clamped the less the com-
pensation, owing to the magnetic leakage causing it to cut less

lines. The speed of the type ' " meter is usually 60 revs.

per min., the shunt watts about 1, sliunt current 0-035 am-
pere, and power factor of the shunt circuit 0-3. The disc,

which is fixed to a somewhat massive spindle, is usually copper,
but in some instances it is aluminium. With a copper disc the
rotor is, of course, much heavier than if an aluminium disc is
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fitted, but the torque is increased, a!t]iouu;h not in tlie same

proportion as the weight.

The ahiminium d.isc meters are not so much affected by large

changes in tlie frequency, a point which in jiractice is not of

very great importance, as tlie frequency is usually kept very

constant. The jewels of copper disc meters have been found

to behave so well that no benefit has been found b}' the author

by employing aluminium disc meters.

Fig. 20.- B.vt" Type "0" Induction Motor Meter.

Fig. 2f is a bottom view of the plate which supports the

permanent nragnets and the yoke of the electromagnet, and

shows the adjusting devices. The meter at high loads can be

adjusted by the screws V, which hold the yoke in position in

conjunction with ;'. spring between the plate and the yoke.

Unscrewing the screws V each the same amount increases the

speed of the meter by raising the yoke P, thus diminishing the

air-gap. For the low-load adjustment the screw B is used.
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This screw has a grooved head, and a small bracket holds it

in a fixed position. The threaded portion of the screw passes

through a tapped hole in F, and when the head is turned the

yoke is thereby moved sideways into a position more under

one pole than the other.

Unscrewing B will cause the meter to run faster at low loads.

When testing these meters it is advisable, if B is altered,

to make a high-load check test to see that the alteration made

has not also altered the high-load adjustment.

Tig. 21.

—

Bottom View ov Adjusting Device of "Bat" Type
"0" Metek.

The Brush-Gutmann Meter.—The Brush-Gutnaann meter

is another example of the induction-motor type of integrating

wattmeter. It is made in America, and its design and work-

manship are good. Its case is composed of an iron box with an

aluminium cover containing the necessary windows for reading

the dials and inspecting the disc. The case fits on to the rim of

the cast-iron box, and is cemented roujid, forming a dust-and-

damp tight joint. Fig. 22 illustrates the meter with its cover

ofi, and shows the permanent magnet of the brake, which, as

will be seen, is of a very good form for remaining permanent.

The bracket on which this magnet is clamped is provided with

slots for the clamping screws, which enable the magnet to be

shifted towards the edge of the disc, or in the other direction

for calibrating at high loads. In all meters where the magnet"
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as shifted tn alter the speed, it will be easil_y seen that, when-
ever the disc extends beyond the air-gap, the speed is reduced
by bringing the magnet towards the edge of tlie disc, causing
the brake to work at a greater leverage. Where, however,
the air-gap extends beyond the edge of the disc, moving the
magnet outwards reduces the lines tlirough the disc, and thus
increases the sp?cd.

Fio. 22,

—

Brush-Gctmakx Metee, with Cover removed.

The rotor is different to those of other meters in that it

is slotted in spiral lines {see Fig. 22). It is claimed that by
so slotting the disc a higher torc^ue is obtained- The stationary

portion of the motor is shown in Fig. 23. The core is com-
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posed of two parts, tlie main portion and tlie " bridge, " whiclt

is the portion below the disc. The magnetic circuit, therefore,

has two air-gaps, one in which the disc rotates and another at

the back which prevents the bridge being in actual magnetic

contact with the main portion. The shunt coil is placed on

the back leg of the core, being supp.jrted by projections on

the aluminiym strips, which hold the two portions of the core

Fig. 23.

—

Statioh.iey Poutios of Motoh oif Brush-Gutm.4.>;n Meter.

in place. There arc two main coils, one above and the other
below the disc, both of which arc supported by the urdin

bracket.

On the inner side of the main core is the friction-com-
pensating piece, by which the meter is adjusted at light loads.

This IS moved up cir di-.wn b}' moans of a screw which works
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against a small lug on the bracket wMch carries the motive

part, and is seen in Fig. 22. The adjusting device for obtaining

the quadrature relation between the shunt and field fluxes

is seen in Fig. 23. It consists of a baid of coppar placed

round the bridge. This band is provided with terminals

at its two ends, and the electrical circuit is completed through

a short piece of wire, which enables the current generated

to be adjusted to the amount required. The reaction of this

current on the field which generates it causes the flux of the

shunt circuit to be in quadrature with that of the main when
the adjustment is correct, and the meter is capable of measuring

the true energy transmitted when the load is inductive. The

loop of wire provided to close the circuit of the compsnsating

band is long enough to give a wide range of adjustment, so that

the meter may' be quickly compsnsated to work on other

psriodicities than that for which it is intended-

The meter is easily installed, being provided with a centre

lug at the top containing a double hole for letting the

screw head pass through. The terminal box is below and

is provided with a hinged lid. The d'ais are direct read-

ing in watt hours instead of B.T. units, but it would

be better if they were made to indicate the latter for use in

Great Britain.

The shunt watt loss is very small, and varies from \ to 3

watts, depsnding on the pressure and psriodicity. In a 100-

volt 10-amp3re meter it was found to be 0-638 watt, with a

shunt current of 0-0375 ampere on 60 --^ supp'y. From tests

made the full-load torque app3ars to be about 1-64 gr.-cms.,

and the weight of the moving portion approximately 27-6

grammes.

Two-wire meters above 100-amp3res capacity are provided

with series transformers, the meter always being of 5-amperes

capacity. For pressures above 250 volts p 3tential transformers

are employed- In three-wire meters, both outers are taken

into the meter in the usual way in meters up to 50-amp8res

capacity ; those of higher ampsrage are used in conjunction

with series transformers having two primary and one secondary

coil, an ordinary two-wire meter being used with this traas-

former. The testing constant given for these meters is th^

watt-hours per revolution.
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The Duncan "M," Induction Motor Meter.—This meter

is another example of Ameriean manufacture, it being the latest

model made by the Duncan Electric Mfg. Co., of Lafayette,

Indiana, U.S.A. Fig. 24 illustrates the meter with its cover

and recording train removed, thus ena].)ling the various adjust-

ing apjslianees to be seen. It will be noted that the latter are

all accessible when the main cover is removed. The various

SUPPORTIMG LUG

SwinGIMG COVER Of
Terminal chamber SEALING LUG

Fig. 24.—Di m a.\ Model Mj Ixdcction' Motok Mkteh, Covek and
Dial Rkmi;)ved.

parts of the meter are mounted on a cast grid which is fixed to
the base by four screws. The brake magnet, bearings, and
recording train are attached to the front, and the shunt and
main electromagnets to the back of the grid, which has a slot

through which the aluminium disc passes, as seen in Fig. 25,
which is a rear view of the grid with the shunt and main electro-
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magnets fixed in position above and below the disc slot respec-

tively. In this view the inductive load adjusting vane is seen

embracing the shunt poles.

The recording train is clamped in position by means of two

knurled screws, which only need locsening to remove the train.

The worm-wheel, as will be seen in Fig. 24, is not removed

with the train, as is usual, but remains in gear with the worm

Fig. 2.5.—Rear View oe Grid oe Duscan Model Mj Watthoub

Meter showing Voltage and Current ElbctkomagnetS.

on the main spindle when the train is removed, which is a

very good arrangement, as the correct meshing of the worm

and worm-wheel is not interfered with. The motion of the

worm-wheel is transmitted to the recording train by means of a

crank fixed to the first spindle of the train, wjiich is concentric

with the worm-wheel spindle when the train is fixed in position.
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Tlie aluminium disc is mounted on a light spindle made of a

special aluminium alloy, with a pivot of hard steel wire inserted

in its lower end. the latter being easily removed and replaced

if necessary. The meter has a full-load torque of 4-2 gr. cm.,

with a moving element W(>ighing as little as 10 gms., giving a

high torque to weight ra.tio of U-42. The shunt loss of a 60-

joeriod 110-volt meter is 1-1 watt.

FI0.2G.

—

''"he Electrical Ai'i'.iR.iTCw (V>.'s Inuui'tki N Motor JIeter.

The Electrical Apparatus Co.'s Induction Motor Meter.—
This me,iT, which ls seen with its cover removed i i Yv. 26
has a drlvmg element in wliich the shunt electro-magnet
is distinct from the mai i current one, the former bein"
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placed, above the disc and tlie latter below. One sliimt coil

is used on the central limb of the three-core laminated magnet,
fixed to the iron base by three screws. The arrangement of
the driving element is clearly seen in Fig. 27, in which the cast-

iron frame (Fig. 2S) which carries the rotor, brake magnet and

Fig. 27.

—

Driving Element of the Electrical Apparatus Co.%
Meters.

dial train is removed. The removal of this portion is a very

simple matter when all parts are easily accessible. The

adjusting devices for phase of sliunt flux, and for low loads,

consist of copper frames embracing the extension of the limb

upon which the shunt coil is placed- The smaller one, which

E.MQ. T>
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is capable id Imn'j, raised, or lowered, bein;^ the inductive load

adjustment, and the larger one, if moved laterally, creates

the small torcpe necessary to overcome friction. Moving to

the left from the position of neutrality increases the low-load

speed. The meter has a very high torque for this class of

•instrument, it being above 9 gr.-cms., and as the losses are not

excessive (14 watts in the shunt and 1 watt in main circuit)

Flo. 28.

—

Disc BE.iKE and M.^gnet of the Electkkal Apparatus
Co.'s A.(.'. Meter.

it means that it is an efficient piece of apparatus. Variations'

of voltage affect it very slightly, and tlie makers claim that ;i

100-volt meter will register within the 2, jjer cent, limit on

pressures between 50 and, 170 volts without being recalibrated.

Eclipse Meters.—Eclipse integ-

rating inducti(.))i watt meters are

made by the Lux'sche Industife-

werke A.G. They arc. made in

two types, (1) for non-irductive

(F.E.G.) and (2) for inductive loads

(F.E.M.). The P.E.M. type is, of

Course, suitable fcr non-inductive

circuits as well as for inductive

ones. The two types are simihi]'

in size and external appearance,

the diifereiice being in the motor.

The F.E.M. is shown in Fig. 2!)

Frc. 2f).

Eclipse F.E-.M. ^Meteii, with
Cover Remuved.
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"with cover off, and, the disc, brake magnet, cyclometer

train, and compensating resistance for inductive loads can all

be seen. The motor is not visible, it being fixed, behind the

false back plate, which has a long slot through which the disc

passes. The terminal box, which is rather too small, is shown

with its cover on. The appearaace of the F.E.G. meter with

its cover off is very similar to the F.E.M., but the regulating

resistance is absent.

The motive part of the F.E.G. meter is shown diagram-

matically in Fig. 30, and that of F.E.M. in Fig. 31. These

Fig. 30.

—

Eclipsb T.E.G. Metbe. Diagram or Motor.

'diagrams''are taken looking at the backs of the meters. By

comparing the two diagrams it will be seen that the compen-

sated meter is somewhat more complicated, having two more

main coils. Of the two, however, it is the better meter, as the

F.E.G. was found to have a constant 50 per cent, too high

(meaning that the meter under-registered) on a load the power-

factor of which was as high as 0-8. The torque of these meters

is rather low, being about 1 gr.-cm. at full load. The moving

part is extremely light, its weight being 15 grammes, but if

additional friction appears in the registering train the constant

is greatly affected, owing to the lowness of the torque, and in

D 2
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some measure to the fact that, with so light a moving 'part, the-

friction of the coimting train becomes a more important factor

in the total static friction of the meter.

The low-load adjustment may be effected by moving the-

vane (see Figs. 30 and 31) to the right or left. The speed is

increased by moving the vane nearer the spindle, and, conse-

quently, the reverse effect is produced by moving it the other

way. Alteration of the vane may affect the high-load speed

if much adjustment is necessary, but in a much smaller degree^

Fig. 31.—Eolipse F.E.M. Meter. Diagram of Motor.

The action of the flux on the vane produces a torque which)
may cause the meter to run on its shunt if made too strong.
To prevent this, a very small piece of iron is let into the-
disc, so that when the iron gets between the poles of the-
brake magnet it is held there magnetically, and thus prevents-
creeping.

The full-load drop varies from 1 volt on a 2i-ampere meter
to 0-1 volt on a 50-ampere meter. The shunt current of
200-volt meters is about 0-018 ampere, the true watts being^
2 watts, cos 9 for the shunt circuit is 0-556, which makes the-
'ag angle 56 deg.
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Elgee Induction Motor Meter.—A single - phase meter,
known as the " Elgee " meter, and. which is made by Messrs.
Landis & Gyr, is illustrated in Fig. 32, the meter over and
1«rminal box cover botli being removed so that the internal
arrangement of the meter is plainly seen. The motive part
which C(.)nsists of a somewhat intricate laminated core having
it.s shunt coil above the disc and two main coils underneath it,

is seen (jji the left hand side, whilst the brake magnet is on the
lighp. The meter is very neatly designed and the necessary

Fm. 32.

—

Eloee SiSGLE-rH.\SE Meter. (Cover removed.)

-adjustments are easily carried out, all parts of the meter being

easily accessible when the cover is off. The motive part of

this meter is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 33, the left-hand

drawing being a front and the right hand one a side elevation.

The main current passes through the two coils of a few turns

wound on the Ij-shaped laminated core K underneath the

aluminium disc B and creates an alternating magnet fiux, the

path of which, as indicated by the dotted line, passes up

through the disc, then through a (J -shaped yoke L mounted

on the upper core, and down tlu'ougli the disc on the other side.
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The shunt coil E possessing a great number of turns is placed

on the front arm of the upper core and the shape of core

is such as to provide two parallel paths for the flux produced

by it, one through the narrow air-gap where it almost touches

the back limb G and the other through the disc to the small

centre limb H and thence to the back limb G. The nearly-

closed magnetic path causes a high self-induction and the flux

passing through the disc to lag behind the impressed voltaga

by an amount approaching the desired 90'. Exact quadra^

ture is produced by means of a thin copper strip I in the

narrow air-gap. The strip can be inserted more or less into

this air-gap, and when in the correct position is clamped bj

means of the screw seen in Pig. 32, at the centre of the back

J^^U
Fig. 33.

—

Diageam of Elgee Element.

limb which passes through the slot in the bent-over upper part

of the copper strip. To compensate for the friction a small

adjustable vane M (Fig. 33) is fixed at the side of the shunt

magnet just above the disc. This vane by distorting more or

less the shunt flux according to its position creates a small

torque when no current is flowing in the main circuit, and the

meter can be made to " creep " or turn very slowly by turning

the vane into position of maximum effect. In this position

the friction would be over compensated and it should be-

clamped in such a position as to cause the disc to creep: ex-

tremely little. A piece of iron wire is fixed at the centre of

the aluminium disc above it. Its fujiction is to prevent the-

disc creeping more than one revolution, the wire being at-

tracted by the permanent magnet when it arrives near ita
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poles. By bending tlie wire so that it passes tte magnet at

a greater distance from it the stopping efiect of the wire is

diminished, and by manipulating the vane and wire the meter

can be made to start on an extremely small load without fear

of creeping. The power consumed in the shunt circuit is from
0-5 to 1-5 watts, depending on the voltage and frequency.

Measurements taken on a 100-volt 60 period meter gave the

following results :—Shunt watt 0-6
; shunt current 0-017 at

200-volts, making the apparent watts 1-7 and the power factor

of the shunt circuit 0-354. The n^eter has a torque of about

5 gr.-cm. The weight of the disc and spindle was found to

be 26-2 grammes ; thus the torque

per gramme weight is 0-185, a

very reasonable figure. Amongst
the mechanical details may be

mentioned that no castings are

used in building this meter.

The base is stamped out of sheet

iron, and the various parts of the

meter are mounted on stamped

brackets in such a manner as to

prevent distortion and conse

quent inaccuracy or failure to

work. The design of the jewel

post is extremely good- A sec-

tional view 0' it is give/i in

Fig. 34, in which 1 is a. hollow

screw which screws into the

bracket 2, supporting the brake

magnet and is locked in position by the nut 3. An inner

tube 4 is supported by a spiral spring 5, which keeps it

pressed up to the cap 6, which is screwed on to the top of 1.

The screw 8 carries the pivot 7 . The inverted jewel 1 1 mounted

in its holder 10 has a hole in the top which slips on to the

bottom of the main spindle 12. A cap 9 driven on to 8 forms

a pover to the oil bath and also pulls the jewel mount off

the spindle on unscrewing 8, so that pivot and jewel

are easily removed for inspection. As all the parts are

standardised an old jewel and pivot can easily be replaced

by a new one.

Fig. 34.-

Bbaking.
-ElGEE roOTSTBP

(Sectional view.)
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This typo of jcwL'l mountini;. pmlciljly diif to tlic invertecl

jewel a:ic], tin' jibsoluiely positive lub]'ieatioii produced in tliis

arrangement luive proved it to be far superior to tlie oriUnary

design of footstep. Tlie autlior ]ias had niimer<ius examples

of the perfect lubricacion after several years of service, and
n^any millions of revolutions of the moving element on these

footsteps with the result of jewels in 2Ji'rJ;ect condition inyari-

ablv, and not in isolated instances.

Fh:. 35. —FKKRA?;TI ALTERN.KTINC-erHKEXT "W.VTT-IIOI K
Meter, Old Tyrk. (Cover Remove:!.

J

The Ferranti Alternating-current Meter, Old Type.—The
Ferranti alternating-current meter (old type) is an inte-

grating watt-hour meter of the induction-motm- type, of a

design which differs considerably in appearance to those pre-

viouslv described, as will be seen 1)V referring to Fi"-. 35

(whicji shows the meter with its cover removed) and to the
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sectional drawings, Fig. 36. The dial plate, wMcli is porcelain

faced, is, in consequence, very bold; The train of wheels

eventually gears in the usual way with the main spindle,

"which carries an aluminium disc, D (Fig. 36), the latter acting

Fig. 36. — Sectional

Pi,.AN AND Elevations or

Ferranti . Alternating
CURRENT Watt hour
Meter Old Type.

as the rotor of the motor and tlie brake disc, passing at the

back through the air-gaps of the two permanent magnets PM.

'The series coih SE.C. are wound round the poles created by

islott'ing the iron yoke which is fixed above the disc, a wave
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form of winding being adopted. Tlie sliiint circuit consists

of a single coil, SH.C, wound (jn a bobbin placed round the

core C of a tubular magnet, TM. This magnet is provided

with four projecting poles, P^, the core having three poles,

Pj, and it will be noticed that the latter are almost imme-
diately under the slots of the upper or series magnet. Com-
I^ensation for friction and adjustment at low loads is effected

by turning the series poles about the axis of rotation of the

disc. This causes the shunt coils to exert a torque on the disc.

If the series pole be turned clockwise the disc will tend to

turn in the opposite direc-

tion. The two screws

Sj S.^ butt up against the

frame and keep the series

magneb in position. By
loosening the one and

tightening the other it is

possible to alter the posi-

tion of the series magnet

where necessary by the

desired- amount. The
high-load adjustment is

easily performed hy rais-

ing or lowering the series

magnet, thus altering tliO'

air-gap and making the

field weaker or stronger.

The series magnet has

a threaded spindle, TS,

which runs up or down
the nut N. When the necessary adjustment is made the

spindle is clamped by means of the clamp CL and screw S3.

The meters may be adjusted to start on about one-hundredth
of full load ; the torque is, however, j-ather low (approximately
0-rt8 gr.-cm. at full load), consequently any addidonal fric ion

wxuld cause greater errors at low loads th?n if the torque were
larger. The wheel train is well made and the rotor light (18-5.

grammes), so that friction ought to remain fiirlv constant.

Fig. .37.

—

FerrastiType (.' Meter
(Bottom Termisals.

)

The speed of meters of a

which simplifies testing.

sizes is 40 revs, per min. at full load.
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Ferranti Type C Induction Motor Meter.—This meter,
which is the present model, is of a quite difierent design to the-

older model jnst described,

as can be seen by referring

to Figs. 37, 38 and 3<i.

Fig. 37 illustrates the

meter witli bottom con-

nections and pointer dials

;

Figs. .:8 and 39 are re-

spectively front and back
views of the meter with

top connections the fnmt
and back covers and dial

removed. The driving ele-

ment consists of a simple

shunt electromagnet hav-

ing a small vertical air-

nap between its i3oles

])]aced above the alu-

FiG. 38.

—

Kere.vxtiType V Meter.

Front View. (Covers and Dial Train

Removed.

)

minium disc, and a three-

limbed, series ele.ctro-n>ag-

net carrying the main

current coil on its middle

limb below the disc. Tliis

is best seen in Fig. 39, in

wliich figure the method
of connecting the coils to

the tenninals is also clear_

The two middle terminals

are connected together ancL

to one end of the sluint

coil. The other end of the

shunt coil is brought to

the right-hand pole of tlie

link (Fig. 38) used for

isolating the shunt circuit

from themain when liesting

Fig. .39.

—

Ferranti Type (' Meter.

Back View. (Front and Back ( 'overs

Removed.)
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a )minl)rr uf meters in series. The brake magnet is supported

liv a ljra,cket in front (Fig. 38), and is provided with a screw-

adjustment which permits very slight alterations of its position

,feia/n/ng Scren
for Back Cotter
Plate

Micromete.
Full Load
Adjustment

Pii/ot Hinge

lest Loop-

Micrometer
Light Load
Adjustment

Sealing Scren
for Terminal
Coi/er

Recess for Loiter
Supporting Screi/ifS

l-'ii;. -H).

—

The (iENF.n.iL Klectkic ( 'o.'s (AMEuic.i) Typk 1-14 Watt-

hour Meter. (Cover Kpmoved.)

to lie made when the locking nut is slacked. The latter should

^)^^ tighteni'd up after adjustment. The inductive load adjust-

ment is made by raising or lowering the copper stani'oing which
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''inbraces the lionis uf the sliunt magnet (Fig. 38). To in-

crease the speed on inductive load this stamping reij^iiives

raising. The bottom, of the spindle is polished, and runs on a

spving-seated footstej) jewel. A clamping device is provided

in this meter for raising the disc and spindle off the jewel for

tra:^,sit. It is operated by turning the screw in the centre of

the terminal box just above the arrow in Fig. 38, the latter

indicating the direction in which the screw should be turned

to unclamp the meter.

The dial train may be either of the pointer type or of the

springing figTiie t}'pe of cyclometer train, the latter being of

the lifting weight tyj)e.

PotentlClXoll

These Scretvs
Jio/dLaminations^
andReinforcing
Piate Together

Current Co//

, Mbte y4ccessii>///ty
of tv/ncfino
iTerminci/ 'Scre^vs

These dowels ho/d'
Element to Base.

Pii-;. 41.

—

The (General Electric Co.'s (Americ'v) lO-.-iMPEEE 110- volt

Two-wire IIetee. Back View. (Back Cover Plate Removed)

The General Electric Co.'s (America) Alternating Current

Meter.—The induction motor meter made by this company is

illustrated in Figs. 40 and 41, the former being a front and the

latter a back view, with covers removed.

The various parts of the meter are mounted on a central

casting, the motor being fixed behind, and the recording train

bearings, and brake magnets at the front. The design of tlie
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7o/> Bear/nyP//7

inotor is apparent from Fig. 41, where a single potential coil

fixed above the disc and two main coils on a U-shaped core

Ibelow it are Seen. The two systems are held rigidly together

by the reinforcing plate,

so that the driving ele-

ment can be removed

from the case without

altering the relative posi-

tions of the shunt and

series electromagnets.

The light load adjust-

ment consists of a metal

punching moved laterally

across the path of the

shunt flux by means of

a micrometer screw (see

Fig. 40). This punching

also creates the necessary

phase dJsjtlacement, mak-
ing the meter suitable

for working on inductive

loads. The brake magnets

are mounted astatically in

a brass shoe clamped on

a shelf by two screws, and
provided with an adjust-

ing screw for moving the

system backwards or for-

wards for the purpose of

adjusting the speed.

Fig. 42 is a sectional

view of the main spindle

and bearings from which

it will be seen that the

jewel and pivot

are removable and
that the meter has

a flexible top bear-

ing running in a

vaseline bath.

-i^'Pive/Sc/viv

Fig. 42.

—

Moving Element and Beaeings of

General Electric Co.'S (America) Induction
VICTOR Metee,
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The meter is made in sizes from 5 amperes to 300 amperes for

two wire circuits, and up to 150 amperes for three wire cii'-

•cuits ; above these sizes a standard two wire 5 ampere meter

with suitable dials is used, with one current transformer. The
transformer for three-wire circuits has a double primary and

single secondary winding, so that the meter itself is a two-wire

one.

J?!, I. 43. HooKHAM Alternating Cubkent Metek. Old Type.

(Front Removed.)

The Hookham Induction Motor Meter (Old Type).—This

metec is illustrated in Fig. 43, which shows clearly the working

parts. The spindle B carrying the aluminium disc A is driven
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by the shifting magnetic field set up by the shunt magnet D'

(on which is wound the shunt coil E) and the two main coils F.

Only one of these is seen in the figure, the other being exactly

behind it. The shunt magnet D is fitted with adjustable pole-

pieces, G, on its upper pole, by means of which irregularities

in the curve of the meter may be corrected. The meter illus-

trated possesses no compensating device for altering the angle

between the fluxes, and is intended for use on non-inductive

circuits. In using uncompensated meters care should be
taken that they are not inst lied for the purpose of metering

energy supplied to enclosed arc lamps or other inductive

apparatus.

The brake field is, as usual, produced, by a permanent mag-
net, which is of a somewhat different type to that found in

meters of other makes. The lower pole of this magnet is

reduced in section just below the pole-piece, with the object of

making the " permanence " remain. When testing this meter

the case must be kept closed, as, being constructed of iron, it

affects the brake. The effect of the door being open has been

found to cans a difference of 4 per cent, on a meter of this type

(the meter being slow with the door open). The meter is pro-

vided with a clamping gear, which can be operated (without

opening the main cover) through the opening in the door, the

cover of which is taken off when connecting the meter into

circuit.

A measurement of the lull-load torque of a meter of this

make gave the value as 0-845 gr.-cm., the weight of the moving
system being 25-2 grammes.

This meter is no longer manufactured, but is now superseded

by the more modem type which is described below.

All modem meters are " lagged " and therefore suitable for

use on inductive loads as well as on non-inductive ones, con-

sequently one which would be only suitable for the latter would
have no sale.

Hookham A. C. Watt-hour Meter Type Al.—This meter
is quite different in appearance and construction to the older

meter. It is shown in elevation with clock removed in Fig. 44
and in side elevation with case and cover in section in Fig. 4.5.

The driving element consists of the shunt electromagnet K
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Laving its coil G on a central limb and the series electromagnet

J with the aluminium disc passing in the air-gap between the -

two cores. A cast iron

frame supports the per-

m.anent magnet L, brake

disc 0, recording train R
and top bearing M.

This frame, being fixed

by three screws to three

pillars rivetted to the

pressed steel base, enables

the whole meter to be

easily removed, examined

and replaced without alter-

ing the calibration . It will

be seen from Fig. 45 that

the train is driven by a

pinion N screwed into the

top of the short main
spindle. This form of drive

creates less friction at the pnj. 44._hookham A.C. Meter.
Type A1 Feont Elevation.

main spindle than the

worm drive, and it is

strange that it is not

more adopted.

A novel feature in

this meter is the re-

versible pivot. Thi^

consists . a short

length of hardened

steel wire polished at

both ends to a ball

point and inserted into

the bottom of the

main spindle as in

Fig. 46, being clamped

in position by the nut

which, also forms a
Pig. 45.

—

Hookham Type A1. Side

„ „ „ Elevation.
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dust cap to the jewel. When a jewel gets rough with wear

the pivot also gets worn and rough, and the device is intended

to simplify the changing of the pivot by reversing it, if it were

found that the jewel required changing.

In many meters it is somewhat difficult to remove the pivot

on a consumer's premises, and this device certainly facilitates

_ TOP PIVOT.x..

, DRIVING

PINION.

PORTION
OF DISC.

DUST CAP
& LOCK NUT

REVERSIBLE
PIVOT.

Fig. 46.

—

Hookham Type " Al " Moving Element.

the operation. The reversing of the pivot, however, seems

rather a bad system, for it in time might again require reversing

,

and unless a check were kept, when both ends of the pivot

were rough, it might lead to constant rough pivots being used.

It would be better to have a number of spare pivots and always

replace a pivot when a jewel was replaced, the removed one

being returned for re-polishing.
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Tlie meter has a torque of 6-5 gr.-cm. (on 200 v, 50 period,),

the weight of rotor being 21-5 grammes which makes the ratio

of torque to weight 0-3, a fairly high figure. The shunt cir-

cuit consumes 1 watt and the drop in the series circuit is about

nonnal

.

ipto. 47. HuMJiEL Alternatixo Lfkeknt Meter with Covek ofe.

The adjustments are easily made. The permanent magnet

is supported on three levellmg screws D, which allow the air-

gap to be raised or lowered so that the disc has the proper

clearance. The speed of the disc is altered by changing the

position of the permanent magnet for whicli a screw adjust-

ment C is provided

.

E 2
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After slackening the lock nut^ if C be screwed in a right-

handed direction the meter speed will be lessened ; when
correct the lock nut is screwed home to prevent accidental

shifting of the magnet. The inductive load adjustment is in

the form of a copper closed coil round the shunt poles and a.

screw adjustment S is provided for raising or lowering the

band. Screwing S raises the band and makes the meter faster

on inductive load, but the two clamping screws T must first

be slackened.

The low load is adjusted by altering the position of A, which

is a sliding contact running on two stretched resistance wires>

Sliding A to the right quickens the meter on low load.

Resistance

^AAAAAA/^

Tig. 48.

—

Hummel Metee. Diagram of Motoe.

The Hummel Induction Motor Meter was manufactured
in Germany for the Electrical Co. Fig. 47 illustrates this

meter with its cover removed. The motor is on the left and
the brake magnet on the right. The meter is fitted with a
cyclometer dial train worked by a worm on the main spindle.

On the right of the meter is a choking coil, which is in the
shunt circuit. The motor consists of a three-pole core (Fig.

48) with a laminated yoke above the disc. The shunt windings
are placed on the outer limbs, the series coil being divided
between the middle limb and one of the outer ones. The
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shunt windings produce a torque if their magnetic efiects are

different, and this is made sufficient to overcome mechanical

friction, the meters being slightly over-compensated, which
causes them rather to over-register than to under-register at

.light loads. In order to prevent registration on open circuit

when thus compensated, a small piece of iron wire fixed to

the disc is attracted by the brake magnet, and is just sufficient

to pull the armature up when in the position of maximum
efiect. The turns of the series coil on the outer limb are in

the opposite direction to those of the shunt coil on that limb.

If only one series coil were employed, the field of that coil

would affect the fields of the shunt coils strengthening one

and weakening the other. To prevent the strengthened pole

becoming saturated, the series winding is put on that limb.

The bottom of the main spindle rests on a steel ball, which

replaces the pivot, and rotates on a jewel in a bath of watch

oil. The jewel mount is held in position by a piece of spring

brass, and is removed for inspection with comparative ease.

The top bearing is of the flexible type. Instead of the top

of the spindle being turned down to a small diameter and

running in the bearing, the spindle is enlarged and carries a

small piece of brass, which forms the bearing. A straight

piece of steel wire of small diameter, fixed at its upper end,

protrudes at the bottom of a tube of much larger diameter

than the wire, and passes through the bearing at the top of

the spindle. In this way a flexible bearing is formed, and the

rim of the tube serves as the top stop o'; the clamping gear.

The full-load torque is about 4-8 gr.-cm. and as the friction is

small the meter should remain accurate, provided the cyclo-

meter train does not introduce variable friction. The moving

system weighs 28 grammes.

This meter has a small full-load drop (about 0-5 volt for a

6-ampere meter) and a shunt current which is about the aver-

age. The shunt current of a 200-volt 5-ampere meter is 0-06

ampere, which makes the apparent watts 12-0. The true watts

being 1| per 100 volts—that is 3—the lag of the shunt current

is approximately 75 deg.

The latest design of this meter is known as the Type LJa,

in which all the parts are practically the same but tlie arrange-

ment of them is more convenient. The brake ma.'^net is fixed
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parallel to the base and, in front of the main spindle, where it

is easily adjusted- The driving element i? also fixed parallel

to the base behind the main spindle, and has an adjustment

for altering the inductive load error. This consists of an iron

bracket fixed to the central limb of the motor, and. having a

Fig. 49.

—

PreScot Type " A15 " Induction Motor Meter. (Cover off.)

ring on it which is clamped in the desired position by a screw.

Different positions of this ring on the bracket vary the phase

of the shunt flux with respect to the main flux. A low load,

adjusting device in the form of small iron shield attached near

the left-hand limb of the driving element will also be found in

meters of this type.
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Ths Prescot Alternating Current Meter.—The type A15
Prescot meter which replaces the type A.C.E. and, is an
improvement on it, is another example of the class in which
the creation of the 90 deg. phase displacement is obtained by
operating on the shunt flux, which has now become almost
universal in modern meters.

A shunt electromagnet provided with two shunt coils, one
on each limb is fixed to the case above the disc, whilst a separate

three core main electromagnet is similarly fited below it, the

Fia. 50.

—

Prescot " A15 " Mbtee. Arrangement of Pivot and Jewel.

main coil being on the middle limb. The shunt coils aie wound
with enamelled wire. The brake magnet, as will be seen in

Fig. 49, is in front and is fixed on a frame screwed to the base

by four stout screws. The frame also carries the recording

dials, which are of the p3inter type, and the top and bottom

bearings of the rotating element. Tha» latter consists of an

aluminium disc mounted on a steel spindle at the upper end

of which is a small pinion for driving the train, the worm being

in this case on the first spindle of the clock train. A special
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feature of this meter is tlie mounting of the disc wliich, as seen

in Fig. 50, enables tlie bottom bearing to be in the same

horizontal plane as the disc instead of below it. The figure

also shows the arrangement of the bottom bearing with its

inverted jewel. A sleeve clamped to the frame at the right

height to allow the disc to run clear in the air-gaps, prevents

the barrel, which holds the pivot and is a sliding fit in the

sleeve, from rising higher when pressed up by the flat spring.

When the screw F is slackened and the spring turned to one

side, the sleeve and barrel are easily removed together with

the jewel which is pulled off the bottom of the spindle by
means of the cap shown. On unscrewing this cap both jewel

and pivot are accessible for inspection and renewal if necessary.

The brake magnet is fixed to a circular clutch which enables it

to swivel and be raised or lowered so that its gap may be in

the same horizontal plane as that of the driving element. A
rod is fixed to the bracket holding the magnet and has a forked

end which is held by a screw and enables very small adjust-

ments of the brake magnet to be made. The top bearing is

of the flexible type, a thin steel wire passing into a hole in the

top of the spindle.

The power factor adjustment is made by raising or

lowering the copper bands which encircle the shunt poles.

A screw which is situated behind the recording train

clamps these in position. As usual, raising these bands makes
the meter faster on inductive loads. The low load adjust-

ment is made by altering the position of the closed loop on the

yoke of the shunt electromagnet. The loop has an arm which is

pivoted and clamped by a screw also behind the recording

train. The arm extends upwards and is caught by a nut on
the knur'ed headed screw seen in Fig. 49 just above the dial.

This screw has a fixed position with a knurled nut on the left-

hand side which locks it. If the latter is loosened the screw
can be turned when the nut will travel along the screw taking
the upper end of the arm with it. Turning the screw in a
clockwise direction (looking at the head) will make the meter
run faster at low load. The losses are abo'Jt the normal, the
shunt loss being 1-3 watts per 200 volts at 50 y. The torque
is about 5 gr.-cms., the weight of the moving element 25
grammes and the speed 40 revs, per min.
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The Sangamo Type H
iSangamo Electric (Ai., of Sjiri

some improvements in the

design of tlieir Type H
meter which was l)rouglit

out in li>l] .and tlie pre-

sent meter is known as

tlie new model," Type

H. The chief im])rove-

ments are in the direction

of facilitating the various

adjustments necessary in

calibration and the ease

with whicli the vari-

ous parts can be dis-

mounted for the j)urpose

of cleaning.

Fig. 51 is a view of the

base of the latest model

showing the driving ele-

ment in position, the

shunt electromagnet A
being above and the series

one below the gap in

which the disc enters.

The other portions of the

Induction Motor Meter.—The
iiiifield, Illinois, have introduced

F'^IG

Fin. .">2.—Sako.^mo Tvpe H
Metee.

51.

—

.Sang.amo Tvpe H Meter,

B.ASE AND Electromagnet.

meter, consisting of the rotat-

ing element and its bearings,

dial train and brake magnets,

are all fixed to the front of

a cast-iron grid (Fig. 52),

which is clamped to the

base by three screws, E, and

which forms a shield to the

magnets.

The brake magnets are

clamped to the grid in a

fixed position with their poles

facing one another, and ad-

justment of the ffux through
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the disc is easily and sensitively made by screwing, up
or down, the iron screw with a large diameter head seen in

Fig. 52 just under the lower poles of the magnets. This screw

is clamped in position by a lock screw, F, in the front of the

supporting bracket.

The low load adjustment is also very neat and sensitive.

It consists of a vane supported on the back of th grid by a

vertical post which is mounted on a bracket. A sector fitted

to the post engages with a worm, the head of which, G, is seen

in front of the grid to the right of the high load adjustment.

One complete turn of this worm causes a difference of 2| per

cent, at xnth load.

The compensator for power factor is in the form of a secondary

coil on the shunt core, the circuit of which is closed through

more or less resistance according to the frequency for which

the meter is intended. For very low frequencies this coil is

mounted on a short circuited former to give the increased

lagging required.

This meter has a shunt loss of l-l watt with a shunt current

of 0-035 ampere. The series drop is about 0-1 volt in a

5-ampere meter. The weight of the moving system is only

15 grammes and the torque 4-8 gramme-cms., so that a torque

per gramme of 0-32 is obtained in meters for ordinary fre-

quencies. In the 25 period meters the torque is somewhat
lower, being about 3-2 gramme-cm.

In sizes of 150 amperes and upwards a 5-ampere meter is

used with a series transformer, the dial ratio being such as to

read direct in units when used with the proper current trans-

former.

The meter is provided with a terminal box, the cover of

which, D , is hinged on the left and fastened by a sealing screw

on the right. When sealed the cover protects both the lower

fixing screws B, as also the terminal screws C (Fig. 51).

The Scheeffer Meter.—The Scheeffer meter is an example of

Canadian manufacture, being made by the Packard Electric Co.

at St. Catherine's, Ontario. The type G meter replaces what is

claimed to be the first induction meter on the market, and when
the modem meter is compared with its predecessois a good idea

is obtained of the progress which has been made in the manu-
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facture of meters. A model G meter of tliis make with its cover

removed is seen in Fig. 53. An iron frame supports the

motor, brake magnet, dials and jewel screw, the brake magnet

being held by an adjustable clamp on the front, and the motor

fixed by screws to the back of the frame. The general arrange-

ment of the motor is seen in Fig. 54. The main coil M is placed

between the poles of the shunt magnet S and has no iron core.

Below the poles of the magnet is placed the disc with the

yoke Y below it. The shunt current is taken first through

^^^i^^^S^^-

Fi; -S:'HEEi'FER Meter (Model (_i). (Cover Removed-)

the choking coil C, which has a nearly closed magnetic circuit,

and then round the two poles of the shunt magnet.

The compensation for inductive loads consists of a secondary

winding on the shunt magnet, which is regulated by the resis-

tance in its circurt. The low-load adjustment is effect'i'd by

altering the position of a projecting piece of iron fixed by a

screw to the frame below the disc on the right-hand side.

Moving this adjusting piece down increases the speed. The

meter should be adjusted, on shunt only, until it does not
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creep in either direction. The disc is of aluminium, and is

supported by a light brass tube ; the latter rests on a highly-

polished and hardened-steel ball, which takes the place of the

pivot. The jewel and ball can be inspacted or replaced without

disturbing the calibration of the meter. The disc and spindle

together weigh about 19 grammes. The terminals are in the

main case, but the meter may be connected up without break-

ing the cover seal. The mains are inserted through vulcanised

U 1'

rDise

-fa~51-v

Fig, 54.

—

Scheeffee Meter. Diagram of Motor.

fibre'bushes, one at each side of the meter near the bottom, the

clamping screws being worked from underneath. A cover

capable of being sealed is fixed over the screw heads. The
shunt tee is taken to the small terminal on the right-hand side

near the top, the fixing screw in this terminal requiring to be
sealed by sealing-wax. This is rather a disadvantage, as two
kinds of sealing appliances have to be used.

The meter has a very straight curve, and does not appear
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to be afiected by a dead short through a fuse of treble the

capacity of the meter. The shunt current is low (0-02

ampere for a 200-vnlt 10-ampere meter), and the drop is also

small (0-1 volt on the same meter). The full-load torque is

1'37 gr.-cm.

The present model, known as the Type K, is seen in Fig. 55,

with its cover removed, and Fig. 56 sliows a rear \-ie\v of the

meter removed from its case. From the latter it will be seen

that a central steel plate supports tin? \\'hole mechanism, the

Fig. 55.—P.iCK.iRD Electkic Co.'s Type K iSiNOLE-pH.isE Metek.

(Cover Removed.)

driving element being fixed to the back of it, and the bearings,

recording train, and brake magnets to its front. By com-

paring the diagram of the motor of the present model (Fig. 57)

with that of the meter just described it will be seen that the

choking coil has been dispensed with, the necessary choking

being produced by the shape of the shunt electromagnet,

which is of the three-core type, the shunt coil being on

the central limb, thus enabling one fine wire coil to replace

three.
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The low load adjustment in the Type K meter is made by

the alteration of the ]io.sition of one or both of the short-

circuited copper loops which form ])artial screens over the

outer shunt core poles. In 25-iieriod meters these loops are

now no longer used, the adjustment being made by shifting

the series core by loosening the screws at the bottom

flange of the frame which pass through slots provided for

the purpose.

The power factor adjustment consists of a secondary winding

on the extension of the middle shunt liml), the ends of this coil

Fio. 51).

—

Type K Sixole-phase Mktek. Reai! \'iew of Frame
AND Citir.s.

being joined by a suitalde length of resistance which is adjusted

until the ])hase relationship is correct.

The two permanent magnets are mounted on a suppjort,

and either or botli can be moved towards the rim or the centre

of th(> disc l>y mi'ans of an adjusting screw, and locked in any
position.

The moving element weighs 18 grammes, the di.sc being an
aluminium one. It is clamped to a spindle having a worm
near the top bearing for actuating the recording train. The
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usual pivot is replaced by a small hardened steel ball which

runs on a cupped Ceylon sapphire mounted in the jewel screw.

The bottom of the spindle is coned and by this means the ball

is held central.

The shunt loss of 60 period meters is 1-1 watt ; shunt current

O0S5 ampere; and torque 3-28 gramme-cm. The ratio of

torque to weight of moving element is therefore 0482.

The case is provided with a terminal box, the cover of which

is hinged as shown in Fig. 55.

Friction
Adjustment

Compensatin;
.Coil.

Series Coil

Fig. 57.—Diagkam or Motok. Type K, Single-phase, Two-wike

Metee.

The StanleyMeter .—So far as the author is aware, the Stanley

is the only meter in which the moving portion is entirely

suspended magnetically. The Evershed meter was partially

suspended magnelically, but it was provided with a pivot and

jewel. In the Stanley meter the rotating disc, with its

soft steel spindle (called the suspension core) to which the

disc is rigidly secured, are floated in air, and consequently

the only mechanical friction is that due to the wheel train,

and perhaps the rubbing contact between the bushes in

the steel spindle and the taut wire which runs through

them.
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Fiji;. 58 illustrates the )uodel G metei- with the i'rolit JJart uf

the case removed, the registering dials, Ijrass frame, and brake

magnets being visi-

ble. The two liorsc-

slioe. brake mr.gnets

butt up against eom-

mon pole - pieces,

which are held rigid ly

in the brass frame,

the object of this

arrangement being

to eliminate any

chance of the length

of the jir-giip or dis-

tance betweoi the

poles taking place.

The same arra.nge-

ment is ad(.pted in

the case of the sus-

pension magnet seen

in position in Fig. 59,

which also shows tlie

dial train connection. A sec'ional view of the suspension

system is given in Fig. 60. It consists of the permanent

magnet Y, with its steel p)'jle pieces, A and B, and the suspen-

sion core. The upper

end ol this core is

turned smyllei and the

lower eno is fianged

larger than the nriddle

of the core ; the pole-

pieces are hollow, and

the diameters of tlie

hollows are Ui'ger than

the diameters of the

top and bottom of the

ci;re. Until the magnet
is in position the core

rests on its flange in

the cup in the lower

Fk:. .jS.—Stanley .AIkter : FiiONT A'iew
iiF SeppoKTiNG Frame, showino Br.vke
MaONET.S, Dl.iLS, &c.

Fio. .59.

—

Back" View ai' Scpi'ok'j'ini:

Frame, showino yuspENsioN Magnet,
Rotating Paets^Jand Dial Train Con-
nectioks.
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pole-piece
; the top of the core will then be just oat of thff

hollow in the upper pole-piece. On placing the magnet
in position the core is attracted and raised off the cup, and
takes up a defitiite position between the two poles, touching
neither. A fine steel wire is passed through the centre of the
core and pievents a shock displacing it.

A diagram of the motor is given in Pig. 61, from which it

will be seen that there are four shunt coils and two series coils,

and that the arrangement is symmetrical as regards the disc.

Fic. 60.

—

Magnetic Suspension System of Stanley Meter.

half being above and half below. The series coils contain no
iron core, so that the inductive drop is not great (it is about
0-35 volt for a 10-ampere meler). -The shunt terminal on the

left is to enable the shunt circuit to be disconnected from the

main for testing purposes. ER are closed rings of copper

forming shading coils, and are placed on the back half of each

of the shunt pole-pieces. The vanes shade portions of the pole-

pieces also, and by them the meter, is stopped if it has any

tendency to rotate on no load. These; together with the disc,

cause the necessary lag in the shunt flux for accuracy on induc-

tive load.
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The torque necessary to overcome friction practically

vanislies, but by means of the -vanes (Fig. 61) it is possible to

cause a forward or backward creep ; thus the friction due to the

wheel train may be compensated for. When so compensated

even, no amount of vibration causes a creep. The more the

right-hand vane, or the less the left-hand one, shades the pole

the greater the torque due to the shunt circuit becomes. The
accuracy of the meter extends far below the single 8 c.p. lamp,

even in meters of large capacity. Notwithstanding the absence

si friction, the meter has a large torque for the induction

Disc

Fig. 61.

—

Stanley Metbk. Diageam of Motor.

motor type, it being 5-6 gr.-cm- at full load. In many meters

it has been found that a slight rubbing has taken place between

the bushes and the steel wire, causing wear on the wire, and

eccentricity of the holes in the bushes. These meters are

exceptionally good when fitted with a jewel and pivot, for the

moving system is not heavy, its weight being 25 grammes, so

that pivot fr ction is not above the average. The shunt current

of 100-volt meters is about 0-08 ampere, the shunt watts being

about 1-3 ; thus an angle of about 80 deg. is obtained between

the shunt current and the impressed volts.
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The Thomson Meters.- The Thomson Type K inttgrating

induction wabt-lioiir meter is a neatly-designed instrument of

simple construction. Fig. 62 shows this meter with its cast

aluminium cover removed. The rotating parts consist of a

steel spindle having a polished base which rests on a jewel,

the latter being supported by a spring to prevent injury by

vibration or any sudden jar. The spindle carries an aluminium

cylinder having small ribbed spokes on the top. The cylinder

and spokes are all in one piece, the whole forming a strong

though light rotor. The motive part, as may be seen in

Fig. 62 —Type K AV.vtt-hoi'e

Metek. S[DE View. (Cover

Removed.)

Fig. 63.—Type K W.\tt-

HOUR Metee. (Cover Rotat-

ing Part.s and Registering

Mechanism Removed.)

Fio-. 63, consists of two hollow main coils placed outside the

cylinder, with a slmnt magnet placed equidistant from the

axes of the main coil. The rotating cylinder passes through

the air-gap of this magnet, the main portion of which is inside

the cylinder. The iron of the upper limb is in two portions,

the shunt bobbin being placed over both. A secondary coil,

which is short-circuited through a resistance, is wound on the

upper half of this horizontal limb. This serves as a starting

coil ; it is fixed independently on a bracket, and can be shifted

so as to create a small shifting field in conjunction with
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the shunt field, and is provided with a screw adjustment (seen

at C, Fig. 62). By this, means a torque can, be produced

necessary to overcome the mechanical friction, and thus a high

degree of accur,acy on light loads can be obtained. This coil

also helps to create the 90 deg. lag between the shunt and

series fluxes.

On the; under portion of this same limb is another secondary

winding which is not made use of in meters intended for high

frequencies, but by short-circuiting this coil through a resist-

ance provided, the meter becomes compensated for a low-

frequency supply. The ends of these resistances are brought

down to the choking coil, which is seen at D in Fig. 62 behind

the permanent magnet support.

By simply unscrewing two screws the dial train and top-

bearing bracket .can be removed, when the disc and spindle

may be lifted out ; thus the working parts are easily inspected

and can be replaced without affecting the calibration. The

meter has a torque of about 4-7 gr.-cm. The main moving

portion is somewhat heavier than that of several other meters

of the same class, its weight being approximately 42 grammes

The Thomson Type A.C.T. Meter.— This meter, which is

now supeneded by the " R.H." type meter, is a very small,

compact meter. Fig. 51 illustrates the meter which, in sizes

up to 50 amperes inclusive, measures 7|in. long by 5|in. wide

by 4fin. deep, an weighs 5|lb. The main moving part

consists of the usual main spindle carrying a copper disc.

The spindle is supported on a jewel resting on a spring, and
no clamping gear is provided. The stationary poi-tion of the

motor is seen in the diagram (Fig. 65). The shunt coils are

wound on the upper magnet, which has long pole-pieces, the

main coils being woun^, one on the pole-pieces of the shunt

magnet and the other on the laminated core underneath the

horizontal air-gap through which the disc passes.

The compensation for accuracy on inductive loads is effected

in this case by producing a resultant main flux by means of

the additional main coil and the resistance in series with the

main coil of least self-induction, final adjustment being made
by altering this resista,nce. The adjustment on low loads is

made by causing a leakage path for the shunt flux through
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the liorizontal air-gap and disc and the thin piece of iron I on

the left, the alteration being made by regulating the distance

between the bottom end of this piece of iron and the core

on which the lower main coil is wound. An iron plate is

placed in front of the motor and shields the permanent brake
magnet as seen in Fig. 64. The brake field strength is

adjusted by altering the leakage path by means of the screws
in the iron plate facing ohe magnet poles.

Fri:. 64,—Thomson A.C.T. Type
Meter.

^#?>: ""

m

Oh
"^

', Shunt

'Disc

y m
Fill. 65.

—

Thomson A.C.T. Meter.
Di.iGK.iM OF Motor.

This meter has been found to have a very straight line law,

with no difference in the constant on a circuit the power-

factor of which was 0-5.

The shunt current of these meters is very small—viz.,

0-02.35 for 100-volt and 0-009 for 200-volt meters. Notwith-

standing this, a full-load torque of about 2-4: gr. cm. is obtained.

This torque, with such small shunt loss, is due to the employ-

ment of a somewhat heavy copper disc, or rotor, which causes

the weight of the moving system to be about 62 grammes.

Pivot friction is, therefore, relatively high in this meter.
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The B.T.-H. Co.'s Type "R.H." Meter is of much better

design tliMi tlie " A.C.T." meter just described, and in it the

inductive and lo^/-load adjustments are much more accessible.

The brake magnet also, as will be seen from Fig. 66, rs in a

prominent position, and is clamped by a single screw to a lug

which forms part of a cast-iioir frame which also carries the

registering train and main spindle bearings. Tliis frame is

-fixed by three screws to pillars which are caso in the base, and

is, therefore, easily removed, leaving the driving element in

position. The latter consists of two distinct parts, the upper

portion a nearly closed lami-

nated Core, the front limb of

which carries the shunt coil, and

pro j ects down , ards towards the

disc, the plane of the lami-

nations being at right angles to

the base of the meter. Two
series coils carrying the main

current are placed one on each

of the veitical limbs of a

U-shaped laminated core also

fixed to the cast-iron base

underneath the disc and sym-

metrically under the pn eject-

ing pole of tlie shunt magnet,

the plane of this core Ijeing

parallel to the back of the

meter. The disc passes through

the air-gap formed b)' the

elongated limb of the shunt electromagnet, and the tw,> poles

of the series one. The irearly closed iron circuit of the shunt

electromagnet causes the shunt flux to lag considerably, but

exact quadrature is obtained by the alteratiim of the position

of a copper loop up or down the projecting p;ile. This loop is

clani|)ed to the pule bv means of a screw passing through a

slot ui the bent up side of the loop on the left-hand side of the

pole. . For the low-load adjustment another loop is provided,

which also encircles this pole just above the disc. This loop is

clainjjed by a screw to the front of the pole. On slackening

this screw tlie loop may be rocked si(b;ways by means of the

Fig. ijii. -B.T.-H. Co.'s K.H.

-MeTEH.
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finger, whicli can be seen in Fig. 66 ill front of tlie slnint core

just above tbe dial. This adjustment is best done on no-load

with tte shunt coil excited. The finger being rocked until a

forward creep is obtained, and then moved back until the

meter stops, when it should be clamped tight. No further

adjustment should then be necessary on low-load if the friction

is normal. The usual cupped sapphire mounted in the jewel

screw on a small spiral spring forms the bottom bearing,

^mWe ^''<'- 67.-TEEMOAL
AND Cable Thimble os

Large R.H. Meters.

whilst the top bearing consists of fine steel wire soldered to a

phosphor bronze strip, the latter being fixed to the top of the

cast-iron frame. The wire passes through a relatively large

hole in the frame into a hole in the cap fixed on to the top of the

spindle. This forms a very flexible bearing, and care should be

taken to see that the gearing of the worm (cut on the spindle)

and the worm-wheel are correct, i. nd th^t in its normal position

the steel wire is vertical.

In the larger sizes (75 to 300 amperes) the E.H. meter is

fitted with sockets, or thimbles, which, in the author's opinion,
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are tlie most suitable for house service meter work to be found

in airy meter, and it is a great pity that the design is not made
she standard for all meters, as this would simplifj' the changing

of one meter for another on consumers' premises. The thimble

into which the main is sweated has a uniform external dia-

meter, its inside diameter varying for different size mains

according to size of meter. The thimble passes through a

bushed hole in the bottom of the terminal box into a clamp,

which is bored out to the ,same diameter as the outside of the

thimble. This clamp, as will be seen in the side elevation

(Fig. 67), has two screws for tighetning the clamp up, t nd a

third screw which opens the clamp out slightly, so that the

thimble slides up easily, and is easily removed. If care is

taken to loosen the middle screw before tightening the two

outer ones a very good grip is obtained on the thimble, and the

middle screw can then be screwed up to lock it. The circular

section of the thimble does away with the twisting strain on the

terminal, which is caused by fiat bedding sockets.

Fig. 68.- -B.T.-H. (Vi.'s Type R.S. Sixgle-ph.vse Switchboard
Watt-houb Meter.

The Thomson R.S. Meter.—Fig. 68 shows the switch-

board type, which is known as the " R.S." meter. The same
driving element is used, but the single-brake magnet is replaced

by two magnets of square form.
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The Westinghouse Integrating Wattmeter (Old Type)
was tlie outcome of tlie Sliallenberger, which %vas of much
heavier design and
probably the heaviest

electricity meter made,
although the moving
IJortion was light. It

is much lighter and
smaller than the Shal-

lenberger meter, al-

thougli much heavier

than the modern
types K and N. Fig.

69 is a view of the

meter with its cover

removed, and shows

the permanent magnet
which supplies the

Flf.' . 69 .—SiN( ;LE-PH.iSE Westixc -

OUSE IxTEf;R.\TING W.-VTTMETEE

.

(Cover Removed.)

brake field. The disc is

of aluminium, and the

steel .spindle engages

with the first wheel of

the train by means of

a pinion, the worm
being introduced higher

up in the train. The

terminal box is at the

top ; the mains entering

from behind are fixed in

the terminals by verti-

cal screws, the heads of

which are below the

terminal box cover.

A better view of the

motor is that in Fig. 7(.),

jTi,; 70.

—

Single Ph.^se Wkstinghouse
Integr.^ting W.4TTMETER. (Counting

Train and Permanent Magnet Removed.)
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in wliicli the dial train and permanent magnet are ren^jved.

Tlie two slumt coils are placed above tlie disc on a core, wliicli is

a closed iron circuit with the exception of a gap (hidden by the

spindle) in the centre between the two upper poles, and the air-

gap between the upper and lower poles in which the disc passes.

Under.ieath the disc, immediateh'' below the two upper poles,

is the other pole, which carries the series or main coil. The

sliifting of the flux in this meter has already been described.

A choking coil, fitted in the base of the meter, is connected in

'Fit:. 71.

—

Wbstixghoi'se Meter, ((,'overs Removed.)

the shunt circuit. The compensation for inductive loads is

oljtained by the secondary windings on the shunt magnets,
which are short-circuited through short lengths of wire by
wliich the final adjustments are made. Compensation for

friction and ad]u.stments at low load can be effected by obtain-
ing a small shifting flux due to the shunt fields by adjustment
of these resistances so that the secondaries are slightly un-
balanced.
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A uniform speed has been chosen of 50 revs, per min. at full

load for all sizes. In three-wire meters a second series coil is

introduced, one series coil being connected in circuit with each
outer.

The full-load torque is rather low ; from a test on a 100-volt

20-ampere meter it was found to be just over 1 gr.-cm. The
shunt current of the same meter was 0-08 ampere, and,

assuming the lag in the shunt circuit to be 80 deg., the true

shunt watts would be 14. The watts lost in the main coil

are small, and do not exceed 5 watts in the 5-ampere meter.

The moving system is very light, weighing only 16 grammes.
Fig. 71 illustrates a single-phase Westinghouse meter of a

later type, with its cover removed. This view shows the

improved design of terminal box, in which the mains are

inserted through holes in the top, the heads of the clamping

screws facing towards the front.

Two other improvements have been introduced into this

meter, the first being a shield *or screening the brake magnet
from the stay fields of the motor, more particularly the intense

field which may be generated on a bad short-circuit. This

screen consists of an iron shield with a long, narrow slot in

it to allow the disc to pass through it freely. It is fixed as

shown, between the coils and the permanent magnet, covering

the whole of the stationary portion of the motor.

The second improvement is the introduction of a simple low-

load or starting adjustment, consisting of a rod held by insu-

lators, and having a sliding terminal which is capable of being

moved up or down the rod and clamped in any desired position.

This, as seen in Fig. 71, is placed in the centre of the brake

magnet in front of the screen.

Moving the terminal along the rod to the right increase.^ the

friction compensating torque, and a point is reached when the

disc just turns when on open circuit if the friction is normal.

The sliding terminal should be clamped in the position where

the disc just stops.

Westinghouse Type N Meter.—The present type meter is

illustrated with its cover removed in Fig. 72. The driving

element is best seen in Fig. 73, where a portion of the cast-iron

frame is cut away. The shunt electromagnet consists of a
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three-limbed laminated core, on the centre limb of which the

shunt coil PO is placed. The centre limb P' projects down-

wards, the outer ones forming small air-gaps with it just under

the coil. The main current coils SO are wound on a U-shaped

laminated core, S, placed srmmetrically under P', and an

aluminium disc. D, which is corrugated for strength, rotates

between these two electromagnets. The phase adjustment is

obtained by the metal loop G, which forms a closed secondary

winding on the pole P'. The loop is capable of sliding up or

Fig. 72.

—

Westinohouse Type N Meter. (t'nver J'cmoved.)

down the pole P', and is clamped to the frame by tlie nut Z3,

Fig. 73. The higher the loop is on the pole the more the com-

pensation. Low load adjustment is made by rocking the

loops RR, so that they cut more or less of the flux in the air-

gaps just under the shunt coil. By bringing them into rela-

tively difierent positions the leakage field is distorted, and

creates a small torque one way or the other, according to their

positions. Moving the right-hand loop up and the left-hand

one down causes the meter to run faster on low load. The
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liig]i load adjustment, as usual, is efiected by shifting the brake
magnet. This magnet is fixed to the frame by the* screw A
(Fig. 72), and a screw, C, which is finally locked by the nut B,

enables very small and positive adjustments of the magnet
to be made. These meters have a torque of about 4 gm.-cm.

Line Load

Fig. 73.

—

Driving Element and Connections, Type N Metek.

with the standard aluminium discs, and this is produced with a

moving element of 11-5 gms. weight, a shunt loss of 1-3 watt £

and a main circuit loss of 0-5 watt. They run at a standard

full-load speed of 40 revs, per min. in all sizes.
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Westinghouse Type K Meter.—This meter is made in sizes

up to 20 amperes, and voltages up to 400, both two and three

wire. As will be seen from Fig. 74 the driving element is

placed behind an iron base, to which it is fixed. The base has

a slit in it to allow the disc to pass through to the front. The

only parts visible are the brake magnet (fixed as seen), the

recording train and the power factor and low-load adjustments.

Fig. 74.—WESxiNtiXouSE Type K Metek. (Cover Removed.)

The driving element, as may be seen in Fig. 75, where it is

dotted in, consists of an electromagnet which is somewhat
similar to that in the type N meter, but with two extra p)oles

projecting down from the lower limbs of the shunt cores, upon
which are wound the two main coils. The middle limb has a

secondary winding on it which is closed by the resistance seen

in the figures in the shape of a circular loop clamped in two
terminals, and adjustment is made by clamping more or less
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of this resistance in circuit. Decreasing tlie rfesistance by
causing an increase in the secondary current increases the

speed of the meter on indiictive load.

The low-load adjustment is made by sliding laterally a

copper coil, which is clamped by the screw seen just under-

neath the disc on the left.

,
LINE LOAD

Fig. 75.

—

^Driving Element and Connbotions Type K Metek.

These meters have a torque of about 5-5 gr.-cm., with a

moving element weighing 20 giamm' s, a shunt loss of 1 watt

and a series loss of 0-75 watt.





CHAPTER III.

POLYPHASE ALTERNATING-CURRENT METERS.

The naeasurement of the power, or the energy supplied to a

load, on a two-phase circuit is quite simple, as each phase may
be treated as a single phase, but in the case of three-phase

circuits it becomes more com_plicated- In a three-pliase three-

wire circuit the power, or the energy, is measured on what is

kaown as the " two watfeaeter method," which is briefly as

follows.

Line!

Fio. 76.

1 3 Line 3 ,.

-Thkeb-phase Three-wire Load and Wattmeter
Connections.

If Nl, N2 and N3 be the three arms of a star load to which

three-phase power is supplied through lines 1, 2 and 3, and two

wattmeters are connected as shown in Fig. 76, N being the

neutral point ; and if f i, v^, v^, and Cj, Cj and Cj be the instan-

taneous values of the respective voltage, and currents in the

three arms Nl, N2 and N3, it is clear that the power supplied

to the load at that instant is :

W=Vj^Ci+V2C2+VsC3, . . . . (1),

E.M.G. Gl
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and as Ci+C2+C3=0,

•• C2=— (C1+C3).

[
Substituting this value for Cj in (1),

W=VlCi—y2(Cl+C3)+«'3C3>

and as [v^^—v^ is^the difference of potential v^ across IN, N2
and {Vi—V2)=v-^ is that across 3N, N2

W= CiV3'+C3t'i'.

-riG. 77.

—

^Thbee-phaSB Potjk-wibe Load and Wattmeter
Connections.

As the above is true for any instantaneous values of v and c,

it is also true for the average values, therefore the total power is

and as C^V^ is the power measured by Tfj, and C3 F^' that

measured bv W2,
... W=W^+W2,

that is, the total power supplied to the three-phase load is the

algebraic sum of the watts measured by the two wattmeters.

The measurement of the power in a three-phase four-wire

circuit by the three-wattmeter method is a simple matter, as

here a third wattnieter is required, and the circuits are as in
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Fig. 77 . If the same symbols represent the voltages and currents

we have, as before,

and, as Cj, c^, e^ each pass through one of the wattmeter
main coils, and as the shunt circuits of the wattmeters are

respectively connected across IN, 2N, 3N, that is, across the

voltages v-y, v^, v^,

The wattmeters may be replaced by watt-hour meters,

when the energy supplied to the three-phase load will be

recorded.

For measuring the power in polyphase circuits single-phase

meters may be used, except where the loads are unbalanced

and the system of charging is based on the maximum demand,
in which case, owing to the difficulty of ascertaining the maxi-

mum demand it becomes almost essential to use a polyphase

meter fitted with a maximum demand mechanism. Polyphase

meters are, however, used largely on such circuits, and the type

of meter which will register the consumption correctly on a

polyphase circuit depends, not only on whether it bea two-

phase or three-phase circuit, but also on the number of mains

employed, and on whether the loads be balanced or unbalanced.

Balanced Load Meters.—For balanced load circuits, that is to

sayi where the load on each phase of the system is always the

same as the loads on all the other phases, the polyphase meter

differs from a single-phase meter in the ratio wheels employed

in the clock, in order that the consumption as ascertained

from the readings is the total consumption of the polyphase

supply.

A two-phase supply may be either on the three-wire or four-

wire system. Figs. 78 and 79. In the first case one end of each

phase is connected to a common point to which the third wire

or common return is brought, and the other two leads, being

connected one to each of the opposite ends of the phases, may
be called the outgoing leads. The main coil of the meter would

be connected in one or the other of the outgoing leads, and the

free end of the shunt circuit to the common return. The main

circuit must on no account be connected in the common return.

62
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In a four-wire two-phase system with balanced load (Fig- 79)

the meter is inserted with its current coil in one of the leads,

and the free end of the shunt circuit connected to the return

lead of tlie same phase. Meters used in the above cases if they

Ml

AAAr
Phase I

-rvVNr-
l—'VWVAAAMAr-,

^hase II.

'{Load

Laa/^
3 Load

Mj

Fio. 78.—Two-PHASE Thkee-wike (^'oksections.

Phase I.

Ml

tA/W-
I—VAMA'WM—

I

Phase II

-MAA-

J
Load

J Load

Mj

Fig. 79.

—

Two-phase FouK-wrRE Connections.

Fig. 80.

—

Thbee-pha.?e Theee-wike C'oxnectioks.

are called two-phase balanced load meters would have their

trains geared to register twice as much as ihe single-phase type

uf the same capacity, but in other respects would be similar

to single-phase meters. In Figs. 78 and 79 single-phase meters
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are shown one in each phase. The loads being balanced, both
as to load and power factor, each will read the same. Thus,
one " balanced load " meter may be in the position of either
smgle-phase meter. Their readings would then give the total
consumption of the two-phase (balanced) supply. One meter
might also be used for the measurement of the energy supplied
to a perfectly balanced three-phase three-wire circuit of unity
power factor, but as the meter would read inaccurabely if the
current were not in phase with the pressure, and its shunt

Fig. 81.

(JV

u
-JVWW-

T

Fio. 82. Fio. 83.

Thkee-phasb Balanced-load Mbtbk Connections.

terminal connected to the wrong lead, which would be too

probable, such meters would not be permissible. Meters con-

taining a single driving element arranged and connected to the

circuita(S shown inFig.81, maybe employed, or, in conjunction

with series transformers T, as in Figs. 82 and 83.

For three-phase four-wire balanced loads the single-phase

element again becomes suitable when the main coil is con*

nected into any one of the three leads either directly or with a

series transformer, the ends of the shunt circuit being joined
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to tlie same lead (generally done in the meter) and to the

neutral or common return. The dial train would in this case

be geared up to register three times as much as the single-phase

meter of the same size.

The accuracy of metering polyphase energy by metere such

as those above referred to, although theoretically capable of

being as great as with single-phase meters on the two or three

wattmeter methods, practically, is almost certain to be far

from as good and is not to be recommended in any way. The

conditions require that the circuits are balanced as regards

current, voltage and phase angle, and this is seldom the case

with commercial loads.

The author has experienced a case of supplying power to a

two-phase motor, presumably a balanced load, in which two

single-phase watt-hour meters, one in each phase, were used to

measure the energy. The consumptions differed considerably,

one meter registering 33 per cent, and the other 67 per cent,

of the true consumption. At the time it was put down to the

inaccuracy of the meters. On changing over the meters the

difference remained in the same direction

—

i.e., the high-

reading meter became the low-reading one. A test of the

meters showed that it was due to the load- Had a single meter

been installed on the low circuit the consumer would have

benefited considerably, and would have been greatly over-

charged if the meter had been on the higher side. Other

instances of large discrepancy in balance have occurred, and

it might be said that in practice there is never continuous

balance.

Unbalanced Load Meters.—The measurement of the energy

consumed in an unbalanced polyphase circuit cannot be made
by a single element meter. The measurement of such loads

is made on the two wattmeter method in the case of two-phase

and three-phase three-wire circuits, and on the three-wattmeter

method in the case of three-phase foui-wire circuits.

Single-phase meters with their normal dial trains may be

employed, but it is in many ways preferable to install an un-

balanced load two or three-phase meter. If two single-phase

meters are used one is installed in each phase of a two-phase
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tliree-wire supply (Fig. 78), or as in Fig. 79, in a two-phase

four-wire circuit.

In a three-phase three-wire circuit the proper connections^ fqr

two single-phase meters would be as in Fig. 80. It is immateriaJ

into which of the two leads the main coils are inserted so long

as they are in different ones, and that the free ends of both

shunt circuits are connected to the remaining lead in which no

main coil has been connected- The load which is shown delta-

connected in Fig. 80 may also be star-connectedr, or combined

star and delta.

In a three-phase four-wire circuit three single-phase meters

are necessary, the main coils being connected one in each of the

three leads, the free ends of the shunt circuits of all three being,

taken to the common return.

The total consumption on all the above systems is obtained,

from the algebraic sums of the readings of the meters employed.

The measurement of unbalanced polyphase loads is, however^

much more satisfactorily carried out by using meters designed

for such work, especially if the loads are likely to have low

power factors, in which case it is quite possible, if single-phase

meters are used, for one of them to show a negative consump-

tion (if cos. (p<0-5). There are a great number of polyphase-

meters on the market, and of late years much trouble has been

taken to make them as free from interference troubles as it is.

possible, with the result that their accuracy is practically as

good as that of single-phase meters.

For two-phase and three-wire three-phase supply they con-

sist of two single-phase driving elements, each operating oU its-

own disc or rotor, and both discs are mounted on the same-

spindlcj driving a single registering train. In the older types

the two driving elements acted on the same rotor, the brake-

magnets operating either on the second disc or in some instances,,

on the same disc, as the two driving elements. In the latter

case, of course, a single disc meter was the result with a fairly

light moving system, although the diameter of such a disc was

necessarily large, owing to so many elements acting on it.

In such meters the interference of the phases was large, and-

consequently in modem meters the double disc arrangement ia
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lul.ptrd, ;i (U'i^-ijii; clrmi'nt acting' on each disc, as also a braki^

Jiia^net, and tlic tAvo elements are eacli in effect a ,sin,i;le-idiase

element, with t1ie san^ie adjustments as in tlie sin,i(le-phase

meters of tin- same jnuke. As these have all been described in

tJie previous chajiti'T, it is not necessary to describe them in

connection with the polyphase examples illustrated m Figs. 8+

to 107, in whicji, in all cases, the driving elements, discs and

bi'ake magnets are plainly

visible. Diagrams of cojr

nectionsare given formanv

examples illustrated, as tlie

c-onnections of pDlyjjhase

meters are jU'Cessarily

Somewhat confusing, espe-

cially if several tvpes ai'e

used,.

fW^AVW

yiGS S4 A^'D S."> -Akox 'I'HUEK-rHASE ifoTou Metel; AXD
( 'nNNECT10-\S.

Figs. 8,S and 0-'> are three-phase four-wire mete]-s, liaving

tJiree elenn-irts, the latter l>eing an example of the three-disc

meter w.th one e'ement ojierating on each disc. If (jnlv two
discs are used two elements must operate on one of them, ami
tlie interference will he greater than with the three-disc tvpe.

On the oiher liand. with three discs (lie weight of the ni.o^inu-

eleme)it is inereaseii, by j-ouglily half as rnucli again bir the same
torc[ue.
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QCommon Return if

J / Z-phase 3-wire Circuit- |^ -^ ^'

Polyphase

Watthour Meter.

r-^nns^—

t

Figs 00 axd 91.—Duncan " M2P " Three-phase Three wirk

.MeTEII and (JONNEtTlUNS.
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Fig. 92. J''iu. !lt.
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—
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iflO. loo.—HOOKHAM 'J'HEEE-rHASE THREE-WIRE .AIeTEK (SWITCH-
BOARD Type).

AVW/.V^

l''io. lol.

—

Connections of Hookham TiiEEE-pHA.tSE Thi;ee.\vu;e

JJetee (House Service Type).
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1''IGS. lOu AND lOH.

—
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.MetEU AXD (JO^fNECTIONS.

Fio. 107.

—
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wn'H Special Poixtep, Dial.

E.M.'I. H
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In large sizes, a five-ampere meter is generally used, witb

series transformers having various current ratios for the difierent

sizes, and the dial suitably geared to read units when used witb

the transformers. When transformers are used a further method,

of connecting a four-wire meter is given in Fig. 109 . The arrange-

ment enables a two-element meter to be used, thus simplifying

the meter by dispensing with the third element.

Great care is necessary in the connecting into circuit of a.

three-phase meter, especially on a three-wire circuit. The

meter should not only be connected correctly with respect to

station and house terminals, but also with respect to the ele-

ments being on different phases and the common shunt to the-

proper phase, namely, the one in which no current element has

been inserted- There is still another

riw '.

I

point to be considered, and that is^

'-^ I

in regard to the phase rotation. It-

is very advisable to connect the-

meter on to the circuit in the same-

way with respect to phase rotation

as it was when calibrated. This

ensures that any interference there

might be between the elements will,

as far as possible, be the same as at

the time when calibrated- It is,

however, worth the extra time and.

trouble, when calibrating a three-

phase meter, to get the various

adjustments made so that the meter will record within the

permissible limits of accuracy, irrespective of the phase rota-

tion, and to avoid using meters in which this cannot be
obtained. It then becomes less irnportant to connect them
into circuit in the right order.

The British Standard Specification for electricity meters *

includes a clause on this point, and specifies that the elements.

Fig. lOS.—Connectioxs

OF WESTrH-GHOTJSB ThBEE-
PHASB ThBBE-WIRE MeTBE
(HotrSE Service Type).

* The Engineering Standards Committee's British Standard Specifica-

tion for Electricity Meters (excluding Electrolytic meters) No. 37, Re-
vised Auj'iist, 1915, clause 55.
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be arranged, and the terminals marked so that tlie lower or left

hand element or terminals be placed in the red (or lagging}

phase, and the tipper or right hand element or terminals be

placed in the blue (or leading) phase, where the phases are

coloured in such a way that the red phase leads the white, the

white phase leads the blue, and the blue phase leads the red.

As this question as to what is meant by the lagging and lead-

ing phase with regard to the connecting up of a three-phase

three-wire meter is somewhat confusing, it may be well to go

into it a little more fully.

The correct connections for a three-phase three-wire meter

are shown diagrammaticallyinFig. 110, and the vector diagram

for Fig. 110 in Fig. 111. If iV be a pole of a fixed permanent

magnet and the direc-

Meter tion of rotation of th&
*"

'

—

,-jmmJ generator armature re-

presented by the three-

coils at 120 deg. dis-

placement (Fig. 110) be-

coimter- clockwise, as.

shown by the arrows,,

then the vectors 01.,.

OIL, OIII. (Fig. Ill)-

will represent the cur-

rents in. the red, white-

and blue phases respec-

tively, and they will!

attain their maximum:
values in that order.

Thus, red will lead

white, white will lead blue, and blue will lead red. If the

load be non-inductive, 01., Oil. and OIII. will also represent

respectively the voltages of each limb or phase. The voltage

across No. 1 element will be represented by 7^, and that across

No. 2 element by Fg. These vectors may be shifted to posi-

tions Fj' and Fj' respectively. It is now easy to see that

Vi will lead 01, consequently the current in element No. 1 will

lag behind the volts, also that the current OUT. in element

H2

Fig. 109.

—

Connections fob Two
El,bment Metbb Meastjbing Thkee-

PHAhE FoITB-WIRE LoAD, WITH CtTKBENT

Tbausfobmebs.
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No. 2 will lead tin- volts V^ across it. The red, pliase is, there-

fore, called tlie lagging phase, and the blue the leading pha^e

'with reference to the meter.

The anglesI.OT'i' and III. OFg' are each 30 de.ii;.,so thatwhen

the three-phase meter is metering a balanced load whose power

factor=l the current in No. 1 element is lagging behind the

voltsinitsshuntcoilbySOdeg. (cos p=0'866), and the current

in No. 2 element is leading the volts in its shunt by the same

amount. Each element will have the same driving torque, the

vectors of currents in the main coils, and of potentials across

White

Red Blue

Load

Figs. 110 and 111.

—

British Standard Specification Connections

FOP. Three-phase Three-wire Meter and Vector Diagram.

the shunt coils being of the same lengths, with equal phase

<iisplacement angles—^viz., 30 deg. This is the only condition

of load in which, if the two elements were two separate meters,

each would register at the same rate.

Suppose the three-phase load be an inductive one, and that

each limb of the load is equally inductive. This will cause the

current vectors to shift their position clockwise whilst the volt-

age vectors remain in their present positions. Take the case

in which the three-phase angle, of lag is 30 deg. The current
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vectors •willnow be in the positions of 01, 02 and 03 respec-

tively, 30 deg. out of phase with their former positions in a
clockwise dixection. The effect on the meter, as will easily be

seen, will be as follows : In No. 1 element the current will now
be out of phase with the volts across its potential coil by
60 deg. (cos p=0-5), whilst the current in No. 2 element is in

phase with the volts across its potential coil (cos cp=l-), so that

the driving torque of No. 2 will be more than before, and since

the load is less than it was before in the ratio of cos 30 deg.

=0-866 to cos deg.=l, the driving torque of No. 1 element

must be much less. Their driving torques are in the ratio of

their power factors, thus :

Driving torque of No. 2 element cos 0° 1

Driving torque of No. 1 element cos 60°~0-5'

If we imagine each meter element in Fig. A to be a single-

phase wattmeter, then :

Reading of wattmeter No. 2 cos 0° 1

Reading of wattmeter No. 1 cos 60° 0-5'

which means that if the current lags behind the volts in each

phase by 30 deg. one wattmeter registers two-thirds and tlie

other one-third of the three-phase power supplied. The watt-

meter in which the current would lead if the three-phase-

power factor is between unity and 0-866 registers higher than

the one in which the current lags.

Fig. 112* shows very clearly how the pDwer factor of the

three-phase balanced load affects the power factor of the load

on each element and the ratio of the wattmeter readings.

From this it will be seen that when the three-phase power

factor^O-5 the ratio of the wattmeter readings is 0. At this

power factor the lagging current wattmeter reads zero, the-

whole power being given by the reading of the other instru-

ment. At power factors below 0-5 the lagging current instru-

ment's readings are negative.

* This figure is u.sed by kind pennission of Messrs. H. A. Eatcliff and

A. E. Moore and the Institution of Electrical Engineers. It is taken

from their Paper on " Electricity Meters, with Notes on Meter Testing,''

I.E.E. " Journal," Vol. XLVII., p. 3.
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Testfor Determining which Element ofa Meter is on the Leading

Fhase.—The fact that the readings of two wattmeters, or the

driving torques of the elements of a polyphase meter are

different on a balanced load at all power factois excepi cos p=l

,

makes it quite an easy matter to determine which is in the

leading and which is in the lagging phase. If the power factor

is not less than 0-5 both instruments read positive, the one in

which the current leads giving the highest reading. Thus, if

the load on a polyphase meter has a power factor between

Pig. 112.

—

Poweb Factob of Thkeb-phase Balakobd TiOAD and
oJ? Each Wattmeteb and Effect ox the Ratio of the Wattmeter
Reading?.

1 and 0-5, by disconnecting the shunt of each element one at a

time, and taking the speed in each case, that element which

rotates at the highest speed is the one on the leading phase

(meter current leading pressure on shunt circuit). If the

power factor is less than 0-5 the lagging current element will

cause the disc to rotate in the reverse direction, but ab a slower

speed than that produced by the other element.
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This test can also be used, with unbalanced loads if an

ammeter is used in series witli the main coil of each element,

and the ratio of speed to amperes is taken in each case. The
element in which speed/current is the greatest is in the leading

j)hase.

Power Factor of a Three-phase Balanced Load.—When the

current and pressure in each of the three arms are in phase and

the three-phase power factor is imity it will be seen from

Fig. Ill that a wattmeter in the position of No. 1 element

(Fig. 110) would read :—

l'Fi=7i'4cos30deg^,

"whilst one in the position of No 2 would read :

—

F2=72'.4cos30deg.

If the current lags behind the volts in each phase by an

-angle cp, the reading of Wi will be :

—

Fi=7i'4 cos (30 deg.+ip),

-and Wi= V^'A cos (30 deg. —9),

and as Vi'=V^'=V',

W2+W^=V'A (cos 30 deg. cos cp—sin 30 deg^ sin9)-f F'/I (cos

30 deg. cos 9+sin 30 deg. sin cp),

==2V'A cos 30 deg^ cos 9,

.and W^—W-^=2V'A sin 30 deg. sin 9.

W^—W -^ sin 30 sin 9
W2+Wj~cos30 ' cos

9'

W —W

From which 9 and cos 9, or the power factor of an inductive

three-phase balanced load is obtained from the wattmeter

readings. If If^ and IF2 *re integrating meters of the motor

"type, and the speeds S-^ and 8^, are taken, then :

—

, ,^ 81.—^\tan9=V3^-:p^^,

"but, of course, it is necessary that the load remain steady

wduriag tke longer oj)eration of taking the speeds.





CHAPTER IV.

CONTINUOUS-CURRENT METERS.

It will be noticed that all the alternating-current meters-

which have been described liave been watt-hour meters,.

whether they be for the measurement of energy supplied to

inductive or to non-inductive circuits, and, so far as the author-

is aware, there have been but few examples of alternating-

current ampere-hour meters—among which may be mentioned
the Ferranti, Ferranti-Wright and Schallenberger—which have
seen any extensive service. With continuous-current meters,.

iowever, it is different : the great majority of those meters

which are suitable for continuous-current circuits only are

ampere-hour meters. There is, moreover, a greater difierence

between the meters of different makes, some depending on.

electrolysis and difiering among themselves considerably,,

whilst those of the motor type may be divided into two classes—i.e., the mercury motor class and the commutator class.

The electrolytic class, having no moving elements to introduce

friction, are free from troubles caused by the gradual increase^

with time of this undesirable but unavoidable adjunct to motor

meters. Their great drawback is the periodic obliteration of

their record and the loss of reading when the meter is removed
from any cause. Repairs also when necessary are expensive.

Mercury motor meters possess the disadvantage of the:

moving element being closed up in a mercury bath, so that it is

impossible to detect the cause of^stogping or bad starting in.

situ due to any trouble in the bath, such as grit, or the peeling off

of the insulating material on the armature, or its want of truth.

The commutator class of ampere-hour motor meters are afe.

easy to inspect for defects in situ as the induction motor

meters for alternating current. The objections to this class.

are their high speed and the necessity of the brush contacts

being- absolutely certain, and their resistance constant. It

takes very little to alter this contact, and although the torque of
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tills rlass is ]iig]i, if tlie lim.sli contact fails there is nrj tor(|ue at

all. The ]>eriiiaiieiit magnet ])lays even a greater part in the con-

tinuous-current motor meters tlian in tliose suitable exclusively

for alternating-current, for in a great manv instances it becomes

an important memlier of the motor as well as of tlie brake.

] I

H I I

The Acme Continuous-current Meter is a watt-Jiour meter

if the motor tvjie. ]iossessing some novel features of construc-

tion. Fig. ]].3

illustrates tJie

meter with its

cover removed.

TJii^ mechanism
is mounted on

a zinc base on

wliich a cover of

insulating mate-

rial fits tightly

Tlie main spindle

carries an arm-

ature composed
of an astaticallv-

arrangcd iron

core, magnetised

)y a stationary

shunt coil. Bv
employing such

an armature it is

claimed tliat a

arge torque is

obtained with

almost complete

independence of

external mag-
netic fields, and

also that the

liysteresis errors

Bv using an iron

1] — 4 Ml ( ( \^ M I

Ml I f F I
S| |( \ 1 « « Itll

are so small as to be practicallv iiiappreciabli

armature no commutator is required on tlie main spindle, but a
contact device for clianging tlie direction of the current in the
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shunt coil (to reverse the polarity of the iron armature twice in

<each revolution) is mounted on a separate spindle. Sparking is

leduced to a minimum by the introduction of a non-inductive

resistance (in circuit with which is a small electro-magnet) in

parallel with the armature coil, this auxiliary resistance being

^hort-circuited except during the period of commutation. The

Fig. 114.

—

Acme CO. Watt-houb Metek. (Front Elevation.)

jpoint of reversal of the armature is a dead point, but a torque

sufficient to carry therotatingpart over this deadpointis obtained

.by means of the electro-magnet referred to above acting on an

.auxiliary armature during the period of reversal. Acceleration

:above the desired speedispreventedbytheusualmagneticbrake.

Eeferring to Fig. 114, which is a diagrammatic view of the

jneter, the main spindle 3 carries the iron armature 6, whose
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pole-pieces 7 and 8 rotate' respeetively outside and inside the'

main coils 10, 11. The current in the shunt coil 9, which,

excites the armature, is reversed twice in each revolution by
the commutator. The brushes 2 are connected with the

stationary armature coil and the current is led to the segments-

by the contact b ades 4 and 5, which bear on the ends of the

commutator spindle. On the same spindle a disc is mounted,

having a number of pins round its periphery corresponding to

the number of commutator segments. Opposite these pins

two semi-circular discs, 13, 14, are mounted on the main
spindle in such a position that they engage with the pins and.

turn the commutator the distance of one segment per half-revo-

lution of the main spindle. The electro-magnet 16 acts on the

auxiliary armature 17, and thus causes the torque, which

carries the main spindle over the dead point. This electro-

magnet is brought into action by the contact device 15 fixed on

the top end of the main spindle. The additional impulst^ tomes

into operation during about ^th of a revolution, sti that the

contact friction due to the commutator is reduced to about

one-eighth that in meters whose brushes are constantly in con--

tact. Further, as during the change from segment to segment-

an additional torque is produced, the friction cause4 by the-

changing has not to be overcome by the driving torque. A worm,
on the commutator spindle drives the recording mechanism.

The shunt loss is stated to be about 2 watts, whikt the

pressure drop at full load varies from 1-2 volts in the three-

ampere meter to 0-8 volt in a meter of 50-amperes capacity.

The author has not had an opportunity of testing this meter,

which, in order to do away with the simple commutator,
common to most continuous-current watt-hour meters, is-

rendered somewhat complicated.

The Bastian Meter.—The Bastian meter is an electrolytia

meter, and perhaps the simplest in construction of any. It

is, in reality, a voltameter, through which the whole current to

be metered passes decomposing water into its two component
gases, which are allowed to escape. The drop in level of the

remaining electrolyte is taken as a measure of the ampere-

hours (or Board of Trade units at a declared pressure) supplied

to the consumer. In the older type, two platinum eleQ,t(;ode8^
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-are suspended by the conducting leads in the bulb at the

bottom of a long glass tube, the top of which is open. The

bore of this tube is made as even as possible throughout its

length, and the leads are enclosed in two vulcanite tubes

screwed into a square vulcanite framing, which forms a mecha-

nical protection to the platinum electrodes enclosed by it. A
scale, graduated in Board of Trade units at a definite voltage,

is fixed in front of the tube in such a manner that the level

of the electroh'te can be easily read. The glass vessel is

fastened in a cast-iron or tinned sheet case, having a door in

front, in which is a long window enabling the height of the

column of liquid to be seen from the outside. The leads from

the electrodes are connected to terminals at eithei side of the

case. The electrolyte is a dilute solution of sulphuric acid and

water- (a quantity equal to about 6 drachms of water is suffi-

cient sulphuric acid for 5 and 10-ampere meters). As only the

water is decomposed, it is onh^ necessaiy to refill the tube with

water. lu order to prevent evaporation, which would naturally

cause an error, paraffin oil is poured on the top of the electrolyte.

(_)ne o5 the chief objections to this meter is its large pressure

drop, which is always more than 1-5 volts,' due to the back

E.M.F. An additional drop due to the resistance of the electro-

lyte brings the total drop up to 3 volts at .full load on a 5-ampere

meter. The drop is variable and depends slightly on the volume

of liquid remaining, the maximum drop being at the zero (or top,

end of the scale. Another objection is that the tube requires re-

filling periodically with water, the period depending on the con-

sumption, which may vary considerably in different houses. If

left too long all record of the consumption is lost. Bach time the

meter is refilled the record is lost andmay lead to dispute between

the consumer and supplier. The scale is held in position by

screws passing through slotted holes, so that on refilling the final

adjustment of the zero mark to the level of the liquid can be

made by altering the height of the scale. The reading should

be taken from the top of the water and not from the top of the

oil. The calibration of the scale is conveniently checked by

filling the tube up to the bottom mark (or maximum reading)

with water ; then, by means of a burette calibrated in cubic

centimetres, poui in quantities of watK?r corresponding to those
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which would he dccoiu])OSt;d hy a definite nuinlier of units at

the voltage on which the meter is to record Board of Trade-

units. The following tahle gives the quantity of water di-coni-

j)(),sed by K) Board of Trade units at different voltages :

—

('iibic cm. <if water. \'nltaL'('.
I C-uliic cm. of watur. Voltage.

H4(i4
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danger of ignition of tlie gases given off by a small spark

in the terminal is avoided.

This meter is open to the same objections as the former as

regards loss of reading and refilling, but against this may be

balanced its extreme simplicity, its straight line law, and the

small chance of its getting out of order, provided that it is

properly attended to—that is to say, regularly refilled before

the reading is lost. Its accuracy depends on the accuracy

with which the scale is calibrated, together with that

with which the last reading before refilling is taken, and
on the setting to zero correctly. The reading becomes

difficult if the meter is bubbling much at the time of

refilling, in which case it almost becomes necessary to have

the lights off.

The Bat Ampere-hour Meter, Type "H."—The Bat typeH
meter is an ampere-hour meter of the mercury type, its chief

feature being that it is compensated for temperature. Mer-

cury motor meters possess a rather large temperature co-

efficient as a rule. Fig. 116 illustrates the meter with its cover-

off, and a sectional elevation, showing the meter connected

into circuit, is seen in Fig. 117.

The armature is in the form of an inverted cylindrical

copper bell c (Fig. 117), which rotates in the narrow

mercury bath between the poles of a large permanent

magnet. The main current enters the bath at the top at a

and passing down through the side of the bell leaves-

by an amalgamated arm h, at the bottom. This arm

is capable of being rotated about the centre of the bell into

various positions, and by altering its position the meter is

calibrated.

When this arm is vertically under . the terminal a- the

current passes through that portion of the bell which is in the

strongest field and the driving torque is greatest. By shifting

the arm by means of the milled nut m through an angle of

90°, the torque may be reduced by about 16 to 20 per

cent. A lock screw V clamps the arm when in the proper

position.

The compensation for temperature is effected by means of
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A. magnetic shunt A madi' of a s|iccia.l steel aiul seen in Fig. I 1(1.

'I'liis acts on tlie ftu.x in sneli a niannei' as to reduce tlie teni-

licratuic coctlicieiit of tjie meter fr(nn n-ITi pei' cent, to O-il-T

\irv (.'cnt. per di'gi'cc F.

Tlie makers fit a low load adjustment dc'vice to tliis

meter, if desired, wluck is of a. iio\'el kind. It con-

sists of a t]ierino-coaj)lc, tlie ends of wliicdi are Connected

to tJie to|i and liottom terminals of the jnercnr\' chamkci-

Ki(i. 111).— B,\T Typk " H " ,Mktki.

and /) (Fig. 117). The con[ile is heated li\- a sliiint

nrreiit taken from the meter terminal and the — main
- if the meter were a watt honr meter. This shunt

iirrent passes through a lieating holikin whicdi contains

he thermo-couple, and then through a high resistance.

The Couple is ca|)abh:' of lieing slid )nore or less into the

lic.itiiiL; hol)l;)in and this forms the adjustment, the teiu-

pi'iatnre of the couple Ix.'ing varied according to its position
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m the bobbin. A clamping screw holds it in position when the

required amount of current from it is obtained. To increase

the speed the thernio rod is pulled forward. This adjusting-

device is ingenious as it will be evident that it will act in the

right direction no matter in which main the meter is installed,

as the polarity of the thermo junction does not depend on the

direction in which the shunt current passes through the heating

bobbin.

Fig. 117.

—

Bat Type " H " Meter, Sectional View.

"Columbia" Watt-hour Meter.—This meter, made by the

Roller Smith Co., of New York, is seen with its cover removed

in Fig. 118. The arrangement of its single main coil which

embraces the three-coil aimature at an angle of 45° to the

main spindle is a novel arrangement in meters. The shunt

current is conveyed to the armature by cylindrical silver

brushes which bear on a three-part commutator, 0-1 inch in

diameter. The tension of the brushes is adjusted by means

of a micrometer screw arrangement, they are supported by a

clamp and can be swung clear of the commutator and set

back into position with the same tension.

In this meter the brake magnets are clamped in fixed

positions, the brake torque being varied to correct the speed
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liy a ma,uu'>tie sluuit, jJiovided witli a screw adjustineut.

Tlie Ijrake disc is (if aluiinuium and the moving system

\vei,«lis !H.) o-rammes. Tlie meter lias a full load torcjue of

'.I to 10 u;ramnie-cm., thus the torque per gramme is about 0-1.

The shunt loss is 2 watts j^er 100 volts. Cyclometer dials

mav be had instead of tlie pointer dial, shown in the meter

illustrated. Both tlie footstep jewel jjost and the low load

f'lO. U.S. (.'OI.C.MBIA W-\TT-HiirK METER Fl IK IMREC'T Cl'RREN-T.

House Tyfe " t>."

adjuster are so designed that the former can be removed
for inspection and the latter adjusted l)y hand without the

use of too'ls.

The meter is a small one f<ir this ty]je, its overall dimensions

l}eing 6 in. wide by 8 in. high by 61 in. deep. It is nou

provided with a terminal box, to for the purpose of con-

necting up it is necessary to remove the main cover, and
would, therefore, not comply with s|:ieeificatioiis used in this

count y.
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" Columbia " Shunted Astatic Watt-hour Meter.—Fig, 11'.)

is a view of a switcli-board meter of this make. Two armatures

of a flat type are used in conjunct on with the four series coils

seen in the upper part of the meter. These sets are astatically

arranged and being close togetlier sliould not Ije affected by
stray fields. The four brake magnets seen underneatii the

recording train are also arranged astatically.

Fig. 119.- -CoLU.MBiA Shuxted AsT.iTic Watt-houe Meter.

SWITCHBOAED TYPE.

The series coils are connected across a shunt wliich carries

the bulk of tlie current and has a full load drop of 7.5 millivolts,

which is standard for all sizes.

The shunted type is made in sizes up to 20,000 am])eres.

The meter series coils having a full load current of .5 amperes
;

tills .size can be used as an unshunted meter, but the chief use

of .shunted meters is with large currents. In small sizes they

are much more expen.sive than series meters.

These meters are always fitted with cupped diamond jewels

in place of Ceylon sapphires.

1 2
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The Duncan Continuous-current Watt-hour Meters,

Shunted Types. —The Duncan Electric Manufacturing Com-
pany (of Lafayette. Incl., f.S.A.) liave introduced a slmnted

type of astatic watt-liour meter of a rather novel form. It is

niade in .several types for switchboard and house .service use.

In these meters the larger fraction of the main current passes

through a shunt and a certain percentage through the four

main coils wliich are connected to the shunt hv four fiexil>le

•^

i'lG. J 20.

—

J)uNi'Ax Meter, Type ER, with Shcnt j\su Leads

cables having suitable sockets at each end for connecting to

the shunt and to the terminals of the meter. The model ER
with shunt and cables is seen in Fig. 120. This type is ])ro-

vided with a glass front and two of the main coils are visible,

the other two being behind. This figure, together with Fig. 121

,

which is a side-view of the switchl)oard type (model R), gives a

good idea of their arrangement. Tlie construction is such as

to prevent stray lines of force, so that there is no need for a

magnetic shield, and the effect of short circuits is not felt by
the permanent magnets.
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The armature is of large diameter with a view of obtaining

a high torque and is slightly different to tliat used in tlie un-

shunted meters ( .re Chap. V.), and resembles that of squirrel

cage n^otor armatures. The commutator is built up of silver

bars on a fibre tube, the brushes being of phosphor bronze

Avitii silver ends bearing on the commutator. The brake, as

Fig. ]2].

—

Duncan ywiTCHBOARD Meter, Type R. (Ulass Ctover

Removed.)

will be seen from tlie illustrations, consists of an aluminium

disc running in the air ga])s of two permanent magnets. This

shunted meter is made in very large sizes, the makers being

jjrepared to supply it up to 30,000 amperes capacity.

The Eclipse Type C.R. Meter.—This ampere-Iiour meter is

made in sizes up to 10 amperes. It is a motor meter having

an armature which rotates in a magnetic field due to two

permanent magnets. The armature coils are quite flat, being

supported on a partially cut away aluminium disc which form.s

the brake. The current to be metered is passed through a
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]il;itiii(iid sluint luniiiu- a (li'op of aliijut 1 volt at lull load. A

.small fraction ot tlie main cuii'i'iit passes, by mrans of very

light hi'uslics and a very small eommutatoi', through the

armature, which is connected across the shunt, and thi'refore

has a very small v'oltage a])plied to the brushes. A light

spindle, having its base jiolished to a hemisphere, rests on a.

jewel and siip])orts the disc on which the armature Coils are

laid. Its revolutions are transmitted b)' a worui on its iijjjier

end to a wheel train of the cyclometer pattern.

In Fig. 122, which is a view of the '
C.l!.'" meter, the right-

hand magnet has lieeii renuA-ed to give a lietter view of the

\'ir.. \-l-l.— Eenp.SE T^rE ('.1-!. A.vrERE-HdCi; .Metek.
( llijlit-haiid

.Magnet Jtemovetl.)

aimature, brush liraekets and low resistance, which carries the

mam current, Tlie nuii^nets. jewel scivw and brush brackets
are all sup|)orted by a plate .^tamlin^ (Jiit fidui the jiaek. The
low-resistauce shunt eoiisists of twn spirals, seen in the back,
one end ol each being connecteil to eacli main ti'rminal, wJnlst

tli(.' other i-'iids ari' supported 1,\- an insulatini^ clamp fixed

uudi'nieatli tke ma,L;ie't ^upp(iitinu plati- in'ai' tic Iroiit. Con-
tact bet\^•el'll the fw(, spirals is made tliriiui;Ii an adjustalde
clamp : bv altering the piisiti(ni (jf this up and down the

straight jtortions oF tlic resistanee (jnst nudmieatli the su]i-

porting jilate) a certain ainouut of alteration iii the speed of

the meter can lie made. The magnets are also adjustalde.
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A better view of the armature is seen iu Fig. 123, wliicli

shows how tlie three tlat, fine wire coils are laid on tlie partially

cut-away aluminium disc and held in position by threads at

intervals. The three-part commutator, to which the ends of

the coils are attached, is just above the disc. The diameter of

the disc is 3|in. and the thickness of the disc and coils .50 nuls.

The diameter of the comnmtator is O-ll in., and the weight of

tlie whole moving system U grammes. From tests made, the

mean torc^ue at full load appears to be about 4-8 granmre-cm.
In common with other ampere-hour meters having shunted
armatures, the speed is high, being 9,000 revs, per Board of

Trade unit, or 300 revs, per min. at full load. .Kach lirush

Fig. 123.

—

Apoi-Vtuiie .\mi Ukake Disc of Eclii-'se Type t'.E. SIetef..

consists of two extremely thin strips (A silver, clamped at one

end to the stout brass supporting rod (Fig. 122), the other ends

of the strips being held by a fiiic steel wire which is clamped

to the same rod by the second clamp. By this means the strips

are caused to bear on a small arc of the commutator. Good
contact is obtained in this manner, l)ut at the expense of

slightly increased friction.

The Electrical Apparaius Co.'s Ampere-hour Meter.

—

This meter is an exanqde ol the Ijraked commutator nn.'tor

type of ampere-h(.)ur meter. An armature consisting of three

flat coils is enclosed lietu'een two thiii flat aluminium discs,

the ends of the coil.s liemg connected to a three-part commu-
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tator, wliicli is built up on an ebonite foundation. The

eonunutator segments are gold and the current is conveyed to

it by delicate brushes made of a gold alloy. The main current

passes through a shunt having a full-load drop of about 1-5

Vdlts, and the ends of this shunt are connected to the brushes

so that the armature current is proportional to the drop in the

shunt. Tiie driving and brake field is supplied by two per-

Fio. 124.—Ei.ELTKHAi, App.\R-A-Trs Co.'s Ampeke-hour Metep., 1916

P.iTTEE^*.

manent magnets arranged as in Fig. 121, whicli is the latest

pattern of tliis meter. The meter illu.strated is fitted with a

jjointer dial recording train, but cyclometer dials may be sub-

stituted. It possesses a high torque—viz., 30 gr. cm.—but the

speed of meters of this type is high. T]ie one illustrated lias a

full-load .speed of 183-5 revs, per niin.
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The iilectrical Co.'s Conlinuous-current Meters. —This cdm-
pany s type R.A. meter is an ampere-hour meter, and consists
of a motor the field of which is supplied by a large permaneni
magnet. A three-coil armature is connected hy its commu-
tator and very light brushes to the terminals of a strip or wire,
and thus a small fraction of the main current passes through the
armature, the greater part going through the strip, the ends of

whicli are connected to the main terminals. The armature

Fici. 125.

—

The Electric.ai. Co.'s R.A. Meter.

coils are former wound, and are laid on the outside of an alu-

minium cylinder. The cylinder. 2)as.sing through the field of

the magnet, acts as a Foucault brake. The drop in the main

•strip or wire is directly proportional to the current passing, and

thus the P.D. at the armature terminals is proportional tci the

main current.

Fig. 125 illustrates this meter with its cover removed. The

magnet, as will be seen, is of the hor.se-shoe pattern, having

large pole-pieces bored out to take the armature. In order to
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make the air-gap as small as possible, an iron core is fixed in

the gap, so that the latter is reduced considerably, and only a

small clearance is left between the core and the pole-pieces to

allow the cylinder to rotate freely. A hole in the centre

of this core allows the spindle to pass down to the footstep.

The pole-pieces form a support for the brush bracket and top

bearing, and a worm near the lower end of the spindle works

the counting train, which is of the cyclometer pattern, as on all

the meters of this make.

The speed is adj listed by altering the resistance of the wire

forming the main circuit by shifting the position of the clamp,

consequently altering the pressure across the armature. There

is no compensation for mechanical friction, which is kept as

low as possible. The weight of the armature and spindle is

113 grammes. The speed is high (200 revs, per min. at full

load), and the full-load torque is also large (16 gramme-cm.) ;

thus mechanical friction does not affect the curve except at

extremely low loads. The starting current is therefore very

small, and the meters will start on -[-^^tli of full load. The

full-load drop is high ; the makers give it as 1 volt for all sizes.

It depends upon the adjustment to a certain extent, however,

and has been found to be as much as 1-4 volt on a 5-ampere

meter. The bottom bearing is .a jewel, the spindle resting

on a ball as described in connection with the alternating-

current meter of the samp make. A clamping gear is provided

to prevent damage during transport, and is worked with a

screwdriver through a hole in the case.

Fig. 126 illustrates this meter with an adjustment enabling it

to read Board of Trade units at varying voltages. Two ranges

are provided—viz., 100 to 125 volts and 200 to 2.50 volts. The
adjustment is easily made by inserting a screwdriver through a

hole in the cover just in front of the slot on the pinion (.see

Fig. 126). This pinion is turned until the pointer on the circular

dial points to the desired voltage. The hole in the case is then

closed by means of a small brass cap, which can be sealed.

The latest type of this meter which ife known as the type E,

has an iron base plate, and in order to avoid the base being

magnetised, and thus affecting the speed by its stray field, the

permanent magnet is fixed witli its poles standing out to the

front of the meter, and its neutral zone vertical to the base.
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The ends of the armature coils are bent over (Hitwards at the
top and "bottom so that they project over and under the poles.

By this means they cut the stray lines at the top and bottom of

the poles, and it is claimed that this increases the torque by
about 30 per cent._, and a torque of 15 gr. cm. is obtained.

In order to avoid contact troubles and to provide a friction

compensation torque, this meter in a type known as the E.G.
was fitted with a long commutator, the segments of which
above a certain point were twisted spirally, and the brushes

Frr;.12li.—The Electrical Oompaxv's II. X. ;\I kti;:',. with Ah.jisthkxt

FOR \^A,RYIX(^ \^)LTA<iES.

were mounted on the horizontal arm of a rocking lever to the

vertical arm of which a fine wire coil is attached through which

the armature current passes. This coil is in the stray field of

tlie permanent magnet, and is repelled by it with a force

depending on the strength of the current m tlie coil, thus the

brushes touch the commutator in different ])ositi(.ins. At h.iw

load they will touch on the spiral portions of the segments, and

as the load increases thev will drop and touch on the straight
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parts of the segments, the coiimmtator lieing fixed on the

spindle in siicli a manner that tlie top of tlie spiral is in the

neutral zone, and the straight portions of the segments are in

front of the neutral zone, so that at high loads the meter will

not run as fast as it would do if commutation took place at the

neutral zone. If the meter is calibrated at high load to run at

t]ie proper speed then on low loads, when the brushes come on

Worm

1^t Commutator.

Mica Insulation.

( /1=it Winding

nam*

"2".^ Commutator

Fig. 127.

—

Sectkjx.vl ]Ji.\gram of Three-whse AR:M.\TrRE of

Type EA Meter.

the spiral part of the C(.immutator the commutation is auto-

matically sliifted and tlie lower tlie load the greater tlie per

cent, torque will be.

This meter was also made for tliree-wir(' circuits with two

s('ts of armature coils built up as in Fig. 127 with a commutator
above and below, each being connected to the terminals of its

iiwn shunt.

The K.G. type meter of the same make is of the oscillating

type, and is finished in the usual good style. It is a watt-hour
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meter, and consists of a fixed main coil (H, Fig. 128), in front

of which a vertical spindle, carrying a small shunt coil, S, and
an arm, K, is capable of oscillating, the distance being made
definite by the arm K swinging against the two contact stops

The shunt circuit is somewhat coniplicated, and comprises

two parts ; the one is the shunt coil, and the other a relay

which reverses the current in the shunt coil and works the

counting mechanism. In

Fig. 128, Ml, Mg are the

relay magnets which at-

tract the relay arma-

ture E. ; this armature

is alternately pulled to-

wards Ml and Mj, mak-
ing electrical contact

respectively with the

contact pins Cj, Cg. By
means of a ratchet gear,

R also works the toothed

wheel W, which is the

first wheel of the count-

ing gear. The con-

tact arm K alternately

strikes the contact pins

Kj, Kg, and in doing so

short-circuits M^ or Mj.

When Mj is short-cir-

cuited, Mg pulls R over,

and, owing to it being

so much nearer Mj, it

remains over untU Mg
to Mj. Thus each time K touches Kj or Kg the direc-

tion of the current in S is reversed by R making con-

tact at Cg or Cj. It will be noticed that the shunt

circuit is never actually broken, as the contact points only

short-circuit parts of the circuit ; the changes are thus

effected without sparking, and, consequently, the con-

tacts should remain in good condition for a considerable

time.

Fig. 128.—DiAOEAM OF The Elbotbical
Company's K.G. Mbteh.

is short-circuited, when it returns
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The actual connections, as arranged in the meter, are shown

in Fig. 129. The meter is provided with the usual Foucault

brake, as seen at the top in Fig. 130. The magnet is not

movable, so that adjustment at high load must be made by

altering the length of path of the oscillating member, the

speed being increased by shortening the path. For this pur-

pose the contact pins are screwed.

A compounding coil is provided, being supported on a

slotted brass strip, seen to the right in Fig. 1£0. The counting

train, which is of the cyclometer pattern common to other

Starting Coil

. <? 9ili,m Terminals

Mains

Fic:. 129.

—

Connections of The Electrical Company's K.G. Meter.

meters of this make, is in this case not worked by the main
moving part ; consequently any irregularity in its friction will

not afiect the accuracy—except by jamming and thus prevent-

ing the action of the relay, in which case the meter would stop

altogether.

The speed of these meters is low (about 80 single oscillations

in 100 seconds at full load), the travel of the contact arm being

only through a small angle. The moving portion, therefore,

should be very accurately balanced and the meter installed

plumb, otherwise the oscillation in one direction would take a
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luucli lunger time tliaii in the other, making tiie meter shjw at

low loads and increasing the starting current.

The object of the oscillating meter is to provide a continuous-

current watt-hour meter not having a commutator or other

rubbing parts, and so reducing the friction. The current is

carried to the moving coil bv two verv small s|)irals of fine

wire. The length of these wires is great, so that their torsional

effect is negligible. The angle through which the moving coil

Fli;. l."0.—IxTEKIOE OF THE ELECTRICAL CoMrA>'Y's K.G, MeTEP.,

oscillates being small, no practical difference is discernible in

the torque, which is very low. The full-load torque of a 200-

volt 10-ampere meter of this type was found to be just under

1 gramme-cm. The only friction is the top and bottom bearing

friction, but a damaged jewel would, owing to the lowness of

the torque, have a large effect on the accuracy of the meter.

The Electrical Co.'s " S " type meter is a modification of the

K.G. meter just described, and is intended for switchboard and
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lieavv power circuits. Fig. 131 illustrates the switchboard ty|je,

from which it will be seen that the meter is astatic. The main

and moving coils are doubled, so as to be unaffected by stray

fields. A particular advantage possessed by this meter is that

its registering gear is not contained in the meter case proper,

the relays and dials being enclosed iu a small case, the two

Fic. 131.

—

The Electrical C'omp.\ny"s S Type ^Ietep..

portions recpiiring only to be electrically connected by the five

small wires. These are su])plied with the meters in the shape
of a flexible cable ; thus it is possible to have the recording
gear on the switchboard, where it takes up very little room (the

case being about SI in. in diameter), while the meter proper
is erected at any convenient point up to 100ft. or 200ft. awav.
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Elgee Ampere-hour Meter, Type I.B.—This meter is a

meter of the commutator type ; it is manufactured by Messrs.

Landis & Gyr, and is seen with its cover removed in Fig. 1,'2.

Tlie main current enters at the left-hand terminal and passes

through a shunt in which at full load there is a drop of 0-9 volt.

From the ends of the shunt two leads convey a small fraction

of the current to the brushes which bear lightly on the small

three part commutator and thence to the three flat coils which

Pio. 132.

—

Elgf.eTvpe IB. Ampere hour Meter.

form the armature. These coils are encased in a tliin circular

aluminium container, which also serves as the brake disc, and

is mounted on the main spindle with the commutator, and a

worm for working the dial train above it. This rotor, which

weighs 40 gms., is seen in Fig. 133, with part of the upper disc

broken away to show the armature coils. Two permanent

magnets, one on either side of the main spindle, provide the

flax for creating both the driving and brake torques.
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Ill cji'der t(i fiisun' uih.hI and iieniiaiiciit contact tlic hnislie.s

and coniniutator scgiuents are made of an alloy of in'ccious

metals. The footste]! bearinjr is of the standard pattern which

was descrilied in connection with the alternating cnrrent meter

of this make. For the purpose of calilirating, the shunt is

])rovided with a sliding clip seen in Fig. 132 in the top left-liand

corner. The meters have a full-load speed of 161) revs. ])er

mill, and a torque of from 12 to 15 grammes-cms. If un-

]ir(ivide(l witli a friction compensating device, the curve of

Fjo. ]:!;).— PvoTor. OF I'vi-E I.B. .Meter.

meters of this type drops at low load, the difference in th(^

accuracy Ijetween full and -^-L-load heiiig normallv al'out 3

]ier cent. The low load accuracy can be improved if the
meter be jirovided with the friction compensating device sliowii

dlagrammatically in Fig. 134, but whicli requires a shunt current

ol 5 milli-amperes. In the diagram 1 is the main shunt and 2

the armature of the meter. Instead of th(.' armature heiiig

connected directly to the ends of the main shunt it has ::

resistance, 3, of about 1 ohm in series with it. A point in

this resistance is connected through a high resistance 4 ot
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20,000 ohms per 100 volts to the other main of the supply.

The resistance 4 is connected to 3 hy means of a sliding contact

3-4

Fig. 134.

—

Alva Type I.B., Friction Compensating Device.

f3

+ 2

+ 1

±0

-1

-2

-3
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this contact is to the armature the greater the current, and with

no main current flowing there will still be a current in the

armature circuit due to the current flowing from -j- to —
through 4 to a part of which the armature circuit is in parallel.

The normal full-load current in the armature circuit is 140 inilli-

amperes with no friction compensating device, and such a meter

starts at 1 per cent, of full load or with 1-4 milli-amperes.

With the friction device and 5 miUi-amperes flowing the meter

starts at 0-5 per cent, of full load, and the curve at low loads

is raised as shown in Fig. 135, where the full curve refers to the

compensated meter, and the broken curve to the same meter

uncompensated.

In order that the compensated meter may be inserted in

the negative main and still keep the current in the right

direction through the armature, the small terminal board con-

nected up with links is provided and shown in the bottom

right-hand corner of Fig. 134. If the meter is to be installed

in the negative main, the links are fixed in the dotted positions.

The Ferranti Continuous-current Meter (Old Type).—This

aneter, which was first brought out several years ago, was

improved fromi time to time, and in its last form is seen in

•section ill Pig. 136. Its action depends on the principle that if a

:mass of mercury has a current passed through it from its centre

to its circumference, or in the reverse direction, and is in the

•field of a inagnet, so that the lines of force are at right angles to

,the direction of the current, the mercury will revolve at a speed

-jproportional to the current and to the field. Thus, if the same
current which flows through the mercury excites the field, the

speed may be proportional to the square of the current. The
fluid friction of the mercury against the sides of the vessel

which contains it increasing nearly as the square of the velocity,

the resultant speed is practically proportional to the current.

The meter is really a small series motor consuming a very

little power. In Fig. 136 T -I- and T — are respectively the

positive and negative terminals. From T-f the current passes

up through the steel pole SP and into the mercury bath MB
at its centre, C, through the mercury to the circumference,

where it leaves by the circular iron ring IR to enter the coil

CO, leaving by the negative terminal T — . The magnetic
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circuit is closed, except at the gap, which forms the mercury
hath. The iron at the top and bottom of the gap is insu-

lated by vulcanised fibre. A very light fan, F, having four
blades immersed in the mercury, transmits the motion of

the mercury by means of the worm W on its spindle

to the wheel train. As the speed of the mercury cannotlbe

^.^

-^SSWi^

Fig. 136.

—

Section of Feeeat^^ti Meter.

predetermined, in order to make the meter direct-reading in

Board of Trade units the train is divided into two portions

—

the fixed portion and the adjustable portion, the latter (called

the swing train, ST) being fixed on the back of the former.

The swing train has two adjustments. One allows the worm
and worm-wheel to be brought into exact gear, which is effected
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by means of the swing plate P. The second adjustment allows

the swing train to be turned round the centre of its first wheel

to permit of pinions and wheels of different ratios being

inserted, in order that the front dial hands may read Board of

Trade units without having to be multiplied by a constant. A
.substantial cast-iron case encloses the meter, the live portion

being insulated from the case by a presspahn washer, PAV, on

the top, and by an insulating block between it and the bottom

•of the case. In the older type meters a rush of current, such

.as would occur on a short-circuit, over-magnetised the steel

ijjole, thus -causing the meter to over-register for some time

afterwards. To avoid this a soft iron sleeve, S, has been put

over the steel pole, forming a shorter return path than through

the mercury bath.

After short-circuiting a 5-ampere meter through a 20-ampere

fuse on a 100-volt supply, the author has found a difference in

the constant of 0-4 per cent., showing that no appreciable

;alterat)on is caused by an abnormal short-circuit. A certain

amount of residual magnetism left in the steel pole enables the

meter to start on very low currents, and causes the meter to

read rather higher on descending than on ascending loads.

The spindle with its fan is extremely light, probably the

lightest main moving part of any meter ; moreover, it tends to

float partially in the mercury, thus wear of the jewel must be

practically nil.

The full-load torque of a 5-ampere 100-volt meter was found

rto be about 2 gramme-cm. and the full-load drop 1-5 volts.

It seems a pity that no means is provided for closing the

chamber containing the mercury during transport, as this

would avoid the necessity of carrying the meter upriglit, to

encourage which a handle is provided. One can never be

sure that the meter is kept in an ilpriglit position on its

journey from the test room to the consumer's premises, and
upon this depends its accuracy. Another objection might be

made to the variable speeds of different meters, which render?

tests in situ rather more complicated, as does the fact that the

quick moving parts are at the back of the meter. The numbers
on the label attached to the top corner (at the back) of each

train are the voltage for which the meter has been calibrated

and the ratio of the change wheel and pinion.
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The Ferranti-Hamilton Continuous-current Meter (Type
F.A.)—This differs from tlie older meter just described con-

siderably, the main current being passed through an armature'

.m=
=^

f/^^ i?V^

Side Elevatton.

Case tn Secuon.

u ^ . ^,
,—

r

Front Elevaiion.
Case front Remo/ect

Fig. 137.—FEKKANTl-HAMILTOJf
Type F.A. CoNTistrous-cuERENT
Meter.

instead of tlirough the mercury
only, and this armature cuts the

fields of permanent magnets.

Fig. 137 shows the front elevation

with cover removed, side eleva-

tion and plan, the case being in

section in these two views. By
reference to this figure it will be

seen that the design is a great im-

provement on the other type in

several ways. The terminal box is

at the top, the terminal screws coming out towards the front,

the screw heads being easy of access. One of the greatest

Plan.
Case in Sectiona
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improvements is the mercury chamber sealing gear, which is

worked by simply turning the screw K in the terminal box.

This screw, if turned in a clockwise direction, closes up the

mercury chamber, and the meter may then be carried about

without fear of the mercury being spilled. The connections

are seen in Fig. 138 in which the mercury bath MB is shown
in section. The bath is formed by the two nickel-plated brass

plates BP—which are insulated from the mercury by fibre

insulators, FI— and the

fibre ring FR. The plates

with the fibre ring between

them are bolted together

by nine brass bolts, B,

which are also nickel-

plated. The mercury is

poured into the chamber
through a hole in MH
(Fig. 137), this hole being

closed by the insertion of

a screw.

The armature CD, which

at the same time serves

the purpose of brake disc,

consists of a circular disc

of copper, platinum-plated

except at its edge and
centre, where it is amal-

gamated. The disc is

mounted on the steel

spindle S, which runs on
a jewel, J (Fig. 138). This jewel is easily removed for inspec-
tion. The tendency of the armature to float is just balanced
by a weight, W, fixed on the spindle, and the balance of the
moving portion is adjusted by the nuts N (Fig. 137).

There are two pairs of pole pieces, one for each of the
permanent magnets PM. The two top poles and the two
bottom poles are bridged across respectively by the iron bridge
pieces IjBg and IjBj.

The current to be measured passes from the positive
terminal through the contact Cj in the fibre ring, through the

Fig. 138.—Electbic.u. and
Magnetic CmcuiTS, Type F.A.,

Ferranti Metee.
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mercury to the edge of the disc. Leaving the disc at its-

centre, it flows to the contact C2, round the few turns on
the bridge piece to the negative terminal. The poles SD
provide the driving flux, which, acting on the current in

the disc, produces the necessary driving torque. The brake-

torque is produced by the fluxes of both magnets acting on

the eddy currents in the disc produced by the rotation. The
driving force being proportional to the current and the brake

force proportional to the speed, the speed would be propor-

tional to the current if it were not for the fluid friction due to^

the mercury and the solid friction of the counting train and
bearings, The latter is very small, and the former, which

becomes more important as the speed increases, is compensated

for by means of the compensation coil CC. The flux produced

by the main current through this coil is shown by the arrows

CF, This flux, therefore, increases the flux in the right and
decreases that in the left-hand mercury gaps, and, since the

flux in the one is increased by the same amount as that in the-

other is decreased, the magnetic brake force is unaltered by
the current in the coil CC, whilst the driving flux is increased

as the current in the coU becomes larger, so compensating for

the fluid friction. In this way the curve can be obtained

within 2 per cent, at all loads between one-tenth and full load.

The main spindle has a worm cut on its upper end which gears

with the worm wheel WW (Fig. 138), and drives the wheel

train. By the insertion of suitable change :v*heels the dials

are made to indicate B.T. units without the use of a constant.

In the older meters an adjustment of 5 per cent, can also be

effected by means of a variable resistance, VR, connected as a

shunt acrossthe poles of the meter. The steps of this resistance-

are 80 proportioned as to allow 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 per cent, of the

current to be shunted from the armature, thus reducing the-

^peed by these amounts.

In the modern meters this variable resistance has beeni

abandoned, and a magnetic shunt, C (Fig. 139), substituted

for it. This shunt consists of a piece of iron supported

by the screws G and H, which are looked by the screws

E and F. If the magnetic shunt is put closer to the

magnet by screwing up 6 and H in the direction of the

arrows the speed of the disc will be increased. An adjust-
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incut (if abiiut 5 per cent, can lie ()l)ta.incd liy altering; tliis

sliinit.

Slioiild it be necessary to alter tlie speed of tlie ineter )iv

iiiiJie than tliat amount t)ie cliange wJieel A, whicli fjears with

the ]iini<in B, is exclianged for one liaving a smaller or larger

jimiiher of teeth. Alteration of this wheel Jiaturally alters the

constant, which is the ampere-seconds jser revolution, and is

marked on the label fixed to the train. The correct number of

tcctl). which A should have for a meter having a single worm
with a 50-tootlied wormwheel iS

Fig. i;!9.

—

Tvik r..\. Meter, with M.^g-

NETic Shcnj- \xii Toe Tekmix.ves.

[¥]r.. ]40. -Tvi'E R.\. MiriEi;. \(-ith

BoTTllM TEItMIX.\ES.

72,0(10 xBxR
'' " VxCxTxD '

where B-=Number of teeth on pinion which gears witli .V.

R^^ Revs, of main spindle in T seconds.

Y =8tated voltagi'.

C~Current at which the revs, were counted.

D^Revs. jier unit of small liand on dial j)late.
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T'lic niijter lias a very small drop, that (if a 5-am[ierc meter

Ijeing 0-18 volt. The startinfr current of a meter of this size

is stated to he 0-06 ain])ere. The meter heing jirovided with

a i'„th dial and a revolving disc hv which jj^^tlis of a unit can

h)e read, a test can he made in a short time hv a dial reading.

Ferranti Continuous-current Watt-hour Meter TjT)eE2.

This meter for house service i« illustiated in Figs. 141 and 112,

ih'j.. 141. Ki'i. 142.

Fekkantj ('0NTiNrors-<rio:iiNT Watt-hoi'k .Metek, 'I'yi'E E2.

the former heing the a[ijiearance of jueters of from 25 to 10(1

ampercvs, capacity, and the latter that of meters up to 1,20(1

amperes. The meter itself is the same in both types, the

difi'erences being tiiat in the larger sizes the main circuit is

shunted, and the shunt is contained in a separate chamber

below the meter. In the smaller sizes this shunt, when recpured,

is enclo.sed in the same case as the meter. The terminals.
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which are at the top in the one case, arc below in the o'ther,

when a separate terminal box on the left-hand side is pro-

vided for the potentialleads (Fig. 1-12).

In this meter the driving element is distinct from the braking

portion, the arrangement being as in Fig. 143, which shows the

meter diagrammatically. The driving disc Dl is of copper, and

is slit radially for the purpose of directing the path of the

current traversing it to be in the field of the shunt electro-

magnet excited by the coils SI, S2. This disc is completely

immersed in a mercury bath formed by bolting two circular

metal plates one above and the other below an insulating

ring. The upper plate being

iron acts as the path of the

shunt electro-magnet abovfr

the disc. The brake disc D2
is fixed to the spindle higher

up and rotates in the field of

the permanent magnet.

The shunt current passes

through the coils SI and S2

and through a resistance R
of various values according

to the pressure of the circuit

for which the meter is in-

tended. The main current

traverses the compensating

coils CI, C2, which strengthen

the flux of the electro-magnet

more and more as the load

increases, and thus compensates for the increasing retard-

ing tendency ^of the fluid friction and with increase of

speed.

A clamping device which seals the mercury chamber, and is

worked by a screwdriver from the terminal box in the meters
having self-contained shunts, is provided. In the larger meters,

the clamping device is worked from the outside of the case, and
can^be separately sealed. The speed of these meters is 40
revs, per min., and the shunt loss 2 watts per 100 volts. The
starting current varies between 0-1 ampere in the 25-ampere
size to 4-8_amperes in the 1,200-ampere size.

Fig. 143.—Diagkam of Ferkanti

E2 Metek,
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The Hookham Meter.—The Hookham meter for contiimous-

t-'urient suppl}' consists of a motor in whicli the main current

is lead into an armature l)y means of mercury, the armature

being immmersed and partially floated in this liquid. Fig. 144

is a sectional drawing showing the princij)al porti(ms of the

Fig. Ui.—1897 Type Hookham Meter.

meter known as the 1897 type. A permanent magnet, AAA,

which consists of a bent bar of tungsten steel, provides the

magnetic field for the motor and also the brake. The ends of

this magnet rest on two soft iron pieces, BB, which arc

separated from each other by a brass piece, C. The lines of

force here divide, some flowing up through EE and the bridge

piece G, forming the brake field in which the brake disc
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rotates, and others down through the armature N to the bridge

piece DD and up at the other side, thus passing through N
twice, cutting it in the opposite sense,

The current is led to the mercury by the copper strips

KK (the mercury being insulated from the sides of the

chamber except at the ends of K). It then passes through the

armature N, which is slit radially for about one-third of its

diameter, being left solid at the centre. The object of the

slits is to cause the current to flow diametrically across the

disc in the magnetic field, the pole-pieces .each embracing

about one-third of the periphery of the disc.

If friction, other than the magnetic friction due to the

brake, were negligible, the speed would be exactly proportional

to the current, and the curve would be a straight line ; but the

meter possesses fluid friction, due to the mercury, in addition

to the solid friction, due to the wheel train and bearings of the

armature spindle. The fluid friction is proportional to the

square of the velocity at slow speeds, but, increasing ' more
rapidly as the speed increases, a compensation has to be intro-

duced to eliminate errors due to this. This compensation is

effected by the two or three turns H placed round the bridge

piece G, which tend to reduce the brake field as the current

increases. Should a meter be found to regiater low at high

loads only, either the turns of H may be increased oi the

bridge piece G may be brought into closer magnetic contact

with the cross bars on which it is fixed in cases where a slight

gap has been left (filled with vulcanised fibre or other n~on-

magnetic washers).

The curve can be raised or lowered slightly by raising cr

lowering the plate Y, thus increasing or reducing the brake air-

gap. The iron bridge piece D can also be turned through a

small angle by loosening the square lock-nut underneath W.
The meters are, however, fitted with change wheels of various

ratios, instead of being calibrated to a fixed speed, and con-

sequently all meters of a size do not run at the same speed 'for

a given load, a point which renders testing (especially testing

in situ) somewhat more complicated. Moreover, great care

must be taken to ascertain that the given constant is, correct,

either by an accurate dial run or by counting the teeth on thft

change wheels.
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A clamping gear is provided, consisting of a ru1)ber wa,;hrr.

which, on being released by unscrewing the small milled nut

in the front (not shown in Fi<;. 144), rises up underneatli the

disc and closes the niercurv chamber. This arranijcment lia-

I'lO. 145.—r)00-.lMPEliE HOOKHAM MeTER.

been found to be not altogether satisfactory. The niliber

washer is liable to stick to the disc when undamped, and ah-o

jierishes after a time. This meter, in connnon with all otlier

meters which contain a liquid in an open chamber, is liable to
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"be entirely altered if any of the liquid be spilled in its journey

from the test room to the consumer's premises. In sizes above

100 amperes the meters are provided with shunts for carrying

the greater part of the current, only a definite fraction passing

through the meter itself. In such sizes the meter is either

placed on top of the shunt, as in Fig. 145, or for switchboard

tise it may be mechanically separated from its shunt.

The torque of motor meters containing mercury cannot be

measured with accuracy owing to the impossibility of eSec-

tually preventing the mercury rotating. When the disc is held

up the mercury will rotate, and the friction against the held-up

disc will create a torque tending to drag the disc round with

the mercury, so that results obtained will be in excess of the

torque. This important factor will also be somewhat different

in difierent samples. The following results were, however,

•obtained on meters of difierent sizes :

—

„, Full load torque in

gramme-centimetres.

10 amperes 2-4

25 „ 4-9

50 , 9-45

The 1901 type of Hookham continuous-current meter is

made in sizes up to 10 amperes capacity, and is the same in

principle as the 1897 type meter, the arrangement being

different with a view to reducing the price. In this type the

armature and brake discs are replaced by a single cylindrical

copper bell, A (Fig. 146), which is completely immersed in

mercury in the annular chamber H. The permanent magnet
IIMM produces the field, and the current, led from the positive

terminal, enters the mercury bath at G, passes down through

A, and leaves the mercury bath by the screw F. Eddy currents

are also produced in A, due to its rotation in the magnetic

field ; thus the bell serves the double purpose of driving

armature and brake discs. In the larger sizes the current on
leaving F passes through the coil on the soft iron bridge

piece V, which compensates the error caused at high speed,

due to the fluid friction of the mercury. As will be seen, it

forms a magnetic shunt to the field through the armature

—

i.e., that flowing between KL—weakening this field more and
more as the current increases. This compensating device

'therefore, reduces the Foucault brake force relatively to the
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ilnvuig force, but at the same time reduces the driving force
aud consequently the torque. Adjustment is made by altering

the number of turns of the coil in circuit.

Two balance weights, Q and E, are fixed to the main spindle

to prevent the bell A from floating off the supporting pivot E.

Fro- 14H._1901 TVFE Hookham Meter.

The mercury bath is covered by the ebonite piece P, to the

underneath of which is attached a soft rubber washer, W.
When the meter is clamped for transport the balance weight

Q is raised up against this washer and closes the mercury

chamber. Only a portion of the clamping gear is shown in the

figure—viz., the two prongs S fixed to the shaft. The prongs

E.M.a. L
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are raised by turning the shaft by means of a long crank on

the front end of the latter, "which comes down and terminates

in a pointer just above the label on the base plate, indicating

when the mercury bath is open or shut. The prongs engage

with the balance weight K, thus raising the spindle and closing

the mercury chamber. The torque of this meter is very low

indeed ; from tests made by the author it has been found to be

as low as 0-35 gramme-cm. at full load on 3-ampere meters.

The mechanical friction of the main moving portion, being

partially floated as it is, must be small, but it seems from

numerous tests made that the wheel train friction is large and
variable. This, owing to the small torque, seems the cause of

results difiering from each other being obtained. The curve

also depends considerably on the compensation.

A plate screwed to the front of the meter enables the meter

to be connected up to the circuit, and the unclamping to be

performed without breaking the seal on the main cover or door.

The same remarks apply to measurements of the torque of

this meter as to the 1897 type, and, in fact, of all motor meters

containing mercury. This type is no longer made, it being,

superseded by the 1907 type.

The Hookham 1907 Type Ampere-hour Meter.—In sizes

above 150 amperes the 1897 type of this meter is still employed,,

but for sizes up to that capacity a new type known as the
" 1907 " has been introduced. This is altogether much
simpler in its construction than either of the other types, as:

will be seen by Figs. 147 and 148, which illustrate the meter in

two types of case, the former of cast iron and the latter of

pressed steel, which diminishes the weight considerably. This'

type, however, is only made in sizes up to and including 10-

amperes. The sectional elevation. Fig. 149, shows the con-

struction and the principle of action. A large permanent
magnet, A, supplies the driving and brake flux, and also sup-

ports the whole of the mechanism. This magnet is provided'

with wrought-iron pole-pieces, B'B', and circular pole.s. BB,.

which pass through circular brass castings, EE. These cast-

ings are nickel plated and insulated, and form the top and
bottom of the mercury chamber in which the disc D rotates.

D is mounted on the main spindle F, the lower pivot of which.
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rotates on a cupped sajjpliire mounted in tlie jewel screw H,

its height being adjustable to obtain the proper clearance for

the disc between the })oles BB. Tlie top of the main spindle

carries a pinion which gears with the first wheel of the recording

train, the latter being supported by a bracket which also holds

tlie top bearing, and is fixed to the ui)i)er end of the magnet.

147.—.3-AMPERE 1907 TVPE HooKHAM METER.

The sifles of the mercury bath are formed by a metal band, C,

lined with leatlier and clamped by a single screw round the

sides of the circular brass castings. At the front of this band

is a filling tube with a screw stopper. A small weight, G, is

])inned to the spindle, and .serves the double purpose of just

jjreventing the floating of the disc, and of sealing the chamber

when the collar just under it is raised on clamping the meter.

L2
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TIk" current passes from t]ie Irft-iiaiid positive teriiiiual

^t(i the centre of the disc, whicli is ainalgainated, through the

'right-liand portion of the disc, across the flux, leaving the disc

at its amalgamated rim, and the mercury batji by the terminal,

whicli passes through the band C forming the side of the

Pig. 141?.— 19U7 Tyi'E Hookh.\m D.C. Meter in Steel Case.

Lath. From here the current is taken round the solenoid [

and to the negative terminal of the meter. The iron core of

1, having two adjustable poles, forms the adjustment for the

fluid friction of the mercury. This solenoid is also supported

hy the magnet. The whole is fixed to the case by two in-

sidated clamps.
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The clamping gear is operated from the terminal box by
turning the screw head half a turn until the index points to

either " open " or " shut." (iSee Figs. 147 and' 148.)

This meter is very easily cleaned, which can be done without

interfering with the magnetic circuit. If the mercury chamber
is emptied, the band forming its side can be loosened and
slipped down, so that

the chamberand disc

can be cleaned and

inspected without re-

moving the latter. If

it is necessary to le-

move the disc, the

top bracket has to

be taken off and

the balance weight

slipped off the spin-

dle, when a special

box spanner, sup-

plied by the makers,

is slipped down over

the spindle and the

disc held in special

spring cUps. The
spindle can thus be

unscrewed from the

disc and removed

vertically whilst the

disc is slid out side-

ways.

The mercury bath

never takes more

than 10 amperes.

Meters of larger

capacity are shunted and in some cases the shunt forms part

of the correction coil, being wound parallel with the lead

joined to the mercury bath.

A testing constant, which is the watt seconds per revolution,

is marked on a label attached to the dial train. The meter is

calibrated by adjusting the screw poles of the fluid friction

r

Fig. 149.

—

Sectionai- Elevation of Hookham
1907 Type D.C. Meter.
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corrector until a straight line is obtainetl, when a change wheel

having a suitable number of teeth is fitted to the first spindle

of the train to suit the speed at a given load, in order that tlie

dials ma)' be direct reading in units.

FlO. 150 H00KH.\M ( 'llXTIXriirS-CUKliENT \A' \TT-Hlll'll AIktkii.

Hookham Continuous-current Watt-hour Meter (Type

D W.) -Fig. ]50 illustrates the latest .switcldjoard type of this

meter, which was first mtrnduced in f'.l04. Init lias been consider-

ablv inipruved . It is made for house service and for switclil>oard

work, when it may lie had either with glass or with cast-iron

cover. The glass-cased meters have a very nice appearance,

as may be seen from Fig. 150 ; but the iron-cased meters are
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to be recommended, as they are so rnucli better protected from
stray fields. Its principle of action is similar to that of the pre-

viously described mercury watt-hour meter. The driving torque
is produced by the main current traversing the copper disc A,

Pie. 151.

—

Section Diagram Hookham G.C. Watt-houb Mbteb.

Fig. 151, being led into and outof the mercury bath by the rods

X which pass through the side of the bath, the latter consisting

of a ring of insulating material. Below the bath the U-shaped

•core K is energised by a shunt current, which passes through

the coils GG. An iron ring, Q, above the bath, completes the
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magnetic circuit. The cover of the mercury bath is made oni

the unspillable inkwell principle, so that no mercury escapes

if the meter is turned upside down ; but for travelling a valve,

,.J, is provided, and is wedged up against a leather washer

fixed underneath the brake disc 0. This seals the mercury

chamber and raises the spindle off the jewelled bearing F. A
pinion, N, just below the top bearing M engages with the first

wheel of the recording traiin. The brake magnet (seen in

Fig. 150) is adjustable, and by altering its position the calibra-

tion of the meter is effected.

The full-load torque is about 5-5 gramme-cm., the weight

of the moving systeni 50 grammes in air ; but owing to flota-

tion the weight on the jewel is reduced to about 4 grammes.

The shunt loss varies from 3-3 watts in 100-volt meters to

12 watts in the 600-volt meters. The full-load speed is very

low, being between 20 and 24 revs, per min.

The "O.K." Continuous-current Ampere-hour Meter.—
The"O.K." meter was brought out some years ago by the British

Thomson-Houston Co., but is now sold by the Bat Meter Co.

This meter is an example of a motor meter which has nO:

Foucault brake, the armature coils being laid on a non-metallic

cylinder. Fig. 152 shows the latest type of this meter, and,,

as will be seen, the armature rotates between the poles of a

strong inverted horseshoe magnet. The cylinder, on the

outer surface of which the four armature coils are laid, is

hollow, and, being fixed to the main spindle at the bottom
only, allows a tube of iron to be placed inside it which reduces

the air-gap. Enough clearance is left at either side to allow

the armature to rotate without touching the magnet or this.

" keeper.'' The main spindle passes down through the centre

of the tube, and the commutator is fixed on its lower end. The-

removable pivot is polished and rests on a spring-seated

jewel, whilst a worm on the upper end of the spindle works

the wheel train. The brush gear is extremely neat : each

brush is stamped out of a piece of gold and loosely slid on a

small rod forming the brush support. The required tension

is produced by a fine spiral spring, one end of which is fixed

to the brush and the other to an adjustable clamp which grips,

the bottom of the brush supporting rod.
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TJie main current passes through a short length of platinoid

wire so chosen as to have a drop of about 0-5 volt at full-load_

The armature is in parallel with this wire ; when a current

flows the armature runs up to a definite speed, accelerating

until the back E.M.F. nearly equals the E.M.F. supplied to the

brushes clue to the drop in the shunt. In this condition there

is only just enough current taken bv the armature at an

extremely small voltage to overcome the static friction.

The armature rotates at

a V(.^ry high speed (as high

as 250 revs, per min. at

full load in some sizes.

The torque also is so large,

being about 28 gramme-

cm. at full-load, that in-

crease of friction seems to

have very little effect ex-

cejjt at the smallest loads.

There being no compensa-

tion for friction the curve

droops slightly at low loads.

A difference of 2 to 2i ])er

cent, has been found to

be a usual figure between

full and one-tenth loads.

Tlie moving system is

heavy, weighing about 213

grammes.

The meter is adju.sted at

high load by increasing or

decreasing the pressure across the armature by shifting the little-

connector (seen to the right of Fig. 152) down or up the plati-

noid shunt. The dials of these meters, as will be .seen from

tlie figure, are verv bold and their value plainly marked. The

three black dials indicate fractions, and 0-0001 of a Board of

Trade unit is easily read, for the last dial is divided into a

hundred parts. It is thus quite easy to get a very accurate

test by a dial run in a few minutes. The meter is very useful

as a testing instrument, for instance, for ascertaining the

ampere-hours passed through other meters or apparatus during.

Fio. \:: -Late.^t Type of O.K.

Meter.
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A long run, thus avoiding constant regulation of the current.

The accuracy with which it can be read, together with the

ease with which its constant can be checked during a run,

Tender it very suitable for such work.

The cover beds in a groove in the back fitted with felt and

forms a dust-tight joint. A hole in the bottom of the cover

allows the brush bracket, commutator and jewel screw to pro-

ject below for easy inspection without breaking the main

cover seals. A dome covers this gear up and is sealed up by

the same seal as the terminal box cover.

Board op Tbade Ukits

Capacity
Volts

Amperes

rrt]

c c

Fig. 153.

—

Front Elevation of Reason Meter out of Case.

The Reason Metei.—This meter, which is no longer manu-
factured, is another example of the mercury type of motor

meter. The action of the meter depends on the rotation of a

«opper disc or armature immersed in a bath of mercury in

a magnetic field. Fig. 153 is a front elevation of the meter

out of its case, whilst Fig. 154 is a sectional view looking at the

iront half. In this meter there are two distinct magnetic fields.

One is constant, and practically closed, and consists of the two-
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iron plates A and B, joined together by hardened steel pillars,

•CC (which are permanently magnetised), the soft-iron

j)ole-pieces Ej and E, and the soft-iron core D. This faeld

ias its greatest effect at low loads, causing the meter to

:start well.

The second magnetic field is that generated by the main
-current passing through the coil K wound round the soft-

iron core D. This field also passes through the mercury
iiath and the plates A and B, which are separated by the

Fig 154.

—

Section oir ReaSox Meter looking at Front Half.

large air-gap (the permanent magnets C being saturated). The
-open magnetic circuit has the advantage of doing away
with residual magnetism, and also enables the meter to

be overloaded without the curve being seriously altered.

The surfaces of pole-pieces B and Ej are coated with

insulating material between their edges , and the top of

their slant.

The current passing from the positive terminal through the

iron and steel parts enters the mercury bath at the centres of
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the pole pieces ; it then flows radially through the bath and

disc (at right angles to the field) to the ring F, to which one

end of the coil is soldered, and through the coil to the negative

terminal. Eddy currents generated in the same disc provide

the necessary brake force. The field strengths are so propor-

tioned that no adjustment of the curve is necessary, and the

raising or lowering of it is done by the insertion in the wheel

train of change wheels of different ratios in order that the read-

ing may be Board of Trade units without using a constant. The
change wheels may be replaced without taking off any other

part of the wheel train, thus avoiding any chance of intro-

ducing friction, when replacing, by leaving the worm and
worm wheel too tight in gear. The disc and bath are made
conical, and as the disc is open at the top of the cone there is-

little chance of air bubbles remaining under it and so inter-r

fering with the low-load results.

The constant marked on the back of the clockwork is either

the number of revolutions of the main spindle per ampere per

minute or the revolutions of the main spindle for 10 Board of

Trade units. From tests made on a 200-voIt 5-ampere meter

a drop of 1-55 volts and a full-load torque of 2-67 gramme-
cin. were obtained. The static friction being very small,

owing to the armature being almost floated in the mercury,

and the wheel train well made, the constancy of the accuracy

would probably depend more on the cleanliness of the mercury
and the permanence of the magnets than on the increase of

mechanical friction.

The Sangamo M3rcury Watt-hour Meter, Type D5.

—

This meter is an American example of the mercury watt-

hour meter, it being made by the Sangamo Electric Co.

This company first introduced the meter in 1905, since

when it has been considerably modified until the present

model, known as the D5, was , decided upon. It has
undergone practically no change from 1908 up to the present

time.

Fig. 155 shows an interior view of the house service two-wire

type with the recording train removed from its position just

under the brake disc. Its design will be more readily under-
stood by reference to Fig. 156, which shows diagranunatically
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tfclie working parts and electrical connections of tlie three-wire

type, and where the parts are as follows :

—

Aj A2, The two armatures contained in

M.y, M2 The two mercury baths.

D Brake disc mounted with the armatures on
S 'ihe main spindle which, in the three-wire meter, is

in two parts connected together by an insulated

coupling sleeve.

Y Laminated shunt magnet, supplying the driving field.

S C Shunt coils.

C T Compounding turns to overcome fluid friction at

high loads.

I I Statibn terminals.

O House terminals.

N Adjusting clamp in main circuit.

E E Mercury bath terminals.

H Heater winding of thermo-couple which supplies the

low load compensating current.

K Adjusting clamp in low load compensating current

circuit.

T Adjusting clamp on resistance which balances the

two elements in the three-wire meter.

U Top bearing.

W Worm which drives recording train.

P Terminal for disconnecting shunt for testing pur-

poses.

In the tworwire meters the lower armature (Ag) mercury

bath (M2) and adjusting clamp ^N.^) are absent. The shunt

laminations also are U-shaped. In the above diagram the

two brake magnets are not shown, but they are seen in Fig. 155

.fixed to the back of the case.

The moving system is seen in Fig. 157. The brake disc is

aluminium and the armature copper, slotted as seen in the

figure, to conduct the current across it in the most advan-

tageous position. The slotting is stated to have improved

the torque by as much as 40 per cent.

Above the armature a float is fixed which casues the whole

system to float. It is kept in position by the top bearing,

which it presses against with a force of about 2-8 grammes.
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T]ie full load torque of the meter is 6 graiume-cm., thus the-

ratio of torque/weight is 2-12. The bottom bearing i,-; sinipl}^

a guidi' formed bv a jewel hole. The shunt loss is W watts'-

]K'r 111) volts and the same potential coils are used in all meters,

M'rii's resistance being used for the higher voltage meters

]"l(;. l.").").
— -SEKVIIK 'I'yi'K S'.M: win 'I'Wn-WIKE. UlRKCT-C't'ERENT WatT-
Hoi'i; Meteii. (('(.v<-i' and licii.nlinir 1'raiii Removed.)

The Series (jr armature circuit loss is ()-.3 watt in lO-amiiere

meters. 7-5 watt m JOO-amjiere meters and about 3ii watt in

-l(.)(J-ampere meters.

The D.5 meter has a curve m which the variation i.-, stated
not to exceed \l per cent, from -L t(j ]()() per cent, overload.
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A 10 per cent, reduction or increase in pressure causes the
meter to read 1-75 per cent, fast or slow respectively. Its-

temperature error is 0-83 per cent, per degree F. in the

Fig. 156.

—

Sangamo Thebe-wibe.Direct-cukkentWatt-houe Metbe.
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unsliunted type (up to 10 amperes) and 0-04 per cent, per

-degree F. in the shunted meters.

The ampere-hour meter made by the Sangamo Electric Co.

is very similar to the watt-hour meter just described, except

that the field is provided by a large permanent magnet instead

of by the potential coils and their core.

In a modified form it is made for battery work and provided

with a large central index-needle which indicates the ampere-

hours discharged by rotating in one direction and the charge

when rotating in the opposite direction. These meters are

provided with a device called a variable resistor, which by
adjustment causes the meter to under-register the charge by

from 5 to 25 per cent. In Fig. 158 the Sangamo M.S. meter

with variable resistor is seen with its cover off. This type is

provided with a pointer marked " empty," which may be set to

any desired position for a given battery to indicate the maxi-

mum discharge. From the position of the other pointer

worked by the meter it is always easy to see how far the

battery has been used and how much is left in it.

The variable resistor consists of a second mercury bath

placed in the stray field of the driving magnet. In Fig. 158 it

is seen below it with an indicator underneath which adjusts

the per cent, overcharge. This mercury bath is in parallel

with the one containing the armature, and in it a small bar

of copper, pivoted at its centre, is free to turn from a position

in a line between the two contact points at opposite sides of

the bath to one up to about 40 per cent, from this position.

The arc through which this bar is allowed to turn is controlled

by two stops in the bath, one of which is adjustable and altered

by the indicator already referred to. The direction in which

the current flows either causes the bar to take up its position

in line with the mercury bath terminals or against the other

stop. Its position alters the resistance of this circuit causing

a greater percentage of the current to pass through the arma-

ture bath when the bar is out of line with the terminals of the

resistor bath. The meter connections are arranged so that the

discharge takes place with the bar in this position, the meter

being calibrated to read ampere-hours. On reversing the cur-

rent when charging the bar turns to the other stop in line with

the terminals. This bath, therefore, owing to its resistance
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Fifi. 157.—MiivrN'o Sv.stem of S.vxfi.vjiu Tn'o-wiriE, DiREi'T-CrEEExi

WvTT-HdUR JIetEE.

Pig. \')S.—Saxoamo M.iS. A.mpeeb-hour ^Ietee. (Cover Removed.")

E.M.Q. M
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being thus reduced, takes a greater percentage of tlie

current, causing the meter to work at a slower speed, and

allow for the battery inefficiency.

Various types of this meter are made ; in one, in addition

to the large dial, the ordinary train of dials to sum up the

discharge or charge ampere-hours is added. Another type is

designed for use in electro-plating. The dial is then calibrated

in any desired unit weights deposited of the metal for which

the meter is to be used, i.e., dwt. of silver, pounds of copper,
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&c. A movable pointer operated by a knob in the glass

window allows it to be set at the amount of metal to be plated.

The meter hand is then set to its zero position and as the

current passes it is turned until it reaches the pointer, set by
hand. 'The meter hand, on reaching this pointer makes a con-

tact in an auxiliary circuit which rings a bell, lights a lamp or

closes the trip coil of a circuit breaker, thus either giving warn-
ing that the plating is completed or stopping the plating process.

The two diagrams. Figs. 159 and 160, show the meter in section

and the position of the resistor bar in its mercury bath during

discharge and charge respectively. The arrows indicate the

direction of the current. In these views also the design of

the armature bath is plainly seen with its mercury chamber and
•double trap tubes for preventing the mercury from being spilled.

Thomson Continuous-current Meters—Type M.H. Am-
pere-hour Meter.—This meter is another example of the

mercury type of ampere-hour meter. Fig. 161 is a view of the

meter with its cover removed, and shows the exterior of the

mercury bath between the poles of the twin horseshoe magnet.

The clearance between the sides of the bath is kept down to the

smallest that will allow of the rotation of a thin copper bell,

which acts as the driving and braking element. The narrow-

ness of the magnet gap enables a very strong field to be obtained,

a high torque per gramme weight with a slow speed resulting.

The bell is bored out of a solid rod of electrolytic copper, and is

amalgamated all over. The bell and spindle when in position

tend to float slightly, so that the bottom of the spindle runs in

a guide and the top is pointed and runs in a V-jewel.

The design enables a good curve to be obtained without

employing any compensating device to overcome fluid friction.

The meter is shunted by a short length of resistance, which, as

seen in Fig. 161, is clamped to the ends of two rods, which are

screwed and soldered to the terminals and project to the front

for accessibility. By altering this resistance the calibration is

done. The makers supply these resistances with clips on the

ends ready for clamping, in 20 sizes, each size producing 0-5

per cent, variation in the speed. These resistances being

numbered it becomes an easy matter to choose one which will

suit a meter. For instance, if the speed requires altering 3 per

M2
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cent. t(] make a mctiT rij^'lit a sliunt i« .^I'lcetcd witli a iiuvhIkt

six lower or liiglier than that found in thi' meter. A meter
bejnjf slow at full load requires a sliunt of higher resistance.

(.hving to the fine clearance in the niercury bath great care is

necessary if opened for inspection to see that it is quite clean,

and that ]iure and clean mercury is used in filling it. aKc' that

the spindle and bell run dead true when placed between centres.

Fig. KU.— li.T.-H. Meucuev MeteR;

Tvi'E .M.H. (Covers Removed.)

Pig. 11)2.—B.T.-H. Type M.S. Ampere-
hour Meter, for Switchbo.vrdS.

The bath is filled through the hole m front of the bath to the

level of the hole, which is closed b}' a screw. An index is fixed

to the spindle for counting the revolutions of the main s|iinflle,

and is visible together with an index fixetl to tjie frame through

the aperture under the dial train.

The tvpe M.S. for switchboard use is illustrated in Fig. 1G2,

from whicli it will be seen that a triple magnet and a larger

diameter bath is u.sed.
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B.T.-H. Co.'s Type T.A. Watt-hour Meter.—This meter,

made exclusively for switchboard use, is illustrated in Figs, 163

and 164. It is made for two-wire circuits of 600 to 10,000

amperes, and for three-wire circuits of 600 to 3,000 amperes.

At first sight the two meter,? illustrated look as if they were of

different types, hut the only difference is that in the smaller

capacity meters the main circuit has a complete turn, whereas

in till- larger ones it consists of a straight bar with one arma-

FiG. 1U3.—B.T.-H. Type T.A. Watt-hour Metei!, 500 AmfeueS,

TWO-WIKE.

ture above and one below it. The armatures in these meters

are astatic, as the shunt or potential current flows in opposite

directions through them. They are of very simple form, and

each consists of a rectangular coil wound in two halves, one

half being placed on either side of the main spindle, the ends

of the coils being led to two-jiart silver commutators ; each

coil Las a resistance of about 800 ohms. Inside the coil about

eight soft iron discs separated from each other by thin fibre
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washers, are threaded on the spindle, and greatly increase tin-

torque. The two armatures are fixed on the spindle at nyht

angles to eacli (jther, and are connected up in series with one

another, and a high resistance, which is of copper wire, the

latter being in a separate box. Two pairs of brushes, one for

each commutator, convey the shunt current to and from the

Fic. HU.—B.T.-H. 'rvFE T.A. Watt-houh Meter, 4,000 Aju'ERes,

Two-wire.

armatures. Each brush consists of three .straight fine phos-

phor bronze wires, having silver ends to bear on the commu-
tator ; these wires are fixed to a vertical rod, which is clamped

in a small brass block. Tc> avoid the demagnetising efl^ects of

stray fields the brake magnets and co])per brake disc are com-
|)letely enclosed in the soft iron box seen in the figures, which

forms the base of tjie meter. The main spindle pjasses throuiih.
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a Iiole ill tlie top nf the box, and tlie jewel screw is screwed into

the bottom. For clamping the moving system two brass,

clamps are provided, seen above the magnet box. These are

brought togetlier by means of a screw and grip the main

spindle.

The resistance in series with tlie armature being of copper,,

and the l)rake di.-ic also of that metal, causes the temperature

coefficient to be small, as the change in resistance in the sliunt

circuit and brake disc would be the same. Tests made by the

author show that the temperature coefficient of a d3'nanio-

meter-tvpe watt-hour meter, with a copper resistance is 0-04

per ^F., the same meter with a platinoid resistance had a tem-

perature coelHcient of ()-16 per °F.

Fig. 105.—WEM'iNfjHousE Type ().!).('. AjiiT.KE-iKnTK JIetbe.

((Vjver.s RemoveiL)

Westinghouse Type O.D.C. Ampere-hour Meter.—Another

example of the braked commutator motor meter is that shown

in Fig. 165. This meter is made by the British Westinghouse Co.

in sizes from 1 to 200 amperes, the larger sizes having external

shunts. As will be seen from the illustration, the armature is
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of the flart disc type whicli carries a very small fraction of the

main current, the bulk of which passes through the' shunt.

The brushes and commutator are gold and the brake disc

supports the armature. The meter is calibrated by moving

a. sliding clamp, which short-circuits a certain amount of

resistance in the shunt. In meters with an external shunt

the speed is adjusted by varying a resistance in the armature

circuit.

The rotor weighs 26 grammes, the full-load torque 14

'gramme-cms., and the drop about 0-8 volt. The speed is

100 revs, per min., which is a relatively slow speed for this

type of meter.

'The Wright Electrolytic Meter.—This meter is a successful

•-example of the shunted type of electrolytic meter. The main

current is passed through a manganin resistance, K, from the

positive terminal E to the negative terminal D (Fig. 166), and

the drop across this resistance is about 1 volt at full load in the

'Type E 16 (10 ampere and 25 ampere capacity), and 0-25 volt

Jn Type E 17 (50 ampere and 100 ampere capacity). In parallel

with this wire is an electrolytic cell contained in a hermetically-

sealed glass tube of special design, having a resistance, H, in

series- with it. The resistances of the two circuits are so pro-

(portioned as to allow about := J^th of the main current to pass

'through 'the cell. The sealed tube contains a quantity of pure

mercury. The anode A is formed by a ring of mercury, the

>cathode C being a JioUow cone of platinum fixed below the

level of the anode. In the more recent meters the anode

holder has been xaodified as in Pig. 166. The ring of mercury

remains, but a glass fence, B, has been introduced and is fixed

:to the edge of the anode trpugh. With the former type of

lolder there existed a danger of mercury being shaken over

the edge of the anode holder when the meter was subjected to

& moderate amount of vibration. The deepening of the channel

was a first step to remedying this defect, but the present

arrangement enables the meter to withstand excessive vibra-

tion without causing any mercury to fall over. The cohesive

force of the mercury prevents any falling through the fence.

On passing a current through the meter, the definite

fraction which passes through the cell causes mercury to be
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deposited in small globules out of the solution on to the

cathode. These globules fall off by gravity, and are caught by
-a glass fvmnel which

forms the head of a

:iiarrowtube. The latter

has a scale at its side

graduated usually in

100 divisions, each cor-

responding to from one

to five Board of Trade

units ; thus the amount

of mercury deposited

is taken as a measure

'oi the energy passed

through the meter, the

.pressure being assumed

constant as in all am-

pere-hour meters.

In the larger sizes of

meter this tube is made
in the form of a syphon,

so that, on the level

of the deposited mer-

cury reaching the 100

mark, it automatically

syphons over into the

^bottom of the vesSel in

which a second scale is

placed, each division of

which corresponds to

100 units, or the con-

tents of the syphon

tube. This second scale,

therefore, takes the

place of a second dial

in ordinary dial trains,

and enables the meter

to register up to 20

times the contents of the upper tube, after which the record

is lost and the meter requires resetting to zero. This is

+
JTiQ. 166.—DiAGEAM or Wkight

Electeolytic Meter
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done \>y tilting the tube about tlie hinged bracket by which;

it is supported at the top, thus allowing all the mercury

to return to the reservoir, seen in Fig. 166 behind the

anode chamber, which automatically keeps the l^vel of

the mercury in the anode ring constant. As the mercury

is precipitated from the liquid, so the weight of the latter'

is diminished, and in order to avoid the back E.Bl.F. due

to difference in concentration of the electrolyte it is essential

that the density of the liquid should be the same at all points

between the electrodes. It is for this reason that the cathode-

is placed at a lower level than the anode, for then a circulation

is set up, the weakened liquid at the cathode rising and its

place being taken by the replenished and heavier liquid near-

the anode. The back E.M.F., which is such an important

objection in electrolytic meters, especially of the shunted type,,

is extremely small in this cell,, and does not exceed r77j777|th

of a volt. As the drop at full load is about 1 volt, the error-

caused by the back E.M.F. would only be 1 per cent, at -rh-^^^-

of full load.

In order that the ratio of the main resistance and the cell-

circuit resistance may remain constant, it is necessary to com-v

pensate for temperature. This is done in the following manner :.

The electrolyte having a negative temperature coefficient, part,

of the extra resistance placed in series with the cell is of

copper. The required amount is calculated so that the curve-

connecting the combined resistance of cell and wire with tem-
perature (within -wide limits) is a straight line,, which gives a

constant value for the resistance between 5°C. and 30°C. The-

total resistance in the cell circuit is then made up to the

amount required for depositing a chosen weight of mercury-

per Board of Trade unit passed through the meter ; thre

" making-up " resistance is of the same material as the main
circuit.

Fig. 167 illustrates this meter with the single tube (size-

10-ampere), whilst Fig. 168 shows the larger meter in which
the syphon tube with its scale is seen above the second tube-

with its hundreds scale.

Figs. 167 and 168 are illustrations of the latest type meters,.

and, as will be seen, the meters are suspended in their cases

by a spring suspension which protects the gl^ss system from.
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the effects of vibration or lilows. In both cases tlie hinged

doors are removed in order to sliow tlie interiors.

To measure tlie cliarge and discharge of batteries two meters

of tlie syphoning tvpe are placed in one case and are connecti'd

Fio. I(i7.—SrxGi.K 'I'rr.E. J'IG. 11)8. SVPHIIX TrBE.

to one sluint which, in sizes up to 10 amperes, is in the same

case. The meters are connected to the shunt witli opposite

polarity, i.e., the positive terminal of one and the negative

terminal of the other to one end of the shunt so that the charge

is registered on the one and tJie discharge on the other.
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To iiii.-et tlic demaiul for a clicaii incter for use iu small

li()usi'8 wluTc till' cost of the connections is relatively large, the

K(.'as(iu Manufacturing Co. luive brought out a small type

(E l^'^) of tliis meter. It lias a small single tube with a scale

nf 1(1(1 (livisidiis which ma\' re})resent from 1 to Tj units |ht

division, but is generally scalecl for 2 units per division. Its

overall dimensions are only 8ins. high l)y 3§ins. wide by 2fins.

.dec[i (or (.i.Uiis. with tin- (hior open). Tlie top space required

for re-setting is tins. This meter is seen in Fig. IGU.

Fii;. Kiii,— .\IiN'L\TrKi'

For three-wire installations, where these consist of two dis-

'tinct two-wire circuits brought down in the meter, the main

resistance of the meter is divided into two exactl}' equal parts,

till' electrolytic cell, with its extra resistance bobbin, being con-

ui'i-ted to its ends as in two-wire meters. The meter is inserted

at the ])oint where the neutral is split, as in Fig. 170, and will

uive a eiirri'ct indication of the total Board of Trade units on

circuits of constant volta.ue. For if Rj and Rj are the resis-

tances of the two halves of the meter main circuit in whicli

the currents (', and C'^ flow, the P.D. across Ei-j-R2=V, and

V=-(\Ej-f',Ro; and", as R,=IU= R, V-R(t!i+(.".). Tims
-t]ir rurri'nt throu,<i'h the eh'ctrolytie cell will be ]>roportional
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to tlie sum of the two currents. It is, however, essential that

the wiring be split up into two independent circuits on the-

" house " side of the meter.

Amongst the few objections to this meter may be mentioned!

the difficulty of ascertaining its accuracy on account of the-

time it takes to pass even the full-load current to produce a

reading sufficiently large to eliminate errors in readings. The-

syphoning point also requires testing to ascertain that the-

syphoning takes place when the mercury reaches the top mark

To Installation

on the scale. It is possible to shake mercury into the syphon-

ing tube to a reading of about 90 and start this test from that

point, carrying it on over the syphoning point until a fair

reading is obtained. A little sleight of hand is necessary for

this operation in the case of the fence type meters. The

wiping out of all record on resetting to zero may lead to

disputes, as may also the loss of the final reading on removing

the meter from the consumer's premises b«fore it has been

checked by the testing department.





CHAPTER V.

METERS SUITABLE FOR BOTH ALTERNATING AND
CONTINUOUS CURRENT.

With but few exceptions, such asthe Aron and the Mordey-
Fricker, all meters suitable for working on both alternating

and continuous-current circuits are motor meters, having a

wound armature with a commutator and brushes connected

ithrough a high and practically inductionless resistance across

the supply mains, the armature being placed in a field pro-

duced by tlie main current passing through a fixed coil or

^coils. Two fields are therefore produced : one, by the arma-

ture, proportional to the current through it, which is again

;proportional to the supply voltage, and the other proportional

'to the current in the field coils, which is the current supplied to

'the lamps, &(L

The brushes are placed on the commutator at such an angle

that the armature field is approximately at right angles to the

main-current field, wiih the result that a torque is produced

tending; to bring the coils into the same plane. The com-

.mutation causing the fields to be permanently at the same

angle, the torque remains, and the armature rotates so long as

there is current fiowjng through the main coils. A metal disc

attached to the same spindle as the armature rotating between

•the poles of permanent magnets usually provides the necessary

retarding torque for the production of a speed proportional to

•the watts transmitted, if mechanical friction be so small as to

"be negligible.

The mechanical friction, which is relatively high in this type

of meter, although kept as low as possible, would not be

negligible at low loads. It is therefore compensated for by

.passing a small current throuL^h a compounding coil placed in

the same plane as the fiekl coils, thus producing a permanent

field which would, if strong enough, overcome all mechanical

friction. In practice this device is open to objections. The

compensation cannot be complete, as the mechanical friction

depends to a large extent upon the external vibration, such

as that due to street traffic or other causes. A meter com-

pensated in a situation where there is no vibration would run.
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due to the compensation torque, when installed where vibra-

tion existed. It is evident that such troubles become less

in meters having a high driving torque, for in these it is--

unnecessary to compensate so completely to obtain the same

accuracv at low loads.

— --"!>
__-y,Sc

Fig. 171.—CuKVES of Alternating Cukbent ik Maik and Shukt
Coils of Dynamometer Meters.

The accuracy with which meters of this type register on.

alternating or continuous-current circuits without special

calibration depends on the self-induction and capacity of the

shunt or armature circuit. The

\\ armature will have s^f-induc-

'\\. tion, and, consequently, re-

quires a high resistance in series

with it, so that the ratio of

resistancs to self-induction of

the combination may be large ;

otherwise the meter will under-

register on alternating-current

circuits of unit}' power factor

when calibrated on continuous

current. If, in F gs. 171 and

172, V represents the curve of

current in the shunt winding,

if in phase with the voltage,

and C] the main current

curve (on a smaller scale)

in phase with V, so that the power factor is unity, then

the curve S; would represent the curve of current in the meter

shunt or armature circuit, if ib were lagging by a small angle,

Pic. 172.

—

Clock Diagram of
A.C. IN CoiLg OF 'Dynamometer
Meters.
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o, behind the voltage owing to the self-induction of the arma-

ture circuit. The current in this circuit will also be reduced

in the ratio of the resistance to the impedance ; consequently the

torque, and therefore the speed, will be lower than it should be.

When the current in the main lags by the same amount as the

current in the shunt the speed will be correct. If the angle of lag

of the main current is greater than that of the shunt current,

as shown by the current curve Ca, which lags by an angle, 6,

behind the voltage curve, the speed will be high and the

meter will over-register, its error becoming greater as the

power factor of the ciicuit becomes lower. The meter would

still register when ^=90deg., that is, when the power factor=0,

for the angle of lag between the currents in the shunt and

main circuits would be ^-a=90-a instead of 90deg.

The non-inductive resistance which usually forms a great

part of the shunt resistance may hive suflScient capacity to

liave a preponderating influence over the self-induction of the

circuit, in which case the current in the shunt circuit would

have a lead as shown in Figs. 171 and 172 by the curve S^. In

this case the meter would still under- re jjister on a circuit of

unity power factor, for the shunt-current curve would be out of

phase with the curve V, and the error would become greater

the more the main current lagged. The meter would stop

altogether when ^-|- ^=90deg., instead of when 6;=90deg.

Such a meter would rotate backwards, showing a negative con-

sumption, when the angle of lag of the circuit became greater

than 90 - /?.

In practice a or /? is a very small angle, and, consequently,

the error introduced either by the self-induction or the capa-

city of the shunt circuit does not become very important in

the measurement of the energy supplied to either non-

inductive or inductive circuits of the power factors usually

met with in practice, which are usually above 0-5. Meters of

this type should, however, be tested on alternating current if

at all likely to be installed on such circuits, as defects may be

overlooked if tested on continuous current which may make

as much as 50 per cent, error on alternating current. Meters

of the same type, but of different sizes, may have different

errors on the two currents, and on inductive circuits. This is

very likely to occur if the shunt current is not the same in all

E.M.a. N
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sizes, for the alteration of the shunt current would probably

be produced by altering the amount of resistance in series

with the armature without any alteration to the armature

itself; consequently a change would be made in the shunt

circuit which would produce difi'erent results in meters of

different sizes of the same make owing to the alteration in the

ratio of the resistance to the self-induction of the shunt circuit.

The question as to whether the self-induction or the capacity

of the shunt circuit will preponderate depends in some measure

as to how the resistance in circuit with the armature is built

up. The resistance will possess maximum capacity if the wire

is wound double, in a manner similar to the bobbins of an

ordinary resistance box or Wheatstone bridge. If, however,

the resistance is wound in a number of sections on a card or

flat piece of insulating material, it will possess smaller capacity

the greater the number of sections into which the resistance is

split up. It might, therefore, be possible, if the self-induction

of the armature were not too large, to provide a resistance in

which the capacity could be made to neutralise exactly the

self-induction of the circuit by winding certain proportions of

the resistance in the two ways mentioned above. If this were

done to a nicety, a meter could be made accurate on extremely

low power-factor loads.

The driving torque should be uniform throughout the

revolution, otherwise the starting current will be higher in

some positions of the armature than in others. The speed also

at low loads is enormously affected by an uneven driving torque,

which is of little consequence at high loads. At high speeds

the momentum of the moving part is sufficient to cause a prac-

tically uniform speed for the complete revolution proportional

to the mean of the different Values of the torque, but as the
load is reduced the speed does not remain proportional to the
mean value. During that portion of the revolution when the
higher torque exists the speed will be higher than the normal,
and it will be lower than the normal on that portion of the
revolution during which the lower torque is operative. The
armature in turning into the position of low torque slows
up, and, consequentlj', takes longer time to turn through
the same angle as when acted on by the high torque. The
error introduced increases as the load decreases, becoming
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infinite wlien the load is so small that the meter stops when

m the low-torque position, although at this load the speed

may be quite definite in the high-torque position.

The Aron Meter.—The original form of Aron metet was aft

ampere-hour meter. Two hand-wound clocks, each provided

with a long pendulum, were connected by means of a differential

gear to a recording train in such a manner that the speed of the

latter was proportional to the difference in the number of oscilla-

tions of the two pendulums. The one pendulum was of brass,

and oscillated always at normal speed, being acted on by the

influence of gravity only ; whilst the other pendulum had a

magnet at its end which oscillated over a coil through which

the main current was passed, and, acting on the magnet,

accelerated the pendulum. When no current was passing the

two pendulums were synchronised so as to oscillate at the

same speed. The accuracy of the meter depended to a very

large extent on the normal speed of the two pendulums

remaining constant. In the modern Aron meter, which is a

watt-hour meter, much shorter pendulums are used, and each

has a coil of very fine wire at its swinging end through which

the shunt current is passed. The main current is led through

two fixed coils underneath the pendulum coils, accelerating

one and retarding the other. The shortening of the pendulums,

and both being influenced by the current, allows of greater

sensitiveness owing to the production of a greater difference

in the number of oscillations by a given current in a given

time.

Fig. 173 shows the Aron meter in a switchboard type case,

and gives a good view of the internal arrangement of the

meter. The main coils are fixed as seen, by brackets to

the back of the meter. Above them the angle brackets

which support the clockwork are also firmly screwed to

the back. The clockwork is fixed on the bracket in such

a position that the axes of the pendulum coils and the

corresponding main coils are in the same vertical lines when

the pendulums are at rest and the meter is level, as indicated

by the plumb bob, which is fixed to the clockwork in front of

the dial face. Behind the clockwork is the winding gear,

which is also screwed on to the back of the meter. The

N2
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iion-iiiductivi' reoi;.itaiicc in wcrie;-; with the pendulums is wound
on

J

orcelain rerls, si'en in tin; tup corners of Fig. 173.

The clockwork, which is beautifully made, is very cojupli-

cated, and consists of the following niechanisnis :

—

1. Tivo tfains transmitting the drndng power from tlie main-

spring to the pendulums and connected together l>y a differen-

tial gear which actuates the counting train.

Fic. 17:].—Ar.ox JIetei; ix SwiTfHE >ard Tvi'E Case.

2, Reversing gear for reversing tlic direction of r(jtation of

the reconUng llo.nd,^ whi^n the direction of the current in the

pendulum cdiis is reversed.
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3. Mechanism for the quick leversal of the commutator and

reversing gear.

The main-spring acts on the two pendulum trains through

a differential gear shown in Fig. 174. The two vertical wheels

are loose on the spindle and are in gear, one with the first

wheel of one pendulum train and the other with the first

wheel of the other pendulum train. The planet wheel, being

free to revolve on its spindle, whilst transmitting tlie power

to tlie tivo clock trains, does not interfere with theii speeds,

for when the speeds are not the same tlie planet wheel will

Fig. 174.

—

Aron Meter.

D1FFERENTI.A.L Gear.
Fig. 175.

—

Aron Meter. REVER.siNr,

JIechaxisji

rotate. A similar difiereutial gear connects the counting

train to the two clock trains ; in this case the vertical wheels

aie driven in opposite directions, and the counting mechanism
is driven by the horizontal spindle. When the speeds of the

two clocks are the same, the planet wheel sim]3ly rotates with-

out turning th(> horizontal spindle, but, when the speeds are

difierent, the jdanet wheel runs round, its rate of revolving

depending on the difference in speeds of the two pendulums.

Between the horizontal spindle just referred to, and the first

dial of the counting train, is the reversing gear, seen in Fig. 17.5,
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in which i\w wheel on ttie h-f t is ti^uidlv fixed on the horizontal

spindle of the differential gear, and the one on the right is the

first wheel of the counting train. The two small wheels next

to the left-hand wheel are loose on s])indles fixed to the plate.

The other thj'ce wheels, one above the other, are on spindles

fixed to a bar which is rocked about the axis of the middle

wheel of the three, and thus either the top or bottom wheel is

thrown into gear according to the position of the bar. The

travel of this rocking l)ar is controlled by stops which ensure

the correct gearing of the rocking wheels. It will easily be

Fio. 17(>.—\\'i>;i)iNG Ceae of Anox ilETEE.

seen that by this device tlie direction of I'otation of the wheels

of the counting train is reveised. The UKK'haiiisin which rocks

the bar. and at the same time turns the commutator through

half a levolution, is seen at the top of Fig. 17-5. This ingenious

device is also diiven by the mainspring. In order to obtain a

quick action of the reversing gear, a small spiral spring is

gradually wound up and relea.sed every 10 minutes (11 minutes

in the older meters), thus rotating the commutator half a revolu-

tion, as also the crank (Fig. IT.j) which is fixed on the front end

of the conimutatOi spindle. Thus the direction of the current
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in the pendulums is reversed exactly at the same time as the

direction of rotation of the recording hands.

The object of the above mechanism is to prevent any read-

ing of the dials due to want of synchronism between the two

pendulums when no main current is passing, which otherwise

would take place. Any reading produced by tlii.s cause during

one period of 10 minutes is wiped out during the next, but, on

the other hand, any reading produced by the action of a cur-

rent through the main coils is continuous during the complete
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In Fig. 177 the mainspring S is seen in its' normal position, and

in Fig. 178 in its fully-wound state. The switch K being pivoted

at D, has its upper end carried over by the pin X (against the

pull exerted by the spiral spring 0, Fig. 177) as the mainspring

uncoils. When passes across the centre of pivoting D, the

silver plate Cp is quickly pulled by up against X, thus making

the electrical contact. One end of the mainspring S being

rigidly fixed to N, as shown, as S unwinds, N is_^turned anti-

'^
A .f

Fig. 178.

—

^Diagram ov Winding Gear. Spring fully wound.

clockwise ; consequently, on the making of the circuit N is at

once attracted into the position shown in Fig. 178, thus rewind-

ing the mainspring, and at the same time breaking the winding

gear field circuit.

The design of K not only secures a quick make-and-break,

but also a rubbing contact. The power of the spring is trans-

mitted to the driving spindle Z by means of the ratchet and
pawls seen in Fig. 179. The rotor N is loose on Z, and the latter
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is held by the pawl P during the brief interval during which

the rotor is winding up the spring, whilst the pawl P, fixed to

the rotor, turns Z all the time the spring is unwinding. Z
being connected by a coupling to the horizontal spindle of the

differential gear previously described, the power of the spring

is thus ingeniously transmitted to the clocks.

The Aron meter is equally suitable for alternating and con-

tinuous-current circuits, but owing to the magnet of the

winding gear requiring different winding it is necessary to

change the latter when a meter is changed from one supply

to the other. The winding-gear magnet, moreover, requires

different field coils for different periodicities where these differ

considerably.

Winding Gear

'OTimjOTr

—
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Winding Gear

Pro 181 —Akon Meter Connections. Thbee-wiee MetekS.

Fig.. 182.-

I
6; L-i e,

I
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-Aron Metek Connections. Three-phase Three-wire
Meteks.

it absolutely plumb as indicated by the plumb bob. The

pendulums'are self-starting when the pressure circuit is made.

An' objection to this meter is that if one pendulum stops from

any 'cause the reading is lost.
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For measurement of the energy supplied to three-phase

circuits the Aron meter is modified. For mesh circuits the

meter is arranged as shown in Fig. 182, where T represents

the source of supply, ABC the currents flowing in the leads

at any moment, abc the currents consumed in the mesh system

at the same moment, Ci e„ e^ the P.D.s as shown at the same
moment. (The main coils of the meter are also marked A
and B and the pendulum coils ei 62)-

The work done at any moment in the mesh circuit is

W = agi + J«2 + c«3 (1)

With three-phase currents

«1 -1- «2 + fs = 0,

c-b = A,

and a - c = B ;

and, by subtracting from (1)

c{ei -)- «3 -I- 63) = 0,

we get W = a«i -1- bc^ + ce^ -c(ei-\-e^ + e,)

= (aei - c«i) + {be^ - ce^ + {ce^ - ce^)

= «i(a - c) - «2(c - b),

and by the insertion of c - J = A and a - c = B,

W = giB - e^A.

The Aron meter, further modified as in Fig. 183, is made

for the measurement of energy to star-connected circuits with

neutral or combined star and mesh connections whether the

phases carry balanced or Unbalanced loads. For suppose, in

Fig. 183, ij^iji's are the currents in the mesh connections, Ej^Ej Eg

the voltages of these, abc the currents in the star connections,

A B C D the currents in the leads and the neutral ; then the

watts at any moment in the combined connections

Yi^iiE^ + i^'E^ + isKs + aei + be^ + ces. ... (1)

Now El = Cj - «2,

E3 = «2 - fi,

and by inserting these values in (1) the following is obtained :

—

W = ii(es - 62) + ^(''1 - 63) + %(«! - 61) + aei + be^ + ce^

= ei(a -H 4 - is) + e^^fi + 's - 'h) + es{c + ii- h) •
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Now A + i, - a - J'a = 0,

and, therefore, a + 12 - is = -^j

also 6 + !3-«i = B,

C + h - la = C.

Thus, by substituting these values in the above equation,

AV = eiA + e,B T C3C

Now 61 + e.2 + 63 = 0.

Thus W = eiA + e3 -(<! + ^2)0.

(2)

The pendulum coils of the meter, shown diagrammatically in

Fig. 183, being suspended in a mid position between the icain

coils, each is affected by the coils on either side of it, and the

current being sent through the middle coil C in the opposite

way, the meter takes account of the minus sign of the term
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Aron Watt-hour Motor Meter.- This is a meter uf tlie

dynamometer type. Tlie main current traverses the two

circiihir main coils which are firmly fixed to the base-plate, a

shunt current proportional to the voltage of the circuit passes

through a high non-inductive resistance to the left-hand brush

(Fig. 184), which conveys it to a small commutator and through

the armature. This current leaves the armature by the com-

mutator and right-hand brush and after passing through the

small compounding coil seen in Fig. 184 inside the right-liand

main coil is conveved back to the terminal box.

Fig. 184.

—

Aron W.vtt-hoije Motor Meter.

The brush bracket in this meter is right at the top, and pro-

jects through a hole in the top of the cover, thus enabling the

brushes, commutators and top bearing to be inspected without

removing the main cover. A dome which closes the hole is

capable of being sealed. The magnets and brake di.sc are near

the bottom of the meter as far away from the field of the main

coils as possible, whilst the registering train occupies the space

between the driving and braking systems. The brake consists

of a thin aluminium disc, which rotates between the poles of

the two brake-magnets, which are adjusted as to position to

calibrate the meter in the usual way.

In the older tvpe meters a somewhat fiat drum-wound arma-
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ture was used, the ends of tlie coils being taken to a six-bar

commutator. This type of armature is now superseded by

a spherical one containing three coils placed so that their

planes are 120 deg. apart. They are connected to a three-

bar commutator. The main spindle is fitted with a removable

pivot, which runs on a spring supported sapphire cup.

The meter has a full load torque of 8 gramme-cms., and the

weight of the moving element being 86 grammes, the torque

per gramme is 0-093. The full-load speed is 75 revs, per min.,

and the shunt loss 1-5 watts per 100 volts.

The Bat-type B Watt-hour Meter.—In this meter the

arrangement of the driving element is as in Fig. 185. It con-

sists of two main coils, having their axes vertical and a flat

disc-shaped armature just underneath them ; this arrangement

should make the meter unaffected by the earth's field. The

commutator and brush gear in this instance are at the bottom,

and are accessible when the main cover is on the meter by
removing the brush gear cover, which is secured to the main

cover by two screws.

The breaking system is at the top, and in the calibration of

the meter the magnets are not shifted. Each magnet is pro-

vided with a magnetic shunt fitted with two iron screws.

These screws are advanced towards the magnet poles to

weaken the flux passing through the disc, and consequently

make the meter run faster. For the low-load adjustment a

compounding coil is provided above the left-hand main coil.

To make the meter faster on low loads this coil is lowered by
unscrewing the collar just underneath it. The Brush gear is

very simple, as will be seen from Fig. 186, in which the left-hand

brush is in position and the right-hand one of!. A little catch

ensures that a removed brush can be replaced in its original

position, bearing on the commutator with the right pres-

sure, and thus not altering the low-load adjustment. The
jewel screw, which is reversed to clamp the meter, screws into

the lug underneath the fixed brush in Fig. 186. The hole in the

plate above the brush supports the moving system, while the

clamping or unclamping is being performed.

The resistance of the shunt circuit is built up to be 40 ohms
per volt ; thus the shunt current is 0-025 ampere, and the watts

per 100 volts 2-5. The meter has a torque of 8 gr. cm.
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Fig. 185.

—

Bat Type B Meter. (Cover Removed.)

Fig. 180.

—

Bei'Sh Gear Bat Tvpe B Meter.
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The Duncan Meter.—So far as the Author is aware, this metei

has not been introduced into this country. Its theory is similar

to that of other commutator motor meters, in which fields of

force are set up at right angles to one another by the currents

in the armature and in the fixed main coils, thus creating a

torque proportional to the watts. The speed is controlled in

the usual way by means of a disc running between the poles

of two or more brake magnets.

The back casting, from which is supported the series field

coils, registering train, and magnet support, is made of cast

aluminium, containing about 10 per cent, of nickel to increase

its mechanical strength and at the same time keep down the

weight. The two main coils are held firmly in position by

brass clamps secured to mounting plates, all of which are held

in position by the four forwardly projecting brass rods. The

front main coil can be easily removed for inspecting the

armature and commutator. To do this it is only necessary to

unscrew the two brass clamps which hold the coil against the

forward mounting plate, and disconnect the ends of the coil at

the terminals (Fig. 187).

The registering train, which is arranged to read in kilowatt

hours, is mounted on a bracket, which is supported by the two

upper of the brass supporting rods used for holding the main

coils in position.

The armature, which is fixed on a hollow steel spindle, is

wound with 8,000 turns of copper wire 3' 14 mils in diameter,

and is seen in Fig. 187. The commutator is mounted on the

spindle above the armature. The brushes are made from

hard-drawn sheet phosphor bronze 8 mils thick, with silver

contact pieces at their ends where they bear on the silver com-

mutator. The phosphor bronze strips possess ample spring to

ensure a delicate and reliable contact.

A former t3'pe of this meter was fitted with brushes held

on by gravity, but the " mechanical tension " arrangement

has proved much more reliable, and therefore the gravity

arrangement is no longer used. The brushes are mounted on

a bracket of insulating material, which it is claimed does not

warp under any changes of temperature. By the removal of

two screws the brush bracket, with the brushes, can be

removed for inspection or cleaning. To ensure accuracy at
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low-load, the incchanlcal friction is compensated for ])}' a com-"

pounding coil which is made adjustable, so that the exact

amount of compensation may be made in situ according to the

amount of \'il)ration of the building in which the meter is

installed. By tliis means "creeinng " and sli}W running at low"

loads can be avoided. In nmst meters of fiiis class this

adjustment is usually made Ijv alternig the ]iosition of the

compounding coil, bringing it faither away from, or nearer to,

the armatuiv. The position of the coil in this meter is ke])t

Fig. ]S7.—Duncan Meter.

constant, however. It is wound with 1,000 turns of fine wire,

which are subdivided into 10 equal parts by bringing out leads

to a small compensating switch fixed to the back support.

The switch and compensating coil (which is fixed inside the

front main coil) are seen in Fig. 187. This compounding coil

may be connected in scries with the armature and the non-

inductive resistance, in which case adjusting the coil slightly

afiects the value of the shunt current ; but, as the resistance of

the compounding coil is kept as low as possible, the alteration
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of the number of its segments in circuit does not make a

greater difference than one-half of 1 per cent, in the shunt

<:urrent, and, consequently, in the error of the meter. The

compounding coil is made Sn independent shunt circuit when

desired, in which case adjusting it does not affect the current

in the armature. It is then made of high resistance material.

The Duncan meter is provided with a very convenient form

of jewel-bearing and pivot. The arrangement will be under-

stood by reference to J^ig. 188. In this sectional elevation, 1

is the main spindle, 5 the aluminium brake disc, the hub, 2, of

which is split, as shown at a, and clamped by the ring 3 and

Fig. 183.—Sectional View of VisuAii Beading and Teeeadless JewbIi

Post of Duncan Meter.

screw 4 to the spindle in the required position, so that, when

the jewel post 12 is lowered, b just rests on the top, 7, of the

jewel-post support. The jewel 9 is mounted in 10, which is

supported on a spring, 11, the whole being inside the jewel

post. This jewel post slides up into position and is not

threaded, being held by a spring wire, 14, the latter resting

in the groove e for working or in d when being carried. The
support 7 is cut away at the side, as also is the collar 8, so that

by turning the collar until the two holes meet, a view of the

bearing is obtained. The pivot 6, which is held magnetically

in the base of the spindle (the latter being magnetised for this
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purpose), can be taken out for inspection through, tliis window,
using a pair of small tweezers. The small meters arc provided

with Ceylon sapphire jewels, and the large sizes with diamond
bearings.

The jjresent models of this meter

differ but slightly from the meter

illustrated in Fig. 187. The type

E 2 (Fig. 189) forms one of a series

of types which differ in their dimen-

sions for various capacities and

in the arrangement of the frame.

Comparing this meter with the older

one it will be seen that the various

portions are now supported by a

frame instead of by the back of the

case, and the low-load adjusting

switch is brought to the front of

the meter in a more accessible posi-

tion. Neither of the meters is pro-

vided with a terminal box, therefore

when connecting into circuit it is

essential to remove the main cover,

which, in consequence, cannot be

sealed in the test room.

Fio. 189.—BuNCAX Watt-

hour Meter, Type E 2.

Fra. 190.

—

Duncan Compessatinc
Coil and Switch.

Fig. 191

—

Duncan Akjiature

Spindle and Brake Disc

02
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A larger view of the compensating coil with its switch is

given in Fig. 190, whilst Fig. 191 illusti'ates the m.ving

sys^em, which v eighs 156 grammes. The eigh -part com-

niu'at I is 046 cm. in diameter.

The full-load speed of the modern meters of this make is

36-67 revs, per min. in all sizes, a very moderate speed.

Eclipse Meters,—Types B.N.E., N.E., A.E., and R.R. of this

meter are suitable for working either on continuous or alter-

nating-current circuits ; the last three types are similar except

as to size. The B.N.R. and the N.R. are also very much alike,

the chief difierence heing that the latte; is provided with two

main coils and two brake magnets, whereas the former has

Fig. 192.—Eclipse " B.N.R."

Mbtbb. (Cover Removed.)

Fig. 193.r-EcLirSE " N.R."
Metee. (Conr Removed.)

only one of each, thus reducing the drop across the meter, and
also the torque, to half of what they would be with two main
coils. The B.N.R. meter is seen in Fig. 192 and the N.R. meter

in Fig. 193. In Fig. 192 the one main c lil is seen to the left

;

its ends are brought down to the two outcL terminal blocks

fixed on the insulating plate at the bottom of the meter, for

vvhich a separate cover is provided. The bobbin to the right

carrier the non-inductive resistance which is in seiies with the

armature. Part of this resistance is wound inductively and
forms the compounding coil. The bobbin is supported on a

bracket which is clamped, by only one screw and nut, to an
angle bracket fixed to the back casting ; it can, therefore, be
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moved towards or away from tte armature within certain

limits for the purpose of adjustment, the screw acting as a

hinge. Fig. 194 is a view of the moving system, consisting

•of main spindle, commutator, armature and brake disc. The
armature consists of three coils interlaced as shown. One end of

each coil is connected to one bar of the three-part commutator,

the other ends of the three coils are joined together. Fig. 195 is

a diagram of the connections in which A, B, C represent the

three coils and K the commutator. Owing to the small

number of commutator segments in comparison with the

Pig. 194.

—

Moving System of Fig. 195.

—

^Diagram of Aemature

Eclipse Metbb. Connections of Eclipse Meter.

number required for a drum armature—three instead of eight

or more—a considerable reduction in the diameter of the com-

mutator, and consequent reduction in brush friction,would be

possible if it were not limited by the diameter of the spindle.

The diameter of these commutators is 0-2in., as compared with

0-25in. in the Thomson and 0-24in. in the Vulcan meters, which

have drum armatures. The chances of breakdown due to short-

circuit or to breakages of the fine wires leading to the com-
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mutator bars are considerably reduced, however, as only three

wires are taken to the commutator, instead of 16 in the case

of an eight-segment commutator with a drum-wound armature.

This type of armature is also much lighter than the drum ',

the torque, however, is variable for different positions in the

revolution. The following figures were obtained acco'^ding to

the position of the armature :—16-7, 14-2, 12-7 grammes at a

constant distance (the radius of the spindle). The above
figures were obtained on a 200-volt 5-ampere B.N.E. meter,

the mean full load torque of which was 2-6 gramme-cm. The
weight of the moving system is about 120 grammes. The
drop on a meter of this size is 1-2 volts. The torque, however,

varies in different sizes. The shunt current has a constant

value of 02 ampere, but the ampere-turns are varied, being

595 in the 5-ampere size, 650 in the 10-ampere size, 1,000 in

the 20-ampere size. The torque of a 20-ampere meter is about
4-7 gramme-cm., the drop being 0-25 volt at full load.

The above figures refer to meters of the B.N R. type, and
are about the same in the N.R. (or double coil) meters. From
tests made on 50-ampere meters of this type, the mean full-

load torque appears to be about 4-5 gramme-cm. and the drop
0-12 volt. The shunt current is the same, viz., 0-02 ampere.
Two types of brushes are used on these meters. In one,

known as the " No. 1 type," two extremely thin strips' of

silver are clamped to each of two stout circular brass rods, the
latter being supported by the posts seen in Figs. 192 and 193 on
the front of the iron plates. These posts are, of course, insu-

lated from the iron plate. The thin silver strips are very
flexible, and being clamped at their ends so as to stand out
from the rods, they are pressed against the commutator upon
which they bear on a small arc. These brushes cause more
friction, therefore, than if they simply touched at a point, as
they tend to drag, especially if the commutator gets slightly

dirty. In practice they have been found to wear and break
easily when a slight sparking takes place. The other, or
" No. 2 type," are far more satisfactory. The brush is stamped
out of comparatively stout metal, and is hinged at the end of
similar but shorter brass rods. Each brush at the commu-
tator end is split so as to form two arms, and the arms are
twisted, so that contact with the commutator is made on the
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edge of the metal instead of on the flat. A very fine s])ii'al

spring supplies the necessary tension lor keeping the l)rush

against the commutator ; the required tension being obtained,

as with the No. 1 type, by twisting slightly the supporting posts.

The brake magnets aie placed in the position in which they

are least affected by the field of the main coil

—

i.e., with their

length at right angles to the field, but the meters are also iiro-

vided with magnetic screens between the coils and magnets to

minimise the effect of short-circuits.

3
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axes of whicli are at angles of 120 deg. apart. The coils are

connected to the three-part commutator, as shown in Fig. 197,

where the armature and commutator are developed. The

armature current is 15 milliamperes, and the drop from brush

to brush 8 volts. The winding is designed to produce 40

ampere-turns.

A feature of this meter is the commutator, which is remov-

able, and can be replaced if found necessary by another. The

ends of the armature coils instead of being soldered to the com-

mutator bars are clamped to them by means of small screws.

The brushes also are capable of removal and replacement

without interfering with the calibration of the meter. Each

consists of four thin straight silver wires, ending in a plate,

which is clamped to a post by means of a single screw. To

overcome friction the usual compounding coil is used. It is

wound on a porcelain bobbin, and supported by a bracket

which enables it to be adjusted by being

moved nearer to or further from the

armature, and can be seen in Fig. 196

(side elevation) behind the main coils.

The shunt current passes through this

1, . ./ \ )
coil, and creates the necessary torque to

compensate for the friction. The two
Fig. 197.—Connec- resistance bobbins fixed to the back, one

o" ElgIk tTpe'Tb o^i '^^^^^^ side of the main spindle, com-

Watt-hottb Metee. plete the shunt circuit, and reduce the

current in that circuit 0-015 ampere.

A light brake disc fixed to the spindle at its lower end turns

in the air-gaps of two brake magnets, the latter being capabla

of being turned about the axes of their clamping screws, so

as to produce a stronger or weaker braking efiect.

The whole of the working parts are fixed to a rigid frame,

which is well insulated from the case. The meter is fitted with

the standard jewel post and pivot described in connection with

the alternating-current meter of this make in Chap. II.

These meters have a torque of 7 to 8 gr. cm., with a shunt loss

1-65 watts per 100 volts and a full load series los of 5 to 12

{for meters up to 10 amperes capacity). The weight of the

moving element is 110 gms., which makes the torque per

gramme 068.

(WWWWi
Commutator
develops cl,i
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The Mordey-Fricker Clock Meter.— Tlie Jrordey-Fricker

meter is oue which staniLs apart i'roin others, being of a type

quite distinct I'loni any other meter. It is essentially a balance-

wheel clock, the escapement being affected by the current to be
metered in such a manner as to cause the clock to ^vork at a

speed projiortional to tlie curient. The meter is therefore an

rio. 198.

—

Mokdey-Fricker Metee. (Case Kemov'.'t'.)

ampere-hour meter, but is ])rovided with dials geared to the

clock train, which indicate Board of Trade units at a given pres-

sure. The clock is worked by two springs, which are hand-

wound. A 100-volt iour-ampefc meter requires to be wound
after 80 B.T. units have been passed through rt. Thus, if there

is a daily consumption not exceeding 0-88 B.T.U., or full load

lor 2-2 hours per day, it would not be necessary to wind the
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meter more than once a quarter. As the clock does not work

until current is passed through the coils of the meter, the

sjirings are not unwinding continually.

Figs. 11)8 and 199 are illustrations showing a meter of this

make with cover removed, from which it will be seen that the

ordinary l)alance spindle of the clock is replaced by a longer

one, carrying, in addition to the balance wheel, a disc situated

Pio. 199.—AsuTHER View op Mouhey-Frickek Meter.

in the field of two coils. In the figures the main spindle is

shown supported l)y a tortionless silk thread attached to the

spindle of a bent wire spring, thus relieving the jewel of the

bulk of the Weight. This method of suspension has, however,
lieen discarded, and an ordinary upper bearing re^daces the

thread. The disc is of slate, and has a few pieces of iron wire

let into grooves cut in its upi>ef surla'-e in such a directiim that
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the iron wires are at right angles to the planes of the coils when

the disc is in the mid position of its oscillation. Fig. 200 gives an

idea of the balance wheel spindle or main moving part of this

meter. In this figure, A represents the top bearing, B the

balance wheel, S the slate disc showing the grooves containing

the iron wire?, Ti the lever pin, and J the footstep jewel.

]?1G. 200. -Sketch of Balance-wheel Spindle.

The pallets are shaped so as to induce the disc not to stop

in the midway position when at rest—that is to say, when no

current is passing the disc is caused to remain stationary at

one end of its boat. Upon this point depends the successful

workino- of the meter. If from any cause, such as increased

friction or the mainspring becoming weak, the disc stops in a

midway position, the meter does not register when a current

passes.
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The principle of action is as follows :—When a current

flows through the coils the iron wires embedded in the disc are

acted on by the field of the coils, and they therefore try to

take up a position parallel to this field. The momentum of

the disc and the force exerted by the main spring through the

pallets cause the disc to turn further, and thus the oscillation

of the disc is kept up by the combined action of the clock and

the force exerted on the iron in the disc by the field. When
the current ceases to flow, the directive force acting on the

iron in the disc ceases, and in consequence the disc remains

stationary. As the force exerted by the field is altered by the

strength of the current varying according to the load, so the

period of oscillation is altered, the amplitude also becoming

smaller as the field increases in strength. When, therefore,

the current becomes strong enough, it overpowers the force

exerted by the main spring, and the disc, being held up in the

central position of its oscillation, the meter stops until the

current is switched off. This, however, does not happen until

the meter is considerably overloaded.

The law of the meter would be a straight-line one if the

amplitude of oscillation remained constant under varying loads,

and if no extraneous accelerating force was derived from the

main spring through the pallets. As a m itter of fact, the ampli-

tude is consider.ably shortened on the higher' loads, and the

impulse given in the middle of each swing by the action of the

pallet constitutes an accelerating force independent of the

load. These two disturbing elements tend to some extent to

counteract each other

—

i.e., when the current is small and the

amplitude wide the constant acceleration due to the pallet

impulse is an important factor in maintaining the rate of oscil-

lation, which would otherwise be too slow owing to the

increased amplitude. On the other hand, at high loads the

pallet impulse is negligible as compared to the strong magnetic

force.

In spite of these counterbalancing effects, a further control-

ling device is necessary, as in practice there is a great tendency

at very low loads for the amplitude to increase so much as to

strike any fixed limiting stops or banking pins with sufficient

force to cause a rebound, and so to set up an independent
cumulative accelerating force. To avoid this the device shown
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in plan in Fig. 201 is introduced. The movable stop plate A is

pivoted at N to a portion of the clock-frame B, but as it lies

on B it possesses friction when moved. S is the main spindle
carrying the balance-wheel and slate disc. The plate A is-

capable of moving about N between the banking pins PI, P2.
The pin P3 (see also Fig. 200) is rigidly fixed to the balance-
wheel, and at the end of each oscillation strikes up against the
plate A, the friction of which, as it slides on the clock-frame
B, not only takes up any unexpended energy in the balance,
obviating a cumulative rebound, but also serves to limit the
angular excursion of the balance.

When one lamp only is switched on, the directive force due
to the main coils is very feeble, and the palkts tend to drive
the oscillating portion too quickly. To prevent this the bank-

Fia. 201.

ing gear is modified as in Fig. 202, where similar letters in-

dicate the same parts as in Fig. 201. It will be seen that

one side of the banking plate A is cut away so as to form a
step. This plate, instead of being on the clockwork frame, is

mounted on a brass bar, D, which is pivoted at M and carries

at its end the core C of a solenoid.

The bar D is capable of moving between the stops Pi and
P5, being held normally against P5 by a small spii-al spring

Sp. The main current passes through the solenoid, and the

spiral spring Sp is so adjusted that it overcomes the pull on

the core when the current taken by only one lamp passes

through the coil ; consequently for the first lamp switched on

the travel of P3 is in the widened gap in the plate A. On two or

more lamps being switched on, the core C is pulled into the
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solenoid, causing D to come up against P4 and shifting A
towards P3, so that the banking takes place in the shorter gap.

As one revolution of the dial hand is equivalent to 0"1 B.T.U.

the meter can be easily tested by passing a steady current for

sufficient time to obtain a reliable reading ; or the number of

oscillations per unit can be obtained from the wheel ratios and

short time tests taken by counting the beats. The meter

requires calibrating for the circuit on which it is to run. There

is also a slight addition to the continuous-current meter in the

shape of a bar magnet, the flux of which opposes that due to

the coils.

For lamp loads the meter is only made in small sizes up to

4 amperes.

M0

Fio 202.

The mains enter through bushed holes in a separate chamber
or terminal box, the lid of which is underneath and allows of

separate sealing.

The Schuckert Meter.—One of these meters is illustrated in

Fig. 203. The armature is drum wound and situated in the

field of two coils which carry the current to be metered. The
meter is notable for its strong design and beautiful finish.

The back is of aluminium and supports the main coils, which
are circular, the high resistance in series with the armature,

and a strong cast aluminium frame. The latter carries the

counting train, brake magnets, and main spindle bearings. An
iron screen is fixed between the brake magnets and main coils.

The shunt current, after traversing the non-inductive resis-

tance, which is wound on the porcelain bobbin snen o,t the top
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lelt-hand corner (Fig. 203), enters a compounding coil also seen

in the figure, partly inside the left-hand main coil. This com-

pounding coil is mounted on a threaded spindle, and can there-

fore Ije shifted towards or away from the armature b}' small

steps, and when finally clamped there is no chance of it altering

its position.

Each brush consists of 10 fine straight silver wires, 3-3 mils

in diameter, and about 1 in. long. These wires arc soldered

Fig. 203 -SCHUCKERT JIeTER

at one end to a small brass support projecting from a spindle

which is delicatel}- pivoted. The inner end of a jihosphor-

bronze spiral spring is fixed to the spindle, the outer end

being soldered to the rigid support. By this means the brush

is pressed against the commutator at a very delicate and con-

stant tension and at 10 points of contact. The main moving
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p„i-ti.iii is slidwn ill Fig. 20 t. Aliuvc the cn'rugiUcd brake iliwe

a massive woiiu is clamiied on the main spiiKUe, which engaged

w-itli tlie wdiiii wheel. 'I'he aviiiatUiO consists of a nuuibei- of

rolls, which, a.s will he seen, ai'c not all the same shape, the

(lutside ones being ap])i()xiniately eiiciilar whilst tlie unchu'-

neath ones arc elliptical. Their ends are led u)> and soldered

to the 14-segmcnt commutator just above.

These mi'ters are either provided with ordinary dia.ls or, as

shown ill Fig. 203, with a special form (whicdi is not of the usual

Fki. :20i.—IM0VIN(; SVSTE.M Of .SCHVCKEKT iMETEE.

cyclometer pattern), indicating the units consumed in plain

figures. The figures in this type of counting train change instan-

taneously, so avoiding an)' intermediate reading as is possible

with cyclometer dials. The figures are on thin circular plates,

which are mounted on spindles and lie alternately one behind

the other close to the front plate, appearing to be all in the

same plane. The " tenths " wheel travels evenly when driven,

and during part of its revolution raises a weight which is held
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by a loose sleeve on its spindle. "When the weight is raised

sufficiently its centre of gravity is shifted to the other side of

the spindle, and, being free to fall, it does so quickly, turning a

circular disc rigidly fixed to it concentrically with the spindle.

The one tooth with which this disc is provided near its periphery

comes into gear, as the weight is falling, with one of 10 teeth on
tlie next spindle, so turning the number circle one-tenth of s,

revolution and bringing another figure into view. These count-

ing trains do not appear to be liable to jam, and the weight is

heavy enough to work all the dials at once, with a little to

spare. An objection is that they will not work backwards, so

that if a meter was connected up wrongly no reading would be

produced. When the weight is being lifted, the power required

to drive the counting train is slightly increased, but this has

been found to make very little difference to the speed of the

meter. At as low as three-fiftieths of full load the difference

in the speed obtained between results taken during lifting

and when the lifting is not being performed only amounted

to 1 per cent., and would, of course, be less at higher loads.

The shunt current is about 0-025 ampere and the main circuit

loss about the normal. The full-load torque is low for this

class of meter, being about 5 5 gramme cm. The torque is

not constant throughout the revolution, probably owing to the

different areas enclosed by the armature coils, and this affects

the starting current and very low-load speeds. The weight ol

the moving system is about 250 grammes. A substantial cover,

the rim of which beds on a velvet ribbon stuck on the back plate,

makes a good dust-tight protection to the meter, and a separate

cover fits over the teiminals. The internal connections are

such that they require both mains to be cut and taken into

the meter, which means that they are what in other makes

would be called " three-wire " meters. Tfie very convenient

clamping gear, which is operated by simply giving a screw two

or three turns one way or the other, made definite by stops, is

worked through a hole in the cover, the latter being closed by

the terminal box.

Siemens Watt-hour Meters.—These meters were manufac-

tured in Germany, and they possess some interesting pointa.

The type G5 meter, which was J-iade for from 3 to 200^
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i^to. 205.—SiEMKNSTypE U 5 Meteh. Keunt an'd Side Elevatiuxs.

Brushes.

Commutator.
Insu ating bushes.

Non-inductive resi.stances in

shunt circuit.

Main coils.

Recording train.

Magnet shield.

Brake magnet.
Terminals.
Armature.
Compensating coU.

Insulating bottom of terminal
box.

Worm in gear with recording

train.

14. Removable top bearing.

15. C'lamping bracket.

16. Spring ends of armature
coils which make contact

with commutator seg-

ments.
17. Cover.

18. Main spindle.

19. Window.
20. Brake disc.

21. Jewel po.st and jewel screw.

22. Screw plug closing hole m case

through which meter is

clamped and jewel screw
removed.
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amperes, is illustrated in Fig. 205, where it is seen in front and
side elevation. In this figure the various parts are numbered.

The list briefly describes the meter. The design enables

the chief wearing parts to be removed and replaced without

altering the calibration, and this is a most desirable feature

in this class of meter.

The top bearing plate is clamped by a screw to its supporting

bracket, its position being controlled by steady pins. The
bottom Ijeaiing is of excellent design, making the removal of

the jewel screw and pivot a most simple operation, and enabling

a new jewel and pivot to be inserted by unskilled hands without

the slightest fear of the adjustment being inteifered with.

Fig. 206 is a sectional view of the jewel screw holder with the

jewel screw in the undamped position ; Fig. 207 shows the

jewel screw removed from the holder taking the pivot with it.

In Fig. 206, if the jewel screw 18 be unscrewed half a turn, the

pin 14 slides down the slope of the screw piece 16, allowing the

spring 17 to raise the cylinder 12, which is pre-vented from

turning by the pin 13, which runs up or down in a groove in

the jewel post 4. This operation clamps the moving system,

as 12 rises until its upper end meets the boss of the brake disc 1,

at the same time lifting the spindle 9 out of the pivot 2, A
little more unscrewing of 18 allows it to come riglii out of the

jewel post, bringing with it the pivot 2, which is hijJtl in position

by 3, which also forms the oil retainer, and fits on the tapered

end of 18, from which it is eaasHy removed by means of pliers,

leaving the jewel and pivot free for examination. Other parts

in Figs. 206 and 207 are as follows : Meter base 5, in which the

jewel post is screwed and locked at the right height by the

nut 15 ; sliding surface for jewel screw 6 ; safety pin 7
;

groove through which pins 7 and 14 pass out of jewel

post 8.

The design of the brushes and brushholders are equally

good, making it possible for anyone to remove old and fijc

new brushes in the proper position with a pre letermined

tension. Each brushholder is slipped into a cirrul:ir hole in

a post where it is clamped by a screw (see front elevation.

Fig. 205) n a definite position, controlled by a steady pin.

When in this position the tension of the brush on the com

mutator is correct, being controlled by a small spiral spring

P2
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Fio. 2(l(i.

BdTTiiM Beatuxi; (Ieau

Fig 2(17

SlKMKXI^ MkTRKS.

Oil the liolder. The spring is ])reveiited fvoiu unwind ng wlien

tlie bnisli liolder is removed by the steadv j)in already

referred to. The bottom ends of the tliree commutator
segments are spread out fau shaped, and are clipped by
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the siJi-mgs 16 (Pig. 205). To remove- tlie commutator with
the top pivot, all that is necessary after the plate 14 has been
removed is to pull it up out of tlie top of the main spindle and
a new commutator slipped on.

The type G 8 is the type for loads of from 300 to 1,000 am-
peres. In these meters two armatures are used, the coils of

which are flat, as seen in Fig. 208. The main coils arc two in

number, and the meters are astatic ; the same type of commu-
tator, brushes, jewel, and pivot are used as in the type G 5.

Via. 20S.

—

Stkjiexs Typk GS Metep,,

K The Thomson Meter.—One of the oldest and most used

meter is that due to Prof. Elihu Thomson. It consists

of a motor without iron—the field being excited by the main

current, a shunt current ]jassing through the armature

—

combined with a Foucault l>rake. Fig. 209 illustrates a meter

of this make, its cover and one of the main coils having been

removed to aive a better view (if the armature, commutator
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and brushes. The meter is here seen mounted on a testmg.

stand. The armature consists of eight coils of fine silk-

covered copper wire wound on a light octagonal frame.

Each coil has about 800 turns, and a resistance of about

320 ohms, giving a total resistance of 2,560 ohms, or a

resistance from brush to Ircush of ai)pr<)xiniat.ely 640 ohms

l/iG. 2(»9.

—

Thomson Watt-iiiiuh JIki-ku (on Testi^'G^Stasd.)

((Jover and Jjcft-hand Main Coil Henioved.)

the armature l>eing drun^-wound. 'J'he wiring of this armature

is shown in Fig. 210 or developed in Fig. 211, from which

it will be seen that the ends of the coils are connected

to an eight-part commutator of small diameter (0'25in.), the seg-

ments of which are of silver. Thi' armature is fixed on the

spindle ill the older types bv two cl-iiiiiiinii; screws in the centre.
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These screws can be got at by means of a small wire drivei

between two of the coils. The later armatures, however, are

clamped to the spindle by a split cone underneath the armature,

which is threaded and clamped tight by a nut.

The commutator is mounted on the vertical main spindle,

immediately over the armature, and two brushes, supported

by an insulated brush bracket, convey the current to and from

the commutator. The brushes are made of thin straight

springs, having small plates of silver soldered on their ends,

where they make contact with the commutator segments.

Pig. 210.

—

Windins of Thomson Metbe Armature.

Tho armature is connacted in series with a non-ioduc-

tive rcsisUiice (wound in sections on a card placed at the

back of the meter), ani a compounding coil across tho

two supply maiii.=, consequently the current in it is propor-

tional to the pressure. The main current is passed through

tivo stationary hollow main coils, placed on either .side of

the main spindle, so that the armature is in the field pro-^

duced by the current through them. A torque is therefore

obtain'd proportional to the watts. A copper disc mounted on
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the lower portion of the main spindle runs between the poles

of two permanent magnets, and thus the necessar}' brake force

is produced. A polished steel pivot is screwed into the

bottom of the main spindle and rests on a spring-seated jewel.

This spindle point is easily removed for repolishing by means

of a key. The jewel-screw being removed, the key is inserted

in the hole in the bell-nut. The top of the spindle is turned

to a small diameter and runs in a brass bearing. Just below

this bearing a worm is turned on the spindle which works the

counting train. The mechanical friction due tobearings, brushes

and wheel train is relatively large, but is kept as low as pos-

sible. This friction is compensated for to a certain extent by

creating a permanent field in the same direction as that due to

the current in the main coils, by passing the shunt current

through a compounding coil placed inside of the main coils.

li'io 211.

—

Winding of Thomson Metee Aematueb developed.

Ihe compensation should not be complete, as the meter would

then "creep," or register with no main current when installed

where it would be subjected to slight vibration, such as that

due to passing traffic. The compounding coil is wedged in the

main coil, and a slight amount of adjustment can be made by

altering its position. The amount of alteration which can be

made in this way is about 4 per cent, at one-tenth load. The

tension of the brushes has more effect, however, but it is

not advisable to leave them on too light, otherwise sparking

will take place, which soon increases the friction. The ten-

sion should be such that on raising one half of a brush off the

commutator the other half leaves the commutator when the

first half is about xein- away. Another important point is that

each brush presses quite flat, and not on an edge, on the com-

mutator. The successful working of this meter, and indeed of
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all commutator meters, depends to a great extent on the

careful adjustment of the brushes.

Beneath the case proper a terminal box is fixed, shown in

Fig. .209 with its cover removed. The mains are taken through

holes in the bottom, opposite lioles in the terminals. The ter-

minal-box cover fits on the front of the box, and is held in

position by a brass rod which is slid through the holes in two

lugs, one at each side of the terminal box. This rod has a

small hole through it at one end, through which the sealing

wire is passed. The other end of the rod is enlarged to prevent

it passing through the hole

Fig. 212.

—

Akeangembxt ex.- Clampisg Gear and Lowek Bearing
OF Thomson Meter.

The meter is clamped or undamped by removing the jewel-

screw and raising or lowering the bell-nut which screws into

the base-plate of the meter. Raising this bell-nut (by means

of a screwdriver of the right width) lifts the hub of the copper

disc until its upper side comes in contact with the hollow stop-

screw above it. The jewel-screw is then replaced, but not

screwed home. The arrangement is shown in section in

Fig. 212, where 1 is the main spindle on which is clamped the

hub 2 of the disc 3 ; 4 is the removable spindle point, 5 the

mounted jewel resting on spring 6 in jewel-screw 7, which
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screws into the bell-nut 8, the latter screwing into the base-

plate 9 of the meter. The hub 2, when raised by the bell-

nut 8, comes up against the adjustable screw 10, which screws

into the frame 12. This screw is correctly adjusted when the

meter is assembled and locked by the nut 11. The screw 10

should be low enough, or the top bearing high enough, to pre-

vent the spindle being jammed up against the top bearing, as

a risk is then run of bending the spindle at the worm.

The terminal-box cover has a lug which covers up the hole

in the meter base through which the clamping is performed.

The meter possesses a very high torque ; the full load

torque from numerous measurements appears to vary slightly

in different meters, but is usually between 25 and 30 gramme-

centimetres. The weight of the moving system is approxi-

mately 300 grammes, being one of the heaviest in any meter,

but the high toique obtained is greatly in its favour. The

friction being in a great measure compensated for, the ratio

of torque to frictional counter-torque (that which is not com-

pensated) is ver)' high. The shunt current varies in difTerent

sizes slightly, being about 0'03 ampere in sizes under 50 am-

pere capacity, and from 0-04 to ' 0'05 ampere in the larger

sizes.

The meter is adjusted by altering the position of the brake

magnets, they causing maximum drag when near the rim of

the disc, but with their poles completely covering it. They
are clamped to the base by two screws, the screws passing

through slotted holes to enable the magnets to be shifted.

The low-load adjustment is made either by shifting the com-

pounding coil, or by alteration of the friction by varying the

tension of the brushes. If, however, the brushes are altered,

it is advisable to test the meter again at full-load to make sure

that no sparking takes place.

The cover is not dust-tight, but veterinary vaseline placed

round the join of cover and case makes a practically dust-tight

joint.

The Thomson meter is equally suitable for use on continuous

or alternating-current without mechanical alteration, but in

the 5-ampere and 50-ampere and upwards sizes it should be

tested on the current on which it will be required to work, as

a difference of about 3 per cent, will be found—the meter
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l)eing slower on alternating current on the larger-sized meters,

owing to the ratio of the resistance to the self-induction being

slightly decreased, these meters having lower "' non-inductive

resistances. The meter is slightly faster on inductive loads;

the difference is not, however, large. From tests made, a

100-volt 50-anipere meter was found to be 3-2 per cent., and

a 100-volt 7-5-ampere meter .5 per cent, faster on an inductive

load of powcr-factor=0-47.

The Thomson Type A Meter.—The British Thomson-

Houston Co. introduced a new type of the Thomson metei-,

Fig. 213.. ^XhomsonType A Watt-hour Meter. (Cover Removed.)

known as the A type. A view of this meter, with its cover off,

is seen in Fiy. 213. It will be noticed that several alterations

have been made. The brake magnets and disc are placed

above the motor, whereas the commutator is in a much better

situation at the bottom end of the spindle Here it is not so

subject to vibration as when it is just under the top bearing.

The brushes consist of spring wires having silver ends, and they

are supported by two posts clamped to an insulating block held
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in a cast support. The cover of the meter is dust tight, bed-

ding all round in a felt-lined groove. It is fixed by only one

thumb -screw, which screws into the brass band seen between

the brake magnets and the field coils. A hole in the bottom

of this cover allows the brush gear to pass through it, enabling

the jewel and commutator to be inspected without breaking

the main covei- seal. A dome, similar to that of the O.K.

meter, covers up this gear, and is sealed at the same time as

the terminal cover.

The clamping is also much simpler than in the old type

meter. The jewel screw is threaded at both ends, having a

milled head in the centre and a jewel at one end only. To
clamp or unclamp the meter, all that is necessary, therefore, is

to turn the jewel-screw upside down and screw it home in the

hole provided for it in the same casting as supports the brush

bracket.

In the smaller sizes tenths and hundredths hands are pro-

vided for short dial-reading tests.

A wooden distance-piece is fixed to the front of the main
coils, as seen in Fig. 213. This prevents all chance of a bad
short-circuit bringing the coils together, which might otherwise

happen, owing to the great force of attraction which is pro-

duced by the abnormal rise in current which may take place

on such an occasion. The torque of the meter has unfortu-

nately been reduced, which is a step in the wrong direction.

From measurements made on meters of this type it appears

that the full-load torque is about 10 gr. cms. in meters of the

usual sizes. In very large sizes the torque is more, being

about 14-5 gramme-cm. in 200-volt 300-ampere meters. The
weight of the moving system is slightly less than in the older

type meter, being about 263 grammes, but the torque per

gramme weight of moving system is much less in the new type

meter, the figures being : Old type, 0-084
; new type, 0-039.

Thomson Type C Watt-hour Meter. - The latest pattern of

dynamometer watt-hour meter of this make is that illustrated

in Fig. 214, and known as the Type C. In this meter a rigid

frame fixed to the base by four screws carries the whole of the

working parts.
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Tlie main coils, which develoi) about 600 anipere-turtis. aii;

circular and the armature spherical, the main coils being placed

parallel to the base with tlie compounding coil in front of them.

The ends of the armature coils are connected to an eight-

segment commutator to wliicli

the shunt current is led by
silver brushes, their tension

being controlled by gravity

instead of the usual method of

spring control. The gravity

controlled brushes seem to

give .satisfaction over long

periods of .service. The

arrangement of the brushes is

illustrated by the diagram

(Fig. 215), where the lettdiand

brush only is shown, the riglit-

liand one being similar.

It will be noticed that the

meter is provided with four

brake magnets. This is also a

good point, as it enables a high

brake torque to be obtained

with a relatively liglit brake

disc, and consec[uently keeps

down the weight of the moving

element. Another feature which acts in the same direction is

the hollow steel spindle with which these meters are fitted. It

is made out of tubular steel with very thin .sides. This makes

Fig. 214.

—

Thomson Type C

W.VTT-HOUR MeTEE.

Milled Nuts'
for adjusting
Tension of

Brush

Coniiiiutatop

Fig. 215.—Gbaviti- BkuSh Ge.ir Type G Metek
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a very rigid and L-xtreiiady light Hjjindle. A removable pivot is

screwed into tlw bottom of the sjsindle and rotates, in tlie larger-

sized meters, on a cujiped diamond jewel. Cupped diamond

jewels are very sujjerior to sapjjhires or rubies, and it is to be

regretted tJiat tliey are not universall)' used in meters of large

capaeity.

TJu'se meters liave a torque of about 17 gr. cm. The weight

of the moving element is 93 grammes, so that the torque per

gramme is 0-]8i, a liigli figure for this class of meter. The

shunt lows is about 4-6 watts per 100 volts, and the full load

speed -OO revs, per min.

Fig. Mii.--'rH0M.'?0N Type T S Watt-hoch Meteh.

500 amperes, Two-wire.

Thomson Type T.S. Watt-hour Meter.^ Although intended

for use on continuous-current circuits only, the type T.S. meter,

as illustrated in Fig. 216, with a non-inductive resistance in the

shunt, or pressure circuit, is e
]
ually suitable for use on alter-
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jiatiug-current circuits. The induction uiutor meter of late

years has, however, made such progress tliat it has j^ractically

confined the dynamo -

meter type as a whole

to continuous - current

work.

The T.S. meter is

made for switclihoard

u.se in sizes up to 500

amperes. Above this

.size the astatic type

T.A. {.see Chap. IV.") is

employed.

The armature main

coils, brushes, com-

pounding coil, brake

magnets and disc are

ot the sanre type as in

the old Thomson meter.-

The brake magnets, as

in the case of the T.A.

meter, are enclosed iu

a soft iron box to shield

them from the effects

I if stray fields or short

circuits.

Ths VT^lcan Meter.

—

The Vulcan meter is

similar in principle to

the Thomson meter

;

there are, however,

certain points in which

it differs from that

meter Fig. 217 is a pic. 217.

side sectional elevation

of a house-typo meter

of Vulcan make. The main current passes through two mam

coils, A, so wound as to have about 1,200 ampere-turns at

full-load.

-Side Section of Vulc!.\n

Metee.
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An armature, B, which iB very similar to that of the Thom-

son meter, has a total of 6,400 turns of 1 mm. silk-covered

copper wire wound in eight coils of 800 turns each. It is

dium-wound, the resistance from brush to brush being

620 ohms, and at a shunt current of 0-02 ampere has a drop

of 12-4 volts. The copper ring C, which replaces the usual

disc, runs between the poles of eight magnets, M. The number

of magnets has now been reduced to four, these being of better

design for permanently retaining their magnetism. The hub

of the'copper ring is screwed, and can be run up or down the

threaded portion of the main spindle, being clamped by the

Two-Wiro. Thrco-Wire.

Fig. 218.

—

Vulcan Meter Connections.

screw I. This makes adjustment of the meter very convenient,

as it enables the copper ring to be lowered into the field of the

magnets by any small amount when near the desired position.

The main spindle, which has a removable pivot underneath

it, runs on a jewelled bearing K, the jewel being spring-

supported. The main spindle is raised off the jewel, by
screwing m, which causes the collar n to rise and lift t. A
hole, 0, in the cover enables this to be done without removing

it. is closed by the terminal-box cover, the latter being

held on by the milled nut W. The worm and worm-wheel

are missing, the motion of the main spindle being transmitted

to the wheel train by the wire pinion Z, and the crown-wheel
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7}. A dome at the top, which is separate from the main cover,

enables the brushes and commutator to be examined without

removing the main cover.

The commutator, the diameter of wliich is 0-24:in., is situ-

ated just below the top bearing, and the current is conveyed

to and from it by wire brushes. Each brush consists of five

straight silver wires, soldered at one end to a thin piece of

Fig. 219.

—

Vvlcxs SwiTCHEn.vRD Meter. (Side View.)

springy metal. The wires themselves possess a slight amount

of spring and bear on the commutator near their free ends.

Each wire is to a certain extent independent of the others, but

as they lie close to one another the independence is not so

permanent as it would be if they were separated, for if one

brush is lifted of! the commutator by a speck of dust it tends

to pull those next to it with it. When separated they have

been found to work much more satisfactorily.

K.:\i.G. 'J
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The eomiections for two and tliree-wiri' meters are shown

diagrainmaticallv in Fig. 21.S, a. ]>, r, </ lieiiig the four binding

posts. In the f.vd-wire meter it is. of cour.-e. not essential

tliat the h)WeT ni;i/ni he eut and Ixith ends taken into the meter

Fig. 220.

—

\\'i;s-i-iXGHiirsF, 'I'yi'E Y Watt-iiook ;\Ikthp,. (('uvcr

Itrmeved.)

a tee taken to eitliei oF the miihUe tei'minah^ being sufiieient,

and will in some eases ])e found more convenient.

For switchboard use these meters are made in sizes from
10 to 2.500 amperes. J>'ig. : 19 is a side view of a 200-ampere
two-wir(^ meter of the svitchlioard tyfie, fitted with the newer
tvpe magnets alieady leferred to.
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The sluiiit cuiTent is viniforiii in all sizes, and is aj)]jroxi-

mately 0-U2 ampere. The necessary high resistance in circuit

with the armature is wound (hjiihle on ]iorcelain bobbins, each

bobbin hiiving alxiut 2,0(MJ ohms and a drop of 40 volts. The

capacity of these bobbins slightly overbalances tlie self-induc-

tion of the armature, causing the meter to slightly under-

register on inductive loads. The Ijalance. however, is nearly

correct, as the diilierence in the constant is about 1-7 per cent.,

between a unity and a (147 pnwcr-factor-hiad. There is

practically no difierenc(i in the constant on non-inductive

alternating and continuous-current circuits.

The full-load torque is low. being roughly 8 gramme-cm.

The weight of tlie main lUdA'ing part is 230 grammes.

Fio. 221.

—

Westixghocse Tyce Y J[eter fok S^yttiheo-vrds.

Westinghouse Type Y Watt-hour Meter.-- This meter is

made in tin.' house service pattern for circuits up to 30l> am-

peres. It is self-contained u|) to the lllO-ampere size, after

wliich external shunts are used. The Ikuisc service type is

seen in Fig. 220. For switchboard use (Fig. 221) it is made
in sizes up to 10,000 amperes.

The meter illustrated in Fig. 220 is fitted with a cyclometer

dial recording train, whilst that in Fig. 221 has a dial of the

Q2
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pointer type witli a large units dial, wliich enables readings to

be taken with great accuracy. In this meter the main coils

Fig. 222.

—

^Dia&eam 01- WeStinghoxjse Type Y Meter, Showing
Connections.

are of circular shape, and are clamped to a cast frame to which
all the other parts of the meter are also fixed. This frame is

fixed to the stamped base from which it is insulated. The
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armature, as will be seen from Fig. 222, consists of three

coils placed 120 deg. apart and star-connected, the ends being

taken to a three-part gold commutator.

The brushes, which are also made of gold, are supported by a

bracket, which, in the house service type, projects through a

hole in the main cover, thus enabling them and the commutator

to be inspected and cleaned without removing the cover. They
are covered by a dome which is separately sealed.

The compounding coil in this case is not moved away from

the armature, but is turned about the axis of one of its bracket-

fixing screws, and is held in position by a second screw, which

passes through a slotted hole in this bracket.

The meters have a full-load speed of 40 revs, per min. The

full-load torque is 6 gr. cm., weight of moving element 75

grammes, torque per gramme 0-08, and shunt current 0-015

ampere.





CHAPTER VJ.

PEEPAYMENT METERS.

Of late years the prepayment meter has come very much to

the front, and is being used extensively. The introduction of

this class of meter, in conjunction with free-wiring schemes, has

practically opened fresh fields for the supply and consumption

of electrical energy by facilitating its introduction into the

smallest class of dwelling. The small consumer, owing to the

fact that he uses a greater percentage of his installation, and uses

it more regularly, than does the very laige householder, whose

house is shut up for a great part of the year, creates a better

load-factor for the station. The use of prepayment' meters

also simplifies accounts considerably, more particularly in those

cases where the tenants are constantly changing ; for possibly

two or three accounts might have to be sent out per quarter, to

say nothing about the difficulty on occasions of finding the " leav-

ing "consumer. The scope of the prepayment meter is, how-

ever, not confined to the poor man's dwelling. Its use in flats

is gradually becoming more extended, and in furnished apart-

ments, where the consumers are chiefly nomadic, it relieves the

proprietor of all responsibility as regards the consumption, over

which he has practically no control.

The prepayment meter is, generally speaking, a much more

complicated piece of apparatus than the ordinary meter. In

most cases the prepayment mechanism, which necessarily in-

cludes an automatic switch, is an addition to such a meter, but

in others the meter is only made in the prepayment type. The

addition necessary to convert an ordinary meter into the
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prepayment type increases the price of the apparatus, and?

taking into account that small meters are relatively more ex-

pensive than large ones, and also that the prepayment system is

restricted to the smaller sizes, it is obvious that the capital

outlay on meters is increased by the adoption of the system.

Their maintenance costs are also greater ; the author's

experience is that they are approximately double those of

ordinary meters, consequently the price charged per unit by
prepayment meter must be higher than by ordinary meter.

As no meter rent can easily be charged for a prepayment

meter it is obvious that, where the consumption is low, it is

not so remunerative to use a prepayment meter as an ordinary

meter except in cases wher •
, ad debts wou d be the rule w.th

an ordinary meter. For the purpose of comparing the two

systems the meter rent may be taken as a fixed current charge,

so that where only a few units are used the actual price per

unit paid becomes greater the fewer the units used. For

example, with a meter rental of 2s. 6d. per quarter, if the

consumption is 15 units at 6d. per unit, the actual price

with the meter rental would be 8d. If only 6 units were used

it would be lid., and so on.

With a prepayment meter and no meter rental ^t is obvious

from the above that no fixed rate could be used to make the

revenue.by the two systems alike.

It is of the highest importance that the prepayment mechan-
ism be absolutely reliable, and to be so it must be well made.

The fact that the consumer may be left without light, owing to

some defect arising in the meter, would not tend to increase

the popularity of the system. Changing defective meters, and
the cost of remedying their defects, if frequent, would soon

make a low-price meter dearer than a better made and more
expensive meter, e"ven o'' the same make.

The prepayment mechanism has much to contend with. It

has to be proof against being tampered with. It must be
capable of working with coins of varying thickness, i.e., with
new or fairly worn ones. It should also allow of several coins

being inserted in rotation at a time, as probably most con-

sumers would prefer to put more than one in, and so avoid
frequent visits to the meter and the chance of having the light

cut off at an inopportune moment. There should, moreover,

be no chance of the switch cutting off before the correct time.
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or of its remaining closed after the energy paid for has been
consumed.

The operations which the consumer has to perform must he
extremely simple, and if these operations are not performed in

the correct order, it should in no way disturb the adjustment

of the mechanism. In addition to showing the number of coins

inserted (as a check on the collector), the meter should be pro-

vided with an indicator showing the amount prepaid, and giving

some intimation of the fact that it is necessary to insert more
coins to prevent the current being cut ofi. A set of dials may
also be included, showing the number of Board of Trade units

consumed, but this is not absolutely necessary. The rate per

• unit should be capable of being easily changed, for it may be

that the same undertaking may supply at two difierent rates
;

for instance, a high rate in the case of free wiring jobs, and a

lower rate where the free wiring scheme has not been taken

advantage of. The easy changing of the rate of charging is,

however, essential, even if no free wiring scheme has been

adopted, as it is very possible that the price per unit may be

reduced from time to time.

For the poorest class of consumer the '" penny in the slot
"

meter is the most popular, and as the meters would rarely be

larger than 2 ampere capacity on 100 -volt supply, or 1 ampere

on 200 -volt supply, the penny meter is quite suitable. At 6d.

a unit, 167 watt-hours are obtained for Id., consequently three

30-watt lamps could be kept on for approximately If hours.

In the larger sizes the silver coin meters are much to be pre-

ferred, owing to the less frequent visits to the meter they

require the consumer to make, and to the greater ease with

which the money is collected and checked against the indication

given by the meter dials of the amount which ought to be found

in the till.

Aron Prepayment Meter.—This meter is made for shilling,

sixpenny or penny coins, and for various rates per unit, as is

usual in most makes. For continuous current the prepayment

mechanism is combined with the Aron commutator motor

meter, while for alternating currents the same prepayment

mechanism is used with the Aron single-phase induction motor

meter.
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The pre])ayiuriit luct.'r is seen in F.g. 223. whilst Fig. 224

shows the interi(iv of the altcruatino-curn-nt type. The meter

l)orti()n and tlie prepax'nieiit mechanism are l)oth fixed to a

common pressed steel ])ase.

Tlie meter counting train is coupled to that of tlie ])repay-

nient mechanism hy means of a pin, A (Fig. 22 J ). on one of the

tran.smission wheels, working in a forked brass piece. B. fixed

to till' first axle of the pre])aA'ment mechanism The motion

is then transmitted through suitable gearing to one crown

Flli. 22.'i. -AUON PrEP.W.MENT ilETEll.

wheel, C, of the difi'erential gear, and the speed at which this

is driven is directly proportional to the meter disc speed and
to the load.

The other crown wheel of the differential is driven in the

opposite directicjii by the operator when inserting coins, and
the motion of either crown wheel is transnritted through the
medmni of the planet wheel of the differential and suitable

gearing to a cyclometer counter forming the " coins unused "
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dial. This dial is, therefore, driven forwards one digit by the

operator inserting a coin and turning the handle, and back-

wards by the same amount by the meter while one coin's wortli

of current is be ng used.

As many as 12 coins may be inserted in rotation, allowing

the consumer to prejmy that amount, and so avoid incon-

venience by having to constantly go to the meter to put in a

Pig. 224.—Aitox Peepaymext Meter. (With Cover Romovcd.

)

coin. The coin slot is provided with a device consisting of a

rocking lever for preventing the insertion of a second coin until

the first has been cleared by operating the handle seen on the

right-hand side of the meter (Fig. 223). The insertion of the

12th coin brings into action a pin fitted to the cam dhsc D,

which lifts the lever E and closes the coin slot F, so preventing

the insertion of further coins until at least one coin's worth of

current has been consumed.
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The method of operation is as follows : On being inserted,,

the coin falls into a slotted receptacle, and in this position,

depresses the rocking lever, thus closing the slot. The handle

is now turned ; it is coupled to the axle H through the medium

of the pin I. On th s axle is fixed a strong steel pin, which

engages with the coin, the latter acting as a coupling betweea

the axle H and the coin receptacle.

In this manner the motion of the handle is transmitted

through suitable gear wheels to the two coin dials.

The switch K (Fig. 224) consists of a drum of insulation

moulding in the periphery of which copper contacts are

embedded. Two fixed brushes bear on the drum, the copper

contacts closing the circuit between them in the " on " position.

The drum is mounted on a steel axle, and rotates one-quarter

of a revolution backwards or forwards as the switch is switched

on or off.

It is switched on by means of a spring-controlled rack

turning a pinion fixed on the left-hand end of the drum axle,

and is held in the " on " position against the tension of the

rack spring by a lever, M, which engages with the arm fixed

on the right-hand end of the drum axle. The release of the

switch takes place, when the coin's worth is used, by the anti-

clockwise rotation of the cam disc D carrying the pin L. This,

pin engages the lever M, ultimately releasing the arm 0, which

allows the drum to turn to the " off " position, the spring-

causing a quick break.

The handle, which has a strong reta'ning spring, can be

turned through an angle of about 120 deg., but when turned

through about 90 deg. the coin receptacle is thrown forward

by means of a heart-shaped cam, which also causes it to come-

to rest after making one-half revolution. This gear frees thecoin,

which falls out of the receptacle down the shute J into the till.

The whole apparatus is enclosed in one cover, provided with

the usual windows for the dials and for inspecting the rotation

of the disc. The cp.n box is seen in Fig. 223. It is fixed be'ow

the meter by a padlock, whilst the main and terminal covers,

are sealed in the ordinary way.

The Bat Prepayment Meters.—For alternating-current

circuits the Bat Meter Co. use a meter of their standard type
'' " with an electromagnetic prepayment mechanism. An
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external view of the alternating-current meter is seen in Fig. 225,

in wliich tlie slot to receive the coin with the handle below it

Fig. 22.^.

—

B.\t \.('. PREp.iV.MENT Metek.

Fii;. 2211.—Bi.iGKAir of I'^lectromagnetic Prep.vv.men't JIechanMm of

Bat A.C. Metei;.
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are seen, as also the " coins not used " dial to the right of the

usual units dials. The spindle, to which the handle is fixed,

has a disc on it behind the slot in the meter cover. This disc

closes the slot except at one position, controlled by a stop, so

preventing the coin entering until a groove is opposite the slot,

when the coin rolls into this groove. On turning the handle

counterclockwise the coin, the upper part of which pro'ects

higher than the sides of the groove, engages with a toothed

wheel, which it turns the pitch of one tooth, and so works one

side of the differential gear and causes the pointer on its spindle

to indicate one coin not used. Co ns may be inserted up to a

total of 20 at a time, each one turning the toothed wheel one

tooth, after which the coin falls into the till and the handle

can be turned in the reverse direction until the groove is in

position to receive the next one. The other side of the dif-

ferential is, as usual, in gear with the meter train, and as the

meter works the " coins not used " po nter is brought back to

zero, when the meter switch is opened.

Fig. 226 is a diagram of the internal connect'ons of the meter,

in which C is a light spring contact in series with the windings

of an electromagnet, E, whose yoke, Y, carries a small sealed

tube, S, containing a small quantity of mercury and two con-

tacts, which the mercury joins when S is horizontal, but which

breaks contact when resting on the stop F, thus opening the

main circuit. A disc, D, which is loose on the differential

spindle is turned by an arm, A, fixed to this spindle. The end

of A is bent so as to enter the hole B in the disc, and as B is of

slightly larger diameter than A the disc D has a certain amount
of freedom. A spring, G, having an insulated knob at its end,

and a V, as in the diagram, breaks the circuit of C when a gap

in the rim of D comes opposite the V-shaped portion of the

spring G. This occurs when the " coins unused index " is

at zero. The freedom of D above referred to enables the small

switch C to have a quick break. On turning the handle after

inserting a coin the disc D is turned, and the bottom of the V
of the spring G then rests on the periphery of the wheel D, thus

allowing the contact C to be made. This energises the electro-

magnet, whose yoke, Y, turns into the dotted position, bringing

the mercury switch S into a horizontal position and closing the

main circuit. The disc D is brought back to the zero position

again by the working of the meter, which turns the differential
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spindle and arm A back by the same' amount as the coin has
indirectly turned it forward.

The mechanism is a very simple one, and there is very little

which is likely to get out of order.

The price per unit depends upon the number of teeth in the

change wheels. These can easily be exchanged by removing
a small plate which is screwed to the back plate of the train,

in which one end of the change wheel spindles have bearings.

These meters are made in capacities from 1-.5 amperes to

10 amperes for pence, sixpences and shillings.

For continuous currents a prepayment mechanism is com-
bined with a Bat type " H " meter. Fig. 227 is a diagram of

the prepayment mechanism, in which ABODE is a shoot

through which the coin has to travel, being propelled over the

part ABC by the barrel P when the handle P, which is outside

the case, is turned n a clockwise direction. From C it falls

by its own weight down the shoot ODE, where it rests in one

of the four depressions of the cam G. Figs. 228 and 229 are side

views of this portion of the mechanism, in which I is a mercury

switch supported by the pivoted spindle K, which also carries

the lever L. Fig. 228 shows the " off " position of the switch.

The lever L is in the path of the coin. In Fig. 229 a coin has

been inserted, and in falling on to the cam G it has brought the

lever L into the position in Fig. 229, and so closed the mercury

switch.

The cam G is geared to the registering train of the meter, the

gearing being such as to turn the cam a quarter of a revolution

per coin at the desired price per unit. As the cam turns by the

working of the meter, the coin is tilted slowly to the right, and

eventually falls into the till. At the same time the end of the

lever engages with a circular groove cut in the face of the cam,

and is released when the cam has turned a quarter of a revolu-

tion, the rim of the groove being cut away so as to allow the

lever to rise and so break the switch. If more than one coin

is inserted at a time, as soon as the first coin is moved out of the

way by the cam the second one, which rests on the first, drops

on to the cam, and so keeps the switch in until it in turn is

moved round by the cam. As many coins can be inserted at a

time as will fill the shoot from C to E, a window in the

cover enables the number of coins in the shoot to be seen.
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When tBe sioot CDE is full, any further coins inserted would

pass through the shoot H.

The aperture A prevents the insertion of larger coins than

those for which the meter is intended, and to prevent coins of

a smaller size being used an opening is arranged in the back of

the channel B, and as the coin is held by F only at the extreme

Pro. 228, Fro. 229.

DiAQBAMS OF BAT D.C. PREPAYMENT MECHANISM.

edges, if its diameter is too small it escapes, and is projected

to^the outside of the apparatus.

The British Thomson -Houston Prepayment Meters.—
In the older types of prepayment meters manufactured by
the British Thomson-Houston Co. a prepayment mechanism
was added to the " OK " meter for continuous currents and to
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the "' A.C.T." meter for alternating currents, the prepayment
mechanism being of the same type in each case.

Both these types are no longer made, but a description of thfr

mechanism may be of interest.

The external appearance of the continuous-cxurent prepay-

ment meter is seen in Fig. 230, whilst Fig. 231 illustrates,

an alternating-current meter with its cover off, and the

coin shoot i A and till B removed, to give a better view of

the prepayment mechanism. The slot to receive the coins.

is on the upper left-hand side, being cut in a direction plate

on the front cover of the meter. The coin being inserted, a

handle on the left-hand side of the metei is raised to the top stop

and lowered again.This action,with the first coin inserted,causes,

the pointer (seen on the left-hand side of the dial plate) to move
one division on the scale, and then closes the switch C (Fig. 231).

This scale Indicates " coins unconsumed," and the pointer is.

Vforked by a differential gear, it being ra-ised one division by
each coin inserted; and gradually brought back to zero by the

motion of the wheel train, which is actuated by the meter.

As many as 10 coins may be inserted at a time. The switch-

arm is pivoted at its upper end, and astrong helical spring, D,.

constantly tends to pull it ofi. A hook, pivoted to the case at

the back, engages with a pin on a.lever on the switch-arm, and

holds the latter on against the tension of the spring so long as

the pin-carrying lever is held by a second lever or catch. The

front end of this second lever is prevented from dropping by a

circular disc containing a gap in its periphery, which is turned

backwards and forwards. This disc is turned in the one direc-

tion by action of the coin on a lever carrying a ratchet, and in

the reverse direction by the action of current. The switch is of

the single-pole quick-break knife type and is positive in action.

The differential gear is seen in Fig. 232, and consists of

three concentric wheels ; the middle wheel, A, of the three is

fixed to the spindle on which the two outer ones, B and C, are

loose. The latter are toothed wheels, each having the same

number of teeth. To the front wheel C a disc, having 20 teeth

or notches, is fixed concentrically, and a ratchet, R, mounted

on a lever, L, which is raised by the coins, turns this disc and

front toothed wheel one-twentieth of a revolution per coin. A
spring pawl, P, fixed to the upper left-hand pillar of the wheel

17. T\r a. 1*
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3''ici. 230.—B.T.-H. Old Type (Jontinuouh-cukkest Piiepay.ment

Meter.

Fji;..2.'U.—B.T.-H. Old Ty'pe .\LTEr.N.\TrX(i-(.'UREE^-T Prepayment

Metep.. (Cover Till and Coin iSlut llcmovcd.)
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train frame, holds A in position. The other toothed wheel, B,

at the back, is in gear through a train of change-wheels with

the units spindle of the recording dials. The change wheel ratios

are so designed as to cause the back toothed wheel of the differ-

ential gear to turn the required amount 'in the opposite direc-

tion to the front wheel. The wheel A, between the two toothed

wheels, has a plain rim, except at one point, where it is cut

away. When there are any coins prepaid, the fim of this

wheel prevents the front end of a lever, D, falling, which,

when held up, holds the switch on ; but, on the wheel A being

Fig. 232.—B.T.-H. Old Type Metbb. Pabt of Prepayment Gear.

turned by the clock train until the part cut away comes

underneath D (this allowing D to fall), the switch is at once

released and the light cut oS. This happens when the amount

prepaid has been consumed. ' The middle wheel A, having a

planet wheel, E, on its periphery, which engages with both the

outside toothed wheels, is turned in one direction by the

front wheel and in the other by the back wheel. It is always

turned one-twentieth of a revolution per coin in the one direc-

tion, and the amount it is tujned per unit consumed in the

opposite direction by the back wheel depends on the ratio of

E2
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the change wheels, which is decided by the price to be charged

per unit.

For example, if the price to be charged is 6d. per unit, and

the meter is designed to ta,ke sixpenny pieces, then, as the coia

will turn the middle wheel oHertwentieth of a revolution, the

change-wheel ratio niust be such that one division on the units

dial, /.e.,. one Board of Trade unit, will also turn the middle

wheel flne-twentieth of. a revolution back. The position of the

middle wheel at starting being such that the arm can just fall

in the_ gap, it is obvious that, since this wheel is turned

indirectly by the coin, and turned back again by the same

amount by .the, main moving part .of the meter, the switch

will be cut oS when one- unit has passed through the meter.

The accuracy^ with' which each cut off takes place will depend

on the equal spacing of the 20 notches, but, as this Wheel

always moves in the same dirfection, after the insertion of

20 coins it will have completed a revolution, so that any

inequality will 'have been 'compensated. Thus the accuracy of

the meter is in no way impaired by the addition of the pre-

payment gear, for'the friction" of the arm which presses on the

rim of the middle wheel of the differential gear, and so holds-

the switch closed,' is so far up the train that it is practically

not felt at the main spindle. If n coins are inserted at the same
time the middle wheel will be turned re/20ths of a revolution,

so that n units would pass through the meter before the gap

returns to its original position, allowing the switch to break

the circuit. The work performed by the coin is simply to

raise the lever L ; the coin falls into a slot S, in a barrel F,.

which is turned by the outside handle. After raising the lever,

further turning of the barrel allows the coin to fall out of the

slot into the till, the switch being turned on at the same time

by an eccentric G and eccentric strap H.

The present types of prepayment meters made by the-

British-Thomson-Houston Co. contain a new form of prepay-

ment mechanism, which is contained in one case with an induc-

tion motor meter for alternating-current circuits, and with a

meter of the M type for continuous current.

Fig. 233 shows the external appearance of the alternating-

current meter, with the slot in the caution plate through which

the coin is inserted, and the handle at the side, which has to be-
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turned half a revolution. An interior view of the jueter with

the dial train removed is seen in Fig. 234, in which the various

parts are ])lainly named.

The dilierential gear is somewhat similar to that used in tlie

older meters, but of a very superior design. The wheel C
^Fig. 232) is replaced by a worm wheel which gears with the

Worm cut on the right of the coin barrel (Fig. 234), a much more
positive arrangement than the old one, m wJiich tlie coin

•operated the lever.

Fig. 2.3.3.

—

Type RP2 Pkepay.mext W.iTT-Hnup, Meteu.

T]i<' action of the mechanism is as follows : The coin slides

'down the coin shute into the coin barrel, which consists of an

inner drum, to which the handle is fixed, and an outer barrel

witli the worm on it, which operates the diSerential gear. The

com forms the link between the drum and barrel. At the back

(if the differential gear an arm is clamped to its spindle, which

in the normal zero position rests on the point of the release
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lever (Fig. 2.34), jiressing it down. Tlii.s lever i.'^ jiivoted at alimit

its centre, and the left-hand end when raised lifts up the catch

wliich holds the switch on ajj;ainst the tension of the switch

s)iring. AVIien hy turning the handle after having inserted

a coin the left-hand end of the release lever is allowed to drop,

Switch
Contacts.
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laising tlie switcli catcli and allowing the spring to y)ull the

switch blade out of the contacts. An unconsumed coin hand
is fixed to the front end of tlie difEerential spindle, and indicates

the number of coins still available before the switch will be

released.

Switch
Blade.

Switch
Spring.

Coin Slot.

Handle.

Coin
Barrel.

Coin Box.

Switch
Contact s^

Release
Lever.

_ Magnet.

Mercury
Bath.

i-'io. 235.—B.T.-H. Co. Type MP CosTixuors-cuEP.EXT Prep.wmext

JIetee. (With (.'over and Dial Removed.)

To insert another coin tlie handle is brought back to its

original position by turning it in the reverse direction. This

simply brings the drum back to its original position with its

slot opposite the coin chute. The barrel does not return with

the drum, as on relieving the pressure tlie coin falls out of the
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drum into thfe coin box. The barrel has two slots diagonally

opposite each other, and these are used alternately, so that on

completion of the turning with one coin the opposite slot in

the barrel is in position opposite the chute ready to receive

the next.

Fig. 235 shows the continuous-current meter with cover and

dial train removed. The prepayment mechanism is the same

as in the alternating-current meter, and, although the case is

different, they both have the same type of coin box. It will

be noticed that is quite closed, except for a slot in the; top,

through which the coins fall out of the barrel. It is emptied

through a door underneath it, which is secured by a padlock.

The design of the meter, therefore, enables the collector to

empty the till without having access to the meter and pre-

payment mechanism, and the meter inspector to examine the

working parts without access to the coins.

The prepayment mechanisms were formerly made of an

aluminium alloy, which, by warping, swelling and buckling,

caused considerable trouble. They are now made of brass, and

are very positive in action when the notch in the switch catch

is cut to an arc scribed from its centre of turning and its bearing

surface nicely polished. This little point is of great importance

to the proper working of the mechanism,

The price per unit at which the meter will work is determined

by the ratio of a pair of wheels mounted on one of the spindles

in the train to the differential. This change wheel spindle

is mounted in a bracket screwed to the back plate of the train,

and the bracket can be easily removed and another spindle

carrying wheels of a difierent ratio inserted without taking

the train apart. It is, however, necessary to re-fix the bracket

carefuU)', so that both these wheels are in proper mesh.

These meters are not provided with dials to indicate the

total number of coins inserted.

The Electrical Company's Prepayment Meters.—These
in-epayment meters consist either of a meter of the R.A.

type for continuous-current (see Chap. IV.), or of one of

the K.J. type for alternating-current (see Chap. II.), circuits,

together with a prepayment mechanism. A continuous-

current or R.A. type prepayment meter, with its cover
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off, is illuatrated in Fig. 236. The prepayment mechanism
-Seen to tlie light is mounted on a separate back plate.

t]ie left-hand side of which forms an arc of the same

radius as the meter back-plate, against the rim of which it

Initts, and is held by screws AA. One cover encloses the whole

apparatus, leaving the handle B outside on the right and the

terminal box C outside on the left. The meter illustrated is

designed to take penny coins, and a penny has been inserted

through the slot in the top of the case, and is seen in the

xeeoiver. The only portion of the work which the coin has to

Fig. 230.— Electkic.vl Co.'s CoxTixrors-cuRREXT PRErAY.ME-XT

Metee. (Cover Removed.)

perfrimi is to press back a stop-pin, which is supported on a

piece of spring metal, and passes through a hole in the frame D :

the pressing back of this pin hy the coin allows the shaft E

carrying the plate F to be turned by the handle B. With no

coin in the receiver the stop-pin prevents the plate F being

turned. Further turning, to the extent of about half a revo-

lution of E, closes the switch, credits the consumer with one

pennyworth of current, and allows the coin to fall out of the
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receiver by gravit}' into the till, which passes up through;

the bottom of the cover in a position immediately under the

receiver. The shaft E carries a cog whjeel, H, vi'hich gears

with the pinion J, the latter being loose on the spindle K.

This spindle is screwed as seen, and upon the screwed portion

a nut, L, having a flange of relatively large diameter, is capable

of running freely up and down, the screw between two stopSj.

M, N, fixed on a rod, which is carried by two flexible supports.

in such a manner as to allow the rod to be moved slightly

along its axis when the flanged nut L engages with either stop.

M or N. The. flexible supports of this rod, by their spring,

teml to push the rod and stops to the right. The right-hand

flexible support is bent over and cut away to form a catch for

a lever, which is pulled towards the front of the meter by a

spring, and is pushed towards the back of the meter by a pin, O
(driven into the shaft E), when, the handle is- turned.

The switch arm consists of a plate of insulating material

pjvoted at the top and carr3'ing a copper connecting piece

which makes contact between two blocks—thus comijleting the

circuit—when the insulating arm is pressed down by the lever

referred to above, against tbe^ tension, of a spring which tendsi

to pull the switch off". The lever—being held by the catch in.

the right hand flexible support of the- rod which carries M and'

N—thus holds the switch on until the catch is released.

The pinion J, which is loose on the spindle K, has a long

pin P, which runs parallel to the spindle K fixed to it, as

shown in Fig. 237. This pin passes loosely through a hole in

the flange of L ; thus it will be easily seen that on turning the-

pinion J (by means of the handle) L is also turned and travels-

to the right along the threaded spindle-. The pinion Q, Fig. 237,

being rigidly fixed on to the spindle K and connected through

gearing to the main spindle of the meter, turns K when cur-

rent passes, thus causing L to travel baok to its original posi-

tion, the pin P now acting as a guide, and preventing L
turning with the spindle. Eeturning to Fig. 236 the normal

position of L is up against the stop M, by pressing against-

which the catch holding the lever,, which in turn presses the'

switch on, is released, thus opening the circuit. Each coin

inserted with the corresponding turn given to the handle B
causes L to travel a definite distance tMvards N, against which.
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it eventually presses if sufficient coins (about 10) are inserted.

"When this happens, the left-hand flexible support of the rod

carrying M and N is pulled to the right, which causes a catch

to engage with F, so preventing further turning of the spindlfr

E and the insertion of more coins.

The handle B is connected to the shaft E by means of a

ratchet coupling, in order to allow a spring lever to cause the

shaft E to complete its revolution and to cause F to return to

the proper position to receive a coin.

The meter train proper is connected to a second train by

the coupling R (Fig. 236), and thus the necessary turning of

the screwed spindle K is made proportional to the ampere-

hours taken. The price per unit is easily altered by intro-
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In t]]c ]iiocleru inetcrs of this make (tvjjcs ,S]i, iSJ-C(-' and

SLJa) tliis Jiaw ))('eii altered, and after the insertion of nine

(i]iii.-> at a time an auxiliar)' device prevents the insertion of

any jikhc until at least one coin's worth has been used. In

this meclianisni the aljove descrihed differential has been dis-

lariliMl and the more r-oiunn n sun and planet wheel tjim
a(lo]it(>d.

Elgee Prepayment Meters.-- These meters consist of a pre-

[layment luechanisiu coiuliined with a type (' meter for alter-

nating euirent. and witji a ty|)e IB meter for continuous

current. The j)repaynu'nt mechanism is the same in each case.

Fig. 238 shows the exterior appearance of both tyjies, whilst the

alti'rnating-current metei' with its coyers removed is illus-

trated in h'ig. 23!).

Fill. 2.'!8,

—

Elgee i'KEj'.vYMEN-T Meter.

Thr usual ]irinciple is adojited in which one wlieel of a differ-

ential gear is in gear with the recording train, whilst the other

is o|'ierated by the turning of the handle. Fig. 240 is a view of

tlie switch juechanism with front plate and coin counting gear

rejiuiveil.

Thi.' action of tin' jueter may be explained by the u;-e of th(^

iliagrams (Figs. 241 and 24:'). tin' former l)eing the details of the

handle, and the latter those of the switch operating mechanism.
Thr handle of the Elgee pre]ia\inent meter is of novel form,

-as it contains the slot for the coin. In Fig. 241 a coin is shown
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ilotted. With a coin in position the handle is pressed in against

the pressure of the spiral spring 13, and the coin raises the spring

5 10

I I I I I

Fig. 239,

—

Interior View of Elgee A.G. PRErAY.MENT Meter.

Fig. 240.

—

Switch Mech.vxiSim of Elgee Prepayment Meter.
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catcli 14, allowing the handle and the spindle 9 (Figs. 241 and

242) to be turned in a clockwise direction, turning the cross-piece

8. which raises the catch 2, mounted on the lever 6. A stop, 4,

13 14 15 15

9 19 18

Fio. 241.

—

Diagram of Handle

o^amr"

V

Fig. 242.

—

^Diaokam of Switch Operatinq Mechanism.

«n the lever 6 causes further turning to raise the lever above
the stop catch 1, and at the same time extends the spring 10
-attached to the lever 6 and also to the switch a;rm 11, owing
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to the catch 2 raising the extension piece 5 of the switch-arm.

When the lever is raised enough the catch 2 releases 5 and the

spring pulls the switch on. The turning of the spindle also

turns the cam 12 in the reverse direction to that shown by the

arrow which indicates the direction in which the meter turns

the cam to release the lever by coming up against the stop

piece 1. On the lever being thus released the spring pulls it

down, and the projecting piece 7 knocks the switch off. The
catch 2 at the same time slides along the pin 3 into the position

for repeating the operation.

If further coins are inserted before the switch is cut off the

-cam is turned further round away from 1 without operating on

the switch gear. It will be seen (Fig. 241) that when the handle

is turned half a revolution the catch 14 slips into the notch 18

.and prevents further turning. On the handle being released

it is pressed forward by the spring 13, and the coin drops

through the slot in 19 into the till, and the handle is in position

for another coin. To prevent the possibility of using a piece of

-wire to raise the catch 14 a catch 18 also locks the handle until

it is pressed back far enough to close the hole in the case.

Too large a coin prevents the handle being pushed in at allj

and too small a coin does not raise 14 or, if small enough, falls

through the handle and does not derange the mechanism.

These meters are made up to a capacity of 15 amperes for

pressures up to 350 volts.

Ferranti Prepayment Meters.—In these meters a standard

prepayment mechanism is combined with either the mercury

motor meter of this make for continuous currents or the type C
induction motor meter for alternating currents. The meter

and prepayment mechanism are mounted in one cast-iron case,

the meter cover in either case being provided with a hinged door

to allow the coin box to be taken out by the collector.

Fig. 243 is a view of the alternating-current meter showing the

terminal box on the left-hand side. The coin box door is to the

right of the name plate, and is fastened by means of a padlock,

a hasp fixed to the cover and passing through the rim of the

door being provided for this purpose. The slot to receive the

•coin is in the sloping side of the cover to the right of the winged

handle.
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Figs. 244 and 245 respectively show the contimious-curien:;

and alternating-cnrrent meters with the front covers removed.

In the continuons-current meter tlie terminal box is alwajs as

shown at the to|) of the meter. The meter illustrated in Fig.

244 has pointed dials, and the switch in the " off " position,

whilst the one in Fig. 245 has cyclometer dials, and its switch in

tlie
"" on " ])osition. A view of the prepayment mechanism is

given in Fig. 246, in which C'R is the coin register which indicates

the number of coins inserted into the ineter, (JU is the coins

unusi'd index, which is worked one division for each cnin in-

serted, and gradually back to zero by tlie meter througli tiii-

Kic. 24:!.

—

Fere.wti A.C Prepayjikxt JIetki;. (E.xtci'ior \'iow.;

differential gear DU. Tlie other ])ortions comprise the coin

receiver R, which is made suitable for ])enny, sixpenny or

shilling coins, and the switch knife K, which closes the circuit

fmm one switch blade (SB) to the other.

The switch consists of two arms, tlie outer one (OA) carrying

an insulating block, to which the knife K is attached, and an
inner arm (lA), which carries the switch train of wlieels (ST), a

very clever device, which enables a powerful spring to be used,

to operate the switch and a relatively .sniall amount of power to

release it, and even this is provided by a weight on the spindle

of the differential gear.
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The lowest spindle of the switch train carries a cam, which

engages with a finger, T, on the onter arm. The upper spindle

carries a cam which engages with a bell crank lever, the other

Fig. 24i.—Fereanti U.l'. Peepaymext JIetee. (Switch Open.)

Fio. 24.5.—Fekbaxti A.C. Peep.vymext Metee. {Switoli f'losed.)

end of which is in the path of a tripping arm fixed to the differ-

ential spindle. The ratio of the gearing In-tweeu the upper and

lower cams is -55 to 1

.
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A diagram of tin' o-cai-iiig )>et\ve(.'n llie coin s])indle and the

^' unit spindle is tiWrn in Fig. _i7. witli tlic nnniljcr of teetli in

tile variiius A\'lieels, for different eniiis. Tlie gearing is designed

so fliat tiie numl)er of teetli on tlie change -ivheel itself is four

DG

SB
FlU. 24(i. FeIIKAXTI PKErAYJIEXT JlKCHAXmi.

per perniif. It is tlierefor..' cjuite easy to clu'ck it the right cliange

\vlieel is in a meter. If the meter is for a r<ite of charge of 7d.

per unit tlie ejiange wheel slejuld Iuia-c 2S teetli.
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A Unit
Spindle.

Chirtse, Wheel Movin»Train Di'ff6rei1tfaJ

Spindle. Spindle. ^indl©''
Coin

SpindlCi

t T

Number of Teeth in Wheels.

Penny ! 30 i 75
Sixpence ' 12 I 72
ShilUng i 12 I 72

& }! "
I
S

48 15

60
75
75

Fie. 247.

—

Gearing jkom Coin" Spindle to Meter Train.

Hookham Prepayment Meter.—Fig. 248 illustrates the con-

tinuous current prepa5Tiient meter, from which it will be seen

that the meter portion is of the standard type. This is also the

case in the prepayment meter for alternating current and the

prepayment mechanism is the same in both cases.

A view of the mechanism is seen in Fig. 249. A coin being

inserted in the slot falls into a slot in a barrel, which is turned

part of a revolution by the handle on the front of the door. The

coin acts as a single tooth, and engages with a tooth of a wheel

having 12 teeth, thus turning this wheel through an angle of

30 degrees, and winding up a spring. To the same spindle an

escape wheel is fixed, having a similar number of teeth to the

S2
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Fig. 24S.

—

Hookhajj ]).C. Peepay.mext Metek.

,jB* ^-^

KiG. 24fi.—HnoKiiAM Pkepavmext Meghaxk.m.
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wheel which gears with the coin. The unwinding of the spring

wound up by the coin is prevented by the pallets of the rocking

lever, which is somewhat similar to the ordinary lever in

watches, but the arm is long (see Fig. 249), and its end engages

with a crank in gear with the registering train. The gearing

between the crank and the units' dial is such that for a given

price per unit the crank will make one revolution per coin, so

that the escape wheel is allowed to work one tooth per coin.

Should, say, six coins be inserted at one time the spring is

wound to the extent of six teeth, and the crank has to be

worked six times before the escape wheel allows the spring to be

unwound the same amount as it has been wound up.

A mercury switch is used in this mechanism, the prongs being

fixed at one end of a pivoted arm. The other end is pushed

down by a pin fixed to the wheel turned by the coins, the spring

which is set up providing the power to raise the prongs out of

the mercury at the zero position.

To the front of the escape wheel spindle a black disc with

white figures is fixed, one of the figures being visible through a

small window in the front door of the case. The figure in

view through this window indicates the coins still unused. No
coin register is provided ; a till which passes through the square

opening in the door (Fig. 248) collects the coins which fall into

it from the drum after having engaged with the tooth of the

wheel.

Messrs. Chamberlain and Ho.kham are bringing out a new

type of prepayment meter, but details of this are not avail-

able at present.

The Mordey-Fricker Prepayment Meter.—The Mordey-

Fricker prepayment meter practically consists of an ordinary

meter of this make {see Chap. V., p. 201) with certain

modifications and additions, and minus the dial train. As will

be seen from Fig. 250, a stout brass plate divides the meter into

two portions, the meter part proper being above it and the

prepayment mechanism, mainspring and switch underneath.

The numbers seen through the small window on the left indi-

cate the total number of coins inserted, whilst the pointer and

dial indicate the number of pennyworths still to the credit of

the consumer. The bottom case is in two parts, the lower of
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which (Fig. i50) forms ;i till. It is liiiigeil mi the right and

fastened by a jjadlock passing through two lugs, one of which

is on the upper antl oin' on the lower casting. The meter

illustrated is fastened with a Tourtel padlock. The nuiins are

])assed through bushed holes, one at each side of the upiser

casting, to teriiiinai posts, tlics(^ being got at by opening tlie

till. The action consists in the mainspring being wound a

definite amount and the circuit made by the consumer, a coin

forming a link in what might lie termed the winding gear, and
the unwinding (jf the spring and o]>eniiig of the switch by the

working of the meter due tn the current iiassed through it.

Fig. 2.50.

—

Mokdey-Fp.icker PBEp-iVMENT Meter. (Top Cover
]!enioved.

)

Fig. 151 is a view of the underneath iiortidii of a 100-volt
4-anipere meter designed to take si.xpenny j)ieres. The wind-
ing handle A and the large cogwheel B turn about the same
axis. The handle turns from Us iinrmal ]iosition througli an
angle of just over 60 deg. from right to left, its travel being
limited by two stops. A spiral s]>riiig pulls it liack against

the right-hand st.ip, in which position a slot cut in its arm is

directly underneath the coin slot in the brass plate (seen in
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Fig. 250). Tiu'uing the handle does nothing until a sixpence

is inserted. In the wheel B, six radial slots are seen, and one

of these is always immediately under the slot in the arm and

that in the brass plate. Thus, a sixpence being inserted falls

through, and is caught by the brass sector C in such a manner
that the coin is partly in the slot in the arm of the handle and
partly in one of the slots in B, and is clear of the brass plate.

It thus fcirms a link by which, on turning the handle A, the

wheel B is turned through an arc of 60 deg., bringing the next

slot in the wheel l)elow the coin slot ready to receive another

coin. The sector C does not move, and as it is cut away at

the left-hand end it allows the coin to fall into the till at the

end of the travel. It will lie noticed from the shape of this see-

Fro. 2.31.—\'IE\V UF JIoCDEY-FlUrKER pKEfAYMENT METER, SHOWING

Prepavuent Geak.

tor that a smaller coin than that for which the meter is designed

would fall righ:. through. The size of the .slot prevents larger

ones being inserted. The wheel B g'.'aring with a pinion turns

the spring barrel D one turn, thus winding the spring a definite

amount, and a ratchet (not seen in the figure) engaging with a

notch in the i)eriphery of the barrel prevents the spring unwind-

ing by the barrel end. The ratio between wheel and pinion

is 6 : 1. The barrel arbor is continued underneath, and the
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portion E below the barrel is threaded. A flanged nut, F, runs

on this threaded portion, carrying a loose collar or strap, to

which is attached the crank G and one end of the lever H. By
means of two pins fixed to the barrel, which pass through two

holes in F, this nut is turned the distance of the pitch of one

thread up the barrel arbor. This motion works the bell crank

M (pivoted at m) thus turning N and the cam 0. The latter

is not only capable of turning about its axis, but, owing to its

support being hinged, it moves to the left, pressing against the

bar P, which is constantly held up against by the tension of

the spiral spring R, and thus puts the switch on, as can be seen

in the figure. The lever H (pivoted at h) has a rack at its

other end gearing with a pinion, the spindle of which carries

the hand, which indicates the amount in pennyworths uncon-

sumed at any moment. As the action of the clockwork unwinds

the spring, the nut H is prevented turning by the pins fixed

to the barrel, and consequently travels slowly to its original

position owing to the rotation of the threaded spindle which

carries it. This motion naturally turns the pointer back and

breaks the circuit. The nut F should run easily on the threaded

spindle, but there should be no back-lash, which would cause a

slightly variable cut-ofi.

The insertion of a second and third coin in rotation at the

same time simply causes the nut to turn one or two more

threads respectively further up the spindle.

The counter S, which indicates the number of coins inserted,

has a pinion gearing with the wheel B. The ratio of the wheel

and pinion being 6:1, the counter increases its reading by one

for every coin inserted.

In the older meters of this make the number of double beats

per amper per minute depended on the size of the meter and

rate per unit, but this has now been standardised, and one of

the wheels in the train is marked and can be seen through a

window in the top of the upper cover. Wheels of different

ratios are inserted in the clock train which enable the marked
wheel to run at a standard speed. In meters for from 100 to

150 volts, this marked wheel should turn one revolution in

100 seconds for every 1-35 amperes flowing, and in those for

from 200 to 250 volts one revolution in the same time for

every 0-635 ampere flowing.
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The remarks made with reference to overloading of the

ordinary meter of this makeaie applicable to the prepayment

type, as the current-integrating ])art of the meter is practi-

calh' the same.

Prescot Prepayment Meters.— For continuous-current

circuits the Prescot prepayment meter is an electrolytic one.

Fig. 252 shows the complete meter (Type " B ") in its case, and

Fig. 253 the electrolytic cell with the prepayment mecham.sm

Fig. 252.—Prescot D.C. Type " B
Prepayment JIetep,.

Fig. 2.53.

—

Cell axd Pr.Ep.iYJiEXT

jMeohanism,

above it. It ls probably the simplest prepayment meter made.

A glass cell or jar contains a quantity of copper nitrate solution,

and a fixed plate of thm sheet copper which is the cathode.
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The anode consists of a strip of copper wound on a bobbin, and

supported in bearings on the frame over the cell. The strip has

holes punched through it along the centre line of its length, and

passes over a drum having pins at the same pitch as the holes.

These enable the drum to feed the strip into the cell, a guide

plate keeping the strip against the drum, and a porcelain hook

•or a couple of glass rods preventing it coming in contact with the

cathode. The meter being connected in series in the circuit,

the whole of the current passes through the cell, and the anode

strip is gradually dissolved and copper is deposited on the

cathode. If the current continues to flow the portion of the

anode strip gradually disappears,and eventually the circuit is

automatically broken at the surface of the liquid, the anode

being eaten away by the passing of the current from the

bottom upwards, owing to the bottom of the strip being nearer

to the cathode than higher portions. The four diagrams in

Fig. 254 illustrate the action of the meter. Just before the

cut ofi takes place the liquid by capillary attraction follows the

anode, and thus the circuit is broken very clearly with no

tendency to arcing.

On inserting a coin in the slot at the top of the case it falls

into a slot in a barrel which is divided into two pieces {see bottom

right-hand diagram. Fig. £54). The left-hand portion is fixed

concentrically to the strip feeding drum, and the right-hand

part to the handle. The coin forms the link between the two

parts, enabling the strip feeding drum to be turned half a turn by
the handle. Thus, a definite portion of strip is fed into the elec-

trolyte per coin, and the sectional area of the strip is so designed

that the amount fed in is the amount which will be eaten away
by the correct number of ampere hours for a fixed price per

unit at the voltage of the supply and the value of the coin for

which the meter is intended. Up to three or four coins' worth

of strip can be fed in at a time.

The amount of strip in the liquid is an indication of the
" unconsumed coins," and the strip is numbered at regular

intervals along its length, so that each coin inserted causes the

next number to appear opposite an arrow fixed to the mecha-

nism [see Fig. 253).

The larger meters have a maximum capacity of four amperes,

and the B type of two amperes. It is not advisable to overload
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i)liese meters, otherwise the deposit on the cathode has a great

tendency to become uneven, and trees are formed which may
eventually short-circuit the electrolyte.

When near the end of the roll of anode the old bobbin is

replaced by a full one. The cathode also wants changing

periodically, about every two years seems to be sufficiently

often, when the electrolyte should be filtered and made up to
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Strip in and just before tlie cut off it is greater, and is a warning:

that another coin is to be inserted if tlie bglit is not to be cut off.

The ft)lIowing ta1)le gives particulars of t)ic four sizes made :

—

'J'ype.
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svvitcli having face to face contacts and wliicli is closed when tlie

differential s^aindle and unconsunied com index returns to

zero. Thus, no work is put on the meter in breaking the cir-

cuit, so that the prepayment mechanism in no way interferes

with its accuracy on low loads.

The meter is made up to 25 amperes capacity, and up to

250 volts for pennies, sixpences and shillings for any price per

unit.

The Reason Prepayment Meter.- In the prepayment meter

[Ormerly manufactured Ijv the l\ea:>on Mfg. Co. the coin actuates

the mechanism without the aid of any handle to lie o]>erated

Fig. 250.—REASo^' Pr.E^AY5lE^'T .Meter.
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by the eoiitiumrr. The cxtcrniil appeaiaiir(3 ui tliis meter is seen

ill Fig. 2'A'). The till IS a east-iiOD box "ivhieh is hooked on the

h.'ft-hand :^'ulr vi the mctev. being sceivied by a hasp and pad-

loek at Its upper emh A hinged door just below the dial

windows enal>!es tlie meter terminals to lie got at for tlie pur-

pose of Connecting into circuit without ])reaking the main cover

seal. Fig. 257 is a 1)aek view of the meter out of its case, and

Fir;, i.'x. -~T;f,as,iN Prki'Ay.m kxt .AtrrrEe, Kk .MO\-iOll F1!0:\I (ASE.

shows tie.' |ire|)ayineiit meehanism. Tiie mete,; itself is of tlie

same ty]ie as the ordinary mercury mi/cor meter of the

same make previously (le::,..ribed. The pre]),ayment mechan-
ism is shown ill detail in elevation in Fig, £58 and in

]ilan iwith the ciilii shoot A and the driving train of the

mee; j-emoviHl) in Fig. 259. The upper end of the
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top portion of the coin shoot A receives the coin >. hen it

is put into the slot. In some meters the slot is exactly
in front of A, whilst in others a chamber is provided to

receive the coin, which is pushed sideways by a pusher (which
comes out through the front o? the case) until it comes oppo-
site the shoot. The object of this device is to prevent all

possibility of fraudulently working the mechanism by a wire

or otherwise. The coin runs down the upper shoot A, falling

into the lower one at the left-hand end, and on running down

Pig. 258.

—

-Elevation oi? Pbepayment Mechanism of RbaSon Mbtek.

this shoot encountecs the coin receiver B which is fixed to the

lever C. This lever, being pivoted at c and slightly over-

balanced by a weight at its left-hand end, always remains so

that B is in the path of any coin which may be inserted. The

coin on passing over the bottom of B deflects the lever C and

then runs into the till.
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A second lever, E, pivoted at e, and balanced similarly to C
at its left-hand end, carries a stifi wire E^, which forms the arm
of the mercury switch FF. When the coin deflects the lever

C, it also brings the lever E down with it by means of the bar

D (rigidly fixed to C), which is fitted with a pin above E, as

seen in the plan (Fig. 259). This causes the wire bridge-piece

El to dip into the mercury cups and complete the circuit. The

notch in the rod H, which is pivoted at the bottom, engaging

with a pin, 6, on E prevents E rising, and thus breaking the

circuit, until G is released, which is effected by the pin

pushing H to the right at the proper time. The normal

position of is as shown in the elevation. It—together with

Fio. 259.

—

Plan of Prepayment Mechanism in Reason Meter.

the arm carr5aEg the planet wheel N of a differential gear—is
rigidly fixed to the spindle Mj, which also carries the pointer
of the " unconsumed coins " dial. The two crown wheels L
and M are fixed to sleeves which are lorse on the spindle Mj.
A star wheel K, fixed to the same sleeve as L, is turned one
tooth for each coin by the pin Jj on the pawl J, which is

carried by the bar I rigidly fixed to the rocking lever C. A
pawl, P, locks K, and so prevents it from moving backwards
or forwards except when pushed by Jj. The other crown
wheel M is geared by a pinion on its sleeve to the wheel-train
of the meter. Thus the coin turns in one direction and the
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3netcr-ti-;iin in the other, and by the insertion of varying

change wheels in tlie train which worlds M, tlie. price ])er unit

can be altered.

The Vulcan Prepayment Meter.— This meter consists

'if an ordinary small pattern ^'ulcan meter with a jirepayment

.itta,chment. enclosed under one cover. It jn'obably stands by
itself as being the only jrrepayment meter of the watt-hour

Type' suitable for both alternating and continuons-cnrrent

i'"ii;. 2tiO.—YrLCA^ 1'kefay.ment .Metei;.

circuits. Figs. 260 and 261 illustrate a nutter of this make
with its cover on and off.

The dials to the left of the figures are th(! ordinary meter

ilials and indicate Board of Trade units. The three upper

dia's on the right show the number of coins inserted, whilst

the lower one on the same plate is the " uncousumed coin
"

index. The slot to receive the coins is to the left of this dial

plate, and the shaft underneath it protrudes through the case

and carries a handle (removed in Fig. 261), by which, with- the

aid of the coin, the mechanism is worked and the switch,

turned on. ..,•..,. .. .,
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The meter illustrated js fitted with eight «iiutll brake

magnets (four at the liack and four in front), but, as in the.

ease of the ordinary meter, the prepayment type is now made

vvith only four magnets, these being larger and of better

'design for retaining their strength. Fig. 262 is a view of a.

iineter of this make from above, and shows some of the mcelia-

iiism. The ordinary dial train A is connected to the prepay-

ment mechanism by means of a crank, B, fitted cither on to

the worm-wheel spindle (as in Fig. 262. in which case this

spindle is made t(j extend lieyond its back bearing to reeeivi/

it), or (111 id the spindle of .'Mi aflditioiial wheel whrii the sperd

Fig, 2lji.

—

\vs.c.\y t'liKCAYiiEM' Mktei;. ((iivur Ecmovc-tl.)

ixxpiires to be slower, as in the case of meters for silver coins.

The crank runs between the two prongs of a forked lever. ('.

and, by causing the latter to oscillate, ojierates an escapement

which terminates a clock train w^orked from the opi^osite end

liy a .strong main spring, D. By this arrangement the main
spring is unwound at a speed proportional to the speed of the

meter's main moving part, that is, at a speed proportional td

the energy passed through the meter. As the main spring pro-

vides the necessary power for working the wheels of the clock

tr-ain, and as also the forked lever is nicelv balanced, there is
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pi';ictiCiilly lU) rxtra. work thrown upon the meter by the pro'-

payment meclianisni. The other niechanisni iieccssarjr is that

for enabling the main spring to lie wound a definite amou.nt, at

tile same time closing a switch which is opened automatically

when the metrr has unwound the spring by the same amount.

The main spring arbor carries two lievel wheels, E and F.

which are on sleeves, and a spindle fixed to it carries the planet

wOicel G. The wheel E is in gear through the clock train with

the escapement, and F gears with tin' coin-indicating dials and

-a lar^c todthrd wheel iiiimediatelv underneath tlir lexvx It

Fki. 2ti2.- -\'rLi;A-V Pi;Kl'AVMKXT .MlOl'Hl:.

MechaxiSm,

\'lEW llli- i'uiiI'AA\Mi:N'T

Th(; com on being inserted falls into a groove in the shaft J,

to which the handle K is attached outside the cover. On the

handle being turned the coin engages with one of the teeth in

th(^ wheel under H, and turns this wheel a definite amount,

controlled by a spring ratchet (not seen in the figure).

As the bevel wheel E is practically stationary (even if the

meter is working at the time) the planet wheel G is turned b}-

h\ and runs on E, thus turning the arbor and winding the

sjirinf?. Each additional coin inserted, up to the maximum of

T2
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eight, winds the spring an equal amount. By the time the-

eighth coin has heen inserted G will have turned round to the

other side of the spring arhor, where it jams up against a lever,

L, which locks the shaft and prevents the insertion of further

coins until the spring has been unwound to the extent equal to

one or more coins by the meter. The power of the main-

spring is transmitted to the train through the same planet

w:heel G, which as the spring unwinds, runs round in the

reverse direction on the bevel wheel F, which is stationary

except when the handle is being turned.

To facilitate alteration in the rate of charging, the sj^indles-

which carry the change wheels extend beyond the plate and

Fig. 2fi3.

—

Switch-gbab of Vulcak Peepayment Meteb.

the wheels are pinned on outside, as at M and N (Fig. 262),

thus enabling them to be replaced by others of a different ratio

without taking the prepayment train to pieces.

The switch consists of the prongs fixed to the slate back at

the top right-hand corner (Fig. 262), which are electrically

connected by the plate 0, fixed on an ebonite block livhich is

pivoted at the top of an arm, which in turn is pivoted at its

lower end. The switch-working mechanism is seen in- Fig. 263,

which is an elevation of it looking from the back (with the

slate back of the meter removed). In this diagram' 0,E, T
are the brass plate, pivoted ebonite block, and arm'tespec-

tively. The spring S^ tends to pull the switch off, while a.
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•small spring, Sj, keeps E in the position shown. The pivoting

of R allows the upper portion of the switch arm to roll off, and

thus prevents rubbing friction between and the forks of the

switch Q when S^ pulls the switch ofE ; in this way any likeli-

hood of the switch remaining on when it should come ofi is

prevented. The switch is pulled on and released by the

sector U (rigidly fixed to the end of the main spring arbor

V), ^hich works the fork-shaped connecting rod W by means
of the pins Xj, X3.

The fork of W lies between the sector U and the plate Z

(behind which is the main spring Dj Fig. '263). The pin X^

fixed to the sector and stands out behind it so as to cat«h the

upper limb of W ; X3 is fixed to the lower limb of W,, which

is notched as shown ; X^ is another pin, fixed to the plate Z,

and preventsW rising- further than necessary. On winding up

the spring the sector U is turned into the dotted position,

thus pushing X,, until the notch in the lower limb of W engages

with the catch Y, which is' fixed to Z. This action puts the

switch on, and it will be seen that further winding and conse-

quent turning of U does nothing, but the shape of U prevents

all possibility of the switch being released while its periphery

is above Xg. When U is in the dotted position, and beyond,

Xg remains at the dotted position X^, the switch being held on

by Y against the tension of the spring Si. On the main-spring

being unwound by the action of the current passing through the

meter,; the sector IJ returns, eventually reaching its original

position (provided that no further coins are inserted). On its

return, Xo in due course engaging Avith the upper limb of W,

raises the lower one off' Y, allowing the spring S^ to pull the

switch off.

The prepayment meter possesses a lower torque than the

ordinary meter of this make. A mean of several results on

different meters gives a full-load torque of 3-7 gr. cm. ; the

shunt current is, however, unaltered, it being 002 amperes.

Th^metcrs are made in two sizes—viz., 2 and S amperes, for

variqiis voltages. They can be obtained for any rate of charge

botweeo 3d. and Is. per unit, to take either pennies, sixpences

or ,shillings. The prepayment mechanism, although appear-

ing,,SOinewliat. complicated, has been found to give very little

trouble in jiractice.
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Tae Watson Prepayment Meter. -Thr Watsdu |nvi).t,yinc)it.

meter, oi, ais h is ciillocl.
' The AVatscjn Electric Slottcr," con-

sists of two independent clocks, each worked by its own riiairi-

spring, and a,
" feeler

" amineter.. in addition to which i.s the

mechanism for makini;- the circuit of a main switch when a.

coin is inserted, and hreakiiv^ it when the amonnt of cui .(^nt^

(H'. more correct!)-, tlie number <if lamp-hours jnujj.iid, has

been taken. I'^iL'. "26f .shows a meter of this ii;al-:c with

l'"lcj. 2liJ-.— Wa'Imin l'i;Ee.\ v.mknt .Mk'I'I'

the liiMLied fi'diit (ipeii. The cciin is inserted in a slot 'ti a trap-

in the top left-hand corner. The trap is then turried antil the

slot is underneath, when the coin falls by gravity into a, groovej.

and by beaiing against one arm of a bell-ciank lever causes the

other aim to release the shaft which carries tlie liandle, au
ailjiistable sector, and the <'ccentries bv which the switcli ks'

iiperated. The objects of tlie trap are. (] ) to ])revent all chance
of tampering with the meter, eitlier liy a Avire or by liieans of
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a coin with a thread attached to it, for the purpose of hauling iti

back
;
and (2) to prevent bent coins being inserted and jamming.

A bent coin will stick in the slot in the trap, and, therefore,

lias to be turned out again and another one used in its steaiL

On turning the handle in a clockwise direction the coin falls-

into the shoot fixed inside the front. The sector fixed on the same
sliaft as the handle turns a circular disc fixed on the same'
spindle as the dial hand a definite amount, depending. on the
price per unit to be charged, or, rather, on the number of
lamp-hours allowed for the penny or shilling, as the case may
be ; the switch is also closed by the same operation.

The disc and hand are turned back to their original position

(zero) by the upper clock, its speed being controlled by an
escapement. This escapement is worked at a speed pro-

portional to the number of lamps on and the time for which
they are on.

Referring to Fig. 264, the aluminium plate A has a 2ig-zag
slot cut through it, and its lower edge is cut so as to form a

series of notches. A pin on the upper escapement passes^

through the zig-zag slot. The plate A is capable of being

turned through a small arc about the axis a, and in turning

through the complete arc the pin guided by the zig-zag slot

works up and down, thus releasing a tooth of the escapement

wheel each time it passes up or down one of tlie straight slots-

in the zig-zag. The arc traversed by the plate A is controlled

by the arm B, which is pivoted at h and carries on its lower

end the core C of the fixed solenoid D, through which the-

main current passes. The arm B is, therefore, in reality an.

ammeter needle. There are the same number of notches in

the lower edge of A as there are straight slots in the zig-zag,

and the notches are cut so that, whichever notch is caught by

the arm B, the ))in which works the upper escapement is slid

alone; the same number of straifirht slots of the ziEt-zasr. Thus-

if one lamp is on, and tlie plate A allowed to "feel" for thfr

arm B, the latter catches the former in the first notch, causing

one tooth of the upper escapement to be released, tl The plate

rests thus on B until a cam wheel in the train of the lower

clock comes round and raises the plate A off B, which it does-

by acting on a pin fixed to an extension of A to the left of itr

axis a. A second tooth is released by the backward motion ofi
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the upper end of A to its normal or " no current " position

When no current is flowing B should be underneath the zero

mark, which is on the plate A to the left of the first notch. In

this position the cam wheel only just raises A sufficiently to

allow the arm B freedom, but not enough to allow the upper

escapement to move. The plate A is raised off B—at regular

intervals of about 10 minutes—by the cam, and at these times,

should any lamps be on, B being relieved of the plate A, takes

up a position according to the value of the current passing.

"\A'hen, therefore, the plate again feels for the arm, after a

further interval of 10 minutes, should the current have altered

in the meantime, B catches the plate in the second, third or

other notch, depending on whether two, three or more lamps

are on, and thus four, six, &c., teeth are released in the upper

«scapement, two for each notch ; the hand is, therefore, worked
back to zero at a speed proportional to the number of lamps on

and the time during which they are on. The scale over which

the pointer passes is calibrated in amp-hours, and the reading

of this scale shows the number of lamp-hours still standing to

the credit of the consumer at any time, and takes the place of

the usual " coins prepaid " index. A revolving scale at the

back passing a fixed index shows the total number of lamp-

hours paid for. This index can be inspected through the hole

E in the dial.

The switch and terminals arc seen to the left of Fig. £64.

The switch is in reality only a single-brake one (although it

looks like a double-brake one), as only one of the arms comes

out at a time. On the insertion of a second coin the switch is

opened at the start of turning the handle, and remains so

until the turning is completed, which is rather an objection-

able feature, as, apart from putting the lights out—should any

be on at the time—bad arcing may take place if the handle is

turned at all slowly, and this on a 200-volt supply might

damage the switch.

The accuracy depends on many points, such as the proper

^-alibration of the ammeter movement, and the cutting of the

notches in A which catch the tip of the arm B ; the accurate

timekeeping of the lower clock ; the amperage of the lamps

being uniform and the same as the assumed value for which
the metei hat. been calibrated : and on the fact that it must
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hiiot on any account be overloadecL This is an important draw-

back, as if more tban the full load were on, the meter would not

•cut off the light any quicker than at full-load.

The changing of the rate of charging is very simple in this

.meter. The sector which turns the metal disc and pointer

•vround—thus crediting the consumer with a certain number of

tamp-hours—is made in two portions, one behind the other.

The front portion is slotted, and they are both clamped together

by a screw which passes through the slot and screws in the

back portion. The arc of the sector can thus be increased or

•diminished within certain limits. As the latter turns the disc

by a friction contacb of the tfvo peripheries, the longer the arc

of the sector the greater is the angle through which the disc

.and pointer are turnedj'which means the greater the number of

Jamp-hours put to the credit of the consumer for the' coin





CHAPTER VII.

DOUBLE-TARIFF METERS AND MAXIMUM DEMAND-
INDICATORS.

The fact that the cost of production of electric energy

depends to a much greater extent on the rate at which it is

supplied than on the quantity supplied during a given period,

and that a fiat rate of charging takes no account of the rate at

which the energy is taken by the consumer, or the time of daj'

at which he takes it, has led to the introduction of other-

methods of charging. Those may be divided into two classes,

viz. : (1) those which require no special measuring apparatus

other than the ordinary integrating meter, and (2) those which'

require either specially designed meters or additional appa-

ratus. The first class consists of systems in which discounts

are given in proportion to the quantity of energy consumed,

or those in which the discount is varied according to the prob-

aible duration of the demand of the consumer. The second

class practically consists of two : the differential tariff and the

maximum demand systems. With the differential tariff system

a high rate is charged during the evening when the station is

very fully loaded—or during the peak of the load—and a low

rate during the rest of the 24 hours. This method of charging

therefore tends to encourage the use of electricity during the

period of light load, and to discourage its extravagant use

at the time of maximum load on the station, thus tending to

reduce the peak and increase the load-factor. It necessitates

the use of two-rate meters, or of time switches in conjunction

with ordinary meters. This system is extremely simple, and

is therefore easily comprehensible to the consumer. The B.T.

units consumed are recorded on two sets of dials in the meter

(or by two meters), according as to whether they have been.
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consumed during the high or the low-rate period into which

the 24 hours are split up. These periods may be altered

according to the time of year, in order that the high-rate period

may be during the peak, which generally takes place at different

times in summer and winter. With the maximum demand

sy.stem the consumer is charged at a high rate for the equiva-

lent of one or two hours' (as the case may be) daily use of his

maximum demand, and a low rate for all units consumed above

this quantity. This system gives enormous advantages to the

long-hour consumer who does not exceed his usual load at any

time during the quarter, or half-year, and under it the short-

hour consumer has to pay a high price, owing to his consump-

tion never reaching the quantity necessary to be consumed

before the rebate comes into force. The long-hour consumer

who exceeds his usual maximum only once or twice during the

period has to pay very heavily for doing so.

The adoption of this system introduces an additional instru

ment, called a maximum demand indicator, vehich is fixed on

the consumer's premises in addition to the ordinary meter.

The demand indicator is really a sluggish non-return ammeter.

It requires to be made sluggish in order not to taka account of

any momentary increase o! load, such as the switching on of

lamps in one room just before the switching off' of those in

another, or, in the case of motors, its reading should not be

affected by the starting current, for such temporary loads have

ino effect on the capital costs of the undertaking, and the system

of charging would become rather a system of fining the con-

sumer for carelessness. The amount of sluggishness required

depends to some extent on the kind of load on which the

instrument is to work : for example, a very sluggish instrument

on a lift motor circuit would give no indication of the maximum
demand, for the load would be too intermittent. The con-

sumption being ascertained from the meter, and the highest

steady load in amperes from the demand indicator, the amount
of the bill is ascertained from these quantities as follows :

—

Assuming that the rate is 6d. for the first two hours' consump-

tion per day of the maximum demand during the quarter of

'91 days, and 2rt. for all units consumed after this amount, and
fthat the meter showed a consumption of 50 units, the pressure

of supply being 100 volts, then, if the maximum demand, as
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shown by the reading of the demand indicator, be greater than
01' equal to

50 units X 1,000 ^ ^

100 volts X 91 days X 2 hours
" "^

'

^™P®''®''

the 50 units would all be charged for at the 6d. rate, and
the quarter's bill would amount to 25s. If, however, the
maximum demand had not exceeded 2 amperes, and the same
number of units had been consumed, then

100 volts X 2 amperes x 2 hours x 91 days „„ ,

would be charged for at the 6d. rate, and the balance, 50 - 36-4

= 13'6, at the 2d. rate :

36-4 (S>. 6d. = 183. 3d.

13-6 @ 2d. = 2s. 3d.

£1. Os. 6d.

The above examples show how the charge for a given con'

5umption is modified by the maximum demand.
The question of charging by this system, as also the method

by which the theoretically correct prices to be charged are

arrived at, is entered into very fully in a Paper read before

the Institution of Electrical Engineers,* entitled " Some Prin-

ciples underlying the Profitable Sale of Electricity," by Mr.
.Artlnu' Wright.

In order to facilitate the making out of accounts, maximum
clemai\d indicators, which indicate the maximum amperes, are

usuallj' provided with a scale in addition to the one indicating

amperes. This second scale is often calibrated to indicate the

number of units to be consumed per quarter (or half-year or

year, as the case may be) before the reduced price is charged.

If there is any likelihood of the rate being altered, it is not

advisable to have the second scale calibrated in this manner.

It can then be made to indicate the maximum kilowatts used,

or the number of 8 c.p. lamps used simultaneously on incan-

descent lighting circuits. By altering the rate for winter and

summer, for example, allowing the reduced rate to come ipto

force after the consumption equivalent to the use of the

*.Journal I.E.E., Vol. XXXI., No. 155, pp. 444 to 530. Also The Elec-

trician. Dec. 12, 1901.
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maximum demand for, say, 1| hours per day in summer, and for

3 liours in winter, a more jn'oportionate rebate is obtained, and

in such cases it may be convenient to have two scales—one for

summer and one for winter—calibrated in units to be consumed

before the reduced price comes into force. In this case the

winter scale would show double the number of units to the

summer one for the same number of amperes.

In alternating-current circuits, for lighting loads, the slug-

gish ammeter type of demand indicator is as suitable as for

continuous-current ones, but for inductive loads such as in the

case of power supply the ammeter type would read difierently

for the same load according to the value of the power factor.

It is, therefore, not so satisfactory for such loads, and the

^ilerz system has of late years been greatly used for both alter-

nating and continuous-current circuits.

The Merz demand indicator integrates the load curve, and

the maximum value of this integral during a definite period,

usually J, I or 1 hour, is ascertained from the reading of the

indicator.

Usually this indicating mechanism consists of an attach-

ment to an ordinary watt-hour meter, in which case the appa-

ratus indicates the maximum number of watt-hours during

the period which is determ'ned by a resetting mechanism
worked by a clock. This resetting mechanism in no way
interferes with the reading, but only resets a driving pin..

Should the period between the times of resetting be one hour

the indicator reading is proportional to the maximum number
•of kilowatts taken during any one period of one "hour since the

previous reading and resetting by hand of the pointer to zero.

With this system of measuring the maximum demand
therefore, peaks of short duration are only taken account of to

the extent that they help to swell the number of watt-hours

taken during the period in which they occur.

DOUBLE-TARIFF METERS.
The Aron Two-rate Meter.—This instrument consists of an

ordinary meter of this make (see Chap. V., p. 179) coupled
with a clock having slight additional mechanism, the whole
being contained in one case. The meter port on of the com-
bination is provided with two distinct sets of dials, one for
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indicatiBg tlio luimber (if units (•oiisumed at one Tate of cliarge

and the oflier for indicating tliose consumed at the second

Tate. Eacli set of dials is thrown into, and out of, gear with

the meter Ijv means of a siiupli; change-over mechanism, to

which IS attached a pointer, which indicates at any time tlie

set of dials on whicli the consumption is l)eing recorded.

-Fig. 265 illustrates a meter of this make with tlie tliree doors

open. The clock is seen in the right-hand compartment of the

case and *he meter in the left-hand one. Tlu' meter illustrated

is fitted "ivirli tlie springing figure dials, )iut tlie instrument is

also made with pointer dials. The clock face, as will he seen

from Fig. 26'i. contains, in addition to the ordinary time dial,

four otheis. The upper one on the right is simply a seconds

.dial and is u.sed in regulating the clock, it ))eing very essen-

tial that the clock keeps time accurately. The upper left-

Jrand dial h divided into 12 spaces, each representing two
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hours. The lower half of this dial is blackened and repre-

sents night, the upper half representing day. In .setting:

the clock hands to the correct time this dial has to be con-

sulted in order to ascertain that the clock is set correctly

to time having regard to day or night. For instance, in,

Fig. 266 the clock is indicating 11:23 a.m., the a.m. being

ascertained by inspection of the upper left-hand pointer.

Should the clock be set 12 hours late, the evening-rate dials

would record the day-rate units.

BECJIHITING END
EVENING RATE

Fig 266..

—

Clock Face or Akos DotTBLE-TAKirF Metek.

The periods of the 24 hours during which the high and low

rates are in operation is easily altered to suit varying require-

ments by means of the hands on the two lower dials. These

hands are turned in a counter-clockwise direction, as shown
by the arrows, until they point to the beginning and end ol

the evening rat(\ These two dials are also divided into the

24 hours, and those parts of each between 6 p.m. and 6 a.m.
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are blackened so as to represent night. In. the dial illustrated

the meter is set so that the evening rate commences at 7 p.m.

and ends at 11 p.m.

Very often the period during which the high rate is charged

is altered for different periods of the year, depending on the

time at which the station-load curve peak takes place. The
alteration in this meter is extremely simple, all that is required

being the resetting of the pointers on these lower dials to the

altered times.

A separate electric winding gear is provided for the ordinary

olock. The meter pendulums are self-starting when the shunt-

circuit is made, but the clock pendulum requires to be started

by hand. The clock is provided with an auxiliary spring,

wound by the same winding gear, which keeps the clock work-

ing 40 hours after the stoppage of the supply, or other cause

preventing the excitation of the shunt-circuit. It is, therefore,

essential either to connect the meter on the station side of any

main switch liable to be broken or to run a pair of shunt

leads from the meter to that side of the switch should the

meter be connected on the house side of it.

Should the current be off for a longer period than that

stated above, it becomes necessary to reset the clock to the

correct time and restart the clock pendulum of every meter

on the particular circuit. These meters require to be fixed

absolutely plumb, as indicated by the point of the clock

pendulum being exactly over the fixed point just below it.

To regulate the clock it is necessary to turn a nut below the

pendulum bob up or down the screw according as to whether

the clock is required to go faster or slower. About a quarter of

a turn of this nut will make a difference of one minute per

week or 13 minutes per quarter. The nut being purposely

made to fit tightly on the screw, the pendulum should be held

firmly with one hand before attempting to turn the nut with

the other.

Ferranti Double - Tariff Meters.— For alternate-current

circuits the Ferranti two-rate meter consists of a single-phase

or three-phase meter of the standard type, having a special

dial train with two sets of dials and an electromagnet which

changes over from one set of dials to the other. Fig. 267 illus-

E M.G. ^
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trates a single-jjliase (IniiLli'-tarift' meter witli ei:>vers iem()\-e(_l,

sliowing the electromagnet in a sejiarate compartment witli its

own terminal Ijoard. The iipjier set of dials gives the cun-

rio. 2«J7.—pKRHA^-Ti .K.C. Two-IIate JlETiii:. (With Cuvers rciiuiv<'d

to show EI''ctroniagiic't, etc.)

Fio. 2(18.—Showing Single phase Two-wire JIeter and Time
Switch to W(irk on a Voltage not exceeding liOO at a frequency
OF 40 OR MORE.

sumption during tlie liigh rate period, and tJie Icjwer set tliat

on tlie lower period. The eh'ctromagnet which changes ever
tlie dials also works the pointer wliicli indicates which set are
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lecording the consumption. No time switcli is included in the

meter, but a separate time switch whicli is capable of making
the circuit of the electromagnet and breaking it at any desired

times once during the 24 hours may be used. The single-phase

and three-phase connections of meter, and time switch com-

bined are given in Figs. t?68 and 269 respectively.

For continuous-current circuits the Type FA meter with

double dials is used. The electromagnet which operates the

change over gear in this case is attached to the back of the

counter, as in Fig. 270.

Fig. 269. Showing Theee-phase Thkee-wire Meter and Time

Switch to work on a Voltage bxoebding 400 at a EKEQUENcy

LESS THAN 40.

T]ie —^-jth and y'jjth unit spindles are driven by the meter

in the usual manner, the change-over gear being introduced

between the JLth and the unit spindles. The spindle B

(Fig. 270) is driven by the -j-Lth unit spindle, and it drives C,

which drives D, the latter two spindles running in bearings in

the rocking arm E, which is ccncenlric with the spindle B
U2
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Stops control the amount of rock of E, so that in the normal

position the wheel D gears witli F, tlie units spindle of the

lower train. AVh-'U the electromagnet is energised its yoke,

which is spring-supported, is pulled up, raising the lever, thus

bringing D in gear with G, the units spindle of the upper or

higli-rate set (jf dials,

A resistance is connected with the electromagnet coils of

such a value as '.o allow a loss n that circuit of 2 watts per lOO

G F LJ CD t

I'^iG. 270.

—

Fkkraxti D.C. Two-hate JIetek Dials. (B;i'jk vi"w
)

volts. This hiss only occurs during the liigli-rate periotl. The
loss ^u tin; alternating-current meters is 2 watts at 10 "'j u\> to

6lifl vclts. 3-5 watts below 40 -j uji to 400 volts, and 7 watts

(including loss in external clioker) below 40-... l>ut above 400

V(iltS.

Hookham Double-Tariff Meters. Tlie older type two-rate

meter of tliis )uake was essentialh" a. meter of the 1897 type,

fitted willi two sets of dials and pointers on the same dial jslate,

the upper S3t showing the units consumed during the low-rate

jieriod and the lower set those consumed during the higli-rate

jjeriod. The meter is intended to be used in C(jnj unction with

a time switch of any suitable make whicli is capable of making
and breaking the circuit of a shunt solenoid contained in the

meter.
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The last wlieel of the meter train is mounted on a rocking

arm, and until the circuit of the solenoid is made by the time
switch, this wheel is held in gear with the first wlieel of the

upper (or low-rate) train

by gravity. During the

period when the solenoid

is oiergised the wheel

on the rocking arm is

pulled out of gear with

the upper dial train and

into gear with the lower

one, the rocking arm
being worked by the core

of the solenoid.

As the high-rate period

is invariably the shorter

of the two, the solenoid

is actuated during this

period in preference to

the other, in order to

keep the watt loss in the

introduced shunt circuit

as low as possible. If

any break should occur

in this circuit, therefore,

the whole of the units

would be recorded on the

low-rate dials until the

defect was found and

remedied. Should the

time-switch clock stop

from any cause, the con-

sumption might be re-

corded on either set of

d als depending on the

time at which the clock stopped.

The above type has now been superceded, the meters now
being of the 1907 type for continuous current or the standard

single or polyphase meters for alternating current. The

three-phase two-rate meter is illustrated in Fig. 271, where the

Fig. 271.—HOOKHAM PoiA'PHASE

Two-EATE Meter.
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higli and low rate dials with tlie jiointer indicating wliicli set are

in gear are seen, wliiLst Fig. 272 is a back view of the alter-

nating-current meter clock, showing tlie electromagnet, which,

226

207 208 209

Fig. 2i2.—Bac k Vikw hf A.C T\vij-p,.\te (_'i.ock with Ei.i;i.tK(ijiac.:n-e'('.

when energised, throws tlie high rate dials into e-ear with the

meter. In the continuous-current train thi' electromagnet

is fixed to the opposite end

of the Inick ])late, and is

somewhat ditt'ereiit in de-

sign, otherwise the l)ack

view is verisimilar to that

for the alternating-current

meters.

Westinghouse Two-rate
Meters.—The two-rate me-
chanism is fitted to meters

of the Y type for contin-

uous-current or to those of

type N (single-phase or

polyphase) for alternating-

current circuits. Thev are

further made in two types,

the one having a self-con-

tained hand-wound time

switch, as in Fig. 273. or for use with a separate time switch

i'lG. -Westinghouse Two-eate
Meter.
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In the former case the resetting is done ni"chanieally l>y a lever

connected to the time switch ; in tlie latter the resetting is

clone electrically, the time switch making and breaking the

circnit of an electromagnet. It is in many ways convenient

to have the aj)paratus self-contained, but it has its disadvan-

tages. For instance, should the time switch require cleaning

it is generally easier to replace it by another if it is a separate

piece of apparatus than if it is part of the meter.

MAXIMUM DEMAND INDICATORS.

Aron Maximum Demand Indicator.—In the Aron clock

meter the mechanism

required to enable it t(j

act as a demand uidi

cator is very simple, as

the meter itself is

alreadv jjrovided w.tli

the clockwork neces-

sary for the resetting

of the arm which ojie -

rates the pointer of the

indicator. As will lie

seen from Fig. 274, the

meter portion of the

combined apparatus is

an ordinary meter of

the clock type, which

is equally suitable for

alternating or contin-

uous current, with the

exception of the winding

gear. The addition,

therefore, con.sists of

the dial plate and train

of wheels placed above

the ordinary dial plate

of the meter. This

train is seen in plan

and elevation in Fig. jr^,. 274. Aron Clock Meter with

275, from which its sun " Maximum Demand Attachment,
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plicity is apparent. The large pointer, whicli indicates tte

maximum demand, is carried by a spindle to whicli a grooved

wheel with a pin a is fixed just behind the dial plate. In the

groove of this wheel a very light steel wire presses with

sufficient force to prevent vibration from altering the posi-

tion of the pointer.

Fig. 275.

—

Aron Maximum Demand Attachment'in Elevation
AND Plan.

Concentric with the spindle carrying the pointer, but not
touching it, is another spindle carrying the toothed wheel g, an
arm h and a hair spring just strong enough to keep the arm h

against a stop /, when the wheel e, which normally gears with

g, is moved out of gear.

The arm h engages as shown with the pin a, and when h is

against the stop / and a against h the needle is at zero on the
scale.
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The left-liaiid wheel is in gear with a suitahle Avheel of the re-

cording train of the meter, and as the meter worlis the wheel g
is driven and the pointer is turned at a speed proportional to

the load. One end of the spindle which carries e has its bear-

ing on the lever iL and at certain intervals, such as half-

hourly or hourly, the wheel e is lifted out of gear with g for a

brief period by means of a pin on wheel c, which is in gear

FiCt. 276.

—

Aeon Composite Maximum Demand Meter.

with the change-over gear of the meter. When this happens the

hair spring causes h to fly back against the stop /, leaving the

jjin a and the needle at the point up to which it had been driven.

Thus with a suitably calibrated scale the needle indicates the

number of kilowatt-hours per hour used in the period, or the

average kilowatts. The needle is reset by hand periodically

through a hole in the window^ and its reading gives the maxi-

mum demand since the previous resetting by hand. In cases

where more than one supply is taken and the maximum
demand of the whole .s required the Aron demand indicator is
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made in a composite type in which the maximmn demand of

each system is obtained together with the maximum demand of

the whole, which, of course, is not necessarily the sum of the

two.

Fig. 276 illustrates a composite meter of this make. It con-

sists of two meters, one of which may be for alternating and

the other for continuous current, and three demand indicator

dials'. The centre indicator gives the total maximum demand,

whilst those on either side give the maximum demands of the

respective supplies.

The meters in this illustration are of the shunted type, not

previously described. The main current is not taken through

the meter, but through a shunt across which the pendulum
circuit is connected, whilst the fixed coils form the potential

circuit and have a non-inductive resistance in series with them
on high voltage circuits.

The Atkinson-Schattner Demand Indicator.—This instru-

ment works on the electromagnetic principle. It consists of a

solenoid (through which the main current is passed) into which

a core attached to a pivoted frame is sucked against the force

of gravity. The upper portion of the frame, which is in the

form of a sector, carries a sealed glass tube, which contains a

number of balls in a viscous liquid such as oil or glycerine.

The tube is mounted on an aluminium scale, as seen in Fig. 277.

The upper part of the glass tube is curved to form an arc, the

centre of which is the axis of pivoting. The balance of the

m.oving part is adjusted by a balance-weight screwed and
locked to a spindle attached to the lower part of the moving
frame which carries the core. A pin, forming the index for

reading, is fixed to the top of the case and stands in front of

the scale of amperes marked near the rim of the aluminium
sector above the curved portion of the tube. Before current

passes the instrument is set so that the pointer is at the zero of

the scale, and all the balls are in the curved part of the tube.

As the highest point of the tube is to the right of the first ball

none fall over into the straight portion. On the passing of a

current the scale and tube are deflected to the right by the core

being sucked into the solenoid ; thus, according to the strength

of the current, a certain number of balls are carried over the
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liighest po'iit, i.e., the vei'tical tlirougli the coiitre of pivoting
;

tlicse balL-i, tluTefor.', otart moving, and slowly fall Ijv gravity

into the straight radial part of the tube. The damping depends
on the viscosity of the liquid in the tuhc.

The instrument is ealiljrated in amperes, and a table is

usually placed on tJie scale giving the amperes and units to be

consvmied before the reduced rate comes into force ])er ball

Fig. 277.

—

10-ampere ATKixsox-ScHATTXEa Demand Ixdioator:

found in'the radial limb. Elach tuln' contains aljout 20 balls,

so that the range of the instrumeut is split up into the same

number of ste|)s. As the instrument has, tlierefore, a broken

scale, the percentage accuracy depends on the number
of steps as well as on the calibration. The percentage

inaccuracy at the low readings may be fairly large ; for
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example, on a 30-ampere indicator the following may be the

first jumps :

—

1 ball down 3 amperes.

2 balls down 6 ,,

3 balls down 8 „

the middle of the scale becoming more open giving a difference

of 0-5 ampere per ball, or about 3-2 per cent., and at the end

of the scale about 2 amperes per ball down, or 6-6 per cent.

Fig. 278 shows the curve connecting amperes with the num-

ber of balls down in a 30-ampere instrument. Each instrument

is usually provided with two scales with tubes attached in order

that the indicator may be reset without delay. The resetting

consists in taking the scale (to which the tube is fixed) off the

frame and inverting it. The balls then slowly return from the

S 15

«5 10
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The Elgee Maximum Demand Indicator.— Fig. 279 shows
the internal appearance of tliis make when fitted witli a maxir

mum demand indicator of tlie Merz type. The meter illus-

trated is a three-phase one witli self-contained resetting

mechanism, demand indicator

and record ng dais, the latter

being of the cyclometer pat

tern. If ordinary piointer dials

are desired, the demand indi-

cator fornii a separate in-

strument, and is coupled in

series with a meter having

pointer dials.

The principle of moving

the hand round l)y means of

an auxiliary arm, the latter

returning to zero at the end

of each resetting j)eriod, is

common to all demand indi-

cators of the Merz type. In

the present examp e the arm

takes the shape of a small

index pointer in front of the

dial plate, as seen in the illus-

tration. This is a very good

arrangement, as it enables the

position of the driving arm to indicator.

be seen, and the time keeping

of the resetting clock or mechanism can likewise be checked

without removing the meter cover.

The A.C. resetting mechanism is seen in Fig. 279 above the

meter elements. An aluminium disc forms the rotor of a

small shaded pole motor, consisting of a h min ited iron core

with a coil energised by a small current taken from the supply

mains. As soon as the meter is connected into circuit the di.sc

rotates, and by means of a pinion on its shaft drives a train of

wheels ending in a cylinder escapement. The train is driven

through a spring which transmits the power through a friction

clutch, which slips when the spring is sufficiently wound up,

so that a constant power drives the train. The toothed wheel

Fig

Meter
9.

—

Elgee Polyph-^se

WITH JIaximum Demand
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seen in Fig. 279 in front of the plate drives a pinion attached to a.

cam, and causes it to make one revolution every quarter, half

or one hour, depending on the ratio of these two " change
"

wheels. The cam, as it makes its revolution, slowly raises two

levers, which have insulated pins, so arranged that they fall by

gravity on the light spring arms which form a contact. One;

of the levers is slightly longer than the other, so that the cam

after rais ng both, releases one a few seconds before the other.

In Fig. 279 the back lever has just been released by the cam, the

front one still being held up, and the insulated pin of the back

JFiG. 280.—Diagram of Elgee Demand Indicator.

lever having dropped on the bottom spring of the contact has

opened its circuit. On the front lever being released its pin

will press the top contact spring down, and so close the circuit

again until the cam has made its next revolution, when the

operat'ons are repeated. The contact closes the circuit of a

small solenoid, 14 in diagram 280, causing the wheel 12 to

engage with 10 and drive it in the direct'on shown against the

tension of the spring 5, the latter being in reality a hair spring

concentric with 10. The pin 7 attached to 10 drives the
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pointer 8. When tlie circuit of 14 is broken, the wheel 12

falls out of gear with 10, when the spring 5 causes the

driving pin 7 to fly baci to its zero position.

In the diagram 2 is the worm on the meter spindle, and 3

represents the cyclometer train, so that 12 is driven in pro-

portion to the number of units used during the period of its

gearing with 9 and the pointer.

In Fig. 280 the electrically -wound cylinder escapement type

of contactor is illustrated and is contained in the meter case.

Four other types of contactor may, however, be had, vi25.,

hand and electrically wound cylinder escapement, hand and

electrically wound pendulum. All these contactors are in

separate cases and thus form a separate piece of apparatus.

The hand wound instruments run for 35 days with one wind,

and are used for the continuous-cunent demand indicators as.

well as for the alternating-current ones.

The Flicker Demand Indicator.—This instrument, which

is made by the British Insulated & Helsby Cables (Ltd.), works

on the differential thermometer principle, and is remarkable

for its extreme simplicity. It consists of a glass tube of uni-

FiG. 281.

—

^Diagram of Tube in Feicker Demand Indicator.

form bore having two bulbs A, B (Fig. 281), one at each end.

In order to make this illustration clearer, it is diagrammatic

and not to scale. This tube contains hydrogen, and is her-

metically sealed. Before sealing, a small drop of mercury, C,

is put into the tube. The bulb A is placed in a short spiral of

bare wire through which the main current is passed. In the

larger sizes this spiral is replaced by a strip of metal almost

encircling the bulb. The normal position of the bead of mer-

cury is over the entrance of the tube in the bulb B. It will be

seen that when a current is passed through the spiral, the tem-

perature of the gas in the bulb A will be raised above that of

the gas in B, which is at the temperature of the surrounding
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air, ant1 nwhi!' to till consequent increase of pressure in A
some of tlie gas will he trans-

feiTcd from A to B through the

gloliule of mereurv C, which acts

as a valve. On the cessation of

the current, the two bulhs will

graduall}' attain the same tem

jierature again, when the pres-

sure of the gas in B will cause

the globule to pass along the

tube to a position. (.", at whicli

tlie pressure on either sxle of

the mercury will lie ajiproxi-

,^;
mately tlie same. As tlie

't amount of gas transferred from

A to B dur.ng the heating will

p de])en(l on the current, the posi-

'- ti(]n (.', which the mercury takes

/. up when the temperatures of A
o and B again become equal, may
'0 lie used as an indication of tlie

£ current whicli had passed through

^ the spiral ; tJiat is to say, a scale

[^ udicating maximum amperes can

5 be made liaving its zero near B
't anil its highest jioint near A.

c'i (The leftdiaud end of C is

'' usually taken as the indicating

^ euil.) To olitain the correct

ri'ading 'udicating the maxi-

mum auqjeres ])assed during any

period (such as a quarter), it will

be evident that the temperatures

of A and B must be the same,

thus it would lie quite imjiossible

to ascertain this maximum read-

ing if ail}- current were jiassing

at the time, for the position

taken up liy tlie mercury wdll

depend on the difference of the
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temperature of A and B. In practice, therefore, the following

procedure is necessary before taking a reading : the tube is

removed from its supports and the bulb A is placed in a
hole in a sealed-up vessel containing- water. This water
jacket is fixed to the end of the case near B, and will therefore

be at the same temperature as this bulb

—

i.e., the temperature
of the air. The bulb A is left in this water jacket for one minute
which is stated tb be ample time for the gas in it to attain

practically the same temperature. The position of the mercury
is then read, and the instrument is then reset to zero by holding
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Till' calibration curve of a demand indicator of tliin make is

seen in Fig. 283.

Figs. 284 and 285 sliow a fuse porcelain handle fitted with a

demand indicator. This adaptation is intended for use in

pillars or suL-stations where it is required to ])eriodically test

the juaximum demand. The fuse handle with maximum

Fji; 284 AXD 2S.").

—

Frickek De.m.vxu 1xiiiiat(ik ad.M'Tkd fok use

IX Distribution- Pillars.

demand indicator is plugged in in })lace of the projier handle,

and left in circuit for a day or two, (jr until it is convenient to

take it out of circuit. Readings of the demand can be made at

anv time bv removing the indicator from the handle and plac ng

the heated bulb in a water jacket as with the previously

decribed tv})e. These instruments have a range of one-fifth

h.ad to full loa.l.
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The General Electric Co. (America) Eemand Indicators.

—

THs company makes several types of demand indicators, all

of wMcli are separate instruments to the meter itself.

The Type G2, seen in Fig. 286, is a chart instrument having a

pointer at the end of which is a steel style, which presses lightly

on the chemically coated chart, marking it where it travels.

The chart makes one revolution per week, and is divided up
radially into seven days, with two-hour divisions. Thus the

record takes the shape of a curve from which not only the

maximum demand but the demand at any time is obtained.

The working of the instrument is shown diagrammatically

in Fig. 287. A cam having a suitable number of teeth is fixed

on the worm-wheel shaft of the watt-hour meter. As the meter

registers, the teeth of the cam make and break the circuit of a

solenoid, the armature lever of which, by means of a pawl,

turns a ratchet wheel one tooth per contact. A pinion on the

ratchet wheel arbour transmits the motion through a train of

wheels to the pointer. The reading therefore is proportional

to the number of contacts made by the watt-hour meter,

which is proportional to its rate of working. The pointer is set

back to zero each time a cam worked by the clock operates

the trip levers, which cause the ratchet wheel pinion to dis-

engage with the wheel it drives, thus allowing a spring to pull

the needle back.

The Type H demand indicator is a thermal instrument, and

records the maximum current. Fig. 288 is an external view,

whilst Fig. 289 shows the interior, the cover and dial plate being

removed. The instrument works on the difierential ther-

mometer principle. Two similar spiral springs, A and B (Fig.

289), are mounted as shown, their free ends being connected by

a cord which passes over a drum mounted on a spindle, the

latter carrying an arm which engages with the pointer. The

air temperature affects both springs to the same extent, thus

causing no motion of the pointer for its variations, but the

spring A is fixed to a metal post containing a heating element

through which the main current is passed ; thus, when current,

is being used the temperature of the spring A is raised above

that of B, causing the shaft to turn, and so produce a reading.

The sluggishness of the instrument is such that it attains its;

maximum reading for a certain current in 30 minutes,. 90 deg.

X2
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Fig. 2Sfl.

—

(Jexekal Electkk/ Co. (America) Type Dejiaxd JJetek

Fig. 2s7.—Di.iORam of Type G Demand Meteb
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Fio. 288

—

Geseral Electeic Co. (America) Type H Demavid

Indioatoe.

Fig. 289.

—

Ixtekioe of Type H De.aiasd LvpiC'at(jk.
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ol tlie reading lu 15 minutes, 50 (leg. m about 4 minutes. It

is made in three sizes, 3, 10 and 25 am])eres. Readings start at

one-fiftli of full-load reading.

Anotliei ty2)e of the General Eh'ctric t'om))any's demand
indicators is the Type M, seen in Fig. 2fi0, wjiich consists of a

demand indicator with self-contained resetting meclianism.

FiC. 290. (iEXEKAL ElE( TKIC Co. (A.MEKKA) TVPE M-4 UE.M.VN'I)

IXDICATOE.

For A.C circuits tliis usually is a constant s])eed sliailed \){\\r

motor ol the induction meter t^'pe and for ('.('. circuits an

eight-day liand-wiumd chjck.

The principle of operation is s< nn^what the same as in the

G type indicator previously di'scril)efl. A cam forming a

contact maker and In-eaker is fixed to a ciin\'enieiit spindh- of

tlic meter tram and opjerates a solenoiil causing a ratchet

wheel t(.) work the train which ends in the sj)indle carrying the
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finger whicli turns the friction pointer as seen in the diagram
(Fig. 291), which represents the A.C. type " M 4," and shows
the disc and train of wheels which turn the cam and operate

the trip lever as in the G type. In the continuous-current

instruments this mechanism is: replaced by the hand-wound
clock.

The Type P demand indicator is a " printometer," or device

OperaUng Coil

Armature

/
'Contact on

tWofffiour Meter

Trip Lever

Worm Wheel-

Fig. 291.

—

^Diagram showing Plan of Operation of Type M-4
Bemand Indicator.

which prints the readings of a meter, with which it is used, at

regular intervals upon a paper strip. The demand in kilowatt-

hours per hour or kilowatts is obtained from the difference of con-

secutive readings printed by the instrument on the paper strip.

The type P-2 printometer is seen in Fig. 292, and the dia-

gram, Fig. 293, explains its working.
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The piinting portion of tlic instriunent consists of a set of

cyclonietei type wlieels under wliicli a copying ribbon and the

paper strip jjass. A soh-noid having a platen fixed to its core

presses the pa])ers against tlie cyclometer dials at regular

intervals, the solenoid being energised by an external time

switcli. An liour wheel witli numbers from 1 to 24 also prints

Fig. 292.

—

Gexeuai. Electric Co. (America) Type P-2 Dejiaxd

Indicator.

the time at wliicli the reading was taken, so tiiat tlie time at

whicii any demand occurred is also obtained.

The type wheels are advanced by means of the mechanism

shown in tlie diagram. An insulat(.Hl cam fixed to a con-

venient spindle of the meter train alternately makes one con-

tact and tlien the other of the double contact device. At each
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contact a solenoid is energised, and by means of a pawl, a ten-

toothed ratchet wheel is turned one tooth, and the lowest

reading disc of the cyclometer train one figure. The circuit

of the solenoid is broken automatically by an ingenious con-

tact-breaking switch worked by a cam mounted on the same
shaft as the propelling ratchet wheel. The hour wheel is worked
by the printing solenoid plunger by means of a star and pin

wheel. By changing the positions of the pins it is possible to

Type 0-1 Contact on
V^atthour Muter

Contact BrealOng
S'Mltch

Printing platen
raised w/jen solenoid
/» energized

Counter advanced one
point for each contact
at meter register

Cam on c-i Clock
for maKlnq contact
at equal conoecutlve

intervoU~made of
iniolatln^ meterlal.

Fig. 29.3.

—

-Plan of Elbcteical Circuits of Type P Demand
Indicatok.

turn the hour wheel one digit at every print taken or at alter-

nate prints for half-hourly readings, or at every third, fourth

or sixth reading.

The energy consumed by this device is smaller than it would

appear from the description of what is done by it. It is stated

that the consumption of an instrument printing every 15

minutes and changing the type wheels four times per minute

would only consume 39 watt-hours per month.

Lackie Maximum Demand Indicator.—This indicator,

formerly made by Messrs. Chamberlain & Hookham, is a device

attached to, and worked by, a meter. Fig. 294 is a ftont
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elevation of a 1907 type Hookham 5-ampere meter with Lackie

demand indicator (with plan of the latter) in which the scale

is partly cut away to show the wheel G of the indicator, which

gears with the wheel A of the meter clock.

L Plan.

Fig. 294 —Hookham Meter with Lackie Demand Indicatob.

The deman 1 indicator consists of a beam IE pivoted at E
and having an extension rod which carrie i a weight F and the
core C of the solenoid B through which the main current passes.
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The beam I carries a counterpoise H having a projecting piece

which pushes along an index supported by the scale. A fine

silk cord is attached to a drum on the spind'e which carries the

wheel G. The cord, after passing round a pulley fixed at the

left-hand end of the beam I, passes through a hole in the

counterpoise, then over the right-hand pulley D to a weight J'

which is attached to its free end. On the right-hand side of

the hole in H a bead is attached to the cord.

Assuming H and the index L to be at the zero, or right hand
of the scale, the beam should be just balanced by the weight

F and C to the right of the fulcrum. On a current flowing

the core C will be pulled down' and the wheel G will engage

with A ; the cord will thus be slowly wound on the drum and

will pull H along the beam until H is far enough along to

over-balance the beam. When this happens the wheel G
comes out of gear with A and the weight J unwinds the cord

off the drum, the bead coming back to its zero position. G
does not engage with A again until a stronger current passes

through B, when the cord is again wound up, and on the bead

reaching H, it pushes it up to a higher position until it again

causes G to disengage. To avoid an overload damaging the

apparatus a catch K is provided which pushes H and the beam
down.

A hole which can be sealed is provided in the left-hand side

of the case, through which a wire with an insulated handle is

used to set the weight H and the index back to zero. The

sensitivity of the indicator is such that an increase of 0-2 ampere

on a 5-ampere meter, or 0-4 ampere on a lO-ampere meter is

required to raise the beam sufficiently to allow G to come into

gear with A.

The Reason Mfg. Co.'s Demand Indicator.—This company

used to manufacture two types of demand indicator, the

electro-magnetic type and the thermal type, the former is no

longer manufactured, but its principle is interesting.

The electro-magnetic type of instrument consists of a sealed

glass vessel of the peculiar shape seen in Fig. 296, mounted on

a zinc plate suitably pivoted and to which is attached a core.

The main current is passed through a fixed solenoid into which

the core is attracted, so tilting the glass vessel and allowing a
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certain amount of tJie liquid to ]iass througli the narrow-bore

tube A into the long tube. The greater the angh- througli

which the tube us turned by the action of the current on the

core, the higher will the level of the liquid be in the long tube.

The heiglit of the liquid in this tube, therefore, is a measure of

the maximum current. A scale is fixed to the j)late as seen in

Fig. 295, which is a view of a 200-voIt 5-amp. instrument with

its cover n-moved. Tlie right-hand scale indicates the maximum

Fiu. 295.—R.EASos ELEcTP.OMA(iXETic Demand Inuicatoe. (Open.)

cvu-rent in amperes used, and on the left of the tube is a scale

indicating the number of units to be consumed during the

quarter before the reduced price is cliarged, i.e., the number
of units whicli will be charged for at the high rate. In the

instrument illustrated this scale is jjlotted for 1 hour's use per

day of tlie maximum demand.

A counterweight fixed on an arm attached to the moving
system enables the reading tube to remain vertical when no
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current is passing, and sufficient liquid is put into the glass

vessel to allow a little to overflow when in this position, giving

a zero mark. In erecting the instrument, the proper level is

ascertained by the arrow on the bottom of the reading tube

and the index fixed to the case. During transport the moving

system is clamped by the screw and washers, A (Fig. 297) which

Fig. 296. Fm. 297.

Tube of RbasSon Electro- ReaSou ELECTBOMAaNETic Demand

MAGKETio Demand Indicator. Indicator.

are removed and screwed into a tapped hole, B, in the case to

prevent their being lost. The plate holding the glass vessel is

supported on a brass bracket (seen in Fig. 298) by a spindle D
(see also Fig. 297), about which it is capable of being turned

in the driection of the arrow, when a thumb screw, C, is re-

moved for the purpose of resetting to zero. When the reading
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tube lias been emptied, C is replaced and holds the plate rigidly

fixed to the supporting bracket. The whole moving portion is

Lock Nut
Lock Nut

,Brass Collet

r Steel Spindle

''Boss of
Counterweight Arm

JTiQ. 298.

—

Stjppokting Bracket op Reason Electbomagnetkt

Demand Indicatob.

supported by the steel spindle, the ends of which are turned ta

a small diameter and rest in bearing ho'es.

/
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a fairly proportional scale, but, by suitable adjustment of the

counterweight arm and core, a scale more open at one part can

be obtained. The sluggisbness is increased or diminisbed by
reducing or increasing the diameter of the tube, A (Fig. 296).

A typical time curve is shown in Fig. 300. It is stated that

the instrument can be made to reach its steady reading in any
time between five minutes and three hours.

A short-circuit has no Ul effect on the instrument, as springs

are provided to take the shock of the moving system which

might otherwise damage it. These demand indicators were

made in sizes from 5 to 100 amperes with drops varying from
0-43 to 0-03 volts.

Yia. 301.

—

^Diagram showing CoNiracTiOiSrg and Tubes or Weight
Demand Indicator.

The Wright maximum-demand indicator works on the prin-

ciple of the differential thermometer, and consists of a glass

tube, LL, Fig. 301, which is provided with a series of traps in

each leg and terminates at each end in a bulb. These bulbs have,

approximately, the same capacity, and one, HC, has wound
round it a spiral or strip, through which the main current is

passed ; the U tube contains a moderately viscous and very

hygroscopic liquid, which keeps the air dry in the two bulbs. A
tube, R, called the reading tube, is branched off from the right-

hand limb of the U tube, and as the air in the bulb around which

the heating coil HC is placed expands the level of the liquid is

raised in the right-hand tube and some overflows into the

tube R. The height of the column in R is a measure of the
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current passed tlirougli the coil, a scale being placed behind R,

as seen in Fig. 302, which illustrates the latest pattern of this

instrument with its hinged cover ii])en. The glass-tube system

is clamped to a board, the latter l>eing hinged at the upper

enil. Flexible leads carry the cur

rent from the fixed terminals (seen

at the top of Fig. 302) to the ends

of the heating strip. The instru

mi'nt is reset to zero liy raising the

bottom end of the board, carrying

tlie tul)es, about the hinges, so that

the lower end is above the upper.

The liijuid then runs out of the

reading tube into thi' right-hand

Inilb.
'

After the reading tube has been

eni[)tifd in this maimer, the board

is birought down to its normal posi

tion, the liquid in the right-hand

bulb at once falls into the right-hand

tube, and that above the junction

of the reading tube falls into it.

filling it up to the zero mark,

usually denoted by a red line on

the scale. The traps, which consi.st

of long glass cones, each having a

hole in its apex, prevent the bulk

ijf the liquid shifting during re

setting, and the passage of air from

one bulb to the other when travel-

ling or while being reset when hot.

The instrument, working as it

does on the thermal principle, is

independent of polarity and is suit-

able for both alternating and con

tinuous-currents circuits without recalibration. It is p)rac

tically unaffected by differences of external temperature, since

its action depends on the difference of the temperature of the

two bulbs, which contain about the same volume of air and

are at the same temperature when no current is ])assing.

Fig. 302.

—

Wright Maximum
Demand Indicator. (Open.;
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A typical calibration curve is seen in Fig. 303, whicli shows

that a fairly open and proportional scale is obtained between
one-fifth and full load.

17

16

15

11

^13

|l2

1 11

|io

S 8
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falls below the junction of the reading tube, and therefore

when a stronger current is subsequently ])assed it takes a cer-

tain time to rise to this point, until when the reading is

naturallv not aft'ected.

Fig. 3115.

—

VVkiuht Jjkm.vnu ISDiCATnn. .Shitxteu Type
;!0()-1,000 AMPS.

Above 10(J amperes capacity the demand indicator is used

with a shunt, as illustrated in Fig. 305, but for alternating-

current circuits the transformer ty])e (Fig. 306) is to be ])re-

f erred, especial! V (m high-pressure circuits, as the instrument
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is insulated from the circuit, an important feature, owing to

it having to be handled for resetting to zcco.

The indicator, being a current-measuring instrument, takes

no account of the power-factor of the circuit, so that on indue-

l^fFio. 30H.

—

Wpjoht Demand Indicatoe, Teansfokmee, Type.

tive circuits the lower the power-factor of a given true kilowatt

demand, the greater will be the number of units to be consumed,

before the rebate is given.

Y2
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For three-wire circuits a shunted instrument is used in

the same manner as the Wright electrolytic meter, which is

described in Chap. IV., the heating coil of the demand indi-

cator being connected to the two ends of the divided shunt.

Here, as in the case of the meter, it is necessary that the cir-

cuits are split up into two 2-wire circuits on the house side of

the instrument (see Fig. 170).

JSTotwithstanding the introduction of the traps previously

referred to, air bubbles may get lodged underneath the liquid,

and under the severe jolting which may be encountered on a

railway journey in some cases air may be transferred from

the one bulb to the other, which alters the zero and causes

inaccuracy in the readings.

Bubbles can be brought out from the liquid into the air bulbs

hy heating with a spirit lamp that bulb to which the bubble

is to be retxirned, until the level of the liquid in the tube is

lowered a certain amount, care being taken to heat gradually

or the glass will be cracked. The scale should be previously

removed. On cooling, the bubble will be drawn up with the

liquid and will return to the bulb. If a first attempt proves

fruitless the bulb should be re-heated, the level of the liquid

being driven down slightly lower than at the first attempt.

The zero is raised or lowered by transferring a certain amount
of air from the right to the left, or from the left to the right,

bulb respectively. To perform either of these operations it is

necessary to heat the right-hand bulb, i.e., the one which does

not carry the coil. By heating this bulb with the instrument

upright until the level of the liquid is driven down to the nar-

row part of the tube just above the trap, and then turning the

instrument upside down ; as the bulb cools bubbles of air pass

through the first and then through the second trap in the oppo-
site leg, and thus rise to the bend, which is now on top.

When what is estimated as sufficient air has collected in the

bend, the instrument is turned the right way up again, at the

same time coaxing the air bubbles round the bend

—

i.e., under
the tube through which they are required to rise—they .will

then rise through the lowest trap on that leg. On again heat-

ing the bulb and letting it cool in an upright position, the

bubbles will pass up through the second trap, enter the bulb,

.and the zero will have been lowered.
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To transfer air in the otter direction and so raise the zero,

the same hnlh is heated, but with the instrument upside down,

until the required amount of air has been driven up into the

bend. By turning the instrument the right way up again, and
by rocking, the air can be brought under the trap in the left-

hand limb. Further heating will then cause the bubble to

pass through the traps and enter the left-hand bulb.

Fig. 307.

—

Mbchanism oi' Meez Dema^td Isdi'ator.

When the instrument is again cold, if the right amount^of

air has been transferred, the zero will be about right. It is,

of course, necessary to test after these operations, and should

the instrument not be within the limits of accuracy, the scale

can very often be raised or lowered a sufficient amount tp

correct the errors.

Fig. 307 illustrates the Merz demand indicating mechanism

of the Reason Mfg. Co., which they fit to suitable meters.
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Its first wlieel. A, is geared to a convenient wlieel. B, of tlie

meter train, and thus a spindle. D, is driven by means of the

change wheels C The spindle D carries and drives a sleeve

upon which is fixed a ratcliet wheel, (f, worked by the paul H.

and a j)inion, X. which carries a driving pin, F. The pin F

Fig. 308.

—

Sie.mens' Three-phask -Maximcm Demand jNiacATni; asv
Metek.

engages with another pin carried on a toothed disc mounted on
the spindle carrying the pointer T. A pawl, P, holds the
toothed disc, and, consequently, the pointer in the maximum
position prevents its reading being altered at the tiineswhen
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tlie wheel X carrying the driving pin is set back to zero by
means of the arm R and the quadrant rack Q.

This resetting arm R is worked by the cam K (rotated by
the clock) and the spiral spring S. If the cam spindle makes
one revolution per hour, R is released and sets X to the zero

position once every hour. The change-wheel ratio is so chosen
that at the full-load speed nearly one revolution of T would
take place in the hour. The pointer is set to zero, after having
been read, by releasing the pawl P and turning it back to the

stop. As the cam is so placed that the arm E is ahead of the

quadrant at full load, there is no friction introduced by the

resetting mechanism.

Siemens' Maximum Demand Indicators.—In the A.C.

meters with demand indicators of the Merz type, the driving

arm which turns the pointer is reset mechanically by the

electrically-driven clock train seen in Fig. 308below the large

indicator dial. The clock train terminates in a lever escape-

ment having ruby pallets and a fairly heavy balance wheel.

The toothed wheels seen in front of the plate are the change

wheels for altering the resetting period and they drive a cam,

mounted loose on one of the spindles, but connected to it by a

spiral spring. As the spindle turns the cam by sliding against

a stop winds this spring up, and when the point of the cam
clears the stop, the spring, by unwinding, causes it to lift a

connecting rod between the clock and the indicator. The
raising of this rod throws the driving pinion of the demand
indicator out of gear, thus allowing the driving arm to return

to zero.

For continuous-current circuits the G 5 or G 8 meters are

used. The same large dial, having a scale of 300 deg. is em-

ployed, but the resetting is performed electrically by means of a

small solenoid with a hand-wound contact making and break-

ing time switch.

Westinghouse Maximum Demand Meter.—The British

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company fit a maxi-

mum demand indicator to their type Y meter for continuous

current, or to their type N single and polyphase meters for

alternating current. An internal view of a polyphase meter
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with maxinuun demand indicator is sliowu in Fig. 30'.t, the

large dial and pointer being the demand indicator. The

pointer is turned to a reading in the usual w&y li y an arm fixed

to a spindle concentric with the spindle of the pointer. The

arm carrying spindle, as it turns, winds up a haii spring which

resets thi^ arm to zero when an electromagnet energised by an

lixternal time switch raises a pinion out of gear with a toothed

wheel fixed on the spindle. This pinion is driven by the meter

through a suitable train of wheels and a friction clutch. It is

Fig. 30ft.

—

Wkstinohiu'Sk JJ.WiMr

Dejiaxd IxDiCATor, AND JIeter

Fig. 310.

—

Westinchouse " Pei^tto-

.meter" Maxlmu.m Demand Meter.

mounted on a .spindle having its bearing on a rocking frame,

to one end of which the yoke of the electromagnet is attached.

Gravity keeps the frame in position resting on a stop, so that

the pinion is in proper nresh witli the wheel on the arm cai'rying

spindle until the yoke is attracted up by the electromaget.

This occurs every hour (or other resetting time) for a few

seconds when the pinion again drops into gear. For the pur-

pose of resetting the needleby hand a stud supportedby abush
in the dial glass is provided. This stud is pres,sed forwardby a

sjjring. To reset the needle the stud is pressed back on to the
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hub of tte needle and turned. Piovision is made for sealing

the stud to tlie bush to prevent unauthorised resetting of the

needle.

The printometer demand meter made by this firm is illus-

trated in Fig. 310 ; it is only fitted to the alternating-current

meters. In this instrument a second set of dials of the cyclo-

meter type with relief figures is worked by the meter, and
underneath the latter a paper robbon is passed with a carbon

paper between it and the cyclometer counter. Under the

paper three platens press the paper against the figures at a

definite interval of time, such as every half-hour or hour, the

platens being operated by a solenoid controlled by an external

time switch. A printed record of the meter reading is thus

obtained from which the consumption for each interval is

obtainable by subtracting the lower from the higher figure,

which is also the demand in the K.W. if the resetting period is

one hour. With a resetting period of half an hour the differ-

ences would be multiplied by 2, or by 4 for 15-minute period.

The chart is shifted in position by means of the time switch

each time the printing mechanism works, and a roll of paper

lasts from 10 to 20 days, according to the length of the time

interval.

With this instrument, not only the maximum but all the

demands are obtained so that the load curve can be plotted.





CHAPTER VIII.

TRAMCAB METERS.

With the rapid increase in the number of electric tramway
systems, it is surprising that there are so few types of meters
designed to record the energy supplied to the cars. The pro-

vision of a meter on each car is an excellent check on the

motorman. For the measurement of the energy supplied to

traction feeders no modification in the design of the ordinary

switchboard-type meters is necessary so long as they are

capable of measuring the consumption accurately with very
fluctuating loads, but the conditions under which a meter
erected on a car has to work are very difierent to those

under which the ordinary house meter performs its task.

The constant and violent vibration to which car meters are

subjected would soon cause meters of the ordinary type to

get entirely out of order. The nature of the load, also, is so

very different. Meters on cars are not called upon to register

very low loads, and, therefore, low-load accuracy, which is such

an important factor in the case of meters for lighting circuits,

can be neglected, but they require to be capable of registering

accurately on, and carrying, overloads without sustaining any
injury. With mercury motor meters for traction work the

cushioning effect of the enclosed mercury together with the

lightness of the main moving part are sufficient to allow meters

of this type to be used on tramcars without any very important

precautions or modifications in their design. The Fereanti

Car Meter, therefore, is the continuous-current house-service

ampere-hour meter, but of more robust construction. The

same may be said of the Hookeam Car Meter, which is practi-

cally a meter of the 1897 shunted type with a mercury bath

specially constructed to prevent the mercury from being

spilled by the great vibration to which car meters are subjected.
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Tlie bearings also are made stronger to witlistand severe shocks..

The foUowing t)'pes of car meters arc all modifications of

ordinary meters of tlie same makes whicli have l)een previously

descr.bed.

The Aron Car Meter.—In the Aron car meter, seen in

Fig. 3] I with its cover removed,

the axes of tlie main coils are

it will lie noticed that

liorizontal instead of

vertical, as in the ordi-

nary meters of this

make, and that the

meter has only one nutx-

iiig shunt Coil, Avliich is

carried hy the spindle

\. The clocks are con-

trolled liv balances in-

stead of by pendulums

;

the rate of one of these,

is affected by the action

of the main cuirent on

the shunt coil, whilst

the other works at a

uniform speed, being

eoiitrolled bv it.s hair-

spring B.

in order to jirevent

regi.stratioii on no load,

or creejiing, a coil t'.

which is wound oppo-
sitely til the main coils

and through which the
shunt curri.'ut is passed, causes a slight liackward torque to
lie exerted, which would cause the meter to register backwards
on no load. This is prevented by a mechanical device in tlie

sJiape of a pawl which prevents the recording train working
111 the backward directiwi.

L'e.\-mi JIjctek.

The Bastian Car Meter.—Tlie Bastian car meter is ver\-
similar to the ordinary Bastian meter. The only difference in
the meter itself is that the level of the electrolyte at the zero
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mark is not so near tlir top of tlie tube, tlie zero mark being

about -1 in. from tke toj). Being an ampere-liour meter, no
account is taken of tlie pressure of tlie circuit. Tlie. case is

slightly dili'erent in form, as will be seen from Fig. 312. It

consists of a cast-iron top with a copper sheath enclosing the

tube. The meter is fixed 'hj means of four screws, which pass

Fig. 312.

—

B.vstux Tr,.\MeAi; Metek,

through the top plate. This meter is made for 500-volt circuits

and of 50-ampere capacit}'. The range of the index is 800

Board of Trade units, each division being equivalent to 5 units.

The meter would probably require refilling about once a week,

and, since this would necessitate frequent handling, it should

for safety be connected into circuit on the earthed side at such

a point that the lighting current does not pass through it. The

length of the meter over all is 15 in.
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The Sangamo Railway Watt-hour Meter.- Tlic Sangamo
D5 contimious-cuHent watt-hoiir meter in a speciallj'-designed

ease with heavy insulation bhicks on wliich tlie meter is

mounted, and with the terminals held in heavy poreelain

insulators, is known as tlie
"' Econonn- " meter. It is fitted

with a special form of dial Jiaving a large [lointer in

addition to the ordinary' set nf dials, and is seen remo\-ed

Fig. :{1:',.—San( lviiX(.i3iY " ,Metei; I<;i,kjik\t i;r,.M(

I'lilOI (.'ase.

from its case in Fig. 313. The meter is somewhat larger

than the ordinary pattern in order to ohtain a higher in-

sulation which enables tlie case to be earthed on circuits ii]i

to 3,000 volts.

The meter can lie removed com]jlete from its case for the
purpose of cleaning and recaliljratiiig, a similar elcjuent being
inserted in its stead.
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The Sangamo Ampere-hour Meter for electric vehicles is

made in several types. A particularly neat arrangement uf

this meter with an ammeter in the same case is illustrated in

Fiii. 314.—S.-\-5v^G.v5io Ampere Houe, Meter cojrBiNEii wiTii Wes'imn

Ammeter,

Fig. 31-1. Another type is made with extension dial, tlie meter

proper being mounted on the front of the dash-board, the dial

extending through the dash-board facing tlie driver. Tlie

meter itself has previously l^een described in ('hapter V.

The Siemens Car Meter.

modified, as in Fig. 315,

and with stout soft rubber

bushes for the four fixing

lugs, is used for metering

the energy taken by cars.

With the exception that

only one main coil is em-

ployed with its field at

right angles to the base of

the metei, and that its dial

train is inclined so as to

be easily read from below,

there is very little differ-

ence between it and the

-The type 05 meter, somewhat

Fig. 31.5.—-SiEirENS C.-VR Meter,
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coutiiixious-cunent liousc-sccvice watt-lioiir meteis of this

jnakt'. The oorax)oiindini,' coil is seen in tlio figure to the front

of the amraturc. and tlic tcinimal hox, instead of being "below

the meter, is fixed on the left-hand side. Tlu standard jewel

post and brush gear, \vhich have beuri pre\ ioiislj' described,

are used.

The Thomson Car Meter.—The Tliomson car meter is also

a modificatiiui <if the ordinary ureter of this make, aird an

-Thomson 'rnAMCAr, AIktei;.

interim- view of tliis meter is seen in Fig. 316. The chief

points of difi'erence between this meter and the ordinary meter
are in the weight of the moving system (which in this case is

reduced to 88 grammes), the low resistance of the armature
winding and the introduction of iron in the field to increase

the torqup, which is about 11 gr. cm. The moving system is

supported by a spring-seated jewel which is designed to reduce
breakage or roughening of the jewel to a minimum. The
2)iv(it is also removable.
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Owing to tke fact that low-load accuracy is not essential, the

brush tension is made greater than usual, with a view to pre-

vent sparking, which would be caused by the large amount of

vibration to which such meters are necessarily subjected in

service.

The armature resistance is only about 30 ohms in this meter,

and the armature has a resistance of 10,000 ohms in series with

it. The drop from brush to brush, therefore, is only about

1-5 volts on a 500-volt circuit and the shunt current 0-05 ampere.

The meters are made in sizes from 25 to 200 amperes at 500

volts, and are constructed to stand heavy short-period over-

loads or an overload of 25 per cent, for several hours.





PART II

CHAPTEE IX.

CHOICE OF A TYPE OF METER.

The choice of a type of meter to be adopted is either the

simplest or the most difficult task, according to the way the pur-

chaser sets about it. To advertise for tenders for the supply

of meters for 12 months, to find out the lowest price quoted,

and to adopt the cheapest type, must be admitted to be a fairly

easy operation. To decide on the type from the merits, even

when samples are submitted, is by no means so simple. It

then becomes a matter of experience and testing.

Experience is of great importance, as generally there is no

time for a complete test to be made before a stock is required.

The ordinary tests can be made quickly, but what arc really

required are long time tests, carried over several months,

under actual working conditions. It is only thus that the

majority of defects are discovered.

The nature of the supply, of course, reduces the number of

types available to choose from, the meters suitable for both

alternating and continuous-current circuits being placed in

both lists. If several types prove equally accurate, and there

is the same probability of their accuracy continuing, then it

becomes simply a matter of cost and size. In towns, where

often very little space is available for the erection of a meter

on the consumer's premises, it is surprising what an important

factor the size of a meter becomes. Frequently t'lere is no room

to fix a large meter, but just room enough for a smaller one.

Then noise must be thought of. Induction and clock meters

are most usually the ones which are " noisy." Some induction

meters emit a faint hum when the shunt circuit is connected

to the supply. This hum may be imperceptible in the test

room as in the daytime there is sure to be a certain amount o£

Z2
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noise, and this tends to drown the more insignificant sound

caused by the meter, but it must be remembered that in nearly

every case the shunt of the meter remains in circuit during the

night, and a sound which would be unnoticed during the day

becomes a very apparent one at night The above remarks

apply more particularly to flats than to other classes of build-

ings, the meters in flats having necessarily to be fixed near to

the bedrooms. In this class of dwelling also it is sometimes

difficult to find a solid wall on vi^hich to fix the meter; a latli-

,and-plaster partition forms a very good pounding board, and

cnnsequently magnifies the sound.

In clock meters the trouble is caused not so much by the

ticking as the periodical noise due to the winding gear. Most

clock meters are fitted with electrical winding gears. The

vnakers have, however, striven to make them as silent as pos-

sible, and great improvement has been made in these devices

of late.

To some the above points may seem trivial and their con-

sideration unnecessary, but actual cases have occurred in prac-

tice Vi^here meters have had to be replaced by those of other

types on account of complaints being made by consumers.

Among the many points which a good meter should possess

the following are prominent :

—

1. Accuracy.—Accuracy is most essential, and a meter sliould

be accurate within a small percentage from the very lowest

load to its maximum capacity, and even to an overload of 20

to 25 per cent. With small sizes it is possible to obtain this

accuracy, as the smallest load is not so small a percentage of

the full load. A 10 watt lamp may be assumed to^be the

smallest load on the great majority of meters on circuit,

so that all the smaller sized meters should start well on

something under that load. With meters of large capacity

ihe accuracy at the lowest load is seldom good. Even if they

start registering when one or two lamps only are switched

on, the inaccuracy is very great. A really good meter should

have a " curve "' which is a straight line starting from the

lowest load.

2. Peruianeuce.—The accuracy of the meter should remain

permanent for a considerable period, and to attain permanence

the following points are essential :

—
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(ft) Minimum mechanical friction and consequently minimuiri

compensation for mechanical friction.

(h) Permanence of brake. In a great many cases a Foucault

brake is used. In this brake, as is well known, a disc of metal

fixed to the moving portion of the meter runs between the poles

of a " permanent " magnet or magnets. The motion of the disc

in this field causes eddy currents to be set up in the disc, which

cause a resistance to motion proportional to the velocity. The
permanence of the magnets is, therefore, absolutely essential

and depends upon the manufacture, ageing and design.

3. Good Mechanical Construction.—Upon the mechanical con-

struction of a meter depends a great deal. A meter cannot be

too well made, and often sufficient attention is not paid to this

point by makers. This is principally noticeable in the re-

cording gear. All meters, with the exception of electrolysis

meters, are provided with wheel trains, for the purpose of

recording the energy passed through the meter. If these

wheel trains are not well made they are likely to have stiff

places. This is one of the worst faults a meter can have, as it

is one which is most difficult to detect.

The dials should be bold, as the readings often have to be

taken in very imperfect light or from a distance from thn

meter.

The-arrrangement of the case is also important. It should be

absolutely damp-, insect- and dust-proof, and should be capable

of being sealed efficiently on leaving the test room. There

should be a " terminal box " or cover over the terminals, to

enable the meter to be connected up on circuit without break-

ing the seals of the main cover. This terminal box should also

be capable of being sealed after the mains are inserted in the

term! n lis in order to prevent the meter from being cut out of

circuit.

The case should be strong, and the whole mechanical con-

struction should be such that it will allow the meter to stand

a fair amount of rough usage without affecting its accuracy.

The arrangement of the terminal box is of importance. The

maiiiS should enter at the side or bottom, but not at the back.

It should be easy to take out the mains without taking the

meter down, in order that the standard instrument may be

easily inserted when testing in situ. Meters as a rule aro
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erected,by wiremen, and verj probably are not too carefully

handled between the time they leave the test room and when

they, are fixed, in the consumers' premises.

Where a jewelled footstep bearing is employed, upon which

rests the moving portion, convenient clamping gear should be

provided to lift the moving portion off the jewel during trans-

port. This clamping gear should be as simple as possible, and

preferably it should be worked by the screwing up or unscrew-

ing to a definite amount (made positive by a stop both ways)

of a single screw.

4. Small-voltage Drop and Shunt Current and, 5, High Torque.

—The drop in the main coils should be as low as possible, as

this drop or fall of potential interferes with the regulation,

being greatest at high load when the drop in the house wiring

is at its worst. The drop varies with the size of the meter,

being greatest in the smaller sizes, and diminishing as the

ampere capacity increases, due to the fact that fewer turns are

required in meters of large capacity to create a similar torque.

The loss in the shunt circuit should also be small, but it by no

means follows that the meter with the smallest shunt loss

should have the preference. Assuming that the shunt watts

are reduced at the expense of the torque, it may happen that

the meter having the small current in its shunt has its torque

so reduced that mechanical friction at very low loads will

become important, and so alter the curve of the meter in this

region. As a compensation, more compounding will be required

to balance the friction, and under such conditions vibration

—

due to street traffic or other external cause—will have much
greater effect, trouble being consequently given by the meter
" creeping " or registering with no main current passing.

The shunt watt loss, in the case of meters having shunt cir-

cuits, does not seem to the writer to be nearly so important as

it is usually considered , It is true that it is going on during

the whole 24 hours, and that with many meters on circuit it

adds up to a large number of units per annum ; but it is a

very difficult matter to estimate what these units actually cost.

Certainly mains and station charges (exclusive of coal) do not
enter into their cost, for the mains need not be any larger, and
the shunt watts of meters cause no appreciable additional drop,

even at maximum load. It is extremely probable that no more
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coal is burnt to supply these watts than would be burnt if th°y

were non-existent. When the station load is very light the

sliijht load caused by the shunt watts certainly does no harm,

and at full load they form so small a percentage of the total

vjiitput that tliey become insignificant. Now, the cutting down
of the shunt watts in a meter also means, in a great many cases,

the reduction of the torque. The more this is reduced the

more important it becomes that the friction of the moving

parts—be it solid or fluid—should remain constant. A slight

variation of this friction has a greater effect if the torque is

small than if it is large ; the consequence is that at light loads

an increase of the friction with time will cause a meter to

under-register to a much greater extent than if the torque

had been made large.

6. Temperature Error.—The accuracy of a good meter should

be unaffected by variations of temperature. Most meters are

affected by change of temperature to a certain extent ; the

smaller the temperature coefficient the better. Generally speak-

ing, meters over-register at high and under-register at low

temperature if calibrated at a mean temperature.

It is very advantageous that a meter should be capable of

showing its working state. Motor meters possess this advan-

tage. A window is usually fitted so that the main moving part

can be seen without removing the case. This enables the

meter reader to try the meter for starting by simply switching

on one lamp. From the manner in which the meter starts &iid

runs, a lough estimate can be made of its condition after some

experience.

The British Standard Specification for Electricity Meters

(excluding electrolytic meters), which is published by the

Engineering Standards Committee, contains 65 clauses relating

to construction, losses, accuracy, speed, transformers, shunts

and a number of other points. It also includes three appen-

dices, relating to (1) Precautions to be taken in the erection

of meters, (2) Notes on the testing of meters, and (3) Typical

arrangements of meter registers. This specification should

be in the hands of all who have to choose types of meters

and are responsible for their working.





CHAPTER X.

THE ARRANGEMENT OF A METER DEPARTMENT.

Considering the important part which meters play in the

Work of an electricity supply undertaking—the whole revenue

being determined by them—it would seem that the provisior.

of a convenient and well-fitted testing department should be

of the greatest importance. This, however, is not always the

case. Very often a room, badly lighted, in a corner of the

station, for which no other use can be found, is the spot con-

signed for this work, quite apart from its suitability. The

conditions which are necessarily imposed upon a meter cause

it to be a delicate instrument, and railway travelling by goods

train is a great ordeal to apparatus much stronger in construe

tion than meters ; consequently, the overhauling and testing of

every meter is essential before it is fixed on consumer's premises.

Anyone who has had anything at all to do with making con-

nections for electrical tests knows what a large amount of time

is taken in preparation ; and upon the planning out of the

whole department the efficiency, or capability for turning out

of work, depends in a great measure. It is impossible to lay

down hard-and-fast rules, as the space available must differ in

each case, but as far as possible it is advisable to arrange the

various rooms in such a manner as to enable the meters to bo got

at easily, either for testing, repairing or cleaning, or for sending

out on circuit. Care should be taken in the selection of a site

which is quite free from vibration, either from the machinery

of a station or from traffic in the road, otherwise it becomes

very difficult to test at low loads. The rooms if possible shoulil

be rectangular and well supplied with daylight. The artificial

lighting should be carried out caiefully with a view to having
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the apparatus under test well illuminated without trying the

eyes of the tester. Cleanliness in a test room being essential,

the design should be such as will enable this to be attained

with the least possible trouble. The floors should be firm wnd

clean. The best floor is one of concrete with parquet flooring

over. Such a floor is easily kept clean, and forms an insulated

flooring, which is very desirable, especially where high-pres-

sure work has to be douH.

As regards the warming of test rooms, this should be effected

b}' means of electric radiators, hot water pipes, or some othei

form of clean heating appliance, but open fire grates should be

avoided, as they are sure to be dirty.

The wiring is best carried out by running all leads in

culverts round the walls of the room. These culverts may
be iron troughs let into the floor with chequer plate covers

in 4 ft. or 5 ft. lengths, flush with the floor. Both lead

and return being run in the same iron trough prevents any
inductive effect being felt by the testing instruments. The
covers should be easily removable, when all leads are acces-

sible, and any further leads, either temporary or permanent,

can be put in ; the general neatness of the rooms is in this way
not affected by temporary or permanent additions. Where
leads have to cross a doorway, a short length of pipe can be

sunk in the floor and the mains drawn through. This also

applies to other places, such as where the mains have to be

brought to the test tables {see Fig. 317)

.

The arrangement of a testing department is shown inFig. 317,

from which it will be seen how the various rooms are arranged.

In addition to the rooms shown, a yard on a level with the

street is required, where the crates of meters delivered from

the makers can be unloaded and unpacked. Here provision

should be made for gently hoisting the crates from the carts.

If the unpacking is done in the yard it avoids all litter getting

into the testing department. The meters then pass the office

on the way to the store, the numbers and other particulars

being duly entered. Returned meters also come in in the same

way, and when entered they also pass into the store.

It will be seen that the store is easily accesdble either from
the test rooms, repairing room, or office, and thus the carryin"

about of meters is minimised.
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The routine is as follows : A batch of meters of a certain size

are taken from the store, erected and connected up on one or

other of the test tables. On the completion of the test they

are taken into the repairing room for the purpose of being

sealed up, when they again enter the store and are placed on

the racks kept for " tested " meters, which are preferably those

near the office. Meters as required can then be taken from the

"tested" ra",ks, in the order in which they have been tested,

and sent out on circuit.

SCALE OP PEET
6 10 20

Fis. 317.—Plan op Testing Department.

Wiring. The system of wiring of the test rooms depends

upon several things, such as the type of meters employed, the

output of meters required, the nature of the supply current,

and the pressure at which it is decided to supply the main

current for testing;' In all probability both watt-hour and

ampere-hour meters are used. In alternating-current work
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provision for the testing of watt-hoiir meters is sure to be

necessary. In order that connections suitable for various tests

may be made quickly, a connection board will be found a

necessity. Such a board should l)e well made, as it will be in

cons' ant use. "Mercury-connection boards'

—

i.e., blocks of

wood covered with mercury wells, and in which combinations

of connections are made by ilipping I | shaped pieces of

copper into various wells—should bo .'trictly avoided. Mercury

can never be kept in Us place.

A testing-circuit board desigiie i by the author, which has

seen some years' service, is shown in Fig. 318 and diagram-

Fii; 318,

—

'I'E-Tixo Circuits Bom;d.

maticallv in Fitr. 31!:'. As will be seen, it is entirely a plug

board, the circuits ))eing broken l)v switches on the testing tables

themselves. It is designed foi- four complete testing circuits.

For small test I'ooms, with not more than that number it is

extreuiuly convenient It is composed of four grouiis of main

bars ] 1- in. by and two groups of shunt bars j' in. by
-J

in

Each group is composed of four vertical bars Ijolted on to the

face of amailjle slab 1 in. thick, and four horizontal bars bolted

on to the slab at the back. Any vertical bar can be connected
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to any horizontal bar in the group by means of plugs which fit

tapered holes in the front bars and screw into the back bars.

The plugs for the small (shunt) bars are tapered where they

make contact in both the front and back bars, and, in order

that good contact may be made in both cases, a saw cut is run

half-way up the plug, as shown in Fig. 320.

The connections are as follows Bach main circuit is split

up into four parts, (1) supply, (2) standard instruments

(Kelvin balance and ammeter in series), (3) resistance, and
(i) testing tables.
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PI8. 319.—CONNECTIKG BoABD TOB TESTING ClECUITS.

Keferjing to Fig. 319, the " supplies" are taken to the four

lower main horizontal bars ; the three lower ones are alternating

current, each being supplied by a transformer. By suitable

arrangements in the primary circuits of these transformers, all

can be fed from the same circuit, or each can be supplied with

current of diSerent periodicity or any two can be connected one

to each phase of a two-phase supply or each to one arm of a

three-phase supply. The highest of the bottom group is fed

with continuous current. To the left-hand vertical bars are
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connected the standard instruments (watt and ampere

balances), one to eacli bar. These bars allow of being short-

circuited by means of plugs, thus short-circuiting the several

balances. The top horizontal main bars are connected to

several Fleming non-inductive resistances, and between the

right hand vertical main bars the testing tables are inserted.

In Fig. 319 only one of each of the circuits is shown wired,

the others all being similar. Although any table can be put

on any current with either balance and either resistance in-

oiicuit for ordinary testing, yet the plugging remains simple,

for the plugs always form the four corners of an imaginary

rectangular figure. To make this clear, a completed circuit is-

made up, assuming plugs have been inserted in the shaded

holes (Fig. 319). In this example, table No. 4 is connected up

to alternating supply, with balance No. 1 and

__ resistance frame No. 1 in circuit.

I

' ' I If required, all these transformers can be paral-

._ leled and all three resistance frames also paralleled

on to one table through one or more balances.

By using pairs of plugs connected togethei with
" flex,'' balances can be put in series for com-

parison ; tables can be put in series for runs for

dial readings ; or the Fleming resistance frames
Fig. 320. can be cut out of circuit for the purpose of subject-
PLtra FOR

jjjg jj^eters to a dead short-circuit.

The horizontal shunt bars are fed as indicated

(Fig. 319) with alternating and continuous cur-

rent at different voltages ; and the vertical bars feed the

various table and balance shunt leads, cave being taken that

no appreciable drop takes place between the table and
the balance. In Fig. 319 the table shunts would be fed with

200 volts alternating if the plugs be inserted in the blackened

holes.

The main circuits are at 100 volts, and it has been found a

great convenience to test on this piessure. Several meters

can be conected up in series and still be tested on a power

factor very nearly approaching unity; moreover, the shunts

are fed from the same transformer. In the case of 200 volt

meters, the two top transformers are connected in series by
means of plugs and cords, as shown by the dotted line in
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Fig. 319, leaving the bottom transformers capable of being
paralleled if necessary.

These circuits are, however, not used above 100 amperes,
the great majority of supply meters having a much lower
amperage. Larger-meters, up to 2,000 amperes capacity, are

tested on a special circuit not connected to the board.

Such an arrangement of the testing circuits as the one just

described is rather extravagant in wiring unless the board is

BesisiOiUMi
i.-l-.o^l).-\

r:rjT!

Fig. 321 —Wiking of Table Boards.

in a fairly central position, but the advantage of being able to

make so many combinations is v^ery considerable.

For larger test rooms, where the testing can be specialised,

and where there is enough work to plways keep certain tables

or testing racks occupied with meters up to a definite size, a

simpler method of wiring is that shown in diagrams 321 and

322. la this arrangement—which with its boards the author
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designed for the Metropolitan Electric Supply Co.'s testing

department—the various test tables have their own standard

instruments, resistances and switchboards, each set being inde-

pendent of the others.

Taking the main-current circuits first, and starting at the

plug bars at the top (Fig. 321), alternating current is taken to

the lowest bar but one on the right, A. + , and continuous

current to the lowest, D + . The top plug bars are for insert-

ing one or other of the ammeter coils. It is convenient to

provide double-range ammeters, the one range 10 times that of

the other. If this portion of the wiring be traced, it will be

seen that a plug inserted in the right-hand top hole puts the

mmi

Fio. 322.

—

General Aeeangemfh of Wiring to Table Boaeds.

high-range ammeter coil in circuit, whilst simply removing the

plug to the other upper hole connects up the low-range coil of

the ammeter. It may here be mentioned that in alternating-

current work ammeter coils must not be short-circuited, other-

wise the readings will be upset owing to the transformer action

of the one coil on the other. Assuming the plug is in A -I- and

the corresponding hole A (on the left\ the circuit would be as

follows : Alternating current would pass from A -i- through
one or other of the ammeter coils (according to the position of

the ammeter plug) and the Kelvin-Watt balance to A, then

through the Fleming non-inductive resistance to the test table
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terminals +, through one or the other or both sets of meters

on the two " half " tables, and thence to the mid point of one

or the other of the two throw-over switches. The switch

being on to the top contact, the current returns to A - .

For continuous current the plugs would be taken out of

A + , A, and put into D + , D, and one or the other of the

switches put to the down position, from which the current

returns to the negative pole.

The continuous current is taken from a battery at low volt-

age; thus the Fleming resistance is not required, and conse-

quently is left out of circuit when on continuous current. In

both cases the current is regulated by means of a carbon rheo-

stat placed in a handy position at the table.

The blocks, marked T, of the plug bars are for comparing

the standard instruments, and will be explained later.

The pressure circuits are arranged thus : Current at various

voltages— alternating and continuous—is supplied to the right-

hand segments of the lower double-pole volt switch S, and

leaves at the left-hand segments of this switch.-

According to the position of the switch, its bars are charged

with the different currents and pressures. The right-hand bar

is connected through a fuse to a Wirt rheostat with a short-

circuiting switch (the rheostat being on the table). Here it

splits up, passing through switches to (I) the shunt-circuits of

either table, (2) voltmeter, (3) balance shunt. (1) Passing

through the meter shunts it returns to the other table switches.

(2 and 3) Passing through voltmeter and balance shunt coils

and their extra resistances to the upper volt switch E
(according to the position of the switch which is set for the

voltage required), and thence to the other balance and volt-

meter switches. All these circuits then become common as at

starting, and the 'current returns through the left-hand short-

circuiting switch and fuse to the left-hand bar of S and back

to the supply.

It will be noticed that the left-hand short-circuiting switch

is used for short-circuiting a lamp, which is a 200 volt 16c.p.

or 32 c.p. one. When testing, the lamp is, of course, short-

circuited.

This Limp is used as a preventative for the fuses blowing

should there be a short in any of the meters on test. Secondly,

E.M.a. AA
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it ha? been found very convenient *or burning out a leak to

spindle such as may occur in a commutator meter due to silver

dust, or *or locating other leaks to case without causing the

blowing o* -fuses. In these cases one pole o^ the shunt circuit

is connected to the meter case and the other to the meter shunt

or main terminal, as the case may be.

Fig. 322 shows the connections from the table board to the

sources of supply. For simplicity the right-hand half of the

volt switch S (Fig. 321) has been lowered. Below the plug bars

are the two main throw-over switches. The main alternating

leads go to two 'bus bars through fuses. The main continuous

current leads go to a plug board shown diagrammatically,

which enables various numbers of cells to be used in seiies,

according to the drop through the meters under test. The

p^essuj-C circuits go to single-pole cut-outs (one on each pole),

and thence to the transformers or to the small secondary

battery, as the case may be.

Eeferring to the testing bars T, these are provided for the

purpose of easily connecting up one or more of the standard

instruments for checking their accuracy. In the case of Watt-

balances and voltmeters it will be noticed that the end segm.ents

of the supply volt switch (S, Fig. 321) are marked " TEST."

The use of the testing bars is shown in Fig. 323. In this

diagram five complete " sets " are shown, three being watt-

testing circuits (Nos. 1, 2 and 3) and two (Nos. 4 and .5) ampere-

testing circuits, which, therefore, have no shunt or potential

switching apparatus.

The main connections for the comparison of the standard

instruments are simple enough, but in the case of the shunt

connections it is necessary that one of the supply volt switches

be connected up in a slightly different way to the others ; this

is to enable the standard instruments being compared to be

supplied with current from the existing sources.

It is advisable to make the middle set of three the specially

connected one, for this reason ; that the one on either side can

be compared with it without interfering with the remaining one^

and this in no way hinders all the sets being connected up for

comparison; The special connections referred to above are (1)

the top left-hand segment of the switch S (Figs. 321 and 323)

is permanently connected to the left-hand bar of that switch'as
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shown
; (2) the bottom right-hand segment is connected so that

the Wirt rheostat of that set is in circuit with all the shunt

circuits as shown.

In Fig. 323 plugs are supposed to be inserted in the blackened

holes. No. 1 table is free for the testing of meters. Nos. 2 and

3 (watt circuits) are connected up for comparison of standard

instruments and ammeters and voltmeters on 200 volts alter-

nating, whilst Nos. 4 stnd 5 (ampere circuits) are arranged for

comparison on continuous current, and a standard potentiometer

shunt, P, is included in the circuit on the right-hand table

(No. 4).

1 3^

1 ^'l
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work, plugs braced together as in Fig. 324 are employed, which

prevent the insertion ot the plugs in the wrong holes

—

i.e.,

one on to alternating current and the other on to continuous

current.

It will he noticed that to each hoard there are two tables {see

Figs. 321 and 323). The object of this is that, while meters

are being tested on the one table, the meters just finished on the

other may be taken down and a fresh set connected up. It is

advisable to have the two tables rather than one double the

width in order that the vibration caused in taking down and

putting up meters on the idle one may not interfere with the

testing on the other. The two can, nevertheless, be used as one

if required.

The advantage of such a system of connections is that, as the

board is placed under the balance shelf and immediately oppo

Fig. 324.

—

Bkacbd Plugs.

site the ends of the table (see Fig. 326), the changes are quickly

and easily made, without having to build the circuit up at

a central plug board, as in the previously described arrange-

ment of wiring. The instruments, being opposite the ends of

the tables, are conveniently situated for being seen from any
point along each table ; it is thus possible to keep an eye on the

current while testing. This avoids the necessity of having two
people on the same test, one to regulate and the other to count

the revolutions of the meter's moving part. Fig. 325 is a view

of a testing panel with the instruments above it. Between
the panel and the balance shelf a teak locker is provided for the

purpose of storing the balance weights, plugs, &c. A porcelain

tube let into the wall between the testing panel and the instru-

ment panel contains the necessary leads between the two.
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The watt balance resistance box can be stood above the instru-

ment panel, as seen in Fig. 326.

It must be borne in mind that the testing of meters is

not usually, if ever, the sole work carried out by a testing

department. All the station instruments require jJerioaic

Fig, .32.5.

—

-Testing Panel and Akhangemest op Instkumbnt.s.

Standardising, and this work becomes considerable in a large

undertaking. In fact, all the electrical testing is, or should

be, performed by such a department. In the design, therefore,

provision should be made for work other than meter testing.
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Separate rooms should, however, be allotted to other work,

such as motor, arc and incandescent lamp testing, fuse blowing,

and the breaking down of insulators with extra high pressure.

The latter work, which is freijnentlj- I'equired Ijy users of extra

high-tension currents, liecomes dangerous if carried out where

other work is going on, whilst the former all hinder meter

testing bj- noise or light as the case may be. The equipment

of such test rooms does not, however, come within thy scope of

the present chapter.
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and, more often than ii6t, are provided with a central lug at the

top to enable the meter to be hung on a screw previously

fixed to the meter board. "'

Meters possessing this central lug are certainly the easiest

to fix, both in the test room and on consumers'.premises. There

. are, however, some meters which stand level; such as the

I K3l*3^ ,1. Wr^t> ,- t-3^.-J
,

~1?—T? 1'% "I ""r~ri—ST—7?

—

7f !
-

; ! I

.ir

11
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Brass Terminal

Tapped -

made of teak, the top being 1 ft 6 in. wide by 2 in. thick. The

length may be 6 ft., but similar tables havn been made 10 ft.

long, with a pair of legs in the middle. It is preferable for

steadiness to have two shorter ones as shown, for a six-legged

table requires to be nicely adjusted to the floor unless the ends

of the legs are grouted into the cement, which is a good plan.

The legs in the sketch are Sin. by 3 in., and the bars Sin.

by 2 in. Holes are fitted with brass bushes for the purpose of -

bringing the shunt leads up to the meters, their positions being

such that they escape the stands used on such a table, which

will be presently described.

These shunt leads are teedoff leads, which run from end to

end of the tables, well apart, cleated to the underneath of the

table top at each paint, the

tee also being cleated by

the same cleat to take any

strain off the joint. The

leads, which are single flexi-

bles, pass round through

weighted pulleys similar

to telephone cords, and

through the bushed holes

in the table. Their ends

are soldered into terminals

suitable for connecting to

the ends of the shunts of

the meters. These termi-

nals are shown in Fig. 328 >

a being used for the front leads which enter the small terminal

of the meter and h for the back leads which are connected to

the end of the meter shunt, which is usually common to the

main, but is removed for testing. The terminals cannot pass

through the bushes in the table, and immediately they are

disconnected from the meter they fly down and thus prevent

shorts, but are always handy and quickly connected up.

Such an arrangement of the shunt leads seems preferable to

having plugs on the leads to fit into bases at intervals along the

table, as plugs are apt to make bad or intermittent contact

after a time unless well made, and if of porcelain stand a good

chance of being frequently broken.

Shunt Terminals.
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A better form of testing bench is that illustrated in the two

elevations in Fig. 329 and in the view of a test room Fig. 326.

This bench consists of two 4 in. by 4 in. uprights supported

on foot pieces of the same dimensions and braced together

by 3 in. by 2 in. cross-bars. Rigidity is obtained by using

angle brackets, and the table top is supportel by the uppei

cross bars and on brackets at the uprights. Above the table

top the uprights extend 2 ft., and are bored at 2 in. intervals,

the holes being fitted with brass tubes, which are expanded

back and front. Two cross-bars are provided for each table and

can be bolted to the uprights at any required distance apart.

The cross-piece being 3 in. deep and the spacing of the holes in

Brass Plate 3 x 4 x ,-i

8 "x a"

Brass Clamping Bolta

and Wins Huts

U—-r-e-

—

-t^.

Fig. 329,

—

^Adjustable MBiBE-TESTiNa Bench.

the uprights 2 in. from centre to centre, their distance apart can

b e made suitable for any meter not longer than 2 ft. A polished

brass plate, 3 in. by 4 in., screwed to the cross pieces at each end,

not only gives them a finish, but prevents wear by the screw-

ing up of the wing nuts each time the position of the cross

pieces is altered.

Round-headed screws placed at intervals along the upper

cross-piece form sufficient support for hanging meters, the

bottoms of which rest against the bottom cross-piece. A 6 ft.

table, 'as illustrated, will carry four meters giving a spacing of

1 ft. 6 in. between meter centres, which in practice has been
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found to be a suitable distance. Meters should not be placed

nearer to oue another than this, even if their external dimen-

sions allow of it, in order that they may not be affected by

the meters on either side. With some meters, 4uch as the

old-type Thomson, the upper cross-piece is placed behind the

uprights, -the meter standing on the lower one, being clamped

to the upper one. Standing meters can also be supported by

the ci'oss-pieces in the same manner, so that these tables possess

the advantage of holding any type of meter, including switch-

bo ird.type meters having long projecting terminals at their

backs for passing through the panels, and still keep the table

.top clear for tools, notebooks, &c. The cross-bars, not being

fixtures, can be removed altogether -at a moment's iiotice>

leaving.a plain table with no obstructions above it.

Fig. 326 is a view of a test room furnished with tables of

this type, and local testing panels as previously described. In

this figure the arrangement of shunt cords is also seen, and it

will be noticed that different typesof meters are being tested

on each table.

Testing Stands.—Where plain tables are provided, some form

of testing stand will be necessary. A very useful form of stand

for holding meters when being tested is shown in Fig. 330 in

front and side view. A stand somewhat similar to the one

illustrated was used some years ago by the British Thomson-
Houston Co for the Thomson meter, and the one illustrated is

also used for that type. In Fig 209, p. 214, a meter of this

make may be seen supported on one of these stands. This

meter in the old type is a rather awkward one to erect tempo-

raiily unless it is screwed up to a batten fixed to a wall, in

which case the continual insertion of screws would soon make
it necessary to have a new batten. On the stands, however,

it is easily fixed. The weight of the meter is taken by the

two brass brackets on which the terminal box rests, whilst the

milled-head screw in the brass angle-piece to the left clamps

one of the top lugs of the meten To make the meter firmer

on the stand, the right-hand lug is also clamped by means of

the loose clamp shown. To the back of the stand a batten is

fixed vertically by means of sash screws, so that it is easily

•detachable. On this batten at a suitable height is a headless
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nail, slightly bent up, upon which " hanging " meters are

hung.

The stands are made of teak, the base being 1^ in. thick,

12 in. deep and 12 in. wide, the back 1 in. thick, 13 in. high

from the top of the base; the batten is 2 in. deep by 2^ in.

wide by 19 in. long, and stands 12 in. above the top of the back.

• The stand—resting on three points, two in front and one in

the centre behind—is always firm on the table, and can be

levelled by means of the milled-head screw at the back. If

countersinks are let in flush in the table top, the stands are

kept in a line, and the weight of the stand and meter prevents

side slipping if any slight adjasttnent of the meter is required.

Fio. 330.

—

Stands for Sttppobtino Meteks when Testing.

These stands will hold most types of meter. They have been

found equally suitable, without any special fixing for meters

of the following types :—A'ron, Bat, Bastian, Brush Gutman,

Eclipse (all types), Electrical Company's (all types), "O.K."

(including prepayment), Scheeffer, Shallenberger, Shuckert,

Stanley, Thomson (all types), Vulcan, Westinghouse, Wright, &c.

A- further advantage possessed by such stands is that they

enable a set of meters of different types to be erected in series

if required for the purpose of comparison under absolutely

similar conditions of current.
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Fig. 331 shows a table ami set of stands, eaeh holding a

different type 0+' meter. This vieAv also sliows tlie, shunt h:'ads

already referred to in use ;
also the position of the Kelvin

balance at the end of the table with magnifying glass for read-

ing the index from any point along th(^ tal)le. Fig. 332 is

another view of the same table, the stands being removed and

a set of "' standing " meters connected \i\) for a '" long run " test.

These stands ma}' also be used for ammeters and voltmeters,

making a most convenient support for such instruments. The

ordinary switchboard ammeters which are ])rovided with back

F[ci. 331.—T£-T Table with ST.iXDS, Showinu the Adai'tability

OF THE Stands to Different Types of Meters ; also the Position

OF KEfAIN-WATT BALANCE AND EEGULATINC RHEf>ST\TS.

connections m the shape of rods are somewhat awkward to fix,

but with the stand, the rods either go through the hole in the

stand-back, or, if too wide apart for that, they most probably

clear the batten and can thus be fixed to it.

Meter Store.—As with the test tables and supports for meters

in the test room it is important to provide suitable appliances

for use with many and varied types of meters, so it is equally
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important in the store to provide racks for storing meters of

many sliapes.

Hanging meters

—

i.e., tliose which have a central top lug,

may he conveniently stored by simply having horizontal hat-

tens fixed to upright ones firmly fixed to the walls and fixing

screws (round-headed for preference) at certain distances apart
on the horizontal battens, the screws being screwed ' half-

home." For the centre of the store frames running the length

of the room and carrying similar battens could be used. There
are, however, several objections to such an arrangouent. In the

Fig. 332.

—

Test Table with STA^'DS PvEmoved foe a Set of
" Standing " Meters on a " Long Run " Test.-

first place many meters are not provided with the central lug,

and even with those which have it, the spacing sideways and

the vertical distance apart of the battens becomes a difficult

matter to settle owing to the varying sizes of the meters. To

make matters worse, it would be found that the lugs' of the

meters would have varying-sized holes, so that it would be

impossible to choose a screw which would suit all, if indeed one

could be found to suit any two. . .
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For storing on battens as above, it is necessary for the

meters to be provided with a q shaped hole, as otherwise

the lug would not slip over the head of the screw. Such a.

system, therefore, is only suitable for very few types. It is,

however, a convenient one to use with Bastiau and Wright

electrolytic meters, and Wright demand indicators. If, instead

of using Wood, iron be employed, the system becomes farjprefer-

able from a fire point of view.

Shelves are not altogether convenient for the storingjof

meters, owing to the fact that so many types do not stand, and

would require to be laid on their backs. The storing of meters

Joints at Comer

'i^ 1

sSsr-
I

[;

m
a c

r-

Fig. 333.

—

^Wai,l Racks ts Meter Store.

on their backs is a thing to be avoided, as when so laid it

becomes very difficult to see the dials, numbeis, &c.

A modified form of shelf tack, which has been found uni-

versal, is shown in Figs. 333 and 334. These racks were
designed by the writer some years ago, and have been found
to answer the purpose well.

The wall racks (Fig. 333) are extremely simple. A tee'iron,

11 in. by 1| in. by \m., is let into the walls at intervals of

5 ft. 4-|- in., and an angle iron If in. by l^- in. by \ in. is laid

along on the ends of the tee irons, and flush riveted to them.
Along the wall, as shown in the drawing, are fixed battens of
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wood to protect the wall from being chipped by the meters

when placed on the racks.

The centre double racks (Fig. 334) are very similar as to

dimensions, but', instead of tee iron, flat iron is used for the

supports of the angle irons, which are of the same size as in the

wall racks. H-iron girders, 2 in. by 2 in. by \ in., extend from

floor to ceiling 5 ft. 5 in. apart, and are, if possible, bolted by

angle pieces tQ the floor girders top and bottom. To these are

riveted the brackets formed by the flat-iron strips. Flat strips

braced at intervals are riveted to the H-iron supports and take

- Ceiling Level

I 4 Sets ap. to ttiese DimeneloD*

I^Lon Small Raclt. All 5 Set!
as this ou Long Back.

Bottom Rot? of Small Rack
only tBottom Row of Long
Rack same as bovr abovel

'iS'l li'»;J''Lll'««

'Top of Floor Girders

I'lG. 334.—DoDBLE Racks in Meter Stoeb.

the place of the wooden battens in the wall racks, A distance

of 1 ft. 4 in. has been found convenient between tiers ; this

makes the top tier of five, 6 ft. 1 in from the ground, if the

lowest rack is 9 in. above the floor level ; it is, therefore, pos-

sible for an average-sized man to put meters on the top rack

without the aid of steps. It might be thought that the above-

described racks are rather costly, but it may be argued in their

favour that they are capable of standing the unavoidable

knocking about which they grt by repeated loading and un-

loading. They are fire-proof, and being equally suitable for

all types of meters they have little chance of standing idle.
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They are also independent of the " width " of the meters, and

allow narrow meters to be bunched closer together than wide

ones so that no space is lost.

Small Store.—For the storing of spare parts of meters, wire,

backing boards, and other sundries, it is ver3' necessary to pro-

vide a small room, or a large cupboard fitted with wide shelves.

This apartment should be adjoining the office, as it then becomes

quite easy both to keep the costs of repairs, and a check on the

stock of these sundries. This store should be provided with as

many shelves as it is convenient to place in it.



CHAPTER XI.

INSTRUMENTS, APPARATUS AND ACCESSORIES.

Equally important as the convenience and arrangement of

the test rooms is the provision of accurate standard instru-

ments, which, however, should not be kept simply for the

checking of other instruments, but should be used constantly,

and every meter should be compared with them.

Kelvin Balances.—The watt and ampere balances invented

by Lord Kelvin are, perhaps, the most suitable instruments for

the purpose. They are simple, constant, and it is possible to

ascertain by observation if they are in working order. When in

this condition, their accuracy depends simply on the constancy

of weights, and this is a great point in their favour, as the weight

of a mass is a constant, whereas one can never be certain that

a spring has not changed (except by re-standardising). Meters,

as a rule, are tested at a round number of amperes, consequently

no recourse has to be made to the table of doubled square roots

provided with the ampere balances, as the weights are set to

definite points on the fixed scale. These instruments are

founded on the law, first discovered by Ampere, that if a

current flow through two conductors near one another, one

fixed and the other movable, a force is produced tending to

attract or repel the movable conductor. This force is pro-

portional to the square of the current. The balances (in the

smaller sizes of Kelvin balances) are provided with four fixed

and tv/o movable coils, the latter supported by a beam which

is suspended by means of a flexible ligament. This suspension

is composed of a great number of veiyfinc wires in two groups

insulated from one another, and the current to and from the;

E.M.O. BB
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niovalili'. coils is conveyed throiii,'li these grou])s of iine wires.

A ceiiti-ampere balance is seen in Fig. .3:5.3, and Fig. 336

represents a section thuHigii the coils
;
FF are the fixed,

MM the nrovahle coils; A one of the groups of fine wires

whieli act as the fulcrum. The arrows sliow tlu.; direction of

the current in the coils.

Fig. 33.5.

—

Kelvix C'enti- Ampere Bal.a.sl'E, (Cover removed.)

Parallel currents in the same direction attract, and in opposite

directiem repel ; it will therefore be evident that the right hand
end of the lieam will lie raised out of its position wheir a

curreirfc Hows through the ci:)ils in the directions indicated

i'CJl :ra

FH|llil'^|||»J

1= iii^^iiiiiaM

ilr^lmiii^

Fia. 33ii.

—

Section thuocoh (Joils of Kelvix B.\E.vNeE.

in Fig. 336. As the midwa}' position bet\v-een the two
fixed coils is the position of minimum force, the movable
coils are hung, the one above and the other below the mid
positipn, being nearer the repelling coil in each case liy such

a distance as to give about one-fi''th per cent, nun-e than the

minimum force.
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The beam carrying the movable coils being deflected out of

its zero position by the force due to the current, is brought

back to its original position by a force due to a weight, which

i& slid along on a platform fixed to the beam until balance is

obtained (see Fig. 335). The beam is graduated, and the

weight (which also acts as a sledge for carrying other weights')

has an index on the scale and is read when balance is obtained.

At each end of this movable graduated scale is a pointer which

indicates the zero position. Both these pointers should be at

zero before commencing to measure current. They are brought

to zero' by bringing the sliding weight to its zero and then

shifting the position of a metal flag (attached to the movable

portion) by means of the handle provided. Each sliding weight

has a counterpoise weight which must be used with it. The
latter is placed in a V-shaped pan at the right hand end of the

movable portion {see Fig. 335). Four pairs of weights are

usually provided, being adjusted in the ratios of 1 : 4 : 16 : 64.

Each pair gives a round number of ampeies or fractions or

multiples of amperes (according to the size of the instrument)

on another scale, which is fixed to the base of the instrument

just behhid and above the movable scale. The numbers on

this fixed scale are twice the square roots of the numbers

below them on the movable scale. Notches are cut in the

edge of the movable scale just under the numbered divisions

on the fixed scale to avoid errors due to parallax when reading.

The sliding^ of the weight to the correct position along the

scale is performed from outside the rase by means of a self-

releasing pendant carried on a sliding platform to which

silk cords are attached which come out through the ends

of the case. By using a magnifying glass (a reading glass

acts perfectly) with an aluminium screen attached, as in

Fig. 337, the index can be quite easily seen 12 ft. or 14 ft.

from the balance. The screen, which should be lamp-blacked on

the side away from the balance, causes the index to be seen at

a glance and hides all reflections from the balance case. Mounted

on a stand in the way shown in the figure, the hole A drilled up

the handle—a medium tight fit—it can be raised or lowered to

the correct position.

Great care should be taken that, once being set to a definite

position, the weight of the Kelvin balance is not accidentally

BB2
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shifted. At the ends of the silk eords which are attached to

the sliding platform arc usually two buttons. If one of tliese

falls off the shelf on which the balance stands, or if anyone

passes and rubs up against the cord, the weight is liable to be

shifted. To prevent this a good plan is to rei>lace the two

cords by one which is brought fronr the sliding platform

through the case in the ordinary way, through two pulleys

fixed to the shelf—one under each end of the base where the

cords come out—back through the case at the other end and

thence to tlie .sliding platform. In this way, no matter what

the position of the sliding weight,

there is no slack cord.

The watt l.ialances are very similar

to the ampere balances. The shunt

current is taken into the movable

coils, and the main current passes

through the fixed ones. The resist-

ance of the shunt coils is about 14:

ohms, and as they are designed to

work with a current of 0-2 ampere

ill the .shunt circuit, the total re.

sistance is made up to ,500 ohms
(non-inductive) per 100 volts.

The .shunt circuit, even oir 100

volts, therefore, is fairly non-induc-

tive, but, of course, becomes more so

on higher voltages. When testing

on inductive loads it is advisable to

increase the resistance of the .shunt

circuit to double the normal resis-

tance working with a .shunt current of 0-1 amp. This is particu-

larly advantageous on 100 volt circuits. "Where meters are

required for both alternating and continuous-current supplies

it much simplifies matters to have standard instruments

equally suitable for both kinds of current; these balances

being so, they are most convenient.

Drysdale Double Wattmeter.—For the purpose of testing

Watt-hour meters either on continuous or alternating current,

and particularly for test ng two- or three-phase meters on two-

FiG. 3.37.—JlAGNiFyiNG
Glass with Screes for
USE WITH Kelvis Balance.
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or tliree-phase loads—both false and rea!—a double wattmeter
is by far the most convenient instrmnent. Such an instrument
cons sts of two complete wattmeter systems which are electri-

cally independent of one another, but whose potential circuits

arc both mounted on one rigid support so that the total

torque produced in both systems can be measured by taking

one reading. The Drysdale double wattmeter (Fig. 338) is

Fig. 'i'ia.—50- Ampere Brysd.^le Double Ast.vtic W.attmetee.

an instrmxLent of this description and is a most useful one in

any test room in which watt-hour meters are tested.* It is

based on the dynamometer principle, in which the two circuits

—the ]K)tentiaI and the main—are at right angles to one

* For a very full description of the tiieory and applications of this

instrument, see " The Electrician," Jan. 14, 21 and 28, 1910.
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another, and the potential circuit, being freely suspended,

tends to turn into the plane of the main circuit when currents

are flowing in them. The potential circuit is turned back to

its original position by means of a torsion head to which one

end of a long spiral controlling spring is attached, whose other

end is q.onnected to the support carrying the potential coils-

The control spring in the Drysdale wattmeter is made of

specially tempered German-silver and forms a spiral having a

great number of turns. As the torsion head is turned only

, one complete revolution for the maximum reading, the spring

is only slightly strained and therefore its torque follows a

straight line law, enabling a uniform scale to be used to in-

dicate the amount of turning necessary to overcome the torque

produced by the forces acting on the coils. The two watt-

meter systems are arranged at right angles to each other so as

to avoid interference. The coils of each system are astatically

wound so that when using either or both wattmeter systems

on continuous current it is unnecessary to take the mean of two
readings with reversed connections. This is a great advantage,

particularly when working with false loads, when main current

from a low voltage source (2 to 8 volts) is used, and the contact

resistance of a throw-over switch may change the value of the

current and cause erroneous readings to be taken. Fig. 339 is

a sectional view of the main coils and also illustrates the

arrangement of the potential circuit. The main coils are

built up of a specially stranded cable consisting of 10 separately

insulated strands so arranged that each exerts the same force

on the swinging potential coils. The ends of these insulated

strands are taken to commutators, fixed on the base of the
instrument, which enable them to be connected either in series

or parallel or partly in series and partly in parallel. Thus each
main system is capable of being connected up so as to have
four ranges. For example, a 100-ampere instrument can, by
means of the commutators, be converted in a moment into a

lO-ampere, 20-ampere, 50-ampere or 100-ampere wattmeter.
If both systems, when on the 100-ampere range, be used in

parallel, the instrument then has a further range of 200 am-
peres for single-phase or 2-wire continuous current measure-
ments. Each potential coil with its making up resistance
has a resistance of 100 ohms, and the normal current in the
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potential circuit is 0-02 ampere to give full reading when using
one system, or 0-01 ampere when both systems are used
together. Anti-capacity non-inductive series resistance boxes
are provided, one for each potential circuit, to build up the

3ilk supporting
Fibre

PHASE 1.

Pressure
CoU

Fig. 339.

—

Systems or Drysdalb Double Dynamometbr Wattmbtek,
Showing Astatic Coils.

resistance to the correct value for the potential of the circuit

on which the instrument is to be used. The scale is 500 mm.
long, with millimetre divisions and is engraved in black on the
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rim of a white disc, the index point being in the front of the

instrument. It is quite an easy matter to fit a mirror to the

swinging system and use a spot instead of the pointer when
the instrument is capable of measuring watts with extreme

accuracy and the watts can be kept constant from some

distance from the instrument.

The author has fitted a \ in. mirror and a scale to an instru-

ment of this make and has found it to be a great benefit.

The lantern has a short focus lens and is fixed 18 in. from the

mirror on the moving system. The beam is reflected on to a

frosted glass immediately under the lantern, having a line on

it as a zero mark. A brilliant spot about IJ in. in diameter

is obtained which is easily seen in the testroom in bright

daylight. AVhen working to a reading of 100 one per cent,

variation of the watts causes the spot to swing approximately

one inch off the zero. As the full scale deflection is 500

divisions, one inch deviation of the spot from zero represents

0-2 per cent, alteration of the power being measured, and as

it is quite easy to see a deviation of
;,

'„ in. from some distance

from the instrument, this arrangement enables the circuit to

be regulated with great accuracy. When using this wattmeter
it is very necessary to keep the potential and main coils at

the same potential, otherwise a deflection is produced electro-

statically. When using false loads, therefore, it is necessary

to use an equalising lead, as shown in the sketches of connec-

tions in Chapter XII.

Voltmeters.—A number of voltmeters should be provided of

different types and different ranges. A set of electrostatic

voltmeters for different voltages is very useful, especially for

use when taking shunt currents of meters. Owing to the fact

that they take practically no current, they can jjeconnected

directly to the ends of the meter shunt circuit and the pressure

ascertaied at which the shunt current is measured. Hot-
wire or electromagnetic voltmeters could not as conveniently

be used thus, for the current they take would be measured as

well as the shunt current of the meter.

If the ammeter be placed between one terminal of the volt-

meter and the meter shunt, the drop in the ammeter would
have to be allowed for.
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Another point in favour of electrostatic voltmeters is that
the same instrument can be used as a standard both on alter-
nating and continuous current . (Two readings, with connec-
tions reversed, must be taken on continuous-current circuits

)

They are very handy for calibrating or checking other alterna-
ting-current voltmeters As a standard voltmeter, a reflecting
electrostatic voltmeter with a scale forming an arc of a circle
of one metre radius is recommended The instrument and
scale should both be fixed in position, and preferably the scale
should only be calibrated, by means of a potentiometer, after
It has been put up.

Potentiometer.—For standardising generally (on continuous
current), and, indeed, for testing continuous-current ampere

-

Jiour meters, a good potentiometer is extremely useful. If at
any time doubt as to the accuracy of the standard instruments
-arises, as it is sure to do at some time or other, possibly owing
to a batch of meters all being found about the same amount
slow or fast, then to be able to check the instruments with
some quite different apparatus is desirable.

The potentiometer enables current, pressure and resistance

to be measured with great accuracy, and all measurements are

compared to the E.M.F. of a standard cell.

Space does not permit of a detailed description of this

universal instrument, with its accessory standard resistances,

but a brief description of the general principle of its working
may, however, be useful to those who may not be acquainted
with it.*

The instrument itself consists of a set of resistances, all of

the same material and section, which are arranged as shown
in Fig 340. In the Crompton pattern there are 15, in the

potentiometer made by Elliott Bros. 150. They are all made
equal to each other to within a very great accuracy. One
of these sections (0—^1) is laid straight (called the slide wire).

* For a complete description the reader is referred to "The Poten-

tiometer and its Adjuncts," by W. Clark Fisher (The Elbotrioian

Series).
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and a movable key or contact can make contact at any point

from to 1. The other usections are made into coils, and

another key in the form of a switch makes contact at any

of the terminal points 1, 2, 3, 4, &c'.

The slide wire has a scale which divides it up into 100

equal portions (10 in the Elliott instrument), which are equal

as to resistance. By estimation each iJotli of the slide wire

can be divided into tenths.

An accumulator A, controlled by a rheostat R, supplies a

E
-A/VWWWVW

15 14 13 12 11 A 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

f^' ^1

Fio. 340.

—

Potentiometer Connections.

constant potential of 1-5 volts to the extreme ends of the 16

sections ; thus the voltage across each section is 0-1 volt, and

across each ^J^ of the slide wire 0-001 volt. A d'Arsonval gal-

vanometer G, with a key, is connected through the six-way

double-pole switch S, first to a standard cell for " standardisa-

tion " of the instrument, and then to the terminals of a high or

low resistance for measuring current or pressure as shown. Any
E.M.F. up to 1-5 volts can be measured , direct, but higher

potentials are connected to a standard high resistance, and a
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known fraction of this high resistance is connected to the

potentiometer. This resistance is termed a " volt box."

Current measurements are made by having suitable standard

resistances of known values, such as 1-0 ohm for 1'5 amperes,

giving 1-5 volts drop at full load, 0-1 ohm for 15 amperes, 0-0

1

ohm for 150 amperes, &c. Such resistances enable the whole

range of the potentiometer wire to be taken advantage of in

the measurement of current; thus 1'5 amps., 15 amps,, &c.,

are capable of being read to the fifth figure with ease.

With such an instrument care and cleanliness are necessary,

as a dirty slide wire may lead to erroneous readings. The
Author has had a Crompton instrument in use for some years

in which the slide wire is enclosed in the case, and contact is

made by a slider worked by an endless flexible steel band.

This has given great satisfaction, and for commercial testing

it certainly seems advisable to have the slide wire enclosed.

Such a set, comprising potentiometer, standard cells, battery,

galvanometer with lamp and scale, volt box, and standard low

resistances is somewhat expensive. The low resistance shunts

should receive careful handling, and when not in use are pre-

ferably kept locked up out of harm's way in order that they

maj' not be damaged.

It is, therefore, worth while to provide a suitable stand in

which the whole set may be set up and the standard resist-

ances stored. Such a stand is seen in Fig. 341 , which is built

somewhat after the style of a pedestal desk. It is entirely of

poHshed teak. The table rests on two pedestal cupboard',

which contain the low resistances when not in use. Upon the

table are placed all the other apparatus, consisting of the

potentiometer itself, volt box, secondary cell, standard cells,

gilvanomfeter, with lamp and scale, all connected up and ready

for use when required.

The table has a roller top, which shuts up all the apparatus,

and keeps everything clean. In this way the instrument is

always ready for use at a moment's notice, but at the same

time is thoroughly protected when not required.

A shelf over the roller top is very handy for placing rheo-

stats for regulating or "for standing instruments on when cali-

brating. It also prevents anything being stood on the roller

top.
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rernianoiit leads of No. 20 wire can l)e mn from a terminal

board near the potentiometer to the various test tables and

other points, and ended in pairs of terminals mounted on

ebonite. From the main terminal board connections to the

potentiometer Oi volt box are quickly made l.)v means of 70/10

twin flexible leads. These flexibles should ]>n braided, one

black and the other red, in order that the ]>ositive and negative

are easily traced.

Fro. 341.

—

Crompton Potentiometer Set, mounted on Roller Top
Pedestal Table.

If the ends of these flexible leads are soldered into hook
connectors their life is considerably increased.

The Diysdale A.C. Potentiometer.—The principle upon
which this instrument works when us<'d for measuring alternat-

ing potential differences is as follows :—By means of a phase

shifting transformer connected to an \A'. supply, as in Fig. 342,

where one of its stator windings is connected with a capacity

K and resistance R in series with it, a uniforndy rotating field
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is produced. From the rotor of the transformer a current

of a definite value measured by the dynamometer A and
controlled by the rheostat is taken to charge the potentiometer

coils. A vibration galvanometer G is used in the circuit,

and by means of the phase shifting transformer and the

potentiometer contacts, the potentiometer P.D. and any other

P.p. from the same source of supply can be balanced both as

to phase and magnitude. The potentiometer with the above
modifications is worked in the same way as the D.C. potentio-

meter, and by its means currents and pressures of a few

microamperes or millivolts up to very large numbers of

Phase-shifting

Transformer

WWVWWAAA ^
Rheostat

Potentiometer

Eio. 342.

—

Pbijjciple of A.-C. Potentiometek.

amperes or volts can be measured.* The instrumfent can

also be used for direct current measurement.

Standard of Time.—Having standard instruments for the

measurement of watts, amperes, volts and ohms, the meter test

room still requires a further and most important standard in-

strument—that is, a standard of time. Chronographs are most

convenient instruments for timing the revolutions of some

quick-moving portion of a motor meter, but it is very important

that they should be frequently tested themselves and for the

same period of time that they are to he usedfor in testing. These

* See "The Alternate-Current Potentiometer as a Standard Instru-

ment," by Charles V. Drysdale, D.So. The Electeician, May 17, 1916.'
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tiine indicators develop starting errors and may change their

speed, so that, if not checked, errors due to them might be

ascribed to the meters under test. A chronometer is the most

compact standard. Fixed in some convenient position, on a wall

(away from mains carrying heavy currents) about 3 ft. Gin. from

the ground, it can be used with comfort for checking chrono-

graphs. For long time tests such an instrument is most useful,

as also for rating clocks used'in time switches or two-rate meters.

Beside the standard instruments others will be required.

An ammeter and voltmeter of the capacity of each watt balance

should be permanently fixed in the circuit. These should be

suitable for alternating as well as continuous current where

both are likely to be used ; in fact, it is evident that all appa-

ratus should be capable of working on either current in order

that the whole equipment may be used, if necessary, to turn

out work for one or the other system of supply.

For testing in situ portable instruments are, of course, re-

quired. Some very neat testing sets have been put on the

market of recent years by several makers. For testing watt-

hour meters of the motor type a wattmeter is to be preferred,

as only one reading has to be taken. Good wattmeters of the

portable type can be obtained suitable for both supplies.

Where, however, testing is to be done on continuous-current

circuits, permanent magnet instruments are to be preferred,

as being dead-beat and unaffected by stray fields. They should

always be provided with mirrors under the needle, as very true

readings are required to prevent the errors in the test being

greater than the meter errors. A portable low-reading ammeter

(reading to O'l) should be provided for measuring meter-shunt

currents, and a portable voltmeter (reading to 1 volt) for the

measurement of the drop in the main coils.

For the measurement of insulation resistance to case an

ohmmeter will be found most convebient. A couple of ordi-

nary detector galvanometers, with their batteries, are most
useful for the testing and detection of faults in meters. These

are more convenient if the batteries are enclosed in the same
ease as the instrument.

Frequency Measuring.—In alternating-current testing a fre-

quency teller will be required. Should the testing department
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lae at tte station, the alternators will be accessible and the fre-

quency ascertained by taking the speed of the machines run-

ning. This would, however, take too much time, and an in-

strument should be close at hand by which the frequency can

be easily read. A convenient form of frequency teller is that

due to Mr. Albert Camp- ><-?>s.

bell, B.A.,* in which a /^^^
thin iron strip is slid in or

out of a clamp over the

face of an electromagnet

around which the current

—the frequency of which

is required—passes. The
iron strip vibrates when
its length from the clamp

is such that .'ts natural

period of vibration is

double that of the fre-

quency of the current,

when it emits a note. A
rack and pinion to which

the needle is attached are

worked from the non-

vibrating end of the strip,

the needle indicating on

the scale different points

according to the length of

strip free to vibrate. The
scale can thus be calibra-

ted in periods per second,

the reading being ob-

tained by sliding the strip

until the note is audible. ^i«- 343.—Feequency Mbtbb.

The most convenient frequency indicator is that known as

the Reed or Resonance instrument, in which a set of reeds is

employed. Each reed is supported at one end near the poles

of an alternating-current electromagnet, and has a different

natural period of vibration. When a current is passed through

the coil of tte electromagnet it causes the reed, whose period

* The Electbician, Vol. XXXVII., p- 437.
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of vibration is the same as that of the current in 'the electro-

magnet, to vibrate. On the free end of each reed a small flag,

or disc is fixed, and the frequency is read ofE a scale having a

mark opposite each reed ; the one vibrating with the greatest

amplitude is easily distinguished from the stationary reeds, or

the adjacent ones whichmay be vibrating slightly in such instru-

ments as are provided with as many as four' reeds per period.

Another method of measuring the frequency is by altering

,

the length of a weighted wire carrying an alternating current

and passing through the field of a permanent magnet. At a

definite length the wire will vibrate. Fig. 343 illustrates an

instrument made on these lines. The index slides up and

down the beam in the front of which is the scale. To this

sliding index is attached a rod, on the end of which is a jewel

with a rounded hole through which the phosphor bronze wire

passes, a weight being hung on the end of the wire. The
weight is increased or diminished so as to get a suitable range,

after which it is unaltered.

To use the instrument, the slider is slowly lowered until the

wire vibrates to a definite amount. It is found that there is a,

definite point for each frequency where the wave appears ta

have a third wire, and this is the point taken. The instrument

is calibrated by finding this point on known frequencies by
slowly moving the slider down.

*

The length of wire free to vibrate, multiplied by the fre-

quency, equals a constant ; thus, by taking three or four read-

ings on different frequencies the constant is determined for

the given wire and weight and the scale then made.

Apparatus for Measi;iringTorque.-^In order to measure the
torque of meters it is necessary to have some sort of apparatus
possessing small friction by which the pull can be measured.

In Fig. 344 such an appliance is shown. A vertical brass rod
fixed to a lead base carries two brackets, the height of which
can be adjusted. The top one supports a light wheel having a
V-shaped rim and a steel spindle running in jewelled bearings.

One end of a fine silk thread is attached to the main spindle of

the meter, or to the edge of the disc, and the other end carries

an aluminium scalepan, which weighs 1 gramme. The lower
bracket acts as a rest for this scalepan. A box of weights and
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a goodmicromete-—the latter for obtaining the diameter of the
spindle—complete the set. When the silk is wound round the
spindle, to obtain the effective radius at which the weight acts
the spindle should be calipered itself and also over the silk,

and half the mean diameter taken. In the case of meters
having light main moving parts it is necessary to provide a
duplicate set and place it so that its thread pulls in the opposite
direction : then, if half the weight be put in each scalepan, a
uniform moment is produced, and the meter main spindle is

not pulled off its jewel bearing.

In using the apparatus, if 1 gramme, (the weight of the scale-

pan) is too heavy, a gramme
weight can be attached to a very
fine silk thread passing over the

wheel to counterbalance the

scalepan. For this purpose the

silk used for galvanometer sus-

pensions is the best. With
meters having a high torque it

is sometimes convenient to attach

the silk to the rim of the brake

disc, as by increasing the distance

at which the weight acts the

weight is reduced, as it acts at a

greater leverage,and the tendancy

to displace the moving part of the

meter is thereby reduced.

Although it is very satisfac-

tory to see the actual weightFio. 344.—ToEQUE Measuring

Apparatus. being held up by the meter,

measurements of torque with

such an apparatus cannot be made quickly, and usually time is

a consideration where much work has to be turned out. For

the quick ineasurement of meter torques, therefore, a spring

balance is perhaps the most convenient instrument to use, and

very good results can be obtained in this manner very quickly.

An instrument of this description is illustrated in Fig. 345.

It is easily made, and, by means of the previously-described

apparatus, its calibration becomes a simple operation^ Upon s^

piece of aluminium, A, about 2 cm', thick, a small spindle, B,

z:,ii.a CC
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IS bolted, having lock nuts underneath. To the upper end of

this spindle one end of a piece of watch mainspring, C, is

fixed (either by soldering it in a saw cut or otherwise), and to

the other end of the spring a straight piece of aluminium wire

D is attached. This can be done by slightly flattening the

wire, lashing it to the end of the spring with silk, and finally,

shellacing the joint. The straight wire is allowed to project

beyond the edge of the plate by about r4 cm., and at, say,

07 cm. from the end it is marked by a line to indicate the

point to be used both in calibrating and when measurements

are taken.

A small spirit level, E, is screwed to the plate as anindicatoi

to show that the plate is at the same level when being used as

Fig. 345.

—

Spring-balance foe Measubino Meter Torques.

when being calibrated. The level is necessary in order to avoid!

any error being introduced by the weight of the pointer, which
would cause a deflection. The instrument is intended to be
used with the plate horizontal, and the needle is set to a zera

line by turning the spindle B. To calibrate this balance a loop

is made at each end of a short length of very fine silk thread >

one loop is passed over the end of D to the marked point, and
different weights are hung on the other loop, the thread pass-

ing over the pulley of the apparatus previously described, which
is adjusted for height. It is convenient to lay the balance on
a box for this operation. The pointer being doflected, the plate
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is turned in the opposite direction until llie pointer is brought

back to a position at right angles to the silk for each weight,

and in this manner the points are easily marked on the plate

on either side of the zero.

In using the instrument a small spring clip, made out of, say.

No. 24 phosphor bronze wire, is slid on to the brake disc of
the meter. The end of this clip is bent to stand vertical so as

to meet D (at the marked point) at right angles. The plate is.

turned as in calibrating to bring the pointer D at right angles to

the deflecting force. In the instrument illustrated the length

of the pointer is 14'5cm., and a deflection of approximately

2 cm. per decigramme is obtained. It is convenient to have-

two or three spring balances similar to the above, having vary-

ing ranges to suit various types of meter having different

torques, or, by making clips which project beyond the periphery

of the brake disc, the same instrument may be used. Where

such clips are employed, care must be taken to ascertain that

the disc has no tendency to rotate due to want of level and the-

weight of the clip. Owing to the use of magnets in so maiiy

meters, it is very important that the use of steel wire, either for

the clip or for the pointer D, be avoided. Where the torque of

a number, of similar meters having discs of equal diameter is to-

be taken, it is convenient to make a clip, the end of which

stands out from the axis of turning by preferably 10 cm., and

to design the balance to give a good deflection when used with.!

this clip. The torque is then ascertained without calculation,

.

as the instrument can be calibrated in gramme-centimetres.

Although not an " instrument " in the sense the above appa^-

ratus have been described, the slide rule will be found ex-

tremely useful in the test room, either for checking calculations,,

or, if sufficiently accurate, for the working out of results-

Slide rules having now become in almost general use, a«

description will hardly be necessary. With a Fuller slide rule-

results can quickly be arrived at after a little practice quite as-

accurately as ordinary tests can be made.

Resistances.—When the testing is done on a supply at 100 or

50 volts, it is necessary to provide resistance frames to dissipate--

the energy, and for alternating-curr«r.t work these must be-

practically inductionless. They must also be capable ofi

CC2
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"regulation in small steps in order that varying strengths of

current Jnay be obtained. Banks of 100 or 200 c.p. incandescent

'laiii[)S, with 32, 16 and 8 c.p. lamps, answer the pur])OS(!, but in

order to avoid the glare, it would be almost necessary to kee[i

them out of the test rooms. With water resistances, unless they

are madi; very large in order to be worked at a low-current

density, it is difficult to ol^taiu a steady current owing to the great

Fig. .j-Kj.—Fleming Indugtionless P^esis;t.a.nce Fra.me.

alteration of the resistance with temperature. The most suitable

form of resistance for meter testing is the Fleming non-induc-

tive '" cage." A resistance frame built up of unit " cages " is

shown in Fig. 316. The frame is of light cast iron at top and

bottom, the two ca.stings being fixed by rods at intei-vals.

Above is a polished slate upon which switches and two 'bus bars

with fuse terminals arc placed.
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The frame illustrated is capable of carrying 79|- amperes at

100 volts, and the current can be altered from half an ampere

up to the maximum by half-ampere steps, there being seven

10 ampere, one 5 ampere, four 1 ampere, and one |'' ampere

switches.

Porcelain

Pin

Washer

Spiral Spring

Washer

-Porcelain

.--Terminal

Fia. 347.

—

Fleming Resistance Unit Cage.

The "cages," or units, are connected up in parallel, each

through a switch and fuse between two bus bars (one of which

is at the back). Each unit is built up as follows :—On a hollow
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fferass rod, 3 ft. 6 in. long, are slid two circular porcelain discs,

l|in. in diameter. These discs have circular projections, also

•of porcelain, on their upper surfaces {see Fig. 347), and the

•top one is provided with two terminals for receiving the ends

of a platinoid wire.

One disc is fixed near the top of the brass rod with the pro-

jections upwards, the other, with its projections underneath, is

Itept near the bottom of the rod by means of a spiral spring,

^vhich takes the rod inside it, and tends to force the lower disc

-away from the upper one. One end of a bare platinoid wire

ds connected to one of the terminals of the top plate; it then

^passes round one of the projections on the bottom plate back

to the top plate round a projection, and so on until the end is

fixed to the other terminal. It will be seen how well such a

cage is ventilated, consequently thin wires may be used and

run at a high current densitj'.

Each cage is held in the frame by a screw in the top and

bottom castings, which passes through and enters the hollow

brass rod. Leads are taken from the two terminals on the

"top plate to the switch and fuse terminal.

Should a wire burn out (which is a very rare occurrence) it

ds replaced quite easily, if the cage be removed from the frame.

Such a resistance is practically non-inductive, and most useful

for alternate-current testing.

The 10 ampere units are made up of three cages in parallel,

each wound with a single No. 28 platinoid wire carrying

3'.33 amperes ; the 5 ampere unit contains two cages in series,

-each wound with No. 21 ; the 1 ampere and \ ampere units

•«ach have one cage wound with a No. 36 and a No. 40 respec-

tively.

Such a frame should be provided for each table, of the same
capacity as the Kelvin balance. If in conjunction with the

Jrame a 100 volt 16 c.p., a 100 volt Sep., and a 200 volt

16c.p. lamp* are wired up, the steps are reduced from

\ ampere to 0-15 ampere, and the lamps prove useful for testing

the starting currents of meters. For the purpose of finally

iregulating the current and keeping it steady during testing

.rheostats will be necessary.

* A 200 volt 16 c.p. lamp will take about 0'15 ampere on a 100 volt

jjircuit.
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A ven' good om; (oi tho pu)|iosc is the cai'ljon-jilatc rheoslat,

illustrated iu Fig. 34S, wliich can be obtained in various sizes.

Tho one illustrated is callable of carrying 50 amperes, and has

a range of about ()-03 to 1-.5 olnns. It is com])oscd of 40 pieces

of battery carbon 3}, in. square by -il; in. thick, the surfaces

Ijeing roughened. The regulation is obtained b}' altering the

contact resistance between these 40 plates by tightening or

•loosening a screw which clamps them together. It has been

found convenient, where these rheostats arc used on tln^ double

test tables advocated, to have a hand wheel at each end, as in

Fig. 348. If the rheostat is placed across the table somewhere

about the centre it can then be worked from either side with-

out having to be turned round each tune. The carbon blocks

ai'e insulated from the frami\ bv slate rods iiinning along the

Fig. 348.

—

P.\cl's Caebox Rheostat, fitted with Two
Hasd Wheels.

lengtb, and at the ends bv means of a fibre strip fixed on the

terminal plates between them and the plates upon which the

ends of the adjusting screws press. The range of the appa-

ratus can be altered l)y having other terminal plates not

jnovided with the fibre insulation, which can be slipped in

between any two carbon blocks. If one of these be inserted

between the middle two plates of the set, and one pole con-

nected to it, the two halves can be used in parallel if the other

pole be joined to the two end terminal plates, thus doubling

the ampere capacity.

Another form of rheostat most useful for meter testing is

the Wirt rheostat. This is a wire rheostat which is practi-

cally non-inducti\'e, owing to the manner in which it is made.
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A jhi^h-resistance insulated wire is wound in a coil on a

l)a]>e'i' cylinder. This cylinder with the wire on it is then

s(|uasli(>d Hat and wrapped round a brass drum, being kept in

position by eord bound tightly round it. The wire, therefore,

lies im the drum parallel to its axis, the inside layer se]ia-

rateil fronr the outside one by the flattened paper cylinder.

A sdit of conrmutator is made by turning or filing the insu-

lation for about 1 in. all r(jund the outside, layer, and a fixed

brush nrakes contact at any ])oint as the drum is turned. ( )ne

end 01 the wire is connected to a ring driven over the binding

ccnil. iin which another frxed brush makes contact. By turn-

ing the drum the whole wire is put into circuit or gradually

cut (Hit, tile steps being very .small. Fig. 349 represent,'^ two.

such rli<!0stats.

Paul's Wikt ItHEusT.iTS

The one on the left has a resistance^, of 2.5 ohms. Havint;

about 270 contacts, the lesistance per contact is about 0-002.5

ohm. It will staird a current of about 2 amperes witliout

getting overheated, and is found very useful for regulating

the main current during low load tests.

The small one on the right (Fig. 349) is used for regulating

tlic pressure when testing watt-hour or watt meters. It has a

total re.sistanco of 50 ohms, and, the number of contacts being

330, the resistance per contact is 0-151 ohm.

Another rheostat, which is more ada])ted to calibrating \ olt-

meiers, is shown in Fig. 350, and is one which is easily made.
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It is a water rheostat, and consists of a glass jar, 11 in. high

by Sin. in diameter, which stands on a block of teak cleated

to the upright board.

Two discs of lead form the plates, the bottom one being

soldered to a brass rod which runs up inside the vessel, lieing

covered by a piece of rubber tubing and connected to one

terminal through afu.so fixed on the liack of the upright board..

Fig. 330. —Water Rheostat.

To the centre of the other plate is soldered a small brass rack,

which engages with a pinion fixed to the bracket over the jar

The pinion spindle has a milled wheel, preferably of ebonite

to insulate it, and the upper plate is thereby raised or lowered

any desired amount. Such a rheostat has a very high resist

ance with the plates far apart. The plates are prevented from

touching each other by a pin inserted in the rack, which forms
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a stop. The motion should be made fairly stiff to prevent the

rack running down, and, if necessary, a spring may be used as

a brake, pressing against the pinion spindle. Should the

resistance be too high, a drop or two of acid is added. Elec-

trostatic voltmeters can also be compared throughout their

range by using the rheostat and a lamp as a load across the

terminals of the voltmeters.

For the regulation of large currents up to 500 or 800 amperes,

such as would be used for testing station meters, the Author has

designed and found useful the adjustable resistance shown in

Fig. 351. It consists of six sets of six strips in parallel of

gernian-silver, soldered at each end into brass blocks, which are

mounted on slate strips, these latter being screwed to two iron

bars at each end, which also serve for fixing the apparatus.

Fio. 351. — Heavy Current Rheostat,

lEach brass block has two thumbscrews for clamping a connect-

ing piece which is hooked at one end, so as to fall on to the

-thumbscrew of the next block. By this arrangement the

ircsistance can be connected up all in series, or in any com-

bination, to all in parallel, such as two in parallel, three in

series ; four iu parallel, two in series ; and so on. It is found

that final regulation can be made by tightening or loosening

slightly the thumbscrews.

When the strips are all in series such a resistance will carry

about 300 amperes without getting overheated for about half

to one hour. All six in parallel will take 1,.500 amperes quite

•comfortably for a short time. The resistance of each unit is

approximately 0-000925 ohm at 270'"'F. The approximate length
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«f each strip is 15j in., widtli 3 in., and thickness of each indi-

"vidual strip 0-018 in. It is used with one or two large secon-

•dary cells for continuous-current testing, or with a step-down

transformer (20 to 1 ratio) from the 100 volt supply on alter-

jaating current. Final sensitive legulation is conveniently

made by using a carbon rheostat connected up in parallel

T\'ith this rheostat.

Another useful form of resistance for false loads can be made
with a few grids used in motor starters. Two 1 ft. lengths of

-|- in. whit, screwed studding are mounted parallel to one

another by means of angle brackets one at each end of each

length of studding, the brackets being fixed to a teak board

-covered with sheet asbestos, the two lengths of studding being

insulated from each other. A number of nuts are placed at

intervals along the two lengths of studding and one or more
.grids are clamped in parallel between them. At one end the

screwed rods project beyond the bracket and form the ter-

minals. Three such resistances form a very convenient load

for three-phase tests connecting them up either Star or Delta.

By having sets of grids of various resistances but of the same

length, the same frames can be used for a good range of current.

Grids stamped out of sheet metal having small temperature

co-efficient have been found preferable to the usual cast grids

for this purpose.

Choking Coils.—In alternate-current work it will be neces-

sary to test certain meters on inductive loads. Meters which

are intended for arc lamp or motor circuits should certainly be

tested on inductive loads, as they will be expected to register

"the energy taken by such loads when erected on consumers'

premises. The easiest way to obtain inductive loads is by
inserting in the circuit a choking coil in series with the non-

inductive resistances already referred to. It therefore becomes

necessary in alternating-current test rooms to provide such

€oils, their size depending on the size of meters tested and

"the amount of choke or lowness of power factor required. As

a rule nothing lower than a power factor of 0-5 or 0-6 will be

Tequired, and these are fairly easily obtained by using ordinary

straight coils with iron cores, capable of being pulled out of

ithe coil, and provided with some means of fixing the core at
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definite points to prevent it being sucked back into the coiL

Certain forms of arc lamp chokers are very useful for this work.

A choking coil for heavier currents than would be taken by

a single arc lamp is shown in Fig. 352. This coil has 245 turns

of two copper strips, each J in. by -^ in. The core is 13 in.

long by If in. wide and 1| in. deep. The coil is mounted on

a board of about twice its length. Riveted to and underneath

the core is a strip of brass just over double the length of the

core and having a slit along it. This brass strip slides over

the top of the pillar at the end of the board and is clamped at

any position by means of the milled headed screw which passes

through the slit. This makes a convenient coil for obtaining

power factors as low as about 0-1 with a current of 30 amperes

on a 100-volt 60-period circuit. Two or three coils of similar

design with various numbers of turns and sections of wire are

T—F^ E k
1 (_

Fio. 3.52.

—

Impedance Coil with Adjustable Coee.

very useful. Eegulation can be effected either by sliding the

hoker core or by a carbon rheostat.

Motor Generator Testing Set.—A very convenient arrange-

ment for obtaining artificial power factor loads is to have two

alternators and one continuous-current machine with their

shafts joined by couplings, which allow of the altering of the

relative positions of the alternator armatures. The angle of

lag cannot, however, be assumed to be the angle of displacement

of the armatures, as it would depend somewhat on the loads

on the alternators. By regulating the speed of the continuous-

current motor various periodicities can be obtained, and any
power factor from 1 to is also produced by arranging the lead

of one alternating armature relatively to the other.

A set of this description made by the Crypto Electrical Ca.

to the' author's specification has been found to give entire

satisfaction. As will be seen from the drawing (Fig. 353) it

comprises three machines mounted on one bed plate. The
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centre machine is a con-

tinuous - current vari-

alble-speed motor pro-

vided with interpoles

giving 7 H.p. at 1,000

revs, per min., the speed

capable of being varied

from 500 revs, to 2,000

revs, per minute, so

that the frequency of

the generators may be

varied from 25 to 100

periods per second.

Two three-phase alter-

nators, one of 3 k.v.a.

and one of 1 k.v.a. at

1,000 revs, per min. (50

period), each of the re-

volving field type with

windings of each phase

in two parallels are

coupled one on either

side of the motor. The

windings are brought

out to suitable terminal

boards, and arranged so

that the phases may be

connected up by means

of links and thumb-

screws either star or

delta, each phase either

in series or parallel.

The stator of the 1 k.v.a.

machine, which supplies

the pressure circuits, is

provided with a worm
gear to enable it to be

rotated whilst the

machine is riinning

through about 200 elec-
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trical degrees, so that lagging and leading power factors may be-

obtained. An index moving over a scale is fitted so that any

position may be repeated. A starting switch and field rheo-

stats for fine regulation complete the set. Both alternators

are wound to give the same potential and step-down trans-

formers are used in the circuit of the 3 k.v.a. alternator, which

provides the current. When current for testing meters is

employed from a source other than the supply mains, attention

has to be paid to the wave form, The above machines give fairly

good sine waves when star-connected. Other wave-forms are

obtained when delta-connected, or if current is taken from one

arm to the neutral point.

A testing set of this description is very essential if it is

desired to test meters on various frequencies. For polyphase-

meter testing where it is necessary to test meters on both

leading as well as lagging power factors, the former are pro-

duced as easily as the latter by rotating the armature by means-

of the hand wheel.

Phase-Shifting Transformer.—Another very convenientway
of obtaining lagging and leading power factor loads as well as

unity power factor loads with artificial loads is by means of

Dr. Drysdale's phase-shifting transformer. This piece of

apparatus is constructed with a stator and rotor like an in-

duction motor with a wound rotor. Both windings are sinu-

soidally distributed round the periphery, so that if the trans-

former is used on a supply having an approxim.ately sinusoidal

wave form, the secondary P.D. will also be sinusoidal at all

loads and power factors.

These transformers are made in two sizes, viz., 250 and

750 volt amperes. As the windings are wound in two sections

capable of being connected up in series or parallel, each

instrument is suitable for working on two voltages, one being

half the other. Fig. 354 shows the smaller instrument. The

rotor is mounted on a vertical axis and is turned by means of

a worm gear. Attached to the axis is a double ended pointer.

One end of the pointer passes over a scale showing degrees

and the other over a scale which indicates the power

factor. Another pointer marked " axis '' and connected to a.

milled nut is used for adjusting the transformer when it is;

connected to the load.
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Where a three-phase supply is available the three- pliasc

transformer is connected straight to the supply and the neces-

sary rotating field is produced, but for siugle-phasi- work the

rotating field has to be produced by a phase-s])littiii,i; device

consisting of an adjustable resistaiice and condenser. The
correct values of capacity and resistance rec[uired for a given
load are obtained by connecting u]) the load and adjusting till

the secondary P.D. is constant for all positioiis of the rotor.

Transformers.- -Step-up and stejj-down transformers are very
useful for high-tension and alternating-current testing with
heavy currents, and

there should certamlv

be somi' at the di.s])osal

of the de|-)artitieiit.

Large station meters

would proliably ))e

selected which are

suitable for power-fac-

tor loads, and coiise-

qiienth' it is not im-

portant that they

should be tested on

a circuit of power

factor = unity. It

therefore becomes pos-

sible to test them, the

main current being

obtained from a step-

down transformer,

which avoids the necessity of providing a large energy-

consuming resistance in addition tti the advantage of the

saving of the energy. Transformers for testing purjioses

are somet mes made with both primary and secondary wind-

ings split up into a number of coils, the ends of which are

taken to terminal blocks, and so arranged that the coils can

be connected up in different groupings, thus giving \ aridus

ratios and current capacities.

Secondary Cells.—Where the continuou.s-current testing is

done entirely on current taken from batteries, special cells for

this work will be required. The end cells of a stationary battery

V\r.. :i.j4.- UkYSD.VLE I'HASE-tsHiFTl-KU

Tr.vnSfokjjek. (One-fifth full size.)
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miglit be used for sucli work, but this would lead to complica-

tions, AS eei-baps the testing cells would require charging when

Fig. 355.

—

Battery Board.

the main battery was fully charged. The number aad size of

•cells for supplying the main current depends on the number of
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meters tested in a batch and on their ampere capacity, but it

is as well to have fairly large ones. In estimating the voltage

required, it must be borne in mind that the leads, rheostat, and

standard instruments will cause a drop in addition to thtf

meters. Assuming meters are tested six in series, and the'

individual drop on each meter of the smallest size in the type'

having the largest drop is 1 volt at full load, then it may be'

reckoned that the mains will cause a further drop of 01 volt-

and the standards and rheostat up to, say, 2 volts, so that ft

battery of four cells would be required to test the smallest

meters six in series at full load. Taking the largest meters

tested on the same circuit to be of 75 amperes capacity, having

a drop at full load of 0'25 volt, the six meters would only re-

quire 1'5 volts, but the connections and leads, assuming the

same to be used in both tests, would cause a further drop of

1-5 volts, so that for these the battery would require to be

composed of two cells in series.

It is often advantageous to have more than six meters in

series, especially if the only means of testing is by running to

obtain readings, such as in the case of electrolytic meters. It

is, therefore, a convenience to provide a circuit board for con-

necting up one or more cells to the various testing circuits

according to the pressure required to send the current through

the meters under test. A suitable board for this work is seen

in plan and elevation in Fig, 355; * It is capable of connect-

ing any number up to seven cells in series to six circuits.

The ends of the circuits are taken to the horizontal bars, and

one cell is connected between each vertical bar with a fuse in

circuit. The board is 4 ft. 10 in. long by 3 ft. 2 in. wide, the

bars being l^in. wide by ^ in. deep. By means of the seven-

way selector switch above the bars the volts of any cell are

readily seen by the voltmeter also mounted on the board.

For supplying the pressure circuits a small battery of cells of,

say, 15 ampeie-hour capacity would be required, the number

of cells depending on the maximum voltage required. A motor

generator or continuous-current transformer would be necessary

for charging the " current " battery, the " pressure " one being

enlarged off the station 'bus bars or battery.

" This board was shown diagrammatically in Kg. 322, p. 352.

E.M.G. Dl)
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Leads.—For connecting meters in series for testing, short

leads are necessary between the meters. It is needless to say

that these get an enormous amount of wear, and, unless some

special arrangement is adopted, annoyance is continually caused

by these becoming too short for use. It will, therefore, be

found most economical to provide leads with special ends which

will be suitable for most types of meters, as the ends of flexible

lead simply soldered soon require to be renewed. It is impos-

sible to get ends suitable for all sizes as well as types, but two

sets per table, with ends as in Fig 180, will be found to suit

most meters which are fitted with screw terminals.

For meters provided with sockets it is a good plan to procure

a number of spare sockets, and to make a set of leads by sol-

dering "flex" of suitable section into them. This method
avoids the trouble of soldering each time such a set of meters

is tested.

V.-'o- • -1 I-

^..ij_.^,..ij?.,,, r.io"

V\a. 356 —Flexible I;r:ADS and Ends for conneotixo METEita

IN ShKItS Fc/K TeS1I\G.

Portable Lamps.—Each table should be provided with a

portable lamp for the purpose of examining a meter clo-ely to

detect hairs or other causes of extra friction. Some meteis

also require to be tested with their covers on, and in these

cases, in order to see the disc through the small window, a

portable lamp is necessary. These should be shaded from the

eyes, but on no account must the shade be made of tinned

iron, as this, if held close to a meter, may divert some of the

lines of the brake magnet, and cause the meter to run fast.

If straight filament candle lamps be used a very much
smaller shade is necessary, and a more satisfactory portable

lamp is the result.

For the purpose of making temporary connections a stock

terminal connectors should be provided.
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METER TESTING.

Meter testing comprises the ascertaining of the percentage

errors, or verifying the constants of meters, and, if necessary,

the adjustment of them so that they may he within certain

limits of accuracy. In addition to tests for accuracy, other

tests are necessary, such as : tests of insulation resistance,

tests of shunt resistance, tests of fall of potential in main coils,

tests for alteration of constant after short-circuit, tests for

starting currents, &c.

The legal limits of accuracy are those fixed by the Board
of Trade, and are as follows, according to the size of the meter

:

1. For meters whose full load does not exceed 3 amperes

the error at any load between full load and one-tenth of full

load may not exceed 3| per cent.
,
plus or minus.

2. For meters whose full load does not exceed 50 amperes

the error at any load between full load and one-tenth of full

load may not exceed -aj per cent. ,
plus or minus.

3. For meters whose full load exceeds 50 amperes the error at

any load between full load and one-tenth of full load may not ex-

ceed 2| per cent.
,
plus or minus, and at any load from one-tenth

to one-twentieth of full load may not exceed 2-| per cent.
,
plus.

Meters whose errors are found to be within the above limits

of accuracy are considered to be correct.

In order to ensure that meters may be within these limits,

especially after having been on circuit for some time, it is

necessary that when calibrated they must be adjusted to be

within much narrower limits.

In the British Standard Specification for Electricity Meters

(excluding electrolytic meters), which was revised in August,

1915, the limits of accuracy set down as permissible are :

—

1. For meters up to a full load capacity of 1-25 kw. , 2 per

cent, plus or minus, foe loads from full load to one-tenth load

and 5 per cent., plus or minus, at one-twentieth load.

2. For meters above 1-25 kw. full load, 2 per cent., plus or

minus, for loads from full load to one-twentieth load.

The above limits of error refer to loads of unity power factor

at the normal pressure and temperature, and various allowances

are made for abnormal conditions. ; r

DD2
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The limits of accuracy lor an acceptable meter laid down

in the " Code for Electricity Meters " adopted by the Associa-

tion of Edison lUnminating Companies and the National

Electric Light Association in America are :

—

For direct-current meters :

—

2 per cent., plus or minus, for loads from 150 per cent, to

20 per cent. 3 pea.' cent., plus or minus, at 10 per cent. load.

7-5 per cenb. ,
plus or minus, at 5 per cent. load. The difierence

between the accuracy at full load and that at 10 per cent,

load not to exceed 4 per cen t.

For alternating-current meters :

—

3-0 per cent, plus or minus at 150 per cent.load.

1-5 „ „ 100

2-0 „ „ BO

2-0 „ „ 20

1-5 „ „ 10

3-0 „ „ 5

The difierence between the accuracy at full load and that at

10 per cent, load not to exceed 2 per cent. The above limits

of error apply to normal conditions, and various allowances

are made in the error for inductive loads, variation of voltage,

and frequency, &c.

The simplest method of testing the accuracy of a metec is to

run it on various constant loads and compare its reading with

the number of Board of Trade units passed through. This

method, however, apart from possessing the disadvantage of

taking a long time, especially at low loads, may probably be

more inaccurate than the metei itself , owing to the facts that the

error of observation of the reading maybe large unless a large

reading is obtained, and that unless the current is kept constant

the estimated Board of Trade units may not be correct.

A more accurate method is to take the speed of a fast-

moving portion (in motoi meters), such as the main spindle,

with a definite number of watts or amperes passing, and to

calculate the watts or amperes indicated by the meter after

ascertaining the relation in speed of the moving part to the

units dial. The error of the meter as a percentage of the true

watts passed through it is then obtained by multiplying the

difference between the true watts and the watts calculated from
the speed of the meter's moving part by 100 and dividing the

result by the true watts.
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The result is given as positive if the meter over-registers,

and negative if it undcr-registers. In using the error for

arriving at tlie true consumption from the consumption as

shown by the meter, in the case of a meter which has been out

on circuit, it is wrong simply to deduct or add n per cent,

from or to the registered consumption. The true consumption

is arrived at as follows :

—

If A = the consumption by meter,

.^ = true consumption,

p = percentage error (as a percentage of the true watts).

A =
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On account of the uncertainty which occasionally arises as

to whether the error has been given as a percentage of the

true watts or of the watts recorded by the meter it is much more

satisfactory for a " constant " to be given, this constant being

the number by which the units registered must be multiplied

to arrive at the true units.

Thus if K = this constant,

U, = trueB.T.U. passed,

and U„ = units indicated by difference in meter readings,

KU„. = U,andK =^.

Now, if H = hours during which W, watts have been passing,

1,000 HW,=U«
and 1,000 HW,„ = U„.

1,000 HW, _V/,
^''"^^~

1,000 HW„ "W;*

where W„ are the watts passing as indicated by the test of

the meter.

The test of a motor meter is quickly and accurately carried

out by noting the time by a tested chronograph for a con-

venient number of revolutions of some quickly moving part

(generally the brake disc). The number of revolutions

counted is preferably a round number per ampere, and such
that a time of abojit 100 seconds or more will be taken to per-

form the number of revolutions selected.

If T = the time in seconds in which R revolutions should be
made if the meter were correct, and T„ = the time actually

T
taken for B -evolutions, the constant K = 4T- F^-r W,T = BR

and W, =^; also W„T,„ = BR, and W„ = 15,

. W,_T,„_j.
•' W;-T-^-

If a number of revolutions can be selected which, in addition

to being a round number per ampere, also requires a time of

100 seconds, it will be seen that a hundredth of the time T„
taken is the constant K. Thus, if the main spindle of a 200
volt 10 ampere meter should make 40 revolutrons (4 per
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ampere or 1 per 50 watts) in 100 seconds at full load, the results

of the test could be set down without any calculation thus :

—
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and as one revolution of units dial=10 units=36,000,000

watt seconds, N res'olutions of main spindle =36,000,000

36,000,000
watt'seconds, and B=watt seconds per revolution=-

N
In Pig. 357 a single-threaded worm,/, is shown gearing with

the worm wheel e and /=!. Sometimes double-threaded

worms are used, in which case /=2.
In the case of ampere-hour meters of the motor type, B is

obtained in the same way as for watt-hour meters. In fact,

most ampere-hour meters have dials indicating Board of Trade

units at the pressure for which they are intended. If the dials

=11

w
'^ i-ot>
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In any case the change wheel ratio should be tested, as to

test the meter without ascertaining that the wheel train is

correct would be useless. Meters of this class should be pro-

vided with testing dials

—

i.e., dials on which one complete

revolution is 1-0, 0-1, 0-01 Board of Trade units, in which
-case an accurate dial test can be made in a short time.

The curve. Fig. 358, shows the relation between per cent,

(as a percentage of true consumption) and " K," the multiplier

for units by meter. This curve is useful for ascertaining the

constant of a wrong meter when the per cent, error is given.

Connections for Testing.—Connections for testing ampere-

hour meters are simple enough. Any number may be connected

in series, provided sufficient E.M.F. is available to obtain the

required current in their circuit. Continuous current meters

r [AAA^—AA/V-

Pig. 359.

—

Incokrect Testing Connections.

require to be connected up in the right direction ; usually one

terminal is marked positive, into which the positive lead should

be inserted.

With watt-hour meters care is required in the connections.

Their main coils are connected in series similarly to ampere-

hour meters. If possible their shunt circuits are disconnected

irom the main coils, and are connected to a common lead

having no appreciable drop, to which is also connected the end

of the shunt-circuit of the standard wattmeter, or the volt-

meter, and the test made on an artificial load.

If a number of watt-hour meters are connected in series it is

absolutely necessary to proceed as above, as reference to

Figs. 359 and 360 will show.

In these figures AB...N are the watt-hour meters, S the

standard instrument, Z source of supply, R resistance frame,

r carbon or other suitable rheostat, and w wirt rheostat for

regulating the pressure. If the watt-hour meters are con-
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nected up for testing, as shown in Fig. 359, it will te ccen that,

owing to the shunt-circuits of the meters heing left conrected

to the main, the standard instrument would register the current

taken by all the meter shunts in addition to the main current

;

B would register the shunt current of . . .N ; A those of B to N.

It is also evident that the potential across the various shunts

would difier, due to the fall of potential in all tie main coils

A B N

Fig. 360.

—

Incobkect Testing Connections.

of meters to the left of the one considered ;' this varies accord-

ing to the main current, and at full load would become im-

portant, causing each meter to run slower than the one to the

left of it. Inserting the standard instrument in the other

main, as in Fig. 360, prevents the shunt watts of the meters

being registered by it, but does not otherwise prevent inac-

curate results being obtained.

—wv-
—I

[A^^MA'^^'v-,
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Tig. 361.

—

Correct Testing Connections.

If watt-hour meters are to be tested in batches in series it is

essential to disconnect the potential circuit from the main, as

in Figs. 361 and 362. In this manner all the shunts, including

that of the standard wattmeter, are fed from a common point,

and none of the shunt currents are registered by the meters.

In Fig. 362 the shunts are fed from an independent source

of supply, Z', and as the main current is at a low voltage the

power-absorbing resistance E may be dispensed with.

The two sources of supply may be joined as shown by the

dotted line X Y in Eig. 362, in which case A might be' tested
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without disconnecting its shunt from the main; hut, in order

to test B in this waj', it would he necessary to cut the main

coils of A out of circuit, at the same time opening A's shunt

and so on for each meter. It is with this object that the

standard instrument is placed in the opposite main to that in

which the meters are connected, and this is the general arrange-

ment shown in the diagrams of connections given in the

Chapter on the "Arrangement of a Meter Testing Department."

A standard wattmeter may be replaced by a standard

ampere balance and voltmeter on continuous current, or on

alternating current of power factor = 1. It must be remem-

bered, however, that th* main coils are slightly inductive,

and if the main current be taken from a low voltage trans-

former, without a non-inductive power absorbing resistance in

series, the power factor would not be unity. Even when the

main coil circuit is supplied with current at 100 volts pressure.
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Fio. 36i —CouEEOT Testinq Connections. Artificial LoAt).

an appreciable power factor is obtained with a few meters in

series. On alternating current circuits, therefore, the testing of

watt hour meters should only be carried out with a good watt-

meter as the standard instrument.

In Figs. 361 and 362 the shunt circuits of the meters have

been assumed to be normally connected to the " station " side

of the main coils which is mostly the case in practice. Con-

nected thus, the meter registers the watts lost in the main

coils, but does not register those consumed in its own shunt

circuit. If the shunt be connected to the " house " terminal of

the meter the latter registers the shunt watts, but not those

lost in the main coils, and if friction were balanced when the

shunt circuit is disconnected from the main for testing, the

meter might "creep," or register on no load when the shuni

lead is replaced. Meters having, comparatively speaking, a

great deal of friction, or meters of large size, could easily bo
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prevented from creeping when so connected. The connections

for testing a batch of these could still be those of Figs. 185

and 186, and if great accuracy were required, the standard

wattmeter should be set to what might bo called a "false"

reading to compensate for the change of connections for the

test, so as to make the conditions similar to those when the

meter is on circuit. An example will make this clearer.

Suppose a batch of 100 volt 10 ampere meters, one pole of

the shunts of which in the normal way is connected to the

house terminals, are being tested at a load of 1 ampere, and

that the shunt watts of each are about the same, say, 3 watts
;

then, if the watt balance is set to 103 watts, and taken as

100 watts, the correct error of each meter is obtained, for on a

low load the drop will be insignificant. At high loads the

drop in the main coils must be considered, and in this example

at full load, assuming each meter has a drop of 1 volt, che,

balance would be set at 1,003- 10= 993 watts, and be taken

as 1,000 watts.

If the end of the shunt cannot be disconnected from the

main, owing perhaps to the meter being guaranteed for a period

by the makers subject to their seals being unbroken, it then

bacomes necessary to conneciup each meter separately as before.

The watt-balance shunt will then be connected to the supply side

of the meter, whilst the meter-shunt current will be taken from

the " house " side. The correct error will be ascertained if the

balance is set high by the amount equal to the watts lost in

the main coils of the meter which will differ for each load. In

the commoner case of the shunt being connected to the "station"

terminal, if for any reason it cannot be disconnected for the

test, then each meter should be tested separately, as at A
Figs 361 or 362, with no meters, B to N in circuit.

Three-wire Circuit Meters.—The usual difference between

two and three-wire circuit meters is that the main coil is divided

into two equal portions, one of which is connected into one

outer and the other into the other outer of the three-wire

circuit, the shunt or pressure circuit being connected to the

two "station " terminals as in Fig. 363*. The neutral main is

* Meters of different makes are connected up differently, that is to say,
terminals 1 and i are not always the station terminals, but 1 and 3 may
be, or any two.
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not, as a rule, connected to the meter. In Fig. 363 the shunt
circuit is shown connected across the outer leads, which is the

most general arrangement. It may, however, be connected
between one outer and the neutral. This is sometimes done
to reduce the shunt watts, but with the pressure out of balance,

the meter inaccuracy is greater than if the shunt circuit is

Shunt Circuit

Fig. 363.

—

^Three-wike Meter Connections.

Shunt Circuit

Fig. 364.

—

Three-wire Meter-testing Connections.

Shunt Circuit

Fig. 365.

—

Three-wire Meter-testing Connections.

Balance of the Con-s.

Test for

connected as shown. For the purpose of testing with balanced

loads, the meters may conveniently be connected up as two-

wire meters as in Fig. 364, the main coils being joined in series

in the one main, so that they assist one another, and the shunt

ends connected as in Figs. 361 and 362, to the special shunt
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circuit. After ascertaining that the errors of the meters are

within the allowable limits on balanced loads in the

above manner, it is further necessary to check the effect

which each half of the main circuit has on the speed. The

limiting case of unbalanced load is load on one half and no

load on the other. If, therefore, one main coil is cut out of

circuit, the speed of the meter should be half of what it would

be at the same load with the two coils in circuit. If this is

found to b3 the case the coils are balanced.
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Fig. 366.

—

Two-phase Connections.

Phase I

Phase II.
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Pio. 367.

—

Two-phase Connections.

Another way of ascertaining this easily is to connect up the

main coils so as to oppose one another (Fig. 365), and switch

on full load or an overload (which will do no harm for a short

time). If the coils are balanced, no motion of the main spindle

will be noticed. If out of balance, the main spindle will rotate

either backwards or forwards, depending on which of the two

fields is the stronger. As the difference will probably be very

small, the speed will be low. It is, therefore, advisable to use

an overload, which mak-es the test more sensitive.
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Polyphase Meters.—For the registration of the energy con-

sumed in two or three-phase circuits single-phase meters may
be employed or meters specially constructed may be used.

Two-phase circuits may be as in Fig. 366, in which case the

two phases are separate andbecome two single-phase circuits, or

as in Fig. 367, where the two phases have a common return. In

«ither case two meters inserted as shown (MiMj) would register

Tig. 368.

—

^Delta ok Mesh Circuit,

the consumption, the total consumption being the sum of the

two individual ones shown by each meter.

If the circuits are balanced, as in the case of two-phase motor

loads, only one meter in one of the circuits would be necessary.

This meter might be provided with a counting train to indicate

the total energy, or if an ordinary meter be employed a multi-

plying constant o? 2 would naturally have to be used.

w
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Fia. 369.

—

Stab or Y Circuit.

Three-phase circuits are arianged in three difierent ways, as

shown in Figs. 368, 369 and 370.

The measurement of the total power given to a delta or

star system (Fig. 368) or (Fig. 369) can be made with one

indicating wattmeter, provided the circuits are equally loaded.

They may be inductive or non-inductive. The wattmeter main
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coil is inserted in one of the three leads, with one pole of its-

shunt connected to the same lead, and the other pole of its

shunt is connected to the other two leads in succession. The

two readings Wj and W2 are taken, and the true power is :

W=KWi+KW2, where K is the multiplying constant of the

wattmeter to reduce its readings to watts.

Return

Fig. 370.

—

Three-phase Star ConnbotionS with Common Return.

In the special case of the star or Y arrangement with a

common return (Fig. 370) three wattmeters with their series

coils inserted one in each main, as shown, with all their shunts

connected to the common return, would be used, when the total

watts would be W=KWi+KW2+KW3, K being as before the

Tig. 371.

—

^Three-phase Connections : Unequally Loaded Circuits.

multiplying constants of the wattmeters. If each phase be
equally loaded, one wattmeter would suffice, the true power
being three times that obtained by the wattmeter.

If the circuits are unequally loaded in Figs. 368 and 369,
two wattmeters would be required connected as in Fig. 371,
when W=KWi+KW2.
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With an angle of lag of 60 deg. (cos (p=0-5) one wattnietejr

will read 0, the whole powei? being registered by the other,

if cos (p is less than 0-5, one wattmeter will read negative. Th»
total watts in the case of an unequally-loaded system can bft

obtained with only one wattmeter by using a special switcll, S|

(Fig. 372), to throw over the seiies coils from one main to

another. The shunt is then connected to the third main. Two
readings are taken : the current on each of the tvvo mains, and.

the volts reversing. Key Sa may be necessary in the shunt

circuit, as the wattmeter may read negatively when thrown

over. When a negative reading is obtained as above, the sign.

im
"-VSArJ^

i^
Fig. 372.'

—

Connections foe Measuring the Powee inan Unbalancbb,

Threb.-phase Nbtwoek by means of One Wattmeter.

of one reading must be changed, the true power being the-

algebraic sum of the watts obtained by each reading.

From what has been said it is apparent that it is possible .tp>

meter the energy in a two or three-phase circuit by employij>^

two single-^phase watt-hour nieters connected as in Figs. ^jS^

367 or 371. This method, however, possesses disadyaptia.ges,.

Firstly, two meters would take up more room than one and
would be more costly ; secondly, two readings would h3.vp %fy

be taken (with the possibility of errors in reading), and their

indications would have to he added algebraically, giving ;»•

further chance of mistakes being made. It is, therefoie, pBc-

H.M.O. EE
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"ierable in every way to use a polyphase meter in which one

~set of dials gives the true consumption. Such meters are

^'usually composed of two motors, either acting on a corflmOn

•^flisc or rotoi, or on two discs or armatures carried on the same

'^fepindle ; or, in the case of clock meters of the Aron type, which

have their pendulums and main coils arranged as previously

described. Fig. 373 shows the connections which may be used

for testing a polyphase meter on .a single-phase two-wire cir-

cuit, such as those previously described. The meter is tested

as two separate meters, but care must be taken that both shunt

circuits are connected during all the tests. A th^ow-over

switch, T, enables either of the main coils to be put into circuit,

and each is tested separately. S is the standard instrument,

R the load and r a carbon or other rheostat. The full-load

Primary

Fig. 373.—Connections fob Testing Two ob Theee-pha^e Meter on
Single-phase Circuit,

speed on one main coil should be half the normal fuU-load

speed of the meter.

Where polyphase meters are used it is far more satisfactory

to test them with two or three-phase current as the case may
'be. Tests on single-phase supply do not show the efiect of

-any interference there might be between the elements when
-working on the polyphase supply. The maximum, interference

Tnay be obtained on a single-phase circuit by testing at various

loads with the two systems' connected up in series as two

single-phase meters and taking the speed, and a second set of

tests at the same loads after having reversed the polarity of

^oth main and shunt circuits of one of the elements. The
mutual interference is thereby reversed, and if the difference
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an speed is only very sight the accuracy of the meter on the

j)olyphase supply will not be much affected from this cause.

'Should the difference in speed be larger than would be per-

missible, however, it would then be necessary to test on the

polyphase supply in order to ascertain that the interference is

jpassable under working conditions.

When a three-phase supply is used for the testing of three-

phase meters, the latter should be connected up for testing so

that the phase relationship ia the same as it will be when the

meters are put on circuit. It is, however, a good plan, if the

time can be spared, to test a three-phase meter with the re-

verse phase relationship, so as to ascertain if the errors would
be very great if connected on circuit thus. It is, in the author's

opinion, desirable to calibrate the meters so that they may be

independent of phase relationship ; this, however, makes the

testing of polyphase meters a much longer operation, but

worth the extra time taken

The question of phase relationship was discussed in Chap-

ter III.

As has already been stated, the use of a standard double

•wattmeter is very convenient for polyphase testing, especially

on false loads.

Fig. 374 is a diagram of testing connections * for three-

jphase tests, using a Drysdale phase-shifting transformer and

•double wattmeter, also an auto-transformer for obtaining the

correct voltage for the potential coils and step-down trans-

iormers on the current leads. The equalising leads keep the

[potential of the respective shunt and main coils the same, thus

avoiding electrostatic effects, and are very important. In

i"ig. 374 it will be noticed that the left-hand meter is connected

•directly to thp iinains, whilst iu' the case of the right-hand

one current ' and potential transformers form part of the

•equipment.

As polyphase meters will generally be of large capacity t

.becomes very necessary to test them on artificial loads. When
-current transformers form part of the meter set it is always

* See " The Doiible Dynamometer Wattmeter," by C. V. Dryadair,

JD.Sc, TfiTE Blbotbician, Jan, 14, 21 & 28, 1916.

EE2
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more satisfactory to test with the current transformers; con*

nected up, as in practice, even if the meter be calibrated

-without the transformers, the effect of the latter beng altewed

f(>r from ^evious experience of the type The connections

for artificial loads- are more complicated than those for the

true loads and great care is necessary to- avoid -errors in the

tests themselves^.
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i"iG. 375.—CoNiJEOTioifg FOR Test of Polyphase Mktbks on
Aktificial SnsrGLE-r:iA.SB Load.
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Fig. 376.

—

Main CiECTnT ConnbctionS for Testing Elements
Separately. (Shunt connections as in Kg. 375.)

Connections for testing a bank of three-phase" three-wire

meters on artificial loads are given in Figs. 375, 376 and 377

Eig. 375 is arranged for testing on single-phase circuits and

PG and CG are the potential and current generators respec-

tively,^ T a -transformer fot supplying the current at a low

potential, PS and CS are two throw-over switches, X and Y-
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the meters under test and W the standard wattmeter. Aa.

ammeter, A, and voltmeter, V, are also required for ascertain-

ing the power-factor in conjunction with W. The throw-over,

switches are most useful. In Fig. 375 they are connected up

so as to reverse the polarity of the No. 2 elements for obtaining

the maximum difference due to -'nterference of the elements.

Fig. 376 shows the slight alteration in the connections of the,

current switch to enable the elements to be tested separately.

No alteration being necessary to the potential circuits they

remain as in Fig. 375 ; PS being closed on the left-hand side.

,4 nMr^^^

Pro. 377.

—

^Three-PHASE Artificial Load Connections for Testing a
Batch op Three-phase Three-wire Meters in both Laggimo
AND Leading Places.

With these two sets of connections, the effect of opening and
closing both main and potential circuits of one element on the

speed of the other can also be conveniently made.

In Fig. 377 the same throw-over switches are employed and
are here used to change over the elements so that tests of the

meters may conveniently be made with one element on the

lagging phase and then on the leading phase. In this figure

Wj and Wg are the two elements of a double wattmeter, and
it will be noticed that both current and potential coils of

both elements are all at the same potential. In t]iis figure

Ri and Rg are the resistances in series with the potential
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coils of the wattmeter, tlie other apparatus being lettered a*

in Fig. 375.

Meters of large capacity for alternating-current circuits are

^ often provided with series transformers, and, if for high pres-

sures, with step-down transformers to reduce the voltage. By
this means a standard small-size meter, with a special register-

ing train which registers the kilowatt hours, taking into con-

sideration the ratios of transformation, is usually employed^

In such cases the meter itself may be tested, and the trans-

former ratios verified separately. It is preferable, however, to

test the meter with its series transformer connected up as in

practice. Having calibrated the meter with its transformers,.

it is useful to test the meter by itself and note its curve. This,

information enables the meter to be re-tested at some sub-

sequent date, when it requires cleaning without having to

remove the current transformers. It can be re-calibrated to,

correspond with the former curve taken without its trans-

formers and be re-erected. When step-down transformer!*

form part of the meter set it is important that one of the tests>

on the transformer should be a " pressure test " fiom high-

tension coU to low-tension coil, and to case or core, with a.

pressure of one and a half times the normal high-pressura

voltase on which the set is to be used.

Testing Motor Meters. ^—A set of motor meters of the sam*
size and make having teen connected up in series on the test

table and undamped, the first thing to do is to examine all the;

counting trains to see that they are free, and that there is-

sufiicient—^but not too much—play between the worm and
worm wheel. They should also be examined for constant—

-

i.e., that they have the correct train for their size. With,

meters having a uniform speed and constant, this becomes,

hardly more than a matter of inspection after a little practice,^

but a short dial run should also be made. The jewel should,

be quite smooth and possess a polished surface, which can be,

ascertained by feeling it with a sharp needle.

The brushes and commutators next require examining (in

such meters, as have them). Upon the state in which these

ai-e left depends to a very great extent the successful running^^
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of this class of meter. The tension with which they press on

the commutator should be just enough to prevent sparking

with slight vibration. The correct tension is felt by lifting one

brush off the commutator. The second brush should leave

the commutator when the one lifted is between -^^ in. and \ in.

from the commutator. Each brush should bear quite flat, and

not on its edge : this is most important. The shunt current

should not be left on while the brushes are being set

It may save a lot of trouble if the compounding coil is tested

to make sure that it is helping and not opposing. This is easily

done by tapping the meter with the shunt current on, but no

main current ; the disc should then rotate slowly in the right

direction. Meters having brake magnets should be carefully

examined to see that no grit or particles of iron are between

the poles and the brake disc, and that no hairs or stray threads

are clinging to the armature.

Moior meters containing mercury arfe more difficult to

examine, owing to the armature, or moving part, being enclosed

and not visible. If friction is apparent by bad or non-starting,

the first thing to examine, as in other motor meters, is the

wheel train, especially where it gears with the main spindle.

To examine the jewel it is necessary to empty the mercury.

Sometimes bad starting may be due to contact of the main
spindle with the clamping gear or to bubbles in the mercury,

or perhaps an iron filing in the mercury chamber, in which

case the mercury must be emptied out in the hope that it may
bring the obstruction with it, fresh clean mercury being used

to refill the chamber.

After having ascertained that the friction is not above the

normal, and that the meter starts with the usual starting

current, the full load may be switched on, and after running a

short time the test at this load made. A test at a low load

{Jjfth or 2uth of full load) will then be sufficient for meters

having a straight line law, but in those cases where the law
is otherwise, tests at intermediate loads will be necessary.

Induction motor meters are often faster at a middle load than

at high or low load, and a test at half load is therefore advis-

able of meters of this class. They thoulJ aUo be tested on an
inductive load of p )wer factor of about 06 if at all likely to

foe used on inductive loads.
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Some meters are affected by a short-circuit, the usual eiFeob

Ibeing a weakening of the brake magnets caused by the intense

momentary field set up by the rush of 'current through the

main coils. It is, therefore, advisable to cause a short-circuit

through such meters by connecting them through a fuse of

-double the meter capacity to a supply at the correct pressure.

It is not necessary to do this to every meter after it has been

ascertained that no damage is caused. Many meters are pro-

vided with an iron plate between the coils and the magnets,

which acts as a magnetic screen, and diverts the path of the

ifield, causing it to pass through and above the screen instead

of through the magnets. In some meters the magnets are

placed so that their length is at right angles to the field of the

•coil, in which case they are little affected.

Where tests have to be made by taking readings, as in tlie

•case of the Aron and electrolytic meters, it is necessary to

make the run long enough to produce a reading sufficiently

iarge to prevent an error of more than 0-5 to 1 per cent, iu the

reading at the most. This meins that a reading of at least

20 B.T.U. must be obtained on such meters as the Bastian or

Wright electrolytic, or 2 on the last dial but one of meters

possessing dial trains. Alarger reading, however, isrecommended.

The current and volts require to be kept constant by regu-

lating during the test. Electrolytic meters, such as the Bastian

or the Wright, which necessarily require a long run, may con-

veniently be tested by means of a good motor meter, such as

•an O.K., which can be standardised during the run.

In this way it is not necessary to regulate during the test,

as the current variations ought to be felt both by the meters

under test and the meter used as the auxiliary standard.

Provision should be made for connecting up a number of such

meters, as a quantity take very little longer to test than a few,

the only difference being the extra time in taking the readings.

It is desirable to test shunted meters at more than one load to

•ascertain if the curve is a straight line. If the cell circuit

resistance is not properly compensated for temperature the

errors will not be the same. The cell circuit may be tested for

resistance at two temperatures, differing by about, say 15°C.,

when practically no difference should be found in the resist-

ance if the compensation is correct. When the necessary test*
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to ascertain tlie eui-ves of the meters d,re completed, the-

shunt currents of watt-hour meters may be taken, as also the

starting current, after which all current is switched off ; the

end of the shunt which had been disconnected from the

main is replaced, and the meters are ready for insulation tesfr

to case.

The quickest way to ascertain the insulation resistance is

with an ohmmeter and generator. The " line " lead is con-

nected to one of the terminals of one of the meters, and the
" earth " lead to the case. The shunb lead must be replaced

before the insulation resistance is taken, otherwise the result

would only be that of main, or of shunt circuit to case, accord-

ing as to whethei the " line " lead had been connected to a,

main or shunt terminal. The above tests are those which
should be made on each meter intended to he sent out on

circuit, and meters passing all these tests satisfactorily are

ready for serial numbering and scaling.

Prepayment meters require further testing to prove the

accuracy of the prepayment gear, which is usually an attach-

ment to the ordinary meter. These tests include : (1 ) Theck-
ing the ratio of the additional wheels and pinion.^, of the

prepayment attachment, which is a similar operation to

the ascertaining of the watt-hours per revolution. (2) Testa

of the slot with actual coins. For this purpose it is desirable

to collect a few new, medium, and very thin coins, as any
and all of these will probably be used in practice. The slot

should also be tried with other coins than those for which:

the meter is designed. For instance, a meter to take six-

penny pieces should not allow of farthings being inserted

;

one designed to take shillings must not have a slot capable
of admitting halfpennies, and so on. (3) Tests of the cut-off

gear and switch : Several trials should be made to ascer-

tain that the cut-off gear acts without fail, and that the
switch is not likely to stick in when it should come off. Equally
important is it that it cannot, by shaking or otherwise, come
off too soon.

The switch should [be ^double break and quick break,
its contacts being good. This is a most important point,

in connection with prepayment meters, as nothing tenda
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to put this system of charging so much into disfavour as the-

fact that a consumer is left in the dark after Having put the

coin in.

It would be a long operation to test the meter for" cut-off by
running it even at full speed in the usual way. Several types

of prepayment meters can, however, be run down by hand in a

few seconds, and consequently many tests can be made in a

short time. The method differs with each meter. When test-

ing the cut-ofi" in this way, on nearly reaching the point at

which cut-oflF takes place the speed of running down should be

reduced to the normal rate if possible, and care taken that the

cut-off does not occur prematurely, due to shaking. It is not of.

great importance that the meter be within the i\ per cent-

limit of accuracy when running to the point of cut-off at each

test
;
probably this accuracy would not be obtainable. In most

meters, if the cut-off takes place too soon on one occasion it

will be too late on the next, thus the mean result by a number

of trials is what is required ; but there should not be a very

large difference between trials, as the consumer would theru

notice the difference in the amount obtained per coin and.

would lose confidence in the meter, assuming he always ran to

the last mite. As, however, owing to the inconvenience of

being put in the dark, and to the fact that more than one coin-

can be inserted at a time, the probability is that prepay-

ment meters are seldom allowed to cut off in practice, con-

sequently the error of a prepayment meter is not the one-

obtained by running to the point of cut-off, but the error when

running ordinarily, like any other meter ; this, however, in no-

way diminishes the importance of a positive action of the-

cut off gear.

Demand indicators are very easy to test. A number are

connected up in series with the standard instrument in circuit.-

They are all set to zero, and steady currents of different strengths

are passed through them for the specified time (or perhaps a little

longer at low loads). After each " run " a reading is taken.

Those intended for motor loads should be tested with, say,-

100 per cent, overload for a minute or two. If provided withi

two scales, which is usual, one being calibrated in amperes and

the other in unitsto be consumed per quarter (or other period).

before the reduced price is charged, the latter scale should iit
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each case be checked by calculation at a low, high, and inter-

mediate point.

Sample meters—that is to sa)^ meters of a new type not

ipreviously employed—should be further tested for torque, effect

-of temperature and drop.

Torque Tests.-^The full-load torque of meters varies from

about 30 gramme centimetres down to about 1 gramme centi-

metre, the torque of the majority being considerably under

the higher figure mentioned.

It being essential that the torque necessary to overcome

friction be a small fraction of the full-load torque, the former

naturally becomes a very small force indeed.

Very little has hitherto been written on this subject, but

Mr. S. Evershed, in :m appendix to his Paper, "A Frictionless

.Motor Meter,"* gave a lot of information.

The forces tending to retard the motion of a motor meter

are brake friction, mechanical friction and air friction. Brake

friction is proportional to the speed, mechanical friction is

,

practically independent of the speed, and air friction approxi-

mately proportional to the square of the speed. The latter

•becomes of little importance if the full-load speed is kept low

and if the moving portion has no parts which will act as fans

nvhen rotating. If air friction is neglected and

F = torque necessary to overcome friction,

B = brake torque at speed = 1,

T, = torque at speed = Sj,

Ta = torque at speed = Sj,

T, = F-hBSi,

T, = F-|-BS„

;from which F and B are easily found.

BT2 — Ti TjSi - T1S2
= 13—iT and F= —g—i,—

•

O2— iSi O2 — Oi

If air friction is taken into account, since this may be taken

•proportional to the square of the speed,

T, = F-l-BSl-f-AS^
•'«'

'

;

T3 = F-kBS2-hAS\, •

•

' Journal, I.E.E., To). XXIX., No. 146, July, 1900. The Electrician,

Vol. XLv., p. 513.
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w^ere A .is the coefficient of air friction. A third result must,

therefore, be taken at another speed,

Ta-F+BSs.+ASV

From these three equations the values of F, B and A can hd:

found :

—

A - ^"^^ ~ '^'^^^' ~ ^') ' ^'^' - ^')(^^ ~ ^^)

F^ i{T, + T, + T, - B(S3 + S^ + SO - A(S\ + S\ + S\)}.

To obtain F it is necessary to considerably weaken the brake.

This is not possible in some meters, but where the brake is a

magnetic one, the magnet being used only for the brake, this

can easily be done by moving it away so that the edge of the-

brake disc only just comes between the poles ; or the magnet.

(or magnets) may be replaced for the test by a very weak one..

Under these conditions some time should elapse after the

current is switched on before taking a count of the revolutions,

as the armature will be slow in attaining its constant speed. For

this reason several counts should be made, and the first ones

rejected if it is found that the speed is increasing. With the

weakened brake very small currents will, of course, be required.

If the brake be .weakened in the ratio of ^g, about J th of

the full- load current will produce full-load speed. Apparatus

for measuring the torques T (in gramme centimetres) was illus-

trated and described in the previous chapter. The procedure-

is as follows : With a definite weight in the scale pan, increasfr

the current by regulating until the weight is lifted off its-

support. When quite off the support, regulate until no motion

is obtained, and note the watts or current. It is as well to-

regulate up and down to the point where the moving system,

of the meter just starts moving, first forwards and then back-

wards. In the case of meters having an uneven turning moment,,

jneasurements must be taken for several positions of the

moving system, and the qiean result taken. Here the current

should be kept constant, and the weights altered to the correct

amount.
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The full-load torque is obtained quite easily, and, unless thb

friction torques are required, there is no need to reduce the

brake power. If, however, the full load torque is small, the

torque may be measured at an overload, assuming, of course,

that the torque is proportional to the load, which can be de-

termined by taking the speeds at various loads and overloads.

For the purpose of comparing the quality of two met^s of

fairly similar design, it can be seen that the resultant friction

in each would not be very dissimilar when properly com-

pensated ; then the full-load torque is the important factor.

Most meters in which the friction is comparatively large are

compensated for friction. By this means, if carried to extremes,

it is possible to make the friction torque a negative quantity

—

that is to say, the meter will run on no load. In a compen-

sated meter, therefore, although the actual friction may be

relatively large, the effect of this compensation makes it small

^and consequently difficult to measure). The drawback to

such compensation is that it is only correct so long as the fric-

tion remains constant. The measurement of the counter-

frictional torque is a tedious operation, in which it is difficult

to avoid large errors in the results obtained. This measure-

ment is, however, from a practical point of view, unnecessary.

The curve of a meter depends on the ratio of full-load torque

to counter-frictional torque ; biit the curve of accuracy of a

new meter is easily obtained by testing at various loads, and
if found -satisfactory it is a proof that the above ratio is

sufficientlj' high.

From the supply undertaking's point of view—as also the

consumer's—the permanence of the accuracy is the important

point, and this depends on the driving torque to a large

extent. The friction may increase v/ith time, but the higher

the driving torque the less the curve of accuracy is affected by
a given increase of friction. The increase in the friction in no
way depends on the initial friction, but on mechanical details,

such as quality of jeiwel, accurate cutting of wheels in train,
' dust, &c.

The effect of friction is seen in the following two Tables. It

is assumed that .the two meters require the same torque to over-
come friction when new, and that the faction increases with
time in each case by the same amount :

—
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No 1 Meter. -Full-load Torque = 100.

Load.
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of the Constants of Electricity Meters with Temperature and.

with Current," describes a tank or chamber in which the.

meters were fixed for test. This apparatus is composed of

two copper tanks, one inside the other, the inner one being

21 in. smaller than the outer in all directions, and kept central,

by means of wooden distance-pieces with holes through them,.

The space between these two tanks is filled with water, which

is kept at a constant temperature by passing steam into it at

high temperature. To prevent the heat escaping, these tanks-

are placed in a wooden box, the intervening space between

this box and the outer tank being filled with sawdust.

The following heating chamber or cupboard has been found

to answer its purpose satisfactorily It is a cupboard 2 it. 6 in».

high by 1 ft. 8 in. wide by 1 ft. 4 in deep, having | in. teak

sides lined with sheet asbestos. The front, which is removable^

is also lined in the same way, and has a window of thick glass

9 in. wide by 1 ft. 2 in. high. Fixed to the base near the sidee

are four lampholders—two on each side—which are wired up
with external switches and form the heating circuit, radiator

lamps being used in the lampholders. One of the testing

stands previously described is stood in the centre of the cup-

board with usually two meters on it, one above the other.

To screen the meters from the direct rays of the heating lamps
and to cause a circulation of air, a sheet of asbestos is fixed on
either side between the stand and the lamps. These sheets

are about 8 in. shorter than the cupboard, thus leaving a space
of 4 in. top and bottom for the circulation. The rate of heating
is controlled by a rheostat in the lamp circuit outside the cham-
ber, and terminals are provided for connecting up the meters^

Thermometers are placed close to the meters and periodical

tests are made, noting the temperature whilst rising and
cooling, and the resxdts plotted. In this manner very good'

curves can be obtained and the temperature coefficient ascer<-

tained.



CHAPTER XIII.

THE TESTING OF METERS IN SITU.

In a large electric light undertaking n, number of accounts

will be disputed each quarter, and to settle these it is neces-

sary to make a test of the meters in situ. Apart from the

fj'sts made for the above reason, it will be found economical

to test meters in situ at intervals in order to ascertain how
they ara,working, A staff of men (the number depeqding on '

the number of meters instated) should, therefore-, be organised''

for this work. Each tester should have a youth to carry the

instrument, leads, &c., whose duty it becomes to watch the

reading of the standard instrument during the test. The •

tester shouhl be provided with a bag containing l9,mp socket'

wired and lamp (for testing the starting currents), and'th«;

nece-sary tools for connecting and disconnecting the instru-

ments, cleaning commutators of such meters as have them,

changing jewels where necessary, and sealing up meter ter-

minal box after making the test.

The meter may preferably be loaded with the consumers'

lamps, or a portable resistance composed of a bank of^' lamps

may be used. Fig. 378 illustrates a portable lamp resistance-

suitable for this work, As will be seen, eight batten switch

lampholders are fixed to a ^in. teak board 16 in. by 7A- in.,,

which forms a false bottom, another teak board being screwed-

underneath, leaving sufficient room for the wiring. Flexible

leads, having suitable ends for inserting into the wattmeter

and watt-hour meter terminals, are taken to the two single pole

fuses, from which the lampholders are wired in parallel. Th&

box illustrated, if fitted with four 32 c.p., two 16 c.p., one 8 c.p;

and one 200 volt 16 c.p. lamps, will consume about 670 watts

on 100 volt circuits. The 200 volt 16 c.p. lamp is useful iov

v..u.i}. FF
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testing the staitiii^ ciiirent. The above lurangeiuent of

lamps would serve for testing meters up to 10 amp. uapacit}',

as it would not be nccessar\' to test a meter of this size at a

liigher load. Larger lamps and more of them could be used,

•liut a portaljle set sliould not be made too Indky If possible

^t is Ijetfcer to use the eonsumers' lamps, as tlie average evening

load can then be asked for, and the test made at this load. A
"second test can be made afterwards at a lower load.

The easiest and quickest way to make a test in situ of a

imotor meter is b}' counting the revolutions of the di~c and

'comparing the watts hy meter with the watts as indicated by

the portable wattmetei', or the current by meter with the

current by ammeter in the case of ampere-hour meters.

i'lc.'iTH .- 1'ui:iai:le Lajit V,ux fc.u Xkstixi, i\ Situ.

For watt-hour meter-testing a wattmeter is moi-e convenient
tlian an ammeter and voltmeter, as only one reailing is

necessary, and it must be remembered tliat wlieu testiii" in

situ It is not so easy to keep tli3 current steady. For this
reason, apart from the c|uestion of carrying the apparatus, it is

necessary to have the second man, who sliould watcli tlie read-
ing of the portable instrument during the counting of tiie

revolutions by the tester, (iood clnonographs should be pro-
vided for this work, and tliese should be checked against the
cttrouomet^r or standard clock niglit and morning. Tlie
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portable instruments should also be standardised frequentlj',

as the constant carrying about and use is a severe strain on

delicate instruments. The Author has had considerable trouble

with shunted instruments for this work. It is unfortunate

that instruments of tliis class are unsatisfactory for testing in

situ, as a set of shunts for one instrument enables such good
readings to be obtained at widelj' different loads. It has been

found, however, in practice that in time the constant connect-

ing up and disconnecting, together with the coiling lip of the

flexible leads provided with these shunted instruments, causes

a few strands of the flexible lead to break. These broken ends

may make contact intermittently, causing variable readings to

be obtained. The resistance of the shunted circuit being

small, very little alteration in the resistance of the leads makes
considerable difTerence in the reading of the instrument.

Owing to this defect, it is preferable to use instruments which

carry the whole main current, whether they be ammeters or

wattmeters. - . :

When non-inductive wattmeters are used, two readings should

be taken with the current in both coils reversed, in order to

eliminate any effect due to stray fields. It is convenient,

therefore, to include a portable switch in the outfit, which will

enable the change-over to be made quickly and conveniently.

The dials of instruments used for this work should be fitted

^viih mirrors under a very thin pointer, to avoid errors in

reading due to p.araliax.

The errors of test must obviously be kept as low as possible,

otherwise meters which are within the limits of accuracy might

appear inaccurate, and vice versa.

By taking two or three counts of a suitable numbar of

revolutions of the quickly-moving pirt, and obtaining the

mean, errors of observation in counting will probably cancel

out, but errors due to parallax do not cancel out, as they

depend a great deal on the observer.

The results should be worked out immediately a test is

made, before the load is altered, as it is then pos-ible to repeat

a result if it appears wide of what it should be. In so doing

a lot of the doubt as to whether a mistake has been made in

the test is removed. For this work a slide rule is almost an

essential part of the outfit.
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All calculations should be checked b}' an independent

person, such as the clerk who attends to this work, before the

constants obtained by the tester are made u-:e of and an

apparently inaccurate meter clianged.

Each tester should be provided with a table of the testing

constants (or watt seconds per revolution) of all the sizes and

types he is likely to come across on his rounds. This simpli-

fies his calculations considerably, his formula being Wm =
BR/T, where W^ = watts b}' meter, B = watt seconds per

revolution, R = revolutions counted, T=time in seconds for

E revolutions. Or the constant K (which is the multiplier for

the watts by meter to make the meter correct) is obtained at

one operation : K = W/"\Y,„ = WT/BR, where "\V = the

true watts as indicated by the portable instrument (using a

correction if necessary). The same formula holds in the case

of ampere-hour meters, but W is arrived at by multiplying

the true amperes by the declared pressure.

If several types of meter are employed, and owing to the

fact that nearly every maker gives a different formula and

testing constant, unless some general rule is adopted for all

makes, great complications arise. Those meters which are

calibrated in the first instance by altering the wheel ratio of

the train, and in consequence have variable values for " B "'

for meters of the same capacity, should have the value in each

case stamped on the dial or in some position wJiere it can be

seen without breaking the seal, and where, at the same time,

it is not likely to be rubbed ofl' or painted out. In checking

the results of tests of such meters reference should always be

made to the value of the constant given in the test book,,

which should agree with that on the meter.

Meters other than motor meters cannot be tested in situ in

the manner just described. The only way to obtain a test on

these is by connecting another meter in series, and leaving it

up for a week or more, until readings are obtained large

enough to be compared accurately. Tnis method of testing in

situ is only to be recommended in the case of electrolytic

meters, for it is much more costly, necessitating two visits,

and means reserving a stock of meters. In the case of watt-

hour meters provision has to be made for taking the shunts
of the two meters to a common point.
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Connections.—With ampere-hour meters the connections are

simple. The portable ammeter is inserted preferably between

•one of the meter terminals and the lead which is taken out of

this terminal. Watt-hour meters and the portable wattmeter

Suppij

[t]rM,

Meter

NATWl

I

J

I J "^
rtz

II QQo

Fis. 379.—CoREECT Connections eok Test oe a Watt-hotjk Metep
IN SITT. TTSING CONSUMER'S LAMPS AS LoAD. THE DOTTED LlNES IS-

DICATB THE TEMPOBABY CONNECTIONS.

must be connected up as in Figs. 379 and 380 ; the shunt

circuit of the wattmeter is isolated from the main coil, and the

latter is inserted on the " house " side of the meter under test.

Th^ leads from the wattmeter shunt terminals are connected

IS.

__B

Meter

Supply

r

r""

«i

standard
Wattmeter

<
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terminal by a lead B, the test can be made without iuter-

i-upting the supply. It will be noticed that with the connec-

tions shown the current passing through the portable lamps

passes through the shunt tee. For large loads this would not

be safe, but up to 10 amperes no harm can be done to this lead

for the short time during which the current is kept on.

Testing in situ, if done properly, also becomes a check on

the wiring of the house. It is very often difficult to trace

wiring (especially additions), and it sometimes occurs that a

lamp or lamps may be connected on the station side of the

meter. The tester should, therefore, always be on the look

out for such untoetered circuits, which are easily found out by

leaving the end A out of the meter and trying to turn on

suspected lamps, which, of course, would only glow if con-

nected to the wrong side of the meter.

Wattmetef
OUUfiir^

Eu^plj

I "I
Metei

I-O } . Or—VW O
,A

D "t
tK)—A^A^-Ck.

<) 6 6

Wattoetei- iSii

FjG. 381.—CoNXECTioNs FOR Test OF A Theee-wiee Watt-hoor Meter
rx SITU, usisa Two Wattmeters (AprLviNO A Constant oi- 0-5 to obtain
THE True Power if their Shunt Cubeents are Noejial).

Three-wire circuit meters are noti easily tested in situ it is

therefore preferable to change them and test them in the test
room. Unless a specially designed wattmeter is obtained
having its main coil divided into two halves, well insulated
from one another (to be capable of withstanding the pressure
between theoutersof the three-wire system without breakdown)
it becomes necessary to use two wattmeters, as it is prastically
impossible to be sure that the load on each arm is the Same
The main coils of these instruments are inserted in the two

outers on the " house " side of the meter, and their shunt cir-
cuits connected up to the station terminals of the meter and a
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point on the neutral. It might be more convenient to connect

both shunts of the wattmeters, including the necessary added'

resistances, in paraHel across the two outers, in which case

thej' would be under the same conditions as the meter

—

i.e.,

the wattmeters would take no account of any slight difierence

in tlu'. pressure which might exist on the two arms, due to

uneipial loading. Neglecting this difierence—which would he

small— if the shunt currents of the wattmeters were normal a

Fio, :{SL> -Akon PoKTAr.T.K l\[i:TF-rL FOR Testikct IX Sr'iu.

constant of OS would have to be used, as the instruments

would indicate twice the actual watts passing. The con-

nections for this test are seen in Fig. 381 . Three-wire meters

are usually of large capacity, and, apart from tlie difficulties of

j>ropei'ly measuring the power by means of standard instru-

ments when testing in sitti, there arise others, such as the in-

sertion into the circuit of these instruments where the mains are

heavy and end in special sockets, and the practical inipossibilit\f
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of kee^iiiig t!ic load .stcidr Juiing: tljr. trst, i_A\'iiig to the jiioli-

.able sAvitcliiii,!^: oil of Uuii|is. I'ortaLlc hiiup liaiiks would ]iij

too cunibci'^oinr in larnc sizes.

In tlio case of metoi's |)rovid(jd witli dials indicating tenths

jMvi jiundi'cdtlis of a B.T-U., tests in situ njay Lc made by

.means of a stanelard meter, also having dials showing fvactions

-jf a unit. The standard meter ^\'ould he connected temjio-

rarily in the eireuit and both meters yvdd. The c(jnnections in

this ca.s(j. are the same as if the, iiulicating wattmeti'r Weve

ais^jd as shown in Fig. ol'.K so that the sliunt watts of neithei'

tire standard nor thi' meter to lie test( d are registered. A

Flo. :!SS.— .\i>,ox PouT.iBLE A.-C. Meter.

toad is switched on tor a slioit time and the consumption l>y

leacli meter ascertained. ThiLs method is perhaps mote simple

rtbau that in which a stop watch and standard wattmeter are

oisad, l)ut where meters have no dial lower than the " units per

<rrv'isiun
'' one. such a test would take, too long. The Aroii

Electricity Meter, Ltd., make a special type of meter for such

work, which is illustrated in Fig. 382. This instrument is

isiniilar in principle to the ordinary clock meter.s of this make
;|ireviously described, the chief difference being in the balancing

<fif the pendulums and their spring control, which avoids the

tiecossity of ha^'ing the meter absolutely ])Uimb. Bv an
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.arraiii;.;)neiit o£ vlu,ii;s itiid sockets, wliich, in sizes up to 5U :uu-

peres, arc, as sliowii in tlie figure, at the top of the meter, tlie

instni.meiit is nrade suitable tor various voltages and for

iioth lilt.mating and continuous-curreut circuits. This meter

is made in sizes up to 400 amperes capacity. Were it not for

the fact that comparatively few meters are provided with the

fractional dials, this method of testing in fitu would he pre-

feralii.^ ^^^^ ,^^^^, other.

Fio. .384.

—

M'estixghouse Pojstable Polyphase ,Metl!k.

The same firm have adapted tlieir inductiijn motor jueter

for thi.s and otlier portable work, as seen in Fig. .383. The

stanrJaicl single-phase element is mount€cl in a wooden case

<ind has a special dial plate with a large dial to enal)le readings

to be taken with great accuracy.

The British Westinghouse Go. also mount their induction

motor meter in a jDortable case in a .similar manner. TliLs

company's polyphase portable meter is illu.strated in Fig. .384:,

and is known as the t)'pe P.N.

For C'tDtinuous-current portable work the type Y watt-hour

meters and the type airrpere-hour meters are similarly

mounted in wooden portable ca.ses and are tlien designated

.fis the tvpe P.Y. and P.O. re.spectively.
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Portable Rotating Sub-standards.—In Ameika ;i, coib-

siderable amount of te.sting in situ is done with portable

rotating sub-standards. These instruments consist of a

specially arranged meter element having two or more series

coils and generally two pressure coils, so that the same instru,-

mont may be used for testing 110 and 220 volt meters.

Instead of having the usual unit dials the top of the main,

spindle of these instriunents passes up through a dial p!ate

and is fitted with a large pointer. The dial is divided intO'

100 divisions, so that a hundredth of a revolution of the rotor

is easily read. The spindle is geared to a train having small

dials which usually indicate one revolution and 111 revolutions

per division.

A meter is tested by connecting the sub-standard in to

the circuit in the same way as a wattmeter., A load is then

switched on and after a short time a number of revolution*

of the disc of the meter to be tested is counted, the sub-

standard being started by means of a potential switch at the

commencement and stopped in the same way at the end of

the counting. If the sub-standard is provided with a hand

resetting device so that the hands start from zero, the reading

of the dials gives the number of revolutions of the sub-standard

during the time in which the meter disc made N revolutions.

Then if the standard meter has been calibrated to be correct

the multiplying constant of the meter being tested

_revs. of standard X its watt-hours per rev.

revs, of meter X its watt-hours per rev.

If K is greater than unity the meter is under-registering, if

less than unity it is over-registering.

Three examples of portable rotating standards are illustrated

in Figs. 385 to 388. Fig. 385 shows the external appearance

of the Duncan C.C. instrument. It is made in two types, viz.,

H.C. and H.P., the difference between them being that in the

former the main coils are connected up in various combinat'orts

for different ranges by a commutator switch, whereas in the

H.P. type a small plug board is used for this purpose.

Fig. 386 is a top view of the H.C. type showing tho switch

with a lockirg device to prevent the switch being turned to

an intermediate position. A good view of the dial is obtained

and the resetting button may be seen just below it. The
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H.C. type lias five current ranges and tlie H.P. lour. Botlii

can be had with three potential ranges. The meter element jl

the.se sub-standards is very similar to tliat of the Duncan watt-

hour meter.

The external apjoearance (.if the alternating-current snh-

standard of this make is very similar to that of the continuous-

<un-pnt on(> illustrated. 1uit is not quite so deep. It is fitt(!d.

FiQ. 385.—DuxcAX Pokt.vble

D.-C. SCB-STAND.VHD.

Fig. :}S(3.—Tor \'ie\v of Du.xcav

PoKT.IBLT; SUB-ST,.i.NDARD.

with a s^Jecial induction motor meter element with the main
and potential coils in sections, which enable it to have up to

four current ranges and two potential ones.

These instrimients are all fitted with a fly-back action, which

enables the hands to start from zero for every test.

The General Electric t'o. (America) alternating-current

rotating sub-standard is seen in Fig. 387. It has two current

ranges, 1 and 10 amperes, and either one or two voltage

ranges, and in the latter case a small switch is provided on

the top of the nxeter for changing fronx one to tlie other. The

end;? of the main coils are brought to three terminals, as seen
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ill tlio figure. Tlic case iiR'asures 11 in. liigli li\' Gin. sfjiuirr,

iiid the instruiucrit wcigln 7j 11;.

Tlic Briti.sli Westiugliouse Electric & ;\Ifg. Co., Ltd., jjortable

rotating sub-.standard is seen in Fig. 3''^8. In tliis the t}q>o K
>iirter cleiiicnt is used and is made with single, two cr three

I'll.;. :js7.

—

(.'ENEinL Elkctric Co. (Amei;ic.\)

pijui ABLE A.-(.'. Sub Standard showing
)''iTE\-n.M, Le.mis with Swi'ith.

Kio. 388.

—

Westixghiiuse

Portable A.-C Rotating
sl'b-standaki) tvpk r.n.

rannes in either current or jircssure, the ranges being in the

ratio of 4:2: I. Above 4(1 amperes and up to 80 amperes
• mly two current ranges are [lernussilile. These instruments
nay also be had fitted with a compensator enabling them to be
iwd on different frequencies, such as 40 to 60 periods. They
-tre also made for single and ]iolv|i1iase testing.



CHAPTER XIX.—*—
ERECTION OF METERS ON CONSUMERS' PREMISES..

METER-READING.

So much depends on the carelul fixing of meters that the

work should only be entrusted to competent and careful men..

The choice of a site is of considerable importance, and needs

some knowledge of the construction of the meter to be fixed,

for the site which might be suitable for one type might be

totally unsuitable for another, owing to vibration or space.

The space which is required by a meter does not in all cases

mean simply the amount of wall area upon which it can be

fixed. Many types require head or side room, in order that

the case may be removed without taking the meter down. In

some instances more than double the actual area required for

fixing, must be left'.' The best height for; the meter from the

floor is about 5 ft. or 6 ft. At such a height it is conveniently

read,\and at the same time is not Ijkely to be damaged. Meters

should on no account be fixed on partitions or near any bang-

ing door, as the shock received b}^ the jewel each time"the door

is closed is bound to wear it very rapidly. Lath and plaster

walls should also be avoided where possible, especially with

heavy meters, as trouble is very likely to be caused by the

meter falling forward and so getting out of level.

The meter should not be fixed directly on to the wall, but

on a " backing board" firmly screwed to the wall. Such a

board, which has been found to answer its purpose very well,

is seen in Fig. 389. It is made of whitewood and varnished.

These boards are about -g in. thick, and the battens at the back

2 in. wide. Porcelain bushes are provided through which the-

fixing screws pass. The board can either be fixed flat on the

wall, or it can be kept clear of the wall if insulators are used

behind as shown. From the enlarged section through the-

fixing hole it will be noticed that for the front porcelain

bushes the board is countersunk in order to keep the face of

the board clear of obstructions ; the back insulator, however,.
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TStaiids out from the crosspiece, and so prevents the board

touching the wall. This is very desirable where the meter is

fixed in a damp cellar (in which case the fixing screws should

2)referably be japanned).

Various sizes of board will be required if different tyjies of

meters are used, but it is convenient to standardize boards as far

as possible, and the following sizes have been found suitable

for the meters enumerated :

—

Size of Board. Meters for which it is suitable.

1 ft 1.', in. X 9 in ' Bat prepayment, B.T -H. (D.C. and prepay-
ment, Brush-Gutmann, Eclipse(B.N.B., N.R.)

Electrical C'o.'s (K.J. and prepayment).
Perranti (D.C. and A.C.)

Hookham (1901) and prepayment, O.K. (and
prepayment).

Reason (and prepayment).
Scheefer, Thomson (old type).

\ \'ulcan prepayment, Westinghousc.

!l in. X 9 in I Bat (Type " ") Eclipse (types C.R., F.E.G..
and F.E.M.).

Electrical Co.'s (R.A.) Elgee (type C.A. and
C.B., Eerranti (A. and C.C).

Mordey-Ericker (and prepayment).
I Thomson (old type, 5 amp.), Stanley. West-
;

inghouse (types N and K.).

1ft. 4in.x9in : Hookham (1897).

Sohallenberger, Vulcan. Combined meters

j

and indicators. Electrical Co., Elgee, Siemens
Westinghouse.

1 ft. 6 in. X 5\ in. . ......| Fricker Demand Indicator.

Wright Electrolytic and Demand Indicator.

1 ft. 2 in. X 1 ft. Aron prepayment, Electrical Co.'s (K.G.)
Ecrranti prepayment, D.C'. and A.C.
Hookham (prepayment).

1 ft. 10 in. X 11 in. Aron (metal cased).

1 ft. 11 in. X 1ft. 6 in. A useful board to take sets of meters and
Demand Indicators.

It goes without saying that secure fixing of meter-boards is

most important. With lath and plaster walls this is often

difficult. Lath screws may hold a board firm or they may not,

and plugging is out of the question. If, therefore, a solid

wall can possibly be chosen it is far preferable. The pluggin;,'
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«l Walls is, liowever, often don* in a very l)ad way. If a rough
"iiole is cut with a chisel, and a plug roughly made, wedge
shape, driven into this, it is veiy liable to work loose, the

taper of the wedge being the wrong way round. Blocks
tapeiing in the right direction let into the hole with cement
have been known to work loose With this method the block

i
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A round hole is cut the correct size wluh a jumpei madc-

specially for the plugs: this tool (Fig. 391) is held straig'ht

and hammered lir/htli/, when a clean round hole is quickly cat,,

the depth of which should be the length of the plug. The-

(lust is blown out of the hole, the p\u^ inserted, and the wedge

driven home, which operation crack? the back or solid end of

the plug, compressing the sides against the sides of the hole at-

the back. Plugging a wall in this way requires no skill, and

it is quite easy to plug glazed brick walls cleanly if the jumper

is held with its end ilat on the wall and the hammer used

lightly,

The next point in connection with installing meters is theii

correct connecting up. Where many t}-])es are used the cor-

rect connections are apt to become confusing, as each type

requires a different arrangement of the mains. In some cases

the polarity of the ends inserted is the important point, whereas-

in others the polaritj' is of no consequence, but the choice is

between " station " and " house " mains.

The following shows how the type of meter affects the coa

nections :

—

Alternate-current Ampere-hour Metern,—Connections immaterial.

Continuous-current Ampere-hour Meters.—Essential that the positive

end of the bight be connected to the proper terminal, irrespective of

whether it be the " station " or " house " end.

Continuous-current IFatt-hour Jfetei-x, ami Ampere-hour Meters havinr) a

Shunt Circuit.—As above. The bight should also be in the correct main,

so as to make it possible to insert the " station " main into the proper

terminal also.

Watt-]iour Meters {two-wire) both of the Induction and Non-induetire-

Tijpes.—Essential that the " station " end o£ the bight be connected to-

the proper terminal, irrespective (on continuous-current) of whether it is

the -t- or - end of the bight.

Walt-hour Meters {three- u- ire).—Essential that the two " station " ends
and the two " house " ends of the outers are connected to the proper

terminals.

Tlie result of a wrong connection in two-wire meters is tO'

cause the meter to record backwards or not record at all. In

three wire meters, if one main is properly connected and thf^

other reversed, the meter may or may not record ; if both
mains are reversed the meter will record the wrong way, and if

the two station ends are inserted into the terminals forming the
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ends of one of the main coils, a troublesome short-circuit will be-

the result immediately the current is switched on. It is a good,

plan for each meter fixer to have a rough sketch of the connec-

tions of all the meters he is likely to be called upon to fix, and.

on these sketches arrows showing the correct direction of turn-

ing of the moving parts of motor meters, leaving no excuse for-

a meter being left by the fixer wrongly connected into circuit.

Where diSereno types are distinguished by a " Code letter" (see-

Chapter XVI., on book-keeping), the sketches of connections are;

(Code Letter.) (Code Letter.)

o

C.C. only. 2-Wire.

Negative ends of bight turns pole finding paper red. (A.C. turns pole findinj

paper red under both endsi)

(Code Letter.)

2-Wire. A.C. only. 3-Wire. A.C. only.

ElG. 392.^DlAGBAMS OF CONNECTIONS FOK MetEB FiXBR'S UsB.

preferably arranged in alphabetical order in a small pocket-

book Examples of the sort of sketches which have been

found satisfactory in practice are given in Pig. 392.

Meters may be installed on either main of a two-wire

system, but in three-wire systems (both alternating and con-

tinuous) with earthed neutral, no meters should be connected

up on the neutral.

It is apparent from Fig 393 that if the meter M is connected

in the neutral lead as in the house " A," and an earth occurs.

E.M.G. GG
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on tke house side of tlie meter (as at E), the meter will be

[jartially short-circuited. If the metei's are invariably connected

u[) in either outer as at the house Bj the earth will not aiiect

the registration of the meter. (An earth occurring on the same

main as the meter would in this case, of course, be ashort-circuit.)

In connection with three-wire networks another point which

—although not relating to the erection of meters—is important,

as far as their proper working is concerned, is the reversing of

the ends of the meter bight in the case of continuous-current

auipere-hour meters in all cases where the house is connected on

To the other arm of the network. For purposes of balancing it

is sometimes necessary to do this. In Fig. 393, if Bj is put on

to the other arm as at Bj, it is necessary to connect the meter

Fig. 393.—iNSTiLLATioN of Meters on Thkee-wike Networks.

\np as at Bj—that is to say, to reverse the ends of the meter

bight, otherwise the meter will work backwards, if a motor

meter, the reading being gradually wiped out. Electrolytic

linjters will also cease working unless their connections are re-

arranged.

Wliere meters are clamped, the next thing to be done after

the connections are made is to unclamp the moving portion of

niot^T meters provided with clamping gear, after which the

terminal box cover should be replaced and sealed up. If the

s Tvice IS on, every meter .shoukl be tried for stai ting with,

preferably, a lam^j of the installation, or with a portable lamp

should it not be convenient to switch on the former. If the

n.etcr does not start when the lamp is switched on, the first

tiling to look at is the clamping gear, for the unclamping may
not have been performed completely. The next thing to.look

iit, in the case of wat t-hour meters, is whether there is any broak
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in the shunt lead to the meter, or whether this has been taken

ofE the same main as that to which the main coils are connected.

By means of the portable lamp lead this is easily tested by
touching one end of the lead on the main and the other lead

on the shunt terminals, when the lamp should glow.

The circuit having been proved in order up to the meter

terminal, it is easy to see if the current is flowing through the

meter shunt by disconnecting the shunt lead at the meter ter-

minal and ' flipping " to see if the current spark is present.

Owing to the fact that in testing watt-hour meters the shunt of

the meter is usually disconnected from the main terminal, it

may in some cases not have been replaced. The fault is easily

remedied if the meter fixer knows what to look out for.

Screw

Pio. 394.

—

Sealinq-Tongs and Clamp. Fig. 395.

The usual method of sealing meters is by means of lead seals

through which wires are passed, the seal then being squeezed

by means of sealing tongs which contain a die or dies. The

general form of sealing tongs is seen at A (Fig. 394), although

different forms—some of which are over 2 ft. long—are used.

Those illustrated at A (Fig. 394) are 8| in. long and weigh 2^ lb.

With a view to reducing size and weight the sealing clamp B
(Fig. 394) was designed and found to answer equally well. The

difference in size is seen in the figure, and the weight of the

clamp is only 8 oz. The one die, a, is screwed into the frame,

whilst the other, b, is supported by the screw, as in Fig. 395,

so that when pressing on the seal it does not turn as the screw

is tightened.

Each meter-fixer should have his own sealing tongs or

clamp, the dies of which bear a special number. Meters sealed

in the department before being sent out should be sealed by a

Q&2
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punch or clamp having special dies. It then becomes possible

to trace who last sealed the meter or whether it has been

opened since its erection.

Penalty plates are sometimes used with a view to the pre-

vention of the breaking of seals by unauthorised persons. A
penalty plate is simply a brass stamping with an eye into

which the lead seal is passed before being pressed. The plate

usually bears an inscription resembling that in Fig. 396, in

which a seal and plate are seen before and after punching.

In the case of apparatus such as prepayment meters or

demand indicators, which are periodically opened for the pur-

;£2 PEHALTY FOB-:

TAMPERIHSWITIJ

iOBBSEAKIHCTHIS:

5 - SEAL-:

electhic supply
;

i'la, 39b

—

Seal and Penalty Plate.

pose of collecting- the coins or resetting to zero, a more con-

venient way of sealing is by means of a padlock seal, such as

the Tourtel or the Chubb. In these padlocks the hasp when
pressed home is self-locking, and it also locks a small door in

front of the keyhole. The keys are all similar. In front of

the keyhole a paper ticket bearing a special number is placed
before closing the lock. This ticket being placed over the key-
hole, and held in position by the door already referred to, it

becomes impossible to open the lock without breaking through
the paper. If the paper is broken this is at once apparent
to the inspector.
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METER READING.

Accurate meter reading is a great desideratum, and although

readings, as a rule, are not difficult, the meter reader should,

nevertheless, always be on his guard, for he is sure to come
across some in which he is very apt to make a mistake . With
oidmary dial trains, such as tbose iliiistrattd uiFigs. 397, 398,

399 and 400, the difficult readings occur when onn or more of

the hands turn through the zero. In this type of counting

train the spindles carrying the hands are geared together by

means of wheels and pinions having a 10 : 1 ratio. In the

examples illustrated each hand makes one complete revolution,

while the hand next to it to the left passes through one-tenth

of a revolution, and alternately the hands turn clockwise and

counter-clockwise, the spindles being directly geared. In some

types of dial-counting trains all the hands turn in a clockwise

direction, additional spindles, carrying toothed wheels, being

inserted between each hand-bearing spindle and the next

Another type of pointer dial train which makes all the hands

appear to turn in the same direction has been brought out by

the International Electric Co. Iti this the hands and dial discs

alternately are stationary or revolve — that is to say, if the first

pointer revolves the second is stationary, the disc of this one

revolving, and so on. If meters having trains of these

different types are used on the same system, the meter reader

should be warned of this fuct. In reading meters having dials

of either of these typos, it is [jerhaps easier to take the reading

liack wards, i.e., to read the units dial first, then the tens, and

so on, the general rule being lo take the lowest number when

a hand stands between two numbers. When a hand is near

zero, however, the next hand higher up the train is very nearly

over one of the divisions of its dial, and the correct reading for

the latter is determined by the position of the former. In Fig.

^97, for example, the uiiits hand has just passed through zero,-

consequently the 10 hand must be taken as reading 1. Had

the units haml been between 9 and instead of between and

1, the correct itading of the 10 hand, even in the position in
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which it is seen in the' figure, would have been 0, the 10

hand having passed the 1 mark before it ought to have done

so. Thus in the first case, Fig. 397, the units hand would be

taken as reading 0, the 10 hand 1, the 100 hand 9, the 1,000

hand 8, and the 10,000 hand 9, giving a reading of 98,910

B.T. units.

Fig. 397.—Ebading 98,910.

Fig. 398.—Reading 01,399.

Possible inaccurate readings would be 09,910 and 99,910,

for which there would be no excuse, as the hands are not out

of place. In the dial shown in Fig. 398, the correct reading of

which is 01,399, the 100 hand is slightly out of position,

having passed'the 4 before its time, and a careless orinex-
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perienced, reader might take the reading as 01,499, making
an error of 100 units ; lie might also take the reading as

01,409.

Figs. 399 and 400 illustrate the effect on readings of the dial

plate being placed so that the hand carrying spindles are eccen-

Fio. 399.—Reading 04,911.

(Spindles eccentrx.)

Fig. 400.—Reading 04,912.

(lOOO's Hand bent.)

trie. -In Fig. 399 the dial plate is too far to the right and in Fig.

400 it is too far to the left. With the exception of the reading

of the units hands the two readings are the sa^ne-rrviz., 04;911

and 04,912 ; but it will be noticed that the positions of. the

various hands are slightly different in th« two figures. The
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hands are not in their correct positions in either figure, being

too fast or too slow owing to the eccentricity of the dial plates.

In Fig. 400 also the effect of a bent hand is shown in the

case of the 1,000 hand. This hand has passed the 5 mark, but

a glance at the 100 hand shows that the 1,000 hand is out of

position, for if the reading of two hands under consideration

be taken "59," the 1,000 hand should be almost on the 6 mark.

Being much nearer the 5 than the 6, it should be taken as

reading 4 (the 100 hand reading 9, as it does).

Inspectdr's Sionattre.

Date

Fig. 401.

—

Card for Noting Positions of Hands when
Beading is Difficcxt. (5in. by Sin.)

It is a good plan to provide meter readers with cards (as

shown in Fig. 401 above), on which are printed blank dials. If

on his rounds the meter reader comes across a difficult reading,

or one which he is not sure of, he can then fill in the positions

of the hands. It then becomes possible to determine what the

reading should be without a second visit to the meter, thus

saving time to the staff and annoyance to the consumci.

From the meter reading point of view cyclometer dials are

much simpler than the pointer dials. Difficult readings, how-
ever are found with this type of dial when the numbers are
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changing, as for example from 59 to 60, or, say, from 4,999 to

5,000, whgn the tops of the lower numbers and the bottoms of

the higher ones are visible through the slots of the front plate.

^\ ith the springing number counting trains the intermediate

positions do not occur, and these are therefore the ideal type
of counting trains from the reading point of view, as with
them mistakes in reading can only be due to great carelessness

on the meter reader's part.

Readings of meters such as the Wright electrolytic are

fairly easily taken, but owing to the fact that in some sizes one
division of the scale is equivalent to one B.T.U., whilst in

othet- sizes a division represents two B.T.U. or more, a mis-

take of a few units may easily be made. In such meters of

this make as have the syphoning tube graduated in divisions

equivalent to four or five B.T.U., and the whole range of

the tube equal to 200 B.T.U., the readings become more
difficult, and an error of 100 units is liable to be made unless

great care is taken, which tends to lengthen the time taken in

reading.

The reading of every dial, figure, or tube, as the case may
be, should always be noted by the reader, i.e., if a meter is

found to be indicating only six units, and is provided with

dials up to the 1,000's, the reading should be written down as

"0006," and not simply as "6." In the case of the Wright

meter, of the syphoning type, having a tube indicating up to

100 B.T.U. and a second tube indicating up to 1,000 B.T.U.,

the above reading should be written down as 006. A reading

entered in this wa}- infers that all the dials or tubes weje

examined by the meter reader.





CHAPTER XV

METER CLEANING AND REPAIRS.

On the return from the consumers' premises of meters whick

have been out some time it will often be found that, although

in good repair, such meters may be, and probably are, more

or less dirty. After making a " test as returned," from which

it may be found that the meter is slow at low loads, due to

the increased friction caused by dirt, it becomes necessary to

overhaul the various parts and thoroughly clean them.

Where the covers are not airtight they can be made more

dust-proof by applying vaseline at the joint between cover

and case ; the vaseline catches a lot of the dust which would

otherwise enter the meter. Another point which should re-

ceive great attention before a meter is sent out ,on service is

the joint between the glass of the window.,«Wji the cover.

These glasses should be bedded on putty, care being taken that

no holes are left. (

Unless very dirty, there is usually no need to take the instru-

ment entirely to pieces for cleaning. The wheel train is re-

moved and perhaps the main moving part. Then an air blast,

preferably from a foot blower, will remove the dust from

positfons which cannot be got at with brush and duster. The

wheel train should be taken to pieces, and all bearing hdleq in

the plates cleaned with peg wood. These should be oiled after

cleajimg, using a clean pointed piece of peg wood which is just

damp with the best clock oil. The slightest film of oil only

should be allowed to remain. The pivots should all be cleaned

with pith, and the teeth of the wheels brushed with a stiff

watch . or clock brush. If the teeth are very dirty, it may

sometimes Ipe necessary to' soak the wheels in pa,rafiBn before

brushing, or it is sometimes sufficient to moisten part of the
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Iiiush with ]iaiaffin ami finish off with the diy portion. Pcj^

v.'ouil can also he used for the removal of dirt from the teeth,

lint on no account should tliey he scraped with a metal in-

strument, such as a needle or small brooch If at all burred,

it is sometimes possible to file up a tooth, for which a tooth-

cutting file, as used I)}' cloclcmakers, sliould be emplo3cd. The

bearings of the main spindle are cleaned similarly, i»ith being

used for the jewel, which should also be felt with a sharp

needle to ascertain if it is rough oi- cracked. If not fouml

al.solutel\- smooth it should be replaced b\' a good one, and the

pi^ot or spindle ba^c repolislied or rejilaced.

Pivot Polishing Motok

In many meters the pivot is screwed into or on to the bottom

of the main spindle, and can be easily removed by means of

a key. In sucli cases there is no need to remove the main

spindle, which often means taking the meter to pieces. The

practice of using a separate pivot greatly facilitates its exami-

nation and repolishing. A polishing head or small motor

should be provided with a chuck capable of taking the pivots

or spindles, in which case the spindle of the headstock should

be hollow. A motor fitted with a hollow spindle and chuck

for this work is shown m Fig. 402i The chuck is fixed on the

end of a tube and will take most meter spindles. The work
necessary to bring the pivot up to the desired polish depends
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on its condition. If at all flat, it should be rounded, using a

piece of fine grain Arkansas lione, after which various grades of

" blue-black " paper (which is obtainable at any clockmaker's

tool warehouse) and a pivot burnisher are used. If finished

ofi with crocus powder and oil a high polish is obtained. A
strip of bell metal, oiled, is dipped into the crocus powdei,

of which a certain amount sticks to the strip, which is then

used as a file would be, while the pivot is turned at a high

speed. The pivot should be examined in a good light through

a microscope. The initial friction and wear depend so largely

on the polish of the pivot and jewel that great attention should

be paid to these precautions. The most durable point seems

to be a spherical one. When a ball takes the place of the

pivot, a new ball should be inserted to replace the one which

has been running on the damaged jewel.

The footstep jewel which forms the bottom bearing of all

motor meters is the most important portion of the instrument.

Unless the polish of the jewel is as near perfect as possible the

friction and accuracy at low loads is affected ; but it is not so

much the initial friction that is so important as the fact that

the more perfect the polish the less the wear and consequent

variation in accuracy with time. If a jewel becomes rough it

soon wears the pivot and so both re-act on one another until,

when very bad, the friction becomes very great. The pivot,

instead of being a point, becomes a flat concentrically ringed

surface and the jewel contains a rough hole. In some cases

pivots have been found with a hole worn into them, but the

ringed surface is more general.

The stones most often found in the footstep bearings are

sapphires, which rank in hardness next to the diamond.

Ceylon sapphires are supposed to be the best for this work.

Rubies are also used in several cases. Manufactured sapphires

and rubies are also used. From tests of various stones, in-

cluding manufactured sapphires and rubies, under practical

working conditions it appears that there is not much to choose

between them, but that good and bad stones are found in each

variety.

The cupped diamond as a footstep jewel appears to be far

more satisfactory than other stones. Not on y is its initial

friction less, but its life seems to be almost ever'asting.
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Another important point is that each stone can be relied

upon if smooth when new. With rubies and sapphires one

is never certain. Two stones may appear equally good, but

the life of one may be a few months, and the other a few years

before they develop roughness, when used under similar con-

ditions. The diamond, moreover, burnishes the pivot with

prolonged use without apparently reducing the friction, duo

possibly to the fact that the burnishing causes a greater area

of contact whilst producing a smoother surface.

In meters having commutators, the condition in which the

commutator keeps depends principally on the sparklessness of

the brushes. If these spark the commutator soon becomes

pitted and rough, whereas if no sparking takes place they will

last for }'ears in good condition, if precautions are taken to

avoid, as far as possible, dust entering the meter. External

vibration is probably the chief cause of sparking ; it therefore

follows that, in order to avoid this source of trouble, the brushes

must have as little weight at their free end as possible to pre-

vent pendulum action. With a light brush, also, a weaker

spring can be used. It is the author's experience that wire

brushes give the least trouble. The point of contact of a

circular wire on a cylinder being very small, the number of

independent points of contact can be increased without causing

the brush friction to be greater than it would be if one or two

flat brushes were used, and the more independent points of

contact there are the less is the chance of sparking taking place.

Wire brushes, moreover, when separated, seem to push aside

dust particles, thus keeping the commutator clean in the path

of each wire. With a view to testing the life of wire brushes, a

meter has been run with its cover off in a very dusty situation

on a 220 volt supply with a current of 0'05 ampere in the com
mutator circuit. Its speed has been varied, sometimes exceed-

ing 100 revs, per min., and it has also occasionally been stopped.

The brushes are covered with dust, but the commutator has

clean lines where each brush touches it and is very dirty at

other points. There has never been the slightest visible spark,

although the number of revolutions made by the commutator
under these abnorrhal conditions exceeds 25,000,000, an equiva-

lent to over 25 years' working an on average consumer's pre-

mises. In this test each brush consisted of four No. 22 standard
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silvei wires, supported in pairs by independent phosphor-bronze

str'p wound as a spiral spr ng.

Commutators which have not been damaged by sparking

require only a rub with a piece of linen tape, which should be

slightly narrower than the commutator The tape is passed

round the back of the sp ndle, and si pped between the brushes

and commutator. The two ends of the tape (which is about

12 in. to 18 n. long) are held one in each hand in the front,

and alternately pulled backwards and forwards, thus turning

the commutator and cleaning all the segments. Should the

commutator be pitted, narrow strips of " blue-black " paper

should first be used in the same way as the tape, always

finishing of! with the finest (" 0000 "), after which it is finally

polished with tape. When such treatment has to be resorted

to, particles of silver dust may become lodged between the

commutator bars. These, if not removed, may short-circuit

sections of the armature ; they should, therefore, be blown out

by means of bellows, or a piece of peg wood, tapered to fit

between the commutator bars, may be passed down between

each segment. The brushes should be removed from the meter

and cleaned, if of strip or flat silver, by means of the same

materials as used for commutators. Wire brushes require

renewing if found to have been sparking.

Wire brushes are easily made out of hard-drawn " standard
"

silver wire, which can be obtained in any wire gauge size. This

wire is straightened by passing short lengths through a spirit

flame, the ends being gripped by pliers. After a little practice

it can be straightened in this manner and still retain the

requisite spring. Pure silver is too soft for this work.

Other mechanical defects in meters comprise bent spindles,

bent discs, broken covers, broken or defective wheel trains, bent

hand-cairying spindles, broken or blackened dial plates, broken

screws in terminals, broken glasses, &c. Main spindles can

often be straightened by tapping with a boxwood mallet, or, if

bent near the worm, by pressure until they become true.

Discs can also be trued if fitted on a mandril and placed in

the lathe. Other mechanical defects are remedied by replacing

the parts with new ones, which can generally be obtained from

the makers, and of which it is convenient to keep small stocks

so that the repairs can be finished off without delay. In large
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undertakings it will often pay to make several parts, but little

can be done with'out a suitable latbe, such as a Lorch or Boley

instrument maker's lathe. With such a tool much can be done

in the way of repairing or improving meters. Where screws

are required the B.A. standards will be found useful, and a set

of B.A. taps and dies should be provided. Glasses for the

renewal of the windows shoidd be stocked in larger quantities,

as these are easily broken. A meter should never be allowed to

remain in stock with a broken glass, for it so soon becomes dusty

and would require a further cleaning before being sent out.

In the case of motor-meters containing mercury, it is some-

times advisable to replace the old mercury with new pure mer-

cury. If the old be found dirty the bath should be opened

and cleaned before filling with the new mercury.

When a mercury motor-meter is dismantled it is always

advisable, on re-assembling it, to use fresh clean mercury.

The used mercury should be cleaned or exchanged for pure

clean mercury. This can be done at a small cost per pound.
In meters which require the removal of the permanent

magnets from their pole pieces in order that the bath may be
opened, it is necessary to place keepers on the magnets before

their removal. These keepers must remain on the magnets
until they are replaced on the pole-pieces again. If this is not
done the magnets will be considerably weakened and will re-

quire re-magnetising. Even if keepers are used the strength

of the magnets will be altered by their removal, but generally

the meter can be corrected by replacing the old change wheel
by a new one.

Unless the magnets become too weak it is best, in the author's
opinion, not to re-magnetise them, but where it becomes
necessary this can be done by the field produced by about
1,000 ampere-turns.

Messrs. Ferranti have designed a neat magnet flashing coil

for re-magnetising the magnets in their continuous-current

meters. In this appliance a beam which slides up and down
on two guide rods carries about 20 inverted U-shaped wires,

the ends of which dip into mercury holes in the base. These
are connected in such a way as to form a coil of about 20 turns
round the magnets when the beam is down and the meter
(removed from its case) is lying on the base. The terminals
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of the coil are connected in series with a circuit-breaker and a

switch to a 100 volt circuit, the circuit-breaker being set to

about 150 amperes. With the switch open the circuit-breaker

is closed and the circuit made by closing the switch. It is

advisable to include a heavy fuse in the circuit in case the

.circuit-breaker failed to act. The meter is then connected up
in the normal way and subjected to a short-circuit through a

fuse of the same size as would be used in ordinary working
conditions. This demagnetises the magnets to a certain ex-

tent, but increases their permanency.

Electrical defects principally consist of short-circuits of main
or shunt coils, or resistances, breakages in these circuits, and
breakdowns of the insulation to case. Short-circuits of tlie

main coils are generally caused by considerable overloads char-

ring the cotton insulat'on of the wire or strip, and meters

which have been sufficiently overloaded to create such short-

circuits indicate the fact by the- outward appearance of the

coils. The main coils may sometimes be short-circuited by the

metal clips by which they are supported, but this defect is

rare, as the clip must have pierced the insulation in two points

to produce it. A leak to case caused in this manner is more
frequently met with. These defects are easily localised by
testing between the various parts with an ohmmeter, or a

detector and battery can be used if the resistance of the fault

is low enough. Where a leak to case or short-circuit of a

main coil is caused by the supporting clip the insertion of a

piece of mica between clip and coil will remedy the defect,

but main coils which have been overloaded sufficiently to chai

the insulation should be replaced, as thoy are unreliable, even

if appirently unshort-circuited. The Author has known cases

where such coils, apparently in working condiiion when cold,

have become partially short-circuited when heated by the pas-

sage of full-load current for some time, The meter running

a,bnormally slow, coupled with a low-voltage drop across the

main coils, is an indication of short-circuited main coils.

A partial short-circuit in the shunt may be indicated by the

meter speed being very high, in which case the shunt current

will be above the normal. This defect most frequently occurs

in meters having non-inductive resistances wound double on

-bobbins. Where the resistance is wound on more than one
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bobbin, the faulty bobbin can often be traced by feeling the

wire on the several sections after the shunt circuit has been

energised a little while. The shorted bobbin will be cold and

the sound ones warmer than usual. If no difference in the

temperature can be noticed in this manner, it becomes neces-

sary to test the resistance of each section or bobbin, either by

the Wheatstone bridge or potentiometer methods. The latter

is preferable, as short-circuits in these bobbins may be inter-

mittent, only appeai'ing when the coil is hot. Faulty bobbins

should be replaced by new ones of the same resistance and the

old ones destroyed.

Where meters have wound armatures and commutators,

short circuits may occur between adjacent commutator bars,

and before an armature is changed it should be ascertained

whether the fault is in the commutator or in the armature.

Faults of this description can be detected by the unevenness

of the speed during a revolution at low loads. They can also

be found by measuring the torque for different positions of

the armature. Should the torque be zero i;i any position, it is

evident that there is a break on one or the other of the coils

connected to one of the bars underneath the brushes.

If a suitable ammeter

—

i.e. , one having a range to 005 or

01 ampere—be inserted in the shunt circuit, and the armature

turned slowly, a jump will be noticed in the reading of the

ammeter if the armature or commutator is short-circuited.

Owing to the high resistance in series the jump will only be
very small, but if the ammeter is connected up in series with
the armature on a low voltage sufficient to produce the normal
current in the circuit, the jump becomes very marked. It is a

^ood plan to test all new armatures in this manner before they
are put into meters.

On a short-circuited armature being found, the spindle and
armature complete are removed from the meter and all the

leads unsoldered from the commutator bars. The commu-
tator can then be tested between bars for short-circuit. A
handy tool for this wo-'-k is made by soldering pieces of small
flexible lead to the eye ends of two thick needles. The needles
are then separated by a thin strip of vulcanized fibre or other
insulating material and the whole bound round with tape as
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in Fig. 403. The thickness of the fibre should be such that

the points of the needles are separated by about the pitch of

the commutator segments. The ends 'of the flex can be con-

nected through an 8 c.p. lamp or voltmeter to the 100 or

200 volt supply, whoa faulty insalation between bars is easily

detected ; or a detector and battery or ohmmetcr can con-

veniently be used. The air-space between two shorted bars

can be cleaned with a pointed piece of peg wood, which is also

pushed down behind the insulating band which holds the

"

bars, and should the short-circuit be due to silver dust this

Fio. 403.

—

^TooIj fos Testing Insulation between Commutatcp. Baek-

will often remove it. By applying the current for somo time

(at 100 or 200 volts through a lamp) a fault can soraetimes

be burnt out without damaging the commutator if the peg

wood fails to remove it.

This somewhat crude method of removing faults has often,

been used with success in locating and burning out leaks from

commutator to main spindle, one pole of the supply bang con-

nected to the case or spindle.

Owing to the fineness of the wire used in meter armatures

and the consequent difficulty of making contact with the ends

of the coils, it is convenient to provide for this purpose a pair

HH2
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of sprinjj; clijis intcj which the wii-es from th(^ aiiiiaturc are

placed after disconnecting thenr from the commutator. The

clips may be conveniently mounted on a stand and provided

with terminals for the testing leads, as in Fig. 4o4. The ends

of each armature coil are successively pinched in the clips and

tested.

A shoit-circuited coil is rarely found, and usually if any

trouble is due to the armature itself it is caused by a break in

a coil, t'are'ul examination of the outside of the coils will

,
deterinini' wl ether am- injury has bci-n caused by a blow or

Pig 404.

—

St..\md fur Testin'o ap.siature Cons.

the .slipping of a screw-driver, in which case several breaks

may be found, and it would be cheaper to replace the damaged

armiiture with a new one. It is very difficult to unwind and

rewind an arnrature with the same wire, but one or two coils

can ]>e unwound and replaced, and .should a break occur in one

of the upper coils it can be unwound, repaired and rewound
;

or new wire can be ])ut on in the ])laee of the old from the

point wiiere the fault is found. Breaks are fiequently found

in the ends of the coils wheri; the\" arc taken up to the com-

mutator bars, and these ends sliould lie carefully examined
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when detached £i'om the commutator in the first place. The
author employs a special chuck for holding armatures cf the

Duncan, Thomson or Vulcan type when unwinding or re-

winding. This chuck, which is suitable for mounting on a
polishing head or on a phonograph motor, is illustrated iir

Figs. 405 and 405. Fig. 403 shows a front and side sectional

elevation, whilst in Fig. 406 an armature is seen mounted in

the chuck. The armature is clamped in the usual way, on a

spindle, S, which is then gripped by the jaws at AA. The
armature is centred by sliding it up and down the spindle S^

Section at XX

Fig. 405.

—

Chuck fok Aumatuke Wiuniyo.

Fig. 400.

—

View of Akmature Chuck with Akmatuke Mounted,

af oer which it is clamped, and the spindle can then be turned

when its clamps are loosened until the space on which the coil is

to be wound is in position. By turning the armature and

spindle bodily other coils are easily brought into position with^

out further centering being necessary.

Very often the armature is clamped to its spindle by two

screws in the cent-e of the spider frame, the heads of whick
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are got at by a small wire driver passed between two adjacent

toils. Other armatures are clamped by a taper nut, which is

.run up a split hollow taper screw underneath the armature.

The Eclip=e armature coils are former wound before being

bunched together.

The armature to be unwound is soaked in methylated spirit

-io soften the shellac, and the coil being unwourid should be

frec'jently brushed with a camel hair brush dipped in methy-

lated spirit to keep the shellac soft. The speed must be

-extremely slow, and a revolution counter should be fixed to the

other end of the lathe head spindle to ascertain the number of

4urns, in order that the same number may be wound on again.

For winding non-inductive resistances, compounding coils

and armatures, a phonograph motor is perhaps the most suit-

able motor to use, as its speed is so easily adjusted and, its

power being small, breakages of the fine wires used in these

-opsrations are avoided.

Aaother fault in meters having non-inductive shunt circuits

13 tbct the non-inductive resistances may sometimes break. The
faulty section, when found, can bo unwound, mended and re-

wound. It should, however, be ascertained that the wire has

4iot become brittle, in which case the whole resistance should

•be replaced by a new one.

In induction motor meters breaks may arise in the shunt
circuit. When a faulty part of the circuit is found and is

•replaced by a new one, such as a new coil on the shunt magnet
or a new impedance coil, the resistance is of little consequence
•compared to the self-induction. If, therefore, any coil is re-

-wound the number of turns and the air-gap should be the same
.as before the repairs.

Eepairs to electrolytic meters, such as the Bastian or Wric^ht,
.are either very simple or those which can only be done by the
makers of the meter. They chiefly consist of replacing broken
glass vessels. A new glass vessel means a new scale. The
shunt circuit of the Wright meter may break, and if the meter
iails to register this circuit should be tested. The break will

probably be found to be either at one of the clips or possibly
.at the joints, with the wires coming out of the glass vessels.

:Should the break be in the resistance bobbin, the wire should
.be unwound very carefully and the same wire replaced, its
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lengfh being unaltered, otherwise the temperature compensa-
tion may he afiected. The mercurous solution in the older

types of this meter showed a marked tendency to crystallize,

which was a very objectionable feature, as the crystals f ormed
interfered with the working of the meter by obstructing the

tubes. A new liquid", in which this crystallization does not

take place, has been substituted and used with success for some
years. In the Aron meter, in addition to breaks in the shunt

circuit, there is the liability of the main spring breaking, as

also the hair spring which drives the commutator. A main
spring is easily replaced, and can be done in situ if necessary,

as there is no fear of the calibration being afiected. In

examining an Aron meter after cleaning special attention

should be paid to the various pins and stops, which should all

be screwed home tightly. The reversing gear works suddenly,

and if this point is not attended to trouble is very likely to be

caused by the pin and stops working loose with the jarring

which they receive.

The winding gear should also be worked by hand, to see

that it is quite free and that the ratchet and pawl are working

properly. Faults or breaks in the shunt circuit are localised

as in any other meter. On the switching on of the shunt

current the winding gear should immediately wind up the

spring and both pendulums start oscillating. If neither move,

most probably there is a break in the winding gear circuit ; if

only one starts, the pallets of the one which remains stationary

are probably dirty or not properly adjusted. The pendulums

should be tried for starting several times by switching the

shunt current on and ofi or by holding them in the vertical

position and releasing them without giving them any push-ofi.





CHAPTER XVI.

METER BOOK-KEEPING.

The problem of keeping an accurate record of the dealings^

in meters is a most important one, and necessitates a system

of book-keeping which prevents, as far as possible, the chance

of errors creeping in.

Records are necessar}', in the first place, to show the trans-

actions between the makers of the meters and the undertaking,

and, in the second place, to show the distribution of the meters

over the area of supply and the stock. In addition to these

important branches of the book-keeping of a meter department

ire the following : (a) Records of tests (both in the test rooms-

and in situ), (6) repairs and maintenance, (c) meter readings

and accounts. There are probably many systems of meter

book-keeping in use by the various undertakings, the records in,

some being kept in books alone, or entirely on the card system.,

or a combination of books and the card system may be employed.

The latter, in the Author's opinion, seems to be the safest and

easiest. The day books and ledger are best in book form ;.

whilst the street index and stock index in book form are

almost impossible, owing to the constant changes taking place,

and the card system for these and for meter reading is perfect.

The transactions with the makers can be kept in three books

—viz., (1) Meters on order and delivered, (2) Defective meters

book, (3) Meter parts and sundries on order and delivered.

Suitable forms of ruling for these three books are seen in the fol-

lowingForms 1, 2 and 3 ; a suitable size being lOJin. bv 8^in.

On the left-hand sheets the particulars are entered at the time of

ordering or the return of a defective meter, and the spaces on

the right-hand sheets are filled in as the goods are delivered . In

the Meters on order book the entries are intended to be made-
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BO as to leave enough room on the right-hand sheet to enter the

number of every meter received against the order. If the index

to this book be arranged so that the makes are alphabetically

entered one on a page, and the sizes dealt in placed in order,

easy reference can be made.

In order to keep a complete control of the meters, it is almost

essential to give each meter a serial number, but in order to

keep the numbers as small as possible and to be able to dis-

tinguish diflferent makes, it is a good plan to start a fresh set

of numbers for each make, giving a different code letter to each

make, and so numbering the meters that the code letter is

.always quoted ; thus, " No. A 59," " No. B 108." In this way
the quantity of meters of each make on the books is always

the highest serial number in that make. In some cases the

meters are given their serial number immediately on delivery,

but as some are sure to have to be returned to the makerS)

owing to defects or damage, it is more satisfactory to give

them their serial numbers after they have passed the first

test. If this method is adopted any meters returned to the

makers (which are sometimes replaced) do not cause gaps in

the numbering. A further advantage of numbering the meters

after test is that they are sent out, or should be sent out, on

to circuit in numerical order in their respective sizes, and if

any number be missing it should at once be found out and
investiguted.

Form 4 illustrates a form of ruling of a test book for motor
meters. The headings need no expleaation, but it will be

noticed that two columns are left for meter number. The
makers' number is only inserted in the case of new meters,

and those which pass the test are immediately given a serial

number which should be plainly marked on the meter, prefer-

ably on the dial. (It should be remembered that meters while

out on circuit sometimes get painted ; it is therefore not safe

to simply paint the serial number on the case.)

From the test books (one of which should be provided for

each make of meter ustd) the numbers are entered in serial

order in the meter index book. Form 5, those meters which are

aot ready to go on circuit receiving no serial number. Such
index books have been found to be extremely useful, and one
should be kept for each make of meter.
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There are four sets of columns across the double page, giving

i-oom for entries of the folios in test book, outwards boolc, ami
inwards book four times, after which the line is filled up.

The meter is then re-entered on the first vacant page of this

index, the second folio in index being put in one of the

•columns provided, so that, when the line of a certain meter is

filled up, its second, third or fourth entry in the index is

always seen at a glance.

At the time when the meters are entered in the index they

.are also entered in the ledger (Form 6) ; but in this book a

whole page is reserved for meters of the same size and make.

This book is indexed, the number of the various pages as they

are started being entered against the particular size in its

index, and the numbers of the preceding and succeeding pages

•devoted to the particular size entered in the spaces provided

in the top right-hand corner of the page, so that a size can be

easily traced through the book. The addresses to which the

meters are sent are entered when tlie meter is booked out, at

the same time being entered in the meters issued book, Form 7,

in which all sizes are together, the entries being made one

under the other as the meters are issued. This book, as also

the meters returned book, Form 8, are, in fact, day books. It is

convenient to provide columns in the meters issued and

meters returned books for ticks to indicate that the entries

•have been made in the ledger, index and stock sheet, and also

to show that the card index is cleared. The meters returned

book should also be provided with columns for noting whether

'the meter was returned clamped, and for the initials of whoever

checked the number, reading, &c. The readings of meters as

returned are most important, and should be checked, as

disputes may crop up a long time after meters have been

returned.

A most important point in connection with meter book-

keeping is to prevent all chance of a meter going out without

any record being kept of its issue, for such a meter would not

find its way into the meter-reading books, in addition to

causing endless trouble at stock-taking time. By entering the

meters in the ledger as tested, and referring to this book and

.selecting the first number against which no address has been

inserted, an error of this kind is at once- apparent if the meter
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is not found in stock. Should the meter not be found, the

next one is, of course, sent out, leaving a gap in the ledger,

and the whereabouts of the lost meter can be traced at once.

It is much easier to investigate such a loss at the time than a

month or so afterwards. The stock sheet (Form 9), giving, as it

Joes, so much information in a small space, is well worth the;

trouble of keeping. Reference to tin's sheet enables one to

readily ascertain the rate at which meters of the various sizes

are being issued and returned, and, therefore', to estimate the

quantities of meters to order. These sheets are made up once

a week, at the end of the year, and at such other stock-taking

times. Two columns, {a) and (h), are provided for meters

received, to separate those received from the makers, or new
meters, from those received from consumers, or returned meters.

Column ((•) shows the total meters of the size and make on the

books, and columns {e) and (/) their distribution.

The entries when made should be checked tlins:—

-

( = e + /= ( (previous entry) + cu

e = e (previous entry) + d - b.

f=f (previous entry) + a + b -d.

For the purpose of keeping a hold on the meter stock and
the meters on consumers' premises the card index system can

hardly be dispensed with. The stock changes day by d ly, and
at any time it is necessary to be able to quickly ascertain not

only what is in stock, but also how the stock is standing—that

is to say, how many meters are ready for test, tested, being

repaired, &c. Two forms of card are given, 10a and 10b, for the

stock card index, the former being recommended. Each meter
as it is delivered from the makers has a card made out for it,

the makers' number and other particulars being filled in. The
card is then put in its proper place in the stock drawers. If

the stock index is divided up by guide cards, first into makes,
tuen into the following five divisions : (1) Ready for test,

(2) Away for repairs, (3) Repairing and cleaning, (4) Meters not
to be touched, (5) Tested meters— each of these divisions

having other guide cards separating the sizes— all the informa-
tion required is obtained by consulting this stock index. In
each subdivision the cards are inserted in their proper place, so
that the meter numbers are always all in order.
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It is a good plan to use different coloured cards for the

diflerent makes of meter employed, for it then becomes notice-

able if a card is inserted in its wrong place

—

i.e., amongst those

of another make. If card 10a is used, the stock index and
street index forms one cabinet, separate drawers being used

for the stock portion. When a meter is booked out, its card

is taken from the stock drawer—whore it ought to be found in

the " tested " division. The address to which it is being sent

is written on the card, and the latter placed in the street index

portion. Here a guide card is provided for each street, these

being arranged alphabetically, the cards, of course, being

arranged according to the numbers of the houses. On the

return of a meter the card io taken out of the street index, the

date of its return entered against the address in the column

provided, and the card placed into the stock index in the

proper division (between the higher and lower number).

Where a street index is not kept, card 10b may replace 10a in

a stock index. This card, if printed on both sides, may
be used eight times to represent different meters of the

same make, one of the vertical columns bting filled each

time, the previous column being ruled through when the card

is taken out of the index as the meter is booked out-

For meter reading the card 11 is useful. These meter reading

cards are made out from the meters issued book and placed in a

cabinet in which they are kept, except at meter reading times,

when they are tranferred in batches into covers so forming

meter reading books. They are conveniently arranged in the

meter reading cabinet in street order.

To facilitate the making up of each meter readers' daily

round, at meter reading times it is advisable to devote a

portion of the drawer space to an auxiliary in,4ex, the guide

cards in which are marked " Eound 1," " Round 2," &c. A
set of jjlain cards is used in this section, each bearing the name

of one street (or in some cases it may be necessary to split up

a street into several sections). All the street cards are then

.arranged in the most convenient order for the various rounds.

If a large increase of meters to be read occurs on a certain

ro\ind, slight rearrangement may become necessary and is easily

effected if a card system is employed. The meter reading card

index, and when necessary its auxiliary " round " index, are
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kept up to date from the issues and returns books, new cards-

being introduced and those (or returned meters being taken

out day by day.

The records oE tests in situ are also conveniently kept on

cards, and it is as well to have two forms of cards of different

colours to distinguish between those tests which are made

owing to unexplained lowness of consumption, or under a

system of periodical inspection, and those which are made

owing to consumer's complaints or disputed accounts. The

distinction is necessary owing to the fact that, whereas in the

former class of test a meter may be examined and defects put

right when necessary, in the latter class the seals should on no-

account be broken in case the consumer may subsequently

have the meter tested by the statutory authority. The test

in situ cards are placed in the street index behind the meter

card. In so doing a complete history of the meter installed

at any house from its erection onwards is obtained by looking

up the address in this index cabinet, and if, when the meter

is returned, these cards are removed with the meter card,

there is never any obsolete matter in the street index.

It is a good plan to charge a nominal fee, 2s. 6d. or 5s., for a

test in situ, where it is done at the request of the consumer who
doubts the accuracy of his account, and where the mecei* is

found on test to be correct. If the meter be found inaccurate

the fee is not charged. Such a system tends to put a stop to a

certain class of groundless disputed accounts, and at the same
time enables the consumer to have his meter tested at a reason-

able figure. Cards 12 and 13 give an idea of what is required

for this work. The abbreviated headings of the columns indi-

cate (1) Starting current, (2) revolutions in (3) seconds, (4) watts ,

by meter, (5) constant K (or per cent, error of meter), (6) watts

by standard instrument used in the test, (7) initials of tester

,

and (8) the number of the seals found on the meter.

A form of card suitable for the consumer's ledger if kept in

card form is shown in Form 14. It is questionable whether the

card system is preferable for this work, as a card is more likely

to be lost than a page in a book, and it takes longer to make the

entries on a card than on the pages of a book, the card having to

be taken out and put back. In favour of the system, however,
are the facts that the ledger in this form requires no index and
may be kept in the same order as the meter reading cards.



FORMS FOR METER BOOK-KEEPING.

BOOKS.

Meters on Order Book ...

Defective Meters Book

Meter Parts and Sundries on Order Book

Meter Tests Book

Meter Index Book

Meters Ledger ...

Meter Day Book (Issues)

Meter Day Book (Returns)

Meter Stock Sheet

CARDS.

Meter Stock Cards

Meter Eeading Card, &c.

Test in Situ Card

Complaint A/c Test Card

Consumer's Ledger Card

... Form 1
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(Name of Undertaking.)

METER STOCK SHEET.
Stock Sheet No for.. ..volt. ...amp.. .....meters. Code letter Year..

Date.



(Name 6£ Undertaking.)

Stre.t.

Name

No. and Size of Meter

Date.



COMPLAINT A/c TESTS.

I
No.

Meter No Sze V....

Eeiding

A.. Date of test..

Address

.

Stg. ct.
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LORD KELVIN'S STANDARD ELECTRIC BALANCES.



METERS APPROVED BY THE BOARD OF TRADE.

Date of order



METERS APPROVED BY THE BOARD OF TRADE.

Date of order

of approval.



TSEETERS APPROVED BY THE BOARD OF TRADE.

Date of order

oi approval.

!Dec. IS. 1911...

Jan. 8, 1912 ...

Feb. 12, 1912...

May 15, 1912...

May 23, 1912...

May 23, 1912...

June 24, 1912

June 24, 1912 .

July 22, 1912 .

July 29, 1912...

Aug. 15, 1912...

Bee. 18, 1912...

Dec. 19, 1912...

March 19, 1913
April 1,1913...

April 23, 1913
June 13, 1913 .

Dec. 10, 1913...

May 19, 1914...

June 19, 1914 .

June 19, 1914 .

Aug. 17,1914...

Sept. 23, 1914 .

Sept. 23, 1914 .

Oct. 26, 1914...

Dee. 23, 1914...

July 8, 1915 ...

Sept. 6, 1915...

Sept. 6, 1915...

May 26, 1916...

June 19, 1916 .

Name.
System of

measuring.
Remarks.

'

' Gunfire" time switch
f 'hamberiain & Hook-
ham

Pricker max. demand
indicator

Bat
Fcrranti

Perranti

Chamberlain & Hook-
ham

Chamberlain & Hook-
ham

Adnil
British Thomson-

j

Houston Co.

I

Mordey- Fricker

j

Thompson & Co
! Bat (mercury)

i

Ferranti

Chamberlain & Hook-
Jiam

Bat (mercury)
Electrical Co. 's

Electrical Co. 's

Ferranti

Electrical Co. 's

Siemens-Schuckert ...

Met
\'enner time switch...

British Thomson-
I Houston Co.

I

Venner time switch...

!
Electrical Apparatus

j

Co.

I

Aron, TypcT
,

Murday Recording

I

Voltmeter
1
Murday Recording
Voltmeter

Aron motor meter ...

Wcstingliouse meter .

Energy, alt. current.

Energy, alt. current..

Ditto
Continuous current..

Ditto

Energy, alt. current..

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

Continuous current..

Energy, alt. current .

.

Polyphase

Continuous current..

Polyphase
Single phase
Polyphase
Continuous current..

Energy, alt. current..

Ditto

Polyphase

Energy, alt. current..

Energy, alt. current..

Continuous current..

Alt. current

Energy, alt. current.

Ditto

Type Al.

Type R.
Prepayment.
Prepayment
C.P.2 prepayment.

A.P.I prepayment.

B.E.
'R.P. prepayment.

Type A.C.E.
TypeS.G.l.
Type H.
Type C.

Type A.I.T.

Type H.T.R.
Type D.a.

Type L.J.a,.

Type C.T.

Type L.R.a.
Type W3.
Type "T.O."
Type R.B.
:Type R.H.

Type C.

Type H.T.

Immaterial alteration.

Type M.R.I.

Type M.R.2.

Type T (immaterial
alteration).

Type K.

In every case the melhod of fixing the meter is prescribed by the Order.

Not-vvithstanding the fact that so many meters have been approved, it appears

1 nm Tv.
\°fwer given by the Board of Trade to the London County Council in October,

1901, that the Board are still of opinion that the time has not yet arrived for making
the use of approved meters compulsory in all cases.

402



INDEX TO CONTENTS;

Accounts, Working Oat of, Under the

.Alaximum Demand Indicator System
of Charging, 284

Accumulators for Testing Purposes, 399>

Accuracy of Meters, 176, 340
Accuracy, Permanence of, 340, 430
Acme Continuous- Current Meter, 10(T

Drop in Volts, 108

Shunt I,oss, 108
Adjustment of Brushes, 216, 462
•Adjustment of Fluxes in Induction Motor

Meters, 14
Adjustment of Phase of Magnetic Fluxes-

in Induction Motor Meters, 8, 12

Air Friction, 428
Alternating and Continuous-Current

Meters

:

Aron, 179, 189

Bat, Type B, 190

Duncan, 192

Duncan, Type E2, &c., 195
Eclipse, 196
Elgee, Type A.B., 199

Mordey-Flicker, 201

Schuckert, 206
Siem.ens, Type (15, 209
Siemens, Type C8, 213

Thomson, 213
Tliomson, Type A, 219

Thomson, Type C:, 220

Thomson, Type TS, 222

Wilcan, 223
Westinghouse, Type Y, 227

Alternating- Current Ampere-liour Meters,

10.5

Alternating- Current ?,nd Potential Differ-

ence, 2

Alternating-Current Meters, 7, 105

(
See also Polyphase Meters)

Aron, 16, 20
Bat, 21, 24
B.T.-H. Co.'s Type RH, 70

B.T.-H. Co.'s Type RS, 72

Brush-Guttman, 26

Duncan, Type M2, 30

Eolip.se, 25

Alternating-Current Meters.

—

confmued.

Electrical Apparatus Co.'s, 32
Electrical Co.'s, 52, 53
Elgee, 37

Ferranti, 40, 43
Ferranti (Am.pere-!iour), lO.i

Ferranti, Type C, 43.

Ferranti-Wright (Ampere-hour), 105

Gen. Elec. Co. (Am..), 4-5

Hookham, 47, 48
Hummell, 52
Packard,, Type K, 01
Prescot, Type ACE, 55
Prescot', Type A 1 5, i^'i

Sangamo, Type H, 57

Scheeffcr, 58
Shallenberger (Ampere-hour), 105

Shallenborger (Watt-hour), 73

Stanley, 63
Thomson, Type ACT, 68-

Thomson, Type K, 6T
Westinghouse, 73, 75

Westinghouse, Typo K, 78

Westinghouse, Type N, 75

Ammeters in Alternating- Current Cir-

cuits, Correct Connections for Double
Scale, 352

Ampere-hour Meters, 3

Ampere-hour Meters, Alternating Cur-

rent, 105
Apparatus and Aoccssorios, 370, &c.

Armature Winding, 469

Aron Direct-Current Motor Jleter, 189

Shunt Watts, 190-

Torque. 190
Weight of Moving System. 190

Aron Clock Meter, 179

Effect of One Pendulum Stopping,

186
Examining, 471

For Three-phase Mesh Circuits, 187

For Three-phase Star Circuits, 187

. Mechanism, of, 180

Reversing Gear of, 181

Three-wire, Electrical Connections

of, 185
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Axon tHook ileter

—

rmi tinned.

Two-wire, Electrical Connections of,

185
Winding (icar, 183

Aron Induction Motor Meter, 16

.Vdjustment at High and Low Loads,
2)

Counting Train, 18

Mittr, 18

Starting Torque, 20
Torque" of, 19, 20
Weight of Moving System, 19

Arpn Maximum Demand Indicator, 295
Composite Type, 293

Aron Portable Meters, 440
Aron Prepaj'ment Meters, 233
Aron Two-rate Meter, 286

Alteration of High and Low Rate
Periods in, 288

'

Qoek-Iace of, 287
Precautions to Be Taken When

Erecting Meter, 289
E«guIation of Clock, 289

Aron Tramcar Meter, 332
Device to Prevent " Creeping," 332

Arrangement of a Meter Department, 345
Atkinson- Schattner Demand Indicator,

298
Accuracy of, 298
Besetting of, 300

Backing Boards for Meter Fixing, 445
Backing Boards, Suitable Sizes for Meters

of Different Types, 446
Balanced Load Meters, 83

(>)nnections of, 85
Ball Bearing fo.- Main Spindles. 53, 00
Bastian Electrolytic Meter, 108

Calibration of, 109
Cubic Centiniotros of Water Decom-

posed bv 10 B.T.U. at Various
Voltages, 110

]>opin"Vo:ts, 109
Loss of Record, 109
" N " Type (Nickel Electrodes), 110

Bastian Tramcar Meter, 332
B.A. Taps and Dies, 464
" Baf Meter, 21

Adjustment at High Loads, 21, 25
Adjustment at Low Loads, 23, 25
Motive Part, 23
On Inductive Circuits, 24
Shifting Field in, 23
Shunt Loss, 24
Torque of, 24
Weight of Moving System, 24

Bat, Type B, ]).('. Meter, 190
Shunt Current, 190
Torque, 190

Bat, Type H, Meter, 111

Low Loed Adjusting Device, 111

Temperature Compensation, 111

Temperature Coefficient of. 111

Bat, Type 0, Meter, 24
Inductive Load Adjustment, 24
Shunt Current, 24

Bat Prepayment Meter, A.C., 236
B.C., 239

Battery Meters

:

Sangamo. ](i2

Wright, 171

Batteries, Testing, 399, 401
Batter}' Board for Testing Battery, 401
Bent Spindles, Straightening, 463
Board of 'I'radc Legal Limits of Accuracy,
403

Board of Trad'.-.Table of Meters Approved
bv, 490

Boa'id of Trade Unit, 2
Boley Lathe, 404
Book-keeping, Meter, 473, &c.

Forms for, 479, &c.

Brake, Foucault or Eddy Current, 14, 341
Brake Friction, 428
Brake Magnets. Shielding of, 75
Brake Torque, 14
British Standard Specification, 98, 343
B.T.-H. Co.'s A.C. Prepavment Meters,

240, 244
B.T.-H. Co.'s D.C. Prepayment Meters,

239, 244
B.T.-H. Co.'s Type RH Metc]-, 70

Inductive Load Adjustment, 70
Low Load Adjustment, 70
Sockets for Large Meters, 71

B.T.-H. Co.'s Type RS Meter, 72
Brush-Gutmann Meter, 26

Adjustment at High Loads, 27
Adjustment at Low I,oads, 28
Motor of, 28
Phase Compensating D;nicc of, 29
Shunt Loss, 29
Testing Constants, 29
Torque of, 29
Weight of Rotor, 29

Brush Tension, 421
Brushes, Cause of Sparking, 462
Brushes, Wire, Life of, 462

Making, 463
B.T.U., 2

Burning Out Leaks in Commutator
Meters, 467
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Calibration by Means of Change AVhecls,
408

Campbell Requency Teller. 38:5

Carbon Rheostat, Paul's, 391
Cases, Meter, 341
Change Wheel Ratios, Ohecldiig, 408
" Change Wheels," 408
Charging Testing Batteries, 401
Checking Clironographs, 381
Checking Demand Indicator Scales, 427
Choice of a Tvpe of Meter, 339
Choking Coils, 395
Chronograph Errors, 407
Chrono graphs, 381
Chronometer, 382
Chubb Meter Padlock. 452
Chuck for Holding Armatures When

Winding, 469
Clamping Gear, 342
Classification of Meters, 3, 5, 6, 10.3

Cleaning Meters, 459, &c.
Cleaning Wheel Trains, 459
Clock Meters, 5
Columbia Shunted Meter, 115
Columbia Watt-hour Meter. 113

Shunt Loss, 114
Torque, 114
Weight of Moving System, 114

Commercial Unit by Which Electric

Energy is Bought and Sold, 2
Commutators, Cleaning, 462
Compensating Devices for Creating 90°

Pha^e Difference between Fluxes in

Induction Motor Meters, 8, 12

Compensating Torque to Overcome .Me-

chanical Friction, 175
CompensatingTorques, Objectionsto, 175
Connecting Meters Into Circuit, 448
Connection Boards for Test Rooms, 348,

357, 401
Connections for Testing, 409
Continuous-Current Meters, 102

Acme, 106
Bastian, 108
Bat, Type H, 11)

B.T.-H. Co.'s Tvpe MH, 163

B.T.-H. Co.'s Type MS, 164

B.T.-H. Co.'s Type TA, 165

Columbia, 113
Columbia, Shunted, 115

Duncan, Type ER. 116
Duncan, Type R, 116

Eclipse CE, 117

Electrical Apparatus Co.'s, 119

Electrical Co.'s Type E, 122

Electrical Co.'s Type Ei , 124

Continuous-Current Meters—continued.

Electrical Co.'s Type EC, 123
Electrical Co.'s Type KG, 124
Electrical Co.'s Type RA, 121
Electrical Co.'s Types, 127
Elgce, Type IB, 129
Ferranti (old type), 132
Ferranti-Hamilton, 135
Ferranti, Watt-hour, Type E2, 139
Hookham Ampere-hour, 1897 Type,

141

Hookham Ampere-hour, 1901 Tvpe,
144

Hookham, 1907 Type, 146
Hookham Watt-hour, 150
O.K., 152
Reason, 154

Sangamo Type D5, )56
Sangamo Type MS, 160
Westinghouse Type O, J 67
Wright Electrolytic, 168
Wright Type E18, 172

Convenient Number of Meters in Series
When Testing, 401

Correct Testing Connections, 410
Counting Train, Springing Discs, 18, 208

Cyclometer Pattern, 19
Cyclometer Pattern, Drawbacks to, 19

Crompton Potentiometer, 377
Curves of Shunt andSeries Fluxes, 9
Cyclometer Counting Trains, 19

Daylight Spots for Instruments, 376
Defects in Meters, 465
Demand Indicators, 283, 295 (eee also

Maximum Demand Indicators)

Dial Train of Motor Meter, Gearing of,

407
Diamonds, Cupped, 461

Discs, Aluminium v. Copper, 25
Discs, Truing, 463
Doubled Square Roots for Cse WitH
Kelvin Balances, 488

Doul)le Tariff meters, 283, 286
Aron, 286
Ferranti, 289
Hookham, 292
Westinghouse, 294

Drysdale A.C. Potentiometer, 380

Drysdale Phase-shifting Transformer, 398

Drysdale Standard Wattmeter, 372
Astatic Winding, 374
Ranges, 374
Reflecting Type, 374
Shunt Current, 374
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Duncan Iniluetion Motor Meter, 30
Sliunt Loss, 32
Torque, 32
Weight of Ector. :!2

Duncan Shunted Watt-hour Meter, 110

Duncan, Type E2, Meter, 195
Duncan Watt-hour Meter, 192

Adjustable Compensation of, 193

Armature, 192
Gravitv and Mechanical Tension

Brushes, 192
\isual Bearing, 194

Eelipso Induction Watt-hour Meters,

Types FEC. and FEM, 34
Adjustment at Low Loads, 36
Motors of, 35

l^ressure Drop, 36
Shunt Loss, 36
Torque of, 35
Weight of Rotor, 35

EeUpse Meters, Tvpcs BNB., NK, AR,
and RE, 196
Ampere-Turns in Main Coils of, 198
Armature of, 197
Drop in Main Coils, 198
Moving System of, 197
Sliurit Current, 198
Torque of BNR T vpe, 1 98
Torque ofNR Type, 198
Types of Brushes, 198
Weight of Moving System, 198

Echpse, Type CR, Meter (Continuous-
Current), 117

Armature of, 1 19
Drop. 118
Speed of, 119
Weight of Moving System, 1)9

Eddy Current Brake, 14
Effect of External Vibration on Coin] en-

sated Motor Meters, ] 75
Electrical Apparatiis Co.'s D.C: Meter.

119

Speed, 120
Torque, 120

Electrical Apparatus Co.'s Induction
Motor Meter, 32

Driving Element. 33
Inductive Load Adjustment, 33
Low-load Adjustment, 33
Shunt IjOSS', 34
Torque, 34

Electrical Co.'s Continuous-Current Me-
ters, 121

Electrical Co.'s Induction Jlotor Meter,
Type Lla.. 53

Electrical Co.'s Prepayment Meters, 248,

252
Eleetri cal Co .' s Type E Meter, 122

Low-load Adjustment, 123
Three-wire Armature, 124
Torque, 123

Electrical Co.'s Type KG (Watt-hour
Continuous-Current) Meter, 124

Connections of, 126

Object of Cscillating :\reter, 127

Speed of, 126
Torque of, 127

Electrical Co.'s Type S Meter, 127

Electrical Co.'s TvjicRA (Ampere-liom-)

Meter, 121

Adjustment of, 122
Drop, 122
Speed of, 122

Starting Current, 122
Torque of, 1 22
Weight of Moving System, 1 22
With Adjustment to read B.T.U. at

Difierent Voltages, 122
Electrolytic Meters, 5

Repairs, 470
Electroplating Meters, 162
Electrostatic Voltmeters, 376 •

Mirror Type, 377
Elgeo Induction Motor Meter, 37

Inductive Load Adjustment, 38
Inverted Jewel, 39
Low-load Adjustment. 3S

Motor, 37
Shunt Loss, 39
Torque, 39
Weight of Rotor, 39

Elgee Maximum Demand Indicator, 301
Types of Contactor, 303

Elgeo Prepayment Meters, 252
Elgee, Type AB, Meter, 199

Ampere-Turns, 199
Armature Connections. 200
Commutator, 200
Shunt Watts, 200
Torque, 200
Weightof Rotor, 20(1

Elgee, Typo IB, Meter, 129
Drop, 129
Low-load Adjustment, loO
Torque, 130
Weight of Moving System, 129

ElUott Potentioraetei-, 377
End Sockets for Flexible Leads, 452
Energy in Alternating Current Circuits, 2
Engineering Standards ( 'ommittee Meter

Specification, 343
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Equalising Lead, 376
Erection of Meters on Consumers' Pre-

mises, 445
Error, Percentage and Constant, 400

Curve of, 408
Formula for Obtaining True Con-
sumption when Percentage Error
is Given, 405

Evershed, 428
Evershed Meter, fiS

Examination of Brake Magnets, 424

Fcrranti Continuous-Current Meter (old

type), 132
Counting Train, 133
Device for Prevention of Over Regis-

tration after Short Circuit, 134
Drop, 134
Torque, 134

Ferranti-Hamilton Continuous-Current
Meter, 135
Adjustment of, 137
Change Wheel Formula, 138
Drop, 139
Electrical and Magnetic Circuits of

136
Magnetic Shunt, 137

Starting Current, 139
Ferranti B.C. Watt-hour Meter, 139

Startins Current, 140
Shunt Loss, 140

Ferranti Induction Watt-hour Metirs. 40,

43
High-Load Adjustment, 42, 44

Low- Load Adjustment, 42
Inductive Load Adjustment, 44
Rotor, 41
Speed of, 42
Starting Current, 42
Torque of, 42
Weight of Rotor, 42

Ferranti Magnet Flashing Coil, 464
Ferranti Prepavment Meters, A . and D. C.

,

255
Ferranti Two-Rate Meters, 289

Fleming Non-inductive Reistances, 388

Sizes of Wire for, 390
Flux, Shunt and Series in Induction

Motor Meters, 9

Forms for Meter Book-keeping, 479

Formulae for Testing in sitv, 436, 442

Foucault Brake, 16

Frequency Measuring, 382

Frequency Meters, 383
Fricker Demand Indicator, 303

Method of Reading, 305

Fricker Demand Indicator Fuse Handle
Type, 300

Friction Compensation. 430
Friction, Increase of, with Time, 430
Function of an Electricity Meter, 2

General Electric Co. (America) A.C.
Meter, 45

Inductive Load Adjustment, 46
Low-Load Adjustment, 46
Sizes of, 47

General Electric Co. (America) Demand
Indicators, 307
Type G, 307
Tj'pe H, 307
Type M, 310
Type P (Printometer), 311

High-Locd Adjustment of Meters by
Means of Brake Magnet, 2ii

Hints for Connecting Meters into Circuit,

450
Hookham Continuous-Curieiit Ampere-

hour Meter, 1897 type, 141

Adjustment of Curve of, J 42

Clamping Gear of, 143
Compensation for Fluid Friction, 142

High-Load Adjustment, 142
Large Sizes Used with Shunts, 144
Torque of, 144

Hookliam Continuous-Current Ampere-
hour Meter, 1901 type, 144

Compensation for Fluid Friction, 144

Torque of, 146
Hookham Continuous-Current Ampere-
hour Meter, 1907 type, 146

Calibration of, 149

Cleaning, 149

Hookham Continuous- Current Watt-hour
Meter, 150
Shunt Loss, 1 52

Torque of, 152
Hookham Double Tariff Meters. 292

Hookham Induction Watt-hour Meter, 47

Precaution to bo Taken when Test-
ing, 48

Special Form of Brake Magnet, 48
Torque of, 48
Weight of Rotor, 48

Hookham Prepayment Meters, 259

Hookham Type Al Meter, 48
Adjustments, 51

Reversible Pivot, 49

Shunt Loss, 51

Torque, 51

^^'eisht of Hotcr, 51
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Hookham Two-rate Mcti-rs, 292

Hookham Watt-liour Meter, ]5<l

Speed, 152

Weight of Rotor, 152

Hummel Induction Motor Meter, 52

Ball Bearing of Main Spindle, 5;{

Bcvicfc for Prevention of Running on
Shunt, 53

Flexible Top Bearing, 53

Friction Compensation, 53

FuU Load Drop, 53
Motor of, 52
Shunt Current, 53
Shunt Loss, 53
Torque of, 53
\Veight of Kotor, 53

Impedance Coils, 395
Incorrect Testing Connections, 410

Induction Motor Meters, 7

Principal Parts of, 7

Inductive Loads for Testing Purposes,

395
Inductive Loads, Obtained by Use of

Motor Generator, 396
InstaUing Meters on Throe-wire Net-

works, 450
Instruments, 309, &c.

Insulatiori Resistance, 42f3

Insulation Resistance Tests of Meters, 420
Introductory Remarks, 1

Inverted Jewels, 40, 50

..Tewels, Examining, 461
-Jewels for Bearings

:

Diamonds, 115, 195, 222, 461
Rubies, 46]

Sapphires, 461
Jewels, Repohshing, 460

Kelvin Balance, Section through Coils

of, 370
Magnifying Glass and Screen for Use

with, 372
Reading, 371
Resistance of Shunt Circuit, 372

Kelvin Balance (Watt), 369, 372
Kelvin Balances (Ampere), 370

Principle of Action, 370
Table of Doubled Square Roots for

Use with, 488, 489

Xaokie Maximum-Demand Indicator, 313
Lag and Lead, 2

Large A.C. Meters, Loads for Testing,
399

Lathes, Lorch, Boley,'464

Leading Phase, Test for, 102

Leads for Connecting Meters in Series

when Testing, 401

Leaks, Burning Out, 354

Limits of Accuracy

:

American, 404
British Standard, 403

Legal (B.O.T.), 403
Limpet Plugs and Jumpers, 447

Loreh Lathe, 464

Magnet Flashing Coil, 464
Magnetic Brake, 14

Magnetic Screen for Avoiding Weakening
of Brake Magnets in Meters, 425

Maximum Demand Indicators, 283, 295

Atlfinson-Schattner, 298
Aron, 295
Aron Composite, 298
Elgee, 301

Fricker, 303
Gen. Elec. Co. (Am.), Type G2, 307

Gen. Elec. Co. (Am.), Type H, 307

Gen. Elec. Co. (Am.), Tyt)e M, 310

(ien. Elec. Co. (Am.), Type P, 311

Lackie, 313
Merz, 325
Reason, 315
Siemens, 327
Westinghouse, 327
Westinghouse Printometer, 329
Wright, 319

Maximum Demand System and Inter-

mittent Loads, 284
Measurement of Torque of Mercury Motor

Meters, 144
Mechanical Construction, 341
Mechanical Friction, 428
Mercury Motor Meters, Examining and

Testing, 424, 464
Merz Demand Indicating Apparatus,

325
Meter Cases, 341
Meter Constant, 405
Meter Department, the Arrangement of a.

345
Meter Dials, Types of, 453, 456
Meter Padlocks, 452
Meter Reading, 453
Meter Stands, 362
Meter Store, 364
Meter-Testing, 403

Accurate Method (Motor Meters), 404
Simplest Method, 41)4

Meter Transformers, 423
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Meters Suitable for Both Alternating and
Continuous Current, 17")

Accuracy of, on Both Circuits, 176
Capacity and Induction in Shunt

Circuits of, 177
Uniformity of Driving Torque, 178

Mordey-FrickL-r Jlcter, 201
Banking Gear, 20.")

Clontrollincr Dsvioes of, 204
Disc of, 203
Principle of Action, 204

Ilordey-Fricker Prepayment Meter, 261
Motor Generator for Ch?,rging Testing

Batteries, 401
Motor Generator for Testing Purposes, 396
Motor Meters, 5
Motor Meters Suitable for Both Alterna-

ting and Continuous Current, 1 75

Xon-inductive "Watt-hour Meters, E.\a-

mining and Testing, 423

Ohnimeter, 382
OiUng, 459
OK (Jontinuous-Current Ampere-hour

Meter, 152
Adjustment of, 153
Brush Gear of, 152
Speed of, 1 53
Torque, 153
Use of, as an Auxiliarv Standard for

Testing, 153
Weights of Moving System, 153

Ovens for Testing Effect of Temperature
on Meters, 43

1

Packard, Type K, Meter. 61

High-load Adjustment, 62
Low-load Adiustment, 62
Motor, 63
Power Factor Adjustment, 02
Shunt Cun-ent, 63
Torque, 63
Weight of Rotor, 62

Padlocks, Metei-, 452
Patent Plug Co.'s Plugs, 447
Paul's Cai^bon Rheostat, 391

Penalty piates, 452
Penny-in-the-Slot Meters (f«ie Prepay-
ment Meters)

1

Permanence of Accuracy, 340
Permanent Magnets, Remagnetising, 464

j

Pennanent Magnets, Uniformity of ;

Strength of, 14, 341

Phase Relationship and Polyphase Meter-s,

99

I

Phase Shifting Transformers, 398, 420
' Pivot Polishing Motor, 460

j

Pivots, Polishing, 460
Plugging Walls, 447
Plugs for Connection Boards, 350, 356
Points a Good Meter Should Possess, 340
Polyphase A.C. Meters, 81, &<:.

Aron, 8S, 187
Bat (3-wirc), 89

Bat (4-wire), 90
Duncan M,p, 91

Elgee (3-wire), 92
Elgee (4-\\'ire), 92

Ferranti, 93
Gen Elec. Co. (Am.), 94

I

Hook! am, 95
; Packard, 96
i Siemens, 96

Thom.son, 97
i Westinghouse, 97
Polyphase Energv, Accuracy of Metering.

! 86
' Polyphase Energy, Measurement of by

j

Single- Phase Meters, 86
! Polyphase jMeters and Phase Rotation, 99

I

Polyphase Meters, ( 'onnecting up, 98
Polyphase Meters, Double Disc Type, 87

Polyphase Meters, Interference of Ele-

;
ments, 87

' Polyphase Meters, Single Disc Type, 87

Polyphase Meters, Two Element Four-

\

wire, 99

j

Polyphase Meters, with Transform.ei-s, 98

Polyphase Power Factor, Effect of, on
Meters, 101

Polyphase Power, Measurement of, 81

Three Wattmeter Method, 82

Two Wattmeter Method, 81

Polypha.se Testing Connections, 415

For Tests on Lagging and Leading

Phases, 422
Single-Pha.se, 418, 421

With Phase Shifting Trans-former,.

420
Portable Lamp Resistance, 433

Portable Lamps, 402
Portable Meters, 440

Aron, 440
British Westinghouse, 441

,

Portable Rotating Sub- Standards, 442

British Westinghouse, 444

Duncan, 442

Gen. Elec. Co. (Am.), 443

Potentiometer, 377
Potentiometer Connections. 378, 3S1

Potentiometer Stand, 379
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Power Factor, Lowest on which Meters
are CaUed Upon to Work, 13

Power Factors met with in Meter Prac-
tice, 395

Power Factor of Threo-Phase Balanced
Load, 103

Poworin anAlternating-Cnrront Circuit, 3

Power Measurement on Two and Three-
phase Circuits, 81, 415

Practical Units of Work and Energy. 2

Prepayment Meter Switches, 420
Prepayment Meters, 231

Advantages of, 231
And Free Wiring Schemes, 231
Aron, 233
Bat A.C., 236
Bat B.C., 239
B.T.H., 239
B.T.H., Type MPj, 248
B.T.H., TvpeRPj, 244
ElectricarCo.'s, 248, 252
Elgee, 252
Fcrranti, 255
-Hookham, 259
Maintenance Costs, 232
Mechanism of, 232
Mordey-Frieker, 261
Presco't A.C., 268
PreseotD.C, 265
Pveason, 269
Vulcan, 273
Watson, 278

Prtsoot A.C. Meter, Type ACE, 55
Presoot A.C. Meter, Type A15, 55

Inductive Load Adjustment, 56
Inverted Jewel Bearing, 56
Shunt Current, 56
Torque, 56
Weight of Rotor, 56

Prescot A.C. Prepayment Meter, 268
Prescot D.C. Prepayment Meter, 265

Sizes and Capacities, 268
Voltage Drop, 267

Printometers :

British Wostinghouse, 329
Gen. Elec. Co. (Am.), 311

Racks, Double, for Storing Meters, 367
Single, for Storing Meters, 366

Readings, Mistakes in, 433
Readings, Noting Graphically, 456
Reason Mfg. Co.'s Demand Indicator, 315
Reason Meter, 1 54

Adjustment of, 156
Drop, 156
Magnetic Fields of, 154
Torque of, 156

Reason Prepayment Meter, 269
Repairing Meters, 459, &o.

Electrolytic, 470
Repairs and Maintenance, Records of, 47?
Resistances, 387

Fleming Non-inductive, 388

Water, 388, 393
Resistances for Regulating Shunt of

Pressure Circuits, 391

Resistances, Lamp, 388, 390
Resistor, 1 60
Rheostat, Wirt, 3'9'1

Rheostats, 391
Rheostats for Heavy Current Regulation,

394
Rotating Fields in Induction Motor

. Meters, 8

Rotating Magnetic Fields, 8

Rotating Sub-Standards, 442
British Westinghouse, 444
Duncan, 442
Gen. Elec. Co. (Am.), US

Rotor of Brush-Gutmann Meter, 27
Rotor of Motor Meter, 7

Running on Shunt, Methods of Prevent-
ing, 36, 38, 53, 66

Sangamo Ampere-hour Meter, 160
.For Batteric,'^, 162
For Electroplating, 162
Variable Resistor. 1 60

Sangamo, Type D5. Jletcr, 1 56
Drop, 158
Temperature Coefficient, 159
Three-Wire Type, 157
Torque, 158

Sangamo, Type H Meter, 57
High Load Adjustment, 58
Inductive Load Adjustment, 58
Low Load Adjustment, 58
Drop, 58
Shunt Loss, 58
Torque, 58
Weight of Rotor, 58
With Transformers, 58

Scales of Maximum Demand Indicators,

285
Scheeffer Induction Motor Meter, 58

Effect of Short Circuit on, 61
Full Load Drop, 61

Low Load Adjustment, 59
Motor, 60
Phase Compensating, Device of, 59
Rotor of, 60
Shunt Current, 61

Torque, 61

Weight of Rotor, 60
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Schnckert Meter, 200
Armature and Brake Disc of, 20ti
Brush Gear of, 207
FuU Load Torque of, £03
Shunt Current of, 209
Springing Figure Dials oi,218
Weight of Moving System, 209

Sealing Meters, isl
Sealing Tongs and Clami^s, 4rA
Secondary Cells for Testing Purposes,

399
Shallenberger Ampere-hour Meter, 105
Shallenberger Watt-hour Meter, 73
Shelf Racks for Storing Meters, 360
Shielding Brake Magnets, 75, 166
SMfting Magnetic Fields, 8
Short-circuited Armatures, Tosts for. 4()()

Short-circuited Coils, Detection of, 4(i5

Short-circuitcil Commutators, Testing,
466

Short Circuit Tests, 425
Shunt Currents, 342

Acme, 108
Bat, 24
Brush-Guttman, 29
Columbia, 114
Duncan M,, 32
Eclipse (Alternating and Continuous-

Current Meters), 198
Eclipse (Induction Motor Meters), 30
Electrical Apparatus Co., 34
Electrical Co.'s Induction Motor

Meter, 53
Elgee, 39
Hookhani (Continuous- Current

Watt-hour), 152
Hookham, Type Al, 51
Hummel, 53
i'ackard, 63
Preacot, 56
Sangamo, 58
ScheefiFer, 61

Schuotert Alternating and Con-
tinuous-Current Meter, 209

Stanley, 66
Thomson Alternating and Con-

tinuous-Current Meter, 218
Thomson Induction Motor Meter, 69

Thomson Tramcar Meter, 337
Thomson, Type C, 222
Vulcan, 227
Westinghouse, 75
Westinghouse, Type K, 79

Westinghouse, Type N, 77

Westinghouse, Type Y, 229
f^hunted Testing Instruments, Troubles

in. 435

Siemens Maximum Demand Indicator,
327

Siemens, Type G5, Meter, 209
Siemens, Type G8, Meter, 213

Bottom Bearing Gear, 212
Removable Brush Gear, 211
Removable Commutator, 211

Sketches of Connections for Meter
Fixers' Use, 449

Slide Rule, 387
Slots in Disc of Induction Motor Meter, 27
Slot Meters {see Prepayment Meters)
Sluggishness of Demand Indicators. 284
Small Store, 368
Spacing of Meters when Testing, 361
Specification, Meter, 98, 343
Standard Instruments for Meter Testing,
369

Standard of Time, 381
Stanley Induction Motor Meter, 63

Auxiliary Shunt Terminal for Use
When Testing, 65

Full Load Drop, 65
Low Low Adjustment, 66
Magnetic Suspension of Moving Part,

64.

Mechanical Friction of, 63
Motor of, 66
Phase Compensating Device of, 65
Running on Shunt, Prevention of, 60
" Shading " Coils and A^anes, 65
Shunt Loss, 66
Suspension System of, <)5

Torque, 66
Weight of Moving System, 66

Stop-Watch Errors, 407
Store, Meter, 364, 368
Systems of Charging for Electric Energy,
283

Table Showing Effect of Increase of Fric-

tion, 431
Tables, Testing, 358, 361
Temperature Coeffieient, 167
Temperature Errors, 343
Temperature, Tests for Effect of, 431
Terminal Boxes, 341
Terminals, for Ends of Shunt Cords on

Testing Tables, 360
Test of a Motor Meter, 408
Testing Circuit Connections, 348, &c.

Testing Clock Meters, 425
Testing Connections : Artificial Load, 411
Testing Constant, 407
Testing Demand Indicators, 427

Testing Dials, 409
Testing Electrolytic Meters, 425
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Testing in xitn Connections, 437

Three-wire Meters, 438
Testing in situ. Standard Meters for, 439

Testing Meters in «itii, 433
Testing Meters jjrovided with Shunt and

Series Transformers, 419, 423
Testing Motor Meters, 41)4, 423
Testing Polyphase Meters, 415, &c.

Testing Polyphase Meters on Single-phase

Circuit, 418
Testing Prepayment (Jenrs of Slot Meters,

426
"

I'esting Prepayment Meter (Jut-off, 427

Testing Racks, 358
Testing Shunted Electrolytic Meters, 425
Testing Stands, 362
'I'esting Tables, 358, 361

Testing Three-wire Circuit Meters, 412
Test for Balance of the C'oils, 413
Testing Watt-hour Meters, the Shunt

( 'ircuits of which are normally con-

nected to tile " House " Main Ter-

minals, 4 1

1

Tests of Meter Torque, 428
Tests of Sample Meters, 428
'J\'sts, Records of, 473
Thomson Induction Motor Meter, Tyjie

A.(:.T., 68

Low Load Adjustment, 08
Moving System, (i8

Phase ('ompensating Device of, 68
Shunt Current, 09

Torque of, 09
Weight of Moving System, 69

Thomson Induction Motor Meter, Type
K, (i7

Adjustment for Frequency, 08
Low Load Adjustment, 67

Motor, 67

.Moving System, 07

Rotor, 67

Torque of, 68

Weight of Moving System, 68
Thomson Meter, 213

Adjustment at Low Load. 218
-Armature of, 214
Brush Adjustment, 21 (i

Brush Tension, 216
Thomson Meter, '('lamping Gear and

Footstep Bearing, 217
Difference of Constant on A. and

('.(,'., 218
On Inductive Loads, 2 1

9

Shunt Current, 218
Torque of, 218
Weight of Moving System, 218

Thomson Tramcar Meter, 33i'

Shunt (_'urrcnt of, 337
Sizes of, 337
Torque of, 336
Weight of Moving System, 33(v

Thomson, Type A, Meter, 219
(Jlamping C!car of, 220
Torque of, 220

Thomson, Type C, Meter, 220
Shunt Current, 222
Torque, 222

Thomson, Type MH, Jleter. IPS

Shunts for, 103

Thomson, Type MS, Meter, liU

Thomson, Type TA, Meter, 165

Armature of, 165

Magnet Screen, lliO

Three-wattmeter Method of Measuring
Power, 82

Torque, 178, 342
Torque, Apparatus for Jleasuring .Meter,

384
Torque, Brake, 14, 342
Torque, How Produced ii; Induction
Motor Meter, 10

Torque, Measurement of, in .Mercury

Motor Meters, 144
Torque Necessary to 0\'ereome Friction,

428
Torc^ue, Spring Balance for .Measuring, 385

Measurement of, 387
Torque Testing, 428
Torque, Variation of, 9, 178
Torques

:

Aron Induction Motor Mtiters, 19, 20
Bat Induction Motor Jleter, 24, 25
Brush-Guttmann Induction Motor

Meter, 29
Columbia, 114
Duncan M2, .30

Eclipse Induction Mot(3r Meter, 35
Eclipse Motor Meters (Alternating
and Continuous- Current) BNRand
NR Types, 198

Eclipse, Type ('R (Continuous-
Current), Meter, 119

Electrical Apparatus Co. A.C., 34
Electrical Apparatus D,C., 120
Electrical Co.'s Induction Motor

Meter, 53
Electrical Co.'s, Type E, Meter, 123
.Electrical (.'o.'s. Type K(j (Con-

tinuous-Current, Ampere-hour)
Meter, 1 27

Electrical Co.'s, Type RA (Con-
tinuous-Current) Meter, 123
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Torq Ua—con j inued.

Elgee, Type AB, 200
ElgeeA.C. Meter, 39
Elgee, Type IB, 130
Ferranti Continuous- Current Meter,

134
Ferranti Induction Motor Meter, 42
Hookham Alternating- Current Meter,

51

Hookham Continuous- Current, 1897
Typ:'. Meter, 144

Hookham t'ontinuous- Current, 1901
Type, Meter, 146

Hookham Continuous-Current Watt-
hour Meter, 152

Hookham Induction Motor Meter, 48
Hummel Induction Motor Meter, 53
OK Continuous- Current Ampere-
hour Meter, 153

Packard, Type K, 63
Prescot, Type A15, 56
Reason Continuous-Current Meter,

156
Sangamo, Type Do. Meter, 158
Sangamo, Type H, Meter, 58
ScheefEer Induction Motor Meter, 61

Schuckert Meter, 209
Stanley Induction Motor Meter, 66

Thomson Meter, 218
Thomson Tramcar Meter, 330
Thomson, Type A, Meter, 220
Thomson, Type AC'T, Induction

Motor Meter, 69
Thomson, Type C, Meter, 220

Thomson, Type K, Induction Motor
Meter, 68

Vulcan Meter, 227

Vulcan Prepayment Meter, 277

Westinghouse InductionMotor Meter,
75

Westinghouse, Type K, 79
Westinghouse, Type N, 77

Westinghouse, Type 0, 168

Westinghouse, Type Y, 229

Tourtel Meter Padlock, 452

Tramcar Meters, 331

Aron, 332
Bastian, 332
Eerranti, 331

Hookham, 331

Sangamo, 334, 335
Siemens, 335
Thomson, 336

Transformers, 399
Transformers, Meter Connections of,

85, 99

' Transformers, Phase Shifting. 30S,'420

Two-Rate IVIetsrs {see Double Tarift"

Meters)

!
Two Wattmeter Method of Measuring

Power, 81

Unbalanced Load Meters, 86
Uncompensated Induction Motor Meters,

Unsuitability of, on ( 'ertain Circuits, 48

A'aseline for Making Covers Dust-proof,
459

j

Voltage Drop, 401

I

Voltmeters, 376
\'ulcan Meter, 223

Ampere-Turns in, 223
Armature of, 224
Brush Gear, 225
Difference of Constant^on^A. and

C.C, 227
Switchboard Type, 226
Shunt Current, 227
Torque, 227
Weight of Moving System,' 227

Vulcan Prepayment Meter, 273

Changing Rate, 276
Vulcan Prepayment Jtetcr, Sizes of, 277

Torque of, 277

Wall Racks for Storing ileteis, 3( fi

Watson Prepayment Meter, 278

Accuracy of, 280
Changing Rate of Charging, £81

Watt-hour Meters, 3, 8
'" Watt-second per revolution Constant,"
How Obtained 407

Weight of Mawjng Systems :

Aron Induction Motor dieter. 19

Bat Induction Motor dieter, 24

Brush-Guttmann Induction Motor
Meter, 29

Columbia, 114

Duncan :\).,, .32

Echpse Continuous-Current Watt-
hour Meter, 198

Eclipse Induction Motor Meter, 35

Eclipse, Type GR (Continuous-

Current) Meter, 119

Electrical Co.'s Induction Motor
Meter, 53

Electrical Co 's. Type RA (Con
tinuous-Current) Meter, 122

Elgee, Type AB, 200

Elgee, Type IB, 129

Elgee Induction Motor Meter, 39

Eerranti Induction .Motor Meter, 42
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Weight of Moving Systems—soiJ«m«ei.
Hookham Al, 51

Hookham Induction Motor Meters,

48, .51

Hummel Induction Motor Meter, 53
OK Continuous-Ourrcnt Ampere-
hour Met(?r, 153

Packard, 62
Packard, Type K, 63
Proscot, Typo A15, 56
•Sangamo, Type D5, 157
iSangamo, Type H, 58
Seheeffcr Induction Motor Meter, 00
Schuckert Meter, 209
Stanley Induction Motor Meter, 60
Thomson Meter, 218
Thomson Tramcar Meter, 330
Thomson, Type ACT, Induction
Motor Meter, 09

Thomson, Type A, Meter, 220
Thomson, Type K, Induction Motor

Meter, 08

A'ulcan Meter, 227
WestingliouselnductionMotorMctcr,

75
Westinghouse, Type K, 79
Wcstinghouse, Type N, 77
Westinghouse, Type 0, 168
Westinghouse, Type Y, 229

Westinghouse Induction Motor Meters, '

73, 75
;

Oompensation for Inductive Loads, 74
[

Low Load Adjustment, 74, 75
;

Shunt Lfiss, 75
Torque, 75
Weight of Moving System, 75

Westinghouse Maximum Demand Indi
cator, 327

Printometer, 329
Westinghouse Portable Sub-Standards

441

Westinghouse, Type K, Meter, 78
Drop, 79

Ix)w Load Adjustment, 79
Shunt Loss, 79
Torque, 79
Weight, 79

Westinghouse, Type N, Meter, 75

Drop, 77
High Load Adjustment, 77

Low Load Adjustment, 70

Shunt Loss, 77
Speed, 77
Torque, 77
Weight of Rotor, 77

Westinghouse, Type 0, Meter, 168
Drop, 108
Speed, 168
Torque, 168
Weight of Moving System, 168

Westinghouse, Type Y, Meter, 227
Armature of, 229
Shunt Current, 229
Torque, 229
Weight of Moving System, 229

Westinghouse Two-Kate Meters, 294
Winding Armatures, 468

Chuck for, 469
Winding Compounding Coils, 470
Winding Non-inductive Resistances, 470
Wiring of a Meter Department, 340
Wirt Rheostat, 391
Work of a Meter compared to that of a

Clock, 2

Wright Demand Indicator, 319
Adjustment of Zero, 324
CaUbration of, 321
J'or Three-wire Circuit, 324
On Inductive Loads, 323
Removal of Bubbles from Under the
Liquid in the Tubes, 32-t

Resetting to Zero, 320
Shunted Type, 322
Transformer Type, 323

Wright Blectrolyic Meter, 168
Back E.M.F., 170
Drop, 170
Objections to, 173
Syphon Tube Type, 169
Temperature Compensation, 170
Three-wire Type, 172

AVright Electrolvtio (E18), Miniature,
172
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POTENTIOIVIETERS. GALVANOMETERS.
STANDARD RESISTANCES. WHEATSTONE BRIDGES.
VOLT BOXES. UNIVERSAL SHUNTS.
STANDARD CELLS. RHEOSTATS.

AND OTHER TEST ROOM & LABORATORY APPARATUS.

Also complete range of Switchboard and Portable

MEASURISIG INSTRUMENTS for A.C.&C.C. Systems.

* We also manufacture
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FERRANTI
MERCURY MOTOR
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AnvuKTiaioMUN'r.

PROMPT DELIVERIES
AND

GOOD SERVICE.

|F you want to buy any of the following instruments

^ and want the happy combination of right quality and

right price, you must send your inquiry to

LANDIS & GYR, L™:
ELQEE WORKS,

WINDMILL ROAD, HAMPTON HILL,

(Te'.e phone ; MOLESEY 343)

WHO MAKE:—

HOUSE SERVICE METERS,

TWO RATE METERS,

SWITCHBOARD METERS,

TIME SWITCHES for lamppost mounting,

TIME SWITCHES for all other purposes,

INDICATING WATTMETERS,

PREPAYMENT METERS,

INSTRUMENT TRANSFORMERS,

BMERZ DEMAND 111' INDICATDRS.
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ACCURACY
in meter testing is secured as much
by the test room equipment as by
the design of the meter itself.

Langdori-Da\ ies Motor Genciator iuniishinf;

wide range ol Vdltage for meter testing.

Ef ficiency
reliability
durability
are embodied in the design and
construction of -

LANG DIO N ~ D A V I E S

DYNAMOS & MOTORS.
We build thousands of standard
machines every year, but we also [j"

make to any desired specification.

Langiion-Davies Eiecific Wof Co.

110, CANNON STREET, LONDON, E.C. 4.
\>''
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WESTON
Laboratory Standard Instruments.

Model 5 D.C. Laboratory Standard Voltmeter.

npHESE Instruments are the most sensitive and accurate direct reading
J- moving coil instruments ever produced for the measurement of

continuous current. They arc indispensable in all laboratories
where extremely accurate determ,inations of current or potential are to
be made, and are also particularly adapted for use as reference standards,
for M'hich purpose they may be used with confidence in place of a
Potentiometer.

They have a pointer Si "long, and a scale 12 '''long, which may be read
directly to '1 of a scale division, and visually sub-divided to '05 of a scale
<!ivision.

We guarantee them to be accurate to within 1, 10 of 1*^,,. and have
produced instruuitrnts in which the error does not exceed one-half of the
above exceptional figure.

"We have now produced a new Laboratory Standard Model for A.G.
circuits of a similar size and with the same high degree of accuracy
\\'hen used upon D.C. circuits or upon AG. circuits up to Hi cycles per
second, and of any po^ver factor.

This instrument is made in three fornis, and is known as Weston
Model 326 Voltmeters, Ammeters and Wattmeters.

The wide field of use for these instruments for general laboratory
and testing work combined with the great advantage of being able to

check them against a Potentiometer will be readily appreciated.

Undoubtedly they will fill the same place in laboratory A.C.
measurements that the well-known Weston Model 5 Laboratory Standard
Instruments have held in D.C. laboratory work jn all parts of the ^vorld

for so many years.

WESTON ELEOTRIGAL BNSTRUMEHT CO..
AUDREY HOUSE, ELY PLACE, LONDON, E.C.I.

Tel. No. 2029 HOLBORN. 1 el. and Cable ,\ddicss ; PIVOTED, LONDON
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TIME SWITCHES,

DEMAND LIMITERS,

SMALL MECHANICAL GEAR.

'*.°^>ii^^%]^^'"

HALF SIZE,

\AIE are manufacturers of every descriptioa of Time
Switch and claim to be able to do with a clock

practically any switching that can be done by hand. We
specialise in this class of business and are the only firm
whose instruments are specially approved by the British
and Canadian Governments. They are also approved by
the Board of Fire Underwriters of the United States.

IJWe illustrate our small Street Lighting Switch for
liamps. at 250 volts, the clock of which runs 18 days
on each winding.

TfWe are also inakers of a Demand Limiter which can
be set to "blink" with an extraordinarily low margin.

VENNER TIME SWITCHES Up
6, OLD QUEEN STREET, WESTMINSTER,

LONDON, S.W., ENGLAND.
Tel<j-|ams

:
" TRYDAN. VIC, LONDON,' Telephone: Victoria 5595.
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HIGH -CLASS METERS ONLY.

In accordance with British Engineering Standards Committees

Specification.

Electricity

Meters
FOR

SINGLE PHASE,
POLYPHASE

AND
DIRECT CURRENT.

Types.
2 RATE
MAXIMUM DEMAND
PREPAYMENT
BATTERY.

SWlTCHBO.\RD
AND

SERVICE PATTERNS. SERVICE TYPE POLYPHASE METER.

CHAMBERLAIN iHOOKHAM.L
SOLAR WORKS,

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.

TO

Tele'^raiiis .
" ."^or.AK BlKMIXOIIAJI.' 'J'dephoii,:: Ci^xl'KAr, iy<>



Advertisemextk.

JEWELS
FOR

Electrical and Scientific Instruments.

— MADE IN —

DIAMONDS, SAPPHIRES,
RUBIES AND AGATES.

SAMPLES AND PRICES SENT ON REQUEST.

Manufacturers

—

A. W. WATKINS & CO.,
NORTHAMPTON STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

BATMETERS
FOR ALL PURPOSES.

SIMPLE. Type" O" METER
SINGLE AND POLYPHASE.

RELIABLE. Type " H" D.C. METER
MERCURY AMPERE-HOUR.

ACCURATE. 'Typ^ "
^

"

dc. meter
WATT-HOUR.

THE BAT METER CO., LTD-,
3-6, EDEN STREET, HAIVSPSTEAD RD., N.W.I,
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MOST LA5TI1JC \

or ALL TORCH£s\

SUITABLE FOn \\\\
THE IDEAL

METER-INSPECTION
TORCH.

LRin.SH
:made.

THE
iiLONSDALE"

BRITISH MADE

ELECTRIC TORCH.
A' luost reliable Torch at^a'popular price. Ex-
cellent fini h, with leatherette covered bodj' and
nickeled mounts. Fitted with pa ent permanent
switch, and complete with best quality Refill and

metal Filament Bulb.

List No. X.2I

Spare Refills

5 -

2 -

each.

The Refill supplied with this Torch'will hold up
in tock from o to j 2 months.

We List a fine range of Pocket Lamps,
Torches] and Electric Inspection [Lamps,
and shall be pleased to sendjparticulars of

these and our celebrated Volex Dry^Battery
Refills on request.
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THE

iiAr,!.- si?,K.

THOMSON PATENT

ELECTRIC LAMP
INVALUABLE FOR METER READING.

CAN EASILY BE RECHARGED.

Write for Catalogue,

OTHER TYPES SUPPLIED.

SOLE AGENT

:

L. E. Wilson,
10, Car-poi-a.-fcion S-tt-ee-t

MANCHESTER. A
E. SHOWELL & SONS,

LIMITED,

STIRCHLEY, BIRMINGHAM.

STANDARD CAST

CABLE SOCKETS
STOCKED.

Type E/4.

COPPER BONDS
FOR RAILS.

Meter Parts made to specification.

s....e„..o I
LIONEL ROBINSON,

Electrical
, ^ STAPLE INN, LONDON, XA/.C.I.

''" ^ '

Telephone: HOLEORN 6323.



ATivi':RTr'";'j:MEN'T.

THE REASON MANUFACTURING Co.. Ltd.,

BRIGHTON.

BEBSOI ELECTBillllil PIETEBS
FOR OSREST-eyeREI^T GineyiTS.

The most reliable Meter on the market.

MINIATURE METER.

No Non-Starting Losses.

No Moving Parts.

No Maintenance Charges

SPECIAL FEATURES.

5 years' Guarantee.

Low Initial Cost.

No Repairs.

E&

SYPHON TUBE METER.
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4 in. Dial Voltmeter Movinf Iron Type

for Direct and Alternating Current.

Spring controlled, dead beat.

Knife edge pointer. Polished

m.aliogany case. Ivorine card

scale, nearly equally divided.

4 in. Dial Voltmeter Moving Coil Type

for Direct Current.

Spring controlled, dead beat. Knife

edge pointer, external zero adju.ster.

Polished mahoganj' case. Ivorine card

scale, equally divided throughout.

6in.Dial Ammctir Moving- Coil Tjpe
for Direct Current.

Spring controlled, dead beat.

Knife edge pointer, external zero
adjuster. Polished mahogany
case, bri.ght stove enamelled,
nickel relief. Ivorine card mirror
inset, ecjually divided throughout.

t^he General Electric Co, Ltd.
Queen Victoria Street

I.^MD C3 f««

H^^MBilS
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